




Welcome 
From the editor

In 2014 we celebrated 
our 150th birthday, so 
to say we’re a part of 
our community is an 
understatement.  
The Timaru Herald is 
considered by its readers  
to be a part of their day 
-– just as much as their 
morning coffee or Sunday 
lie-in. That’s why we 
have one of the highest 
readership penetration 
rates in the country, with 
most of them being loyal 
subscribers.

Our advertisers recognise 
this as well, and while we 
provide a great vehicle for 
them in print, we’re now also 
helping them with digital 
options.

We’re looking forward to 
serving both readers and 
advertisers for another  
150 years.

Peter O’Neill 
Editor 
The Timaru Herald
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In brief

Teen disorientated
A 17-year-old youth frightened
Temuka residents at 3.20amon
Sundaywhen hewas drunk and
banging on doors asking for help.
Police were called as residents
were unaware what was
happening. Police discovered the
teenager disoriented andwith
cuts on his hand. They
administered first aid and called
hismother. Senior SergeantMark
Offen said themother was
already out looking for her son,
whichwas positive. ‘‘It shows they
care and are in a good home. If
they are looking for them then
that’s a good thing.’’

‘Severe’ quake
A 6.2-magnitude earthquake
rocked the lower South Island
yesterday evening. GeoNet
reported the quake struck at
6.13pm, about 9kmwest of
Tuatapere, in Southland. It was
9kmdeep and felt in Invercargill,
Te Anau, andWanaka. GeoNet
described it as severe.
❚ Full story, page 3

Murder trial begins
More than 100witnesses will be
called in a trial starting tomorrow
of fourmen and awoman in
relation to the death of Justin
McFarlane near Oamaru in
September 2013. A jury was
yesterday sworn in for the trial in
the High Court in Dunedin. Robert
James Cummings, Steven
Kenneth Boskell, RyanWarren
Geary-Smart, and Jacob
Christopher Geary-Smart each
pleaded not guilty to the joint
charge ofmurdering the 35-year-
old farmworker. Stephanie Rose
McCormack pleaded not guilty to
a charge of being an accessory
after the fact to themurder.

ACT rewarded
ACT leader David Seymour has
been sworn in as New Zealand’s
first parliamentary under-
secretary since 2005, with Prime
Minister John Key suggesting a
ministerial post lies ahead. At a
ceremony yesterday, Governor-
General Sir JerryMateparae
signed the warrants enabling
Seymour to become part of the
executive. He now holds the roles
of parliamentary under-secretary
to theministers of education and
regulatory reform. Hewill also
serve on the finance and
expenditure select committee.
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Robotic dairy sheds the future

Construction continues at Aad and Wilma van Leeuwen’s 13,000 square metre milking shed near Makikihi.Photo: John Bisset/Fairfax NZ

The dairy shed’s interior, with robotic milking machines in the foreground. Photo:
New Zealand Farmer/Fairfax NZ

JACK MONTGOMERIE
jack.montgomerie@timaru-
herald.co.nz

A South Canterbury dairy farmer
believes his robotic milking barns
represent the industry’s future.

Aad van Leeuwen said his dairy
farming group’s latest 13,000
square metre robotic dairy shed
could be one of many in the region,
as farmers seek to reduce pro-
duction costs and improve returns
on their cows’ milk solids.

The group has about 720 cows
in the shed near Makikihi, where
they are automatically milked by
12 robotic milking machines made
by European company DeLaval.

The barn will eventually house
more than 1400 cows and 24 robotic
milkers, making it DeLaval’s
largest indoor project in the world.

Van Leeuwen estimated the
barns halved the human labour

time required to produce a
kilogram of milk solids, and said
the reduced travel distances and
less-variable environment
increased the animals’ life expect-
ancy.

‘‘We hope to get a couple more
years out of the cows,’’ van
Leeuwen said. He believed the
cows were ‘‘very well looked after’’
during the 10 months each year
that they spent inside and con-
cerns about their welfare were ill-
founded.

‘‘It’s all very well to look [at
cows kept outdoors] on a nice
sunny day, but not on a horrible
day when it’s raining.’’

The barns also allowed farms to
meet regulatory limits on nitrogen
leaching. Some dairy farms
leached 50 to 60 kilograms per hec-
tare annually, but the barn
systems leached only about 15kg.

Farmers could also receive a
premium on milk produced in the

traditionally dry winter season.
Van Leeuwen, who moved to

the ‘‘land of milk and honey’’ from
a farming family in the Nether-
lands in 1983, said plenty of
farmers wanted to know more

about the system, which was one
of a handful in South Canterbury.

‘‘There’s a lot of interest, a lot of
people wanting to come and look
through.’’

However, he believed more

widespread use of the sheds would
take time and money. The shed
cost $22 million and van Leeuwen
believed most farmers would
remain cautious about using them
in the immediate future.

‘‘It’s not something that’ll take
off in a few weeks or months or
years. Some of them will innovate,
some of them will stay with what
they have been doing for 20 to 30
years.’’

Drink-drivers, slow learner
a disappointment for police
AUDREY MALONE
audrey.malone@timaruherald.co.nz

It is your
responsibility to

knowwho has your
car.
Senior Sergeant Mark Offen

Timaru Police had to abandon two
pursuits involving a teenage
driver, deal with a ‘‘slow learner’’
who managed to get two vehicles
impounded in two days, as well as
eight drink-drivers over the week-
end.

The pursuits, in which a
15-year-old Timaru boy was
reportedly driving a stolen vehicle
dangerously, took place in the
early hours of Sunday morning.

Police saw a suspicious vehicle
in Timaru at 1.15am and started
pursuing it, but stopped after con-
sidering it too dangerous to con-
tinue. Shortly afterwards, another
patrol saw the same vehicle and
pursued it.

They, too, had to abandon their
pursuit due to how the car was
being driven, meaning it could be
dangerous to others. The police
eventually caught up with the car.

The 15-year-old was referred to
youth aid for the driving offences
and unlawfully taking the car.

Timaru police described a man
as a ‘‘slow learner’’ after he was
stopped twice in Pleasant Point
over the weekend for driving while
suspended.

The 20-year-old Pleasant Point
man was first stopped by police on
the town’s main road at 7.15pm on
Saturday. The car he was driving
was impounded after it was dis-
covered he was driving while sus-
pended. The same man was pulled
up in a similar location at 11pm on
Sunday driving a farm bike, which
was also impounded for 28 days.

Senior Sergeant Mark Offen, of
Timaru, said there was a lesson for
people to take care when lending
their vehicle. ‘‘Before handing
over your keys you must make
sure the person is allowed to drive,
otherwise your car could be
impounded for 28 days.

‘‘It is your responsibility to
know who has your car,’’ he said.

A Mayfield man, 21, stopped in
Geraldine on Sunday morning was
also found to be driving while sus-
pended.

The vehicle he was driving was
impounded for 28 days.

Offen said overall it was a
disappointing weekend as police
had processed eight people for
drink-driving. ‘‘It’s a high number,
probably not the most we have
had, but definitely not the least we
have had in a weekend.’’

Most of the offenders were
caught driving in town, but also
lived in town, he said.
❚ A Timaru man, 30, was charged
and had his licence automatically
suspended after he was processed
at 797mcg, almost twice the limit.
❚ A Timaru man, 24, was charged
for driving while drunk after
recording an EBA of 523mcg.
❚ A man was charged and had his
licence automatically suspended
for 28 days after blowing 850mcg
on Studholme St in Temuka at
1.45am on Sunday.
❚ A Timaru man, 18, was
forbidden to drive for 12 hours and
charged with drink-driving after
being processed at 363mcg.
❚ A Timaru woman, 25, was
charged after she was caught driv-
ing on Sophia St just after 12am on
Monday. She recorded an EBA of
586mcg.
❚ A Timaru man, 24, was charged
and had his licence automatically
suspended for 28 days after
blowing 763mcg on Wilson St at
11.15pm on Sunday.

Verdicts due in SCF case
EMMA BAILEY
emma.bailey@fairfaxmedia.co.nz

The day of reckoning has arrived
with the three South Canterbury
Finance accused to learn their fate
today, with verdicts to be delivered
from 9.30am at the High Court at
Timaru.

The trial of former SCF
directors Edward Sullivan and
Bob White and former chief execu-
tive Lachie McLeod began on
March 12 and finished after five
months in front of Justice Paul
Heath on August 18.

They face a total of 18 charges

under the Crimes Act, including
theft by a person in a special
relationship, obtaining by decep-
tion, false statements by the pro-
moter of a company, and false
accounting – each carrying maxi-
mum penalties ranging from seven
to 10 years’ jail.

They will be brought into the
dock at 9.30am. Justice Heath has
indicated he will read the verdicts
and give brief reasons, but the full
reasons will be emailed to the
accused.

If found guilty, the judge will
then decide if the accused are to be
remanded on bail for sentencing or
in custody. Sentencing would take

place at a later date.
If found guilty they would have

20 working days to appeal the
decision to the Court of Appeal.

If found not guilty the accused
will be free to go, with the possi-
bility of filing to recover costs from
the expensive trial.

It has been one of New Zea-
land’s most expensive criminal
trials, with more than 61 days of
evidence and more than 40
witnesses called. The finance com-
pany collapsed on August 31, 2010,
and $1.58 billion was paid out
under the government deposit
guarantee scheme. Of that, $800
million has been recovered.

Source of outbreak hard to trace
Locating what caused the outbreak
of Yersinia pseudotubercolosis is
not as simple as recalling a single
product, according to the Ministry
for Primary Industries.

MPI Deputy Director General
Regulation and Assurance Scott
Gallacher said food safety and the
health of consumers is MPI’s
highest priority.

‘‘We are doing all we can to
locate what caused this outbreak
of Yersinia pseudotubercolosis.’’

Gallacher said it was getting a
lot of information, ‘‘building a pic-
ture and investigating many
avenues’’ into the outbreak. How-
ever, the information was in its
first stages and ‘‘far from conclus-
ive’’.

‘‘It is not a simple situation
where we can recall a single prod-
uct. It is not definitively linked to
any one supermarket chain.’’

People were surveyed to ask
about their recollection of certain

brands, but were not asked about
all brands, MPI said.

A specific product was recalled
by eight of the 96 affected people.
In other cases, people recalled a
brand that included several indi-
vidual products.

While 87 of the 96 purchased let-
tuce, only 17 identified any of the
brands asked about in the survey.

There have been two confirmed
cases in South Canterbury. No-one
has had to go to hospital. Fairfax NZ

Welcome to the advertising media kit for the 
Timaru Herald. We trust you’ll find everything 
you’ll need to know about our products and 
services inside.



Why Us?

The Timaru Herald has been the voice of 
South Canterbury for 150 years. When you 
talk to us, you talk to South Canterbury 
whether it’s in print through the The 
Timaru Herald, online at timaruherald.co.nz 
or in one of our local community papers 
like the South Canterbury Herald, the 
Waitaki Herald and Central South Island 
Farmer.

If you’re after something a little different, whether the 
solution is a special advertising feature, geo-targeted 
advertising on stuff.co.nz, or placement in one of our 
popular magazines, our experienced media consultants 
are here to help.

80%
People subscribe to 
our print products

New Zealanders read a 
Fairfax newspaper

Kiwis visit stuff.co.nz 
each monthFairfax Media connects with 80% of New 

Zealanders each day across our multi-media 
platforms. That’s 2.9 million people.

300,000 2.1 million 

1.5 million118,000
Subscribers to Fairfax 
e-newsletters

Still not convinced?
Contact one of our media consultants  
for an informal chat on 03 687 1341

Source: Nielsen CMI Q3 2013 - Q2 2014;  
Nielsen Online Ratings, Aug 2014.

Each day Fairfax Media connects with 
Kiwis up and down the country, so when 
you talk to Fairfax Media, you talk to 
New Zealand. 



Reaching your  
customers

Our audience are your 
customers. Whether they’re 
online, reading the daily paper 
or catching up on the issues 
in their community paper, 
Fairfax Media can help you 
connect with customers in 
the South Canterbury region.

Delivering credible, and authoritative 
news and information as well as the 
lighter things in life, consumers turn 
to The Timaru Herald to connect with 
South Canterbury through a trusted 
voice. Advertisers benefit from this 
trust and credibility, reaching and 
engaged and open audience.

Source: Nielsen CMI Q3 2013 - Q2 2014.  
Base: AP15+, Timaru Herald Circ Area.

of people have 
decided where to 
make a purchase

of people have visited a 
website to find out more 
information

As a result of reading their 
daily newspaper…

Online is becoming an 
increasingly popular 
medium for consumers…

Or 22,000 people in 
Timaru have made a 
purchase online in the 
last 12 months

Three in every four believe it’s easier to compare prices online

Have made 4 or more 
purchases online in the 
last 12 months

47%
61% 

48% 
41%

of people have talked 
to someone about an 
advertisement

53% 



Our footprint

* Source: Nielsen CMI Regional 2 Y/E Jun 2014.  
Base: AP15+, Timaru District.

Readers of The Timaru 
Herald are a loyal bunch. 
Home subscriptions account 
for more than 79% of the 
newspaper’s circulation.

79%

The Timaru Herald is the 
voice of South Canterbury. 
Monday to Saturday it 
delivers the very best 
coverage on the issues, 
successes and personalities 
that make the district what 
it is.

Monday – 
Saturday

Across a week the Timaru 
Herald is read by 81% 
of people in the Timaru 
District.

81%
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Our audience

29,000
Daily readership 
On an average day,  
The Timaru Herald is  
read by 62% of residents 
in our circulation area.

38,000 
Weekly readership
Across a typical week The 
Timaru Herald connects with 
81% of people in the Timaru 
District.

47%/53%
Gender split
The Timaru Herald audience 
skews slightly female with 
53% of readers being women.

$61,979
Average household 
income 
In the Timaru district, 
readers of The Timaru 
Herald have a higher 
household income than the 
average resident.

22,000
Homeowners
An average edition of  
The Timaru Herald reaches 
71% of homeowners in our 
circulation area.

Source: Nielsen CMI Regional 2 Y/E Jun 2014. Base: AP15+.

Readership by day

28,000

30,000

28,000

28,000

30,000

30,000

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Audience age 15,000
Main household 
shoppers
An average edition of The 
Timaru Herald is read by 
64% of main household 
shoppers in our circulation 
area.
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In brief

Teen disorientated

A 17-year-old youth frightened

Temuka residents
at 3.20amon

Sundaywhen
hewas drunk

and

banging on doors asking
for help.

Police were c
alled as residents

were unawar
e what was

happening. P
olice discover

ed the

teenager diso
riented andwith

cuts on his hand. The
y

administered first aid and called

hismother. Senior
SergeantMark

Offen said themother was

already out lo
oking for her son,

whichwas positive.
‘‘It shows they

care and are in a good home. If

they are look
ing for them then

that’s a good
thing.’’

‘Severe’ qua
ke

A 6.2-magnitude eart
hquake

rocked the lower Sou
th Island

yesterday eve
ning. GeoNet

reported the quake str
uck at

6.13pm, about 9kmwest of

Tuatapere, in
Southland. It w

as

9kmdeep and felt in Invercargill,

Te Anau, and
Wanaka. GeoNe

t

described it as severe.

❚ Full story, page 3

Murder trial be
gins

More than 100witnesses wil
l be

called in a trial starting
tomorrow

of fourmen and awoman in

relation to the death of Justin

McFarlane near
Oamaru in

September 2013. A jury was

yesterday sw
orn in for the trial in

the High Court in Dunedin. Rob
ert

James Cummings, Steven

Kenneth Boskell, Ryan
Warren

Geary-Smart, and Jacob

Christopher G
eary-Smart each

pleaded not guilty to the joint

charge ofmurdering the 35-year-

old farmworker. Steph
anie Rose

McCormack pleaded not guilty to

a charge of b
eing an accessory

after the fact
to themurder.

ACT rewarded

ACT leader David
Seymour has

been sworn in as New Zealand’s

first parliamentary under
-

secretary sinc
e 2005, with Prime

Minister John Key suggestin
g a

ministerial post
lies ahead. At

a

ceremony yesterda
y, Governor-

General Sir Je
rryMateparae

signed the warrants
enabling

Seymour to become part of the

executive. He
now holds the role

s

of parliamentary under
-secretary

to theministers of edu
cation and

regulatory re
form. Hewill also

serve on the finance an
d

expenditure s
elect committee.
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Robotic dairy sheds the future

Construction
continues at

Aad and Wilma van Leeuwen’s 13,000 square metre milking shed near Makikihi.Photo:
John Bisset/Fairfax

NZ

The dairy shed’s interio
r, with robotic milking machines in the foreground.

Photo:

New Zealand Farmer/Fairfax NZ

JACK MONTGOMERIE

jack.montgomerie@timaru-

herald.co.nz

A South Canterbury dairy farmer

believes his robotic milking barns

represent the industry’s future.

Aad van Leeuwen said his dairy

farming group’s latest 13,000

square metre robotic dairy shed

could be one of many in the region,

as farmers seek to reduce pro-

duction costs and improve returns

on their cows’ milk solids.

The group has about 720 cows

in the shed near Makikihi, where

they are automatically milked by

12 robotic milking machines made

by European company DeLaval.

The barn will eventually house

more than 1400 cows and 24 robotic

milkers, making it DeLaval’s

largest indoor project in the world.

Van Leeuwen estimated the

barns halved the human labour

time required to produce a

kilogram of milk solids, and said

the reduced travel distances and

less-variable environment

increased the animals’ life expect-

ancy.
‘‘We hope to get a couple more

years out of the cows,’’ van

Leeuwen said. He believed the

cows were ‘‘very well looked after’’

during the 10 months each year

that they spent inside and con-

cerns about their welfare were ill-

founded.
‘‘It’s all very well to look [at

cows kept outdoors] on a nice

sunny day, but not on a horrible

day when it’s raining.’’

The barns also allowed farms to

meet regulatory limits on nitrogen

leaching. Some dairy farms

leached 50 to 60 kilograms per hec-

tare annually, but the barn

systems leached only about 15kg.

Farmers could also receive a

premium on milk produced in the

traditionally dry winter season.

Van Leeuwen, who moved to

the ‘‘land of milk and honey’’ from

a farming family in the Nether-

lands in 1983, said plenty of

farmers wanted to know more

about the system, which was one

of a handful in South Canterbury.

‘‘There’s a lot of interest, a lot of

people wanting to come and look

through.’’
However, he believed more

widespread use of the sheds would

take time and money. The shed

cost $22 million and van Leeuwen

believed most farmers would

remain cautious about using them

in the immediate future.

‘‘It’s not something that’ll take

off in a few weeks or months or

years. Some of them will innovate,

some of them will stay with what

they have been doing for 20 to 30

years.’’

Drink-drivers, slow learner

a disappointment for police

AUDREY MALONE

audrey.malone@timaruherald.co
.nz

It is your
responsibility

to

knowwho has your

car.
Senior Sergeant Mark Offen

Timaru Police had to abandon two

pursuits involving a teenage

driver, deal with a ‘‘slow learner’’

who managed to get two vehicles

impounded in two days, as well as

eight drink-drivers over the week-

end.
The pursuits, in which a

15-year-old Timaru boy was

reportedly driving a stolen vehicle

dangerously, took place in the

early hours of Sunday morning.

Police saw a suspicious vehicle

in Timaru at 1.15am and started

pursuing it, but stopped after con-

sidering it too dangerous to con-

tinue. Shortly afterwards, another

patrol saw the same vehicle and

pursued it.
They, too, had to abandon their

pursuit due to how the car was

being driven, meaning it could be

dangerous to others. The police

eventually caught up with the car.

The 15-year-old was referred to

youth aid for the driving offences

and unlawfully taking the car.

Timaru police described a man

as a ‘‘slow learner’’ after he was

stopped twice in Pleasant Point

over the weekend for driving while

suspended.

The 20-year-old Pleasant Point

man was first stopped by police on

the town’s main road at 7.15pm on

Saturday. The car he was driving

was impounded after it was dis-

covered he was driving while sus-

pended. The same man was pulled

up in a similar location at 11pm on

Sunday driving a farm bike, which

was also impounded for 28 days.

Senior Sergeant Mark Offen, of

Timaru, said there was a lesson for

people to take care when lending

their vehicle. ‘‘Before handing

over your keys you must make

sure the person is allowed to drive,

otherwise your car could be

impounded for 28 days.

‘‘It is your responsibility to

know who has your car,’’ he said.

A Mayfield man, 21, stopped in

Geraldine on Sunday morning was

also found to be driving while sus-

pended.
The vehicle he was driving was

impounded for 28 days.

Offen said overall it was a

disappointing weekend as police

had processed eight people for

drink-driving. ‘‘It’s a high number,

probably not the most we have

had, but definitely not the least we

have had in a weekend.’’

Most of the offenders were

caught driving in town, but also

lived in town, he said.

❚ A Timaru man, 30, was charged

and had his licence automatically

suspended after he was processed

at 797mcg, almost twice the limit.

❚ A Timaru man, 24, was charged

for driving while drunk after

recording an EBA of 523mcg.

❚ A man was charged and had his

licence automatically suspended

for 28 days after blowing 850mcg

on Studholme St in Temuka at

1.45am on Sunday.

❚ A Timaru man, 18, was

forbidden to drive for 12 hours and

charged with drink-driving after

being processed at 363mcg.

❚ A Timaru woman, 25, was

charged after she was caught driv-

ing on Sophia St just after 12am on

Monday. She recorded an EBA of

586mcg.
❚ A Timaru man, 24, was charged

and had his licence automatically

suspended for 28 days after

blowing 763mcg on Wilson St at

11.15pm on Sunday.

Verdicts due in SCF case

EMMA BAILEY

emma.bailey@fairfaxmedia.co.nz

The day of reckoning has arrived

with the three South Canterbury

Finance accused to learn their fate

today, with verdicts to be delivered

from 9.30am at the High Court at

Timaru.
The trial of former SCF

directors Edward Sullivan and

Bob White and former chief execu-

tive Lachie McLeod began on

March 12 and finished after five

months in front of Justice Paul

Heath on August 18.

They face a total of 18 charges

under the Crimes Act, including

theft by a person in a special

relationship, obtaining by decep-

tion, false statements by the pro-

moter of a company, and false

accounting – each carrying maxi-

mum penalties ranging from seven

to 10 years’ jail.

They will be brought into the

dock at 9.30am. Justice Heath has

indicated he will read the verdicts

and give brief reasons, but the full

reasons will be emailed to the

accused.
If found guilty, the judge will

then decide if the accused are to be

remanded on bail for sentencing or

in custody. Sentencing would take

place at a later date.

If found guilty they would have

20 working days to appeal the

decision to the Court of Appeal.

If found not guilty the accused

will be free to go, with the possi-

bility of filing to recover costs from

the expensive trial.

It has been one of New Zea-

land’s most expensive criminal

trials, with more than 61 days of

evidence and more than 40

witnesses called. The finance com-

pany collapsed on August 31, 2010,

and $1.58 billion was paid out

under the government deposit

guarantee scheme. Of that, $800

million has been recovered.

Source of outbreak hard to trace

Locating what caused the outbreak

of Yersinia pseudotubercolosis is

not as simple as recalling a single

product, according to the Ministry

for Primary Industries.

MPI Deputy Director General

Regulation and Assurance Scott

Gallacher said food safety and the

health of consumers is MPI’s

highest priority.

‘‘We are doing all we can to

locate what caused this outbreak

of Yersinia pseudotubercolosis.’’

Gallacher said it was getting a

lot of information, ‘‘building a pic-

ture and investigating many

avenues’’ into the outbreak. How-

ever, the information was in its

first stages and ‘‘far from conclus-

ive’’.
‘‘It is not a simple situation

where we can recall a single prod-

uct. It is not definitively linked to

any one supermarket chain.’’

People were surveyed to ask

about their recollection of certain

brands, but were not asked about

all brands, MPI said.

A specific product was recalled

by eight of the 96 affected people.

In other cases, people recalled a

brand that included several indi-

vidual products.

While 87 of the 96 purchased let-

tuce, only 17 identified any of the

brands asked about in the survey.

There have been two confirmed

cases in South Canterbury. No-one

has had to go to hospital. Fairfax NZ
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Attitude In brief

Quote of the week

‘‘I’m conscious tha
t in recent picture

s I don’t look
too

good, but tha
t’s what illnes

s does to you. I’m not going

toworry toomuch about that. I’ll
rest when I’m dead,’’

British singer Morrissey has r
evealed he is receivin

g

treatment for cance
r.

Word of the week

Fleek
On point e.g. Eye

brows on fleek = Eyebro
ws on point

Top 10 songs

1) Shake It Off
, Taylor Swift

2) All About T
hat Bass, Meghan Trainor

3) Only Love
Can Hurt Like This

, Paloma Faith

4) Thinking Out Loud, Ed
Sheeran

5) I’m Not the Only
One, Sam Smith

6) Bang Bang, Jessie J
, Ariana Grand

e & Nicki Minaj

7) Ugly Heart
, G.R.L.

8) Budapest,
George Ezra

9) Blame (feat. John Newman), Calvin Harris

10) Superhero
es, The Script

Top 10 albums

1) Title – EP, M
eghan Trainor

2) Ssxub – EP, Shapesh
ifter & The Upbeats

3) In the Lonely Ho
ur (Deluxe Ed

ition), Sam Smith

4) x (Deluxe E
dition), Ed Sheeran

5) Greetings F
romCalifornia, Th

eMadden Brothers

6) Now That’sWhat I Call Music 45, Vario
us Artists

7) Chillsville, V
arious Artists

8) A Perfect Contr
adiction (Deluxe), Palo

ma Faith

9) Evergreen,
Broods

10) Guardians
of the Galaxy

: AwesomeMix Vol. 1

(Original Motion Picture Sound
track), Variou

s Artists

Miley disappoints

Miley Cyrus left
her New

Zealand fans angry an
d

disappointed
after

ignoring them at

Auckland’s air
port.The

star arrived in Auckland

onWednesday for
the

only New Zealand show

of her Banger
z tour. A

crowd of 29, mostly

youngwomen, had

gathered calmly outside

a small special exi
t at

the airport’s

international
terminal.

However, thin
gs turned

feral after Cyr
us went

from another side
door straight

into her waiting car.

The crowd and paparazzi rus
hed the star but s

hewas

swiftly bundle
d into the vehicle w

hile police an
d

bodyguards k
ept the adole

scents at bay
.

Muggle frenzy

J K Rowling has sent the

Muggle world into a

frenzy. ‘‘Cry, f
oe! Run

amok! Fa awry! M
y

wandwon’t tolerate
this

nonsense.’’ Th
e author

of the Harry P
otter

series posted
from her

Twitter accou
nt shewas

busyworking
on a

novel, a scree
nplay, and

campaigns for he
r

charity, Lumos. The

crypticmessagewas

thought to relate to her

upcoming screenplay

for Harry Pott
er spinoff

movie Fantastic
Beasts

andWhere to Find Them. She has sinc
e posted hints

online, saying
the solution to her anagram

is the first

sentence of a
synopsis of th

e story of New
t Scamander,

themain character in the film.

Big money for stars

According to The

Hollywood Reporter,

the stars of hi
gh-

grossingmovies have

not been affected by

the decline in
actors’

salaries over
the past

decade, espe
cially when

it comes to appearing in

a new instalment of a

hit franchise.
Robert

Downey Jnr l
eads the

waywith a $US75

million (NZ$96m)

annual salary
from his 7

per cent, first
-dollar share o

f IronMan 3’s earnings a
s

well as a $US1
2million (NZ$15.3m) endorsement deal

with HTC, while Sa
ndra Bullock

did very nicely ou
t of

her 15 per cen
t, first-dollar d

eal onGravity plus a
bout

$USI0million (NZ$12.8m) from the hit action
comedy

The Heat.

Theft ‘a sex crime’

Oscar winner
Jennifer

Lawrence has
spoken

for the first tim
e about

the theft and
release of

dozens of nud
e

photographs
of her,

labelling the hack a ‘‘se
x

crime’’. ‘‘It is not a

scandal. It is a
sex

crime,’’ The Hunge
r

Games star said in an

interview for the

November issue of

Vanity Fair. T
he 24-year-

old said shewas ‘‘just
so

afraid’’ when
news

broke of the p
rivacy violatio

n on August 31. More than

100 celebrities ha
d nude photog

raphs stolen from their

iCloud accounts and
published on the online bu

lletin

board 4chan.

Nelson’s brai
ds sold

Some of themost distinctive
hair in Americanmusic –

Willie Nelson’s t
rademark braids – h

as sold for

US$37,000 (NZ$47,000)
at auction. Th

e braids were
cut

in the 1980swh
en Nelson’s hair

was still red andwere

themost talked-abo
ut item in the Arizona a

uction of

items owned by the lateW
aylon Jennings, Nel

son’s

cohort in the ‘‘outlaw country’’ musicmovement.

Aoraki Polyt
ech tourism student Nina

Stephens ha
s been accepted to work at Disney World in Orlando, Flo

rida.

Disney open

for Nina
NATASHA THYNE

natasha.thyn
e@timaruherald.co

.nz

N
ina Stephens used to want

to be on the Disney Channel

but knew that wouldn’t

happen, so she has gone for

the next best thing; working

at Disney World.

She recently found out she has been

accepted to work at Disney World in

Orlando, Florida.

For six months the Aoraki Polytechnic

tourism student will be working as a

lifeguard at the famed theme park.

It will be the first time Nina has been

out of New Zealand and living away from

home.
Seeing pictures of a friend’s Disney

working experience inspired her to sign

up for the work experience programme.

Tourism students at the Polytech are

given the opportunity to apply to a

programme which involves an interview

process with Disney officials.

This year, Nina, 18, was the only

student to apply. ‘‘I don’t feel it’s real, it

hasn’t sunk in yet,’’ she said.

She said she is looking forward to the

experience and meeting new people, but

doesn’t know what to expect – only the fun

stuff her friend told her about.

‘‘I’m really not sure, only what I’ve

heard that it’s fun but hard work. And

hot, I might die of heat stroke.’’

Apart from getting lost in the airport,

her biggest worry is not understanding

foreigners who visit the theme park.

Originally from Temuka, Nina wanted

to be a flight attendant but once she

realised she didn’t have much flying

experience under her belt, she decided to

start off with the tourism course.

In the course, she has learnt

everything from business and marketing

to destinations and geography.

Once her six months at Disney World

is complete, Nina will decide if she wants

to stay on for another six months.

She plans to travel around America

and Europe after her Disney adventure.

Roller coaster ride of emotions

Brennan Galpin, secon
d from right, with other Rotary

exchange students pos
ing in front

of a statue at the Nagasaki Pe
ace Park. The right hand symbolises the threat of nuc

lear

war and the left hand symbolises etern
al peace. Pho

to: Supplied

Find it online
I’m so busy doing so much that I

couldn’t poss
ibly fit into such a

small article like this so if you’re

interested, p
lease check out my

blog:
http://brennan-japan-

exchange.blogspot.co.nz

T
his month has been filled

with all sorts, ranging from

the regular speeches and

meetings, to festivals and

roller coasters. We even went to

Kyushu, Japan’s southernmost

island.
And all of the new kids have

arrived.
I’ll start with the newbies. We all

went along to one of the regular

district meetings where us exchange

students would give speeches and

learn about the month’s plans. But

this time, a bunch of new kids turned

up.
It was quite nostalgic, they had to

give short introduction speeches

which were done in shaky, nervous

Japanese.
I remember the feeling all too well.

All of the newbies were really friendly

and we are already like a big family.

There are many fun times to be had.

Before said meeting, a couple of

exchange students and I went off in

search of some thrills. So we went to

the nearest amusement park, which

just so happened to be home to the

world’s longest roller coaster: The

Steel Dragon 2000.

I had never ridden a roller coaster

before so I wasn’t really sure why my

Australian friend was so scared to get

on it or why our German friend didn’t

want to ride it at all.

Well, I found out pretty quickly. It

was amazing. It was something like I

had never experienced before, I

thought I was going to die but I was

laughing/screaming as it sped us

around a 2.5 kilometre track. I’d ride

it again in a heartbeat though, it was

awesome.
Near the end of the month, the

exchange students of our district and

a few Rotarians all went to Japan’s

southernmost island: Kyushu. We

started the journey with an early

morning flight to Nagasaki, which is

a city famous because it was one of

the two atomic bomb sites from

WWII. We went to the museum in

order to learn a bit about the event

and went in with high spirits, smiles

and not too many expectations.

But very quickly our moods

dropped as we saw the horrors of the

tragedy.
It was actually quite traumatising.

There were artefacts from the bomb

site and many photos depicting the

suffering of the victims. Whilst it was

heavy, it was a good experience.

After the grim museum, we got on

a bus and did a wee tour of Kyushu,

stopping at all sorts of places for feeds,

photos and fun.

Us seniors and the newbies all

bonded together on the trip and the

memories made will not ever be

forgotten.
Lastly, there have been so many

festivals lately that I couldn’t list

them all here.

While each festival is different

from the last, they all have a few

things in common; food, lots of people

and a great atmosphere. I’ve been

here for quite some time now but it

still surprises me to see the Japanese

spirit lift during festival times.

It’s amazing to be a part of.

I really love it here and I can never

believe how fast time is flying by. I’m

determined to live every day to its

fullest because time is finite! It’s

pretty damn awesome to be living my

dream every day. Brennan Galpin

Teens discover their creative spark
NATASHA THYNE

natasha.thyn
e@timaruherald.co

.nz

Geraldine High School stude
nts, from left, Jordan Ritchie, Dani

el Stanton and Rowan

McCaughan-G
alvin prepare for the electric vehi

cle race.

Find it online
Follow the high school

competitors’ prog
ress on

facebook.com/EvolocityNZ

G
eraldine High School

students are gearing up to

demonstrate their electric

vehicle skills at the

EVolocity event.

A team of seven students has been

busy designing and building vehicles

from scratch to compete in the

electric vehicle race at the Ruapuna

Speedway in Christchurch next

month.
The teens have been attending

regular design ‘‘boot camps’’, and

working over weekends to get an edge

over the 15 other schools from around

Canterbury that have also entered the

competition.

EVolocity is a ‘‘fast-paced,

innovative and exciting motorsport

event’’ with an environmental twist –

demonstrating electric vehicle

performance and efficiency.

The Geraldine High School teacher

managing the team, Louis Moulton,

said the challenge of designing and

building the vehicles had been a huge

incentive for the students.

‘‘This is a major project for our

students. It’s hard technology to get

your head around, but so far it’s been

an amazing learning experience.’’

He said the students had no prior

experience with the technology but

were hoping their entry would win

the endurance race, which was all

about completing the most circuits of

the track and having the most battery

voltage left at the end of the race.

One of the students, Rowan

McCaughan-Galvin said the team had

come a long way since it started out,

learning a huge amount in the

process.
‘‘We have had a number of

challenges along the way but we have

worked through those, and it’s all

beginning to take shape and look

good. We’re looking forward to race

day.’’
This year’s event also includes

races between the world’s fastest

electric drag motorcycle and the

fastest drag bike in the South Island,

and between a Ferrari and the high-

performance Tesla Roadster.
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91 King Street,

Temuka

Phone 615 7210

CRT + GREYPOWER

Kings

Shoe

Store
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0800 10 23 24
Come and see Menzies today

and choose the perfect

Trueform spa to suit you 6 High Street, Timaru |  Ph 03 684 8440

SEE US AT www.menziesgroup.co.nz

Sink in, relax and unwind,

  it’s pure indulgence...

Upgrade now to a

Trueform Spa
to ato a

41
A

I

Choose from a 2 person spa, 

through to a 6 person spa..!ppp p
ggg

With 9 to 72 different jets, depending on the 

model you choose, you won’t want to share 

your new Trueform spa with anyone!

Order now 
to guarantee 

delivery 
before 

Christmas

Temuka gets a taste of Indian cooking
Owner of the new Indian

cuisine takeaway Red

Chillies M. Istakhar Kh
an,

left, wants to bring a new

flavour to Temuka with the

help of chefs Motiullah

Khan and Rahul Rao. P
hotos:

Mytchall Brans
grove/Fairfax

NZ

NATASHA THYNE

natasha.thyn
e@timaruherald.co

.nz

TEMUKA

Chef Motiullah Khan demonstrates the
cooking skills he has gained after 30

years of working in Indian restaurants.

A new flavour has been introduced

to the Temuka palate.

Red Chillies Indian Cuisine

opened on the main street of

Temuka last week and is receiving

good feedback from locals.

Owner M Istakhar Khan also has

a shop in Geraldine, which opened

three years ago. After visiting

Temuka frequently he decided it

was a good place to expand his busi-

ness.
‘‘Normally Temuka people would

go there [the Geraldine shop] and

they would ask me to come to

Temuka.’’
It is the first time an Indian

eatery has opened in Temuka and

Khan, who originates from

Darjeeling, saw it as an opportunity

to offer something different to the

locals.
There are four workers at the

takeaway, including two chefs.

Khan said staff have vast experi-

ence in Indian cuisine, having

worked in restaurants and hotels all

over the world from India and Dubai

to Wellington and Auckland.

One Motiullah Khan, has 30

years’ cooking experience and has

worked at five star hotel

restaurants in India for 15

years before coming to New

Zealand to work 15 years

ago.

Getting No 8-wired about Chinese tourists

AUDREY MALONE

audrey.malone@timaruherald.co
.nz

Most of these

differences ar
e

easily overcom
ewith

a little knowle
dge.

Katerina Tiscenko, Aoraki Devel
opment

Business and
Tourism

GERALDINE

Adapting communication to avoid

a culture clash is key for busi-

nesses wanting to benefit from the

Chinese tourist trade.

Over 40 operators attended a

Geraldine conference conducted

by Selwyn member of Parliament

and Minister of Communications

Amy Adams on Thursday to

develop skills to deal with the

Chinese tourist market.

Aoraki Development Business

and Tourism tourism manager

Katerina Tiscenko said it was all

about enabling people from the dif-

ferent countries to communicate

effectively.
‘‘One key difference experi-

enced by many NZ tourism

operators is that the Chinese do

not usually include the number of

children travelling in their group –

it’s usual in Chinese culture to

only count the adults in the party,’’

she said.
Local accommodation

providers may interpret this as an

attempt to avoid extra costs, she

said.
‘‘The simple remedy is for the

accommodation provider to pol-

itely state that in New Zealand, for

safety purposes, we need to know

the total number in the group.’’

It was reported earlier this year

that Chinese were the fastest-

growing ‘‘free independent travel-

ler’’ (FIT) sector in Canterbury.

Therefore it is important to get

all the nuances right when dealing

with them, Tiscenko said.

‘‘The number eight is lucky.

‘‘If possible put Chinese visitors

in room number eight, 18, 28 etc.

‘‘But not room 48.

‘‘The number four has negative

connotations.’’

The Chinese visitor market is

huge and the associated expendi-

ture brings strong potential for

South Canterbury, she said.

If the key cultural differences

are not understood by Kiwi hosts,

it can result in misunderstandings

and offence on both sides, she said.

‘‘[Otherwise it can] possibly

result in a negative experience for

the visitor and usually [is] com-

pletely unintentional from both

sides.
‘‘Most of these differences are

easily overcome with a little

knowledge of some key do’s and

don’ts when hosting Chinese

visitors.’’
Cultural miscommunication

was a two-way street and New

Zealanders needed to learn about

the needs of Chinese visitors, as

much as they wanted to learn

about the Kiwi culture, she said.

’A lot of hoo-ha’ about

building, says councillor

JACK MONTGOMERIE

jack.montgomerie

@timaruherald.co
.nz

TWIZEL

An artist’s impression of the planned Meridian Energy office building in Twizel.

Photo: Supp
lied/Meridian Energy.

A Mackenzie district councillor

has defended the council from

ongoing criticism of its decision to

allow Meridian Energy to build

offices near Twizel’s town centre.

Councillor Noel Jackson said

he was comfortable with the coun-

cil’s decision to allow Meridian to

build a $4 million office on the cor-

ner of Market Pl and Mackenzie

Dr.
He said the planned 85-person

office was an ‘‘attractive looking

building’’ but the deal had

generated ‘‘a lot of hoo-ha’’.

‘‘People don’t like change.’’

Jackson said Twizel residents

campaigning for the building to be

moved 50 metres south should be

aware that Meridian could have

chosen to relocate its staff out of

the district ‘‘if things got really

tied up in legal beagle’’.

Meridian spokesperson Paul

Clearwater said Meridian was

‘‘aiming to relocate its offices to

the town centre and is not con-

sidering other options’’.

Twizel Promotion and Develop-

ment Association funded newslet-

ter Twizel Update has closed corre-

spondence on the controversial

deal, which may have contributed

to negative perceptions of the

council in the town.

A council-commissioned survey

concluded less than half of Twizel

ratepayers were satisfied with the

performance of the councillors and

mayor, compared to 81 per cent of

Fairlie ratepayers who gave coun-

cillors the tick. The Cinta

Research survey stated the aver-

age Twizel ratepayer scored the

council’s communication and con-

sultation efforts 2.7 out of a poss-

ible five, below the district average

of 3.7.

Mayor goes it alone at first open forum

SAHIBAN KANWAL

sahiban.kanw
al@timaruherald.co

.nz

WAIMATE

No one turned up to an open forum

held by Waimate’s mayor last week.

Mayor Craig Rowley said

Wednesday’s forum was a new

initiative and had not been

publicised.
‘‘The open forum was for any

resident or ratepayer to talk to me

without having to have an appoint-

ment, and chat about any

suggestions or issues they might

have had.’’ He plans to hold the

forum on the second Wednesday of

each month from 10am to noon.

‘‘I hope the open forum will be

the first of a number of new

initiatives to be put in place to

strengthen the relationship between

council and its ratepayers and

residents.’’
The forum was also part of the

council’s commitment to openness

and transparency, and the ‘‘open for

business’’ philosophy it was commit-

ted to promoting.

‘‘I hope that members of the pub-

lic will take the opportunity to

attend the future open forums, with

the next scheduled for November

12.’’
Alternatively, he was also more

than happy to meet with any rate-

payer by appointment, he said.

Castle Claremont shows off its colourful history

Members of the Waimate Edwardian Heritage Group relived the Edwardian era by dressing up in the appropriate
garb and visiting Castle Claremont for their

10th

Anniversary
. Photo: Supplie

d

WAIMATE

SAHIBAN KANWAL

sahiban.kanw
al@timaruherald.co

.nz

A visit to a heritage castle and an

historic grave was the highlight of

the Waimate Edwardian Heritage

Group’s 10th anniversary

celebrations.

Group president Sandra Coles

said about 30 members visited Cas-

tle Claremont as part of a Mystery

Bus Tour.
‘‘They enjoyed a tour of the his-

toric Neo-Gothic style castle built

in 1884 for prominent early settler

George Hampton Rhodes and his

wife Henrietta,’’ she said.

Coles said the beautiful heri-

tage home was a great example of

what well-to-do people built back

in the day.
The home had a colourful his-

tory and played a part in religious

and community life. For several

years it was the St Joseph’s

Novitiate for the Marist Brothers.

Coles said Claremont House

was now in private ownership and

the present owner faithfully

restored and refurbished the house

and surrounding gardens to their

former glory.

She said it was a pity current

owner Rob Young was unavailable

during their visit.

Group members considered it a

privilege to view his home and

enjoyed a sumptuous afternoon tea

which was served in the formal

dining room.

They also visited the grave of

Jenny Collier, the first woman to

acquire a pastoral run. She took

over the land around 1855.

Group membership has grown

over the years to more than 50

people, many of whom are from

neighbouring historic groups,

including Christchurch’s

Ferrymeade, Oamaru’s Victorian

and Dunedin’s Times Past groups.

‘‘We have groups from Kaiapoi

to Invercargill. We enjoy the close

bonds forged with these groups

and actively attend each others

events,’’ Coles said.

Ava’s got a sec
ret to share

Newly appointed secret agent
Ava Fryer, 7, from

Orari, took part in the ‘‘agents in training’’

school holid
ay programme at the Temuka Library last week. Here Ava is making a secret agent

ID card. Each day there was storytime followed by an activity related to the programme.

Photo: Natas
ha Thyne/Fa

irfax NZ
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News

Celebrate your 

announcement in 

print and online...

Births, Birthdays, 

Engagements, Weddings,

Anniversaries and more...

Family Notices published in The Timaru

Herald can now be published on our 

website, allowing friends and family to 

view your notice anywhere at anytime.

For more information on The Timaru

Herald family notices online service 

contact:

Timaru herald on (03) 687 1395

or 0800 100 129

or thclass@timaruherald.co.nz

www.timaruherald.co.nz/

celebrations

oouurr

5241035AA

6046142AY

Main Street Butchery

110 King Street, Temuka • Ph/fax 615-9583

Mobile Abattoir

This week’s

special

While stocks last

Rolled Roast Beef 

$9.99 per kg

BBQ Steak

$11.99 per kg

In brief

Hunter foun
d

A 50-year-oldMtMaunganuiman

entered the bush in the eastern

Bay of Plenty
with two others on

Saturdaymorning. They
agreed

to split up andmeet back at a
hut

that evening,
but when the third

man didn’t show up, his friends

reported himmissing. About

11.30pmhewas found
in a farm

shed, and airlifted to Rotorua

hospital, Serg
eant Greg Lexmond

said.

Social fund

Environment Canterbu
ry (ECan)

has spent $30
3,362 of ratep

ayer

funds paying
staff to attend

compulsory socia
l events to

bolster spirits
after the

earthquakes.
Almost 8900 staff

hours has bee
n charged to the

‘‘social event’
’ administration code

since 2010. Ev
ents included

Matariki celebra
tions, hangi,

commissioners’ afte
rnoon teas,

Christmas events, sod
-turning

events and speeches to ‘‘inspire’’

staff on ECan’s ‘‘priori
ties’’.

Paul Henry TV

Controversial
TV host Paul Hen

ry

is returning to breakfast TV
in a

new venture that’s
part TV

programme and part radio show.

MediaWorks – which owns TV3,

which broadcasts Th
e Paul Henry

Show – said the new programme

would have a ‘‘signif
icant digital

component’’ and would include

elements of radio,
TV and online,

news and entertainment. It would

be broadcast
on both TV3 and

RadioLIVE in 2015, MediaWorks

said. The new
showwill signal an

end to the late-night
Paul Henry

Show andwill replace Fi
rstline

and the RadioLIVE
breakfast

shows.

Police Notebook

Incidents dea
lt with by the

Timaru police include
d:

❚ On Friday a 17-ye
ar-old Pleasant

Point youth was arrested
on a

warrant.

❚ Police issued
a number of

infringement notices af
ter

stopping cars going to an event

at TeMoana.

❚ Two Temukamen, aged 19 and

20, were loca
ted in a vehicle in

theWaihao Riverbedwith

cannabis and
instruments. Both

men admitted possession of

cannabis. Pol
ice believe th

eywill

be issuedwith pre-charge

warnings.

❚ A Te Awamutumanwas

arrested at 5.10amon Sunday for

damaging property in

Guinness St.

❚ A Timaruman, 31, was

trespassed from a Royal Arcad
e

location on Friday evenin
g.

❚ A Timaru youth, 17, is g
oing to

court after he
was found breaking

his curfew. He
was discovere

d by

police walking
along Newman St

at 12.20am onMonday.

❚ Aman, 40, on a ski touring trip

as part of a gu
ided party, had to

be rescued by the Aoraki
/Mt

Cook Land Search and Rescue

team at 4pmon Saturday from

Fox Neve nea
r Pioneer Hut

.

❚ A person pulled a U-turn on

Brunswick St
on Saturday at 1p

m

after seeing friends in Church St

and then crashed into a

motorbike. No injuries were

caused and police are stil
l

investigating
the incident.

❚ Three peop
le were arrest

ed and

investigations
are continuin

g

after a fight o
n Stafford St at 3am

on Saturday.

❚ Threemales, aged 18, 19 and 22,

were arrested
for fighting at the

lower end of Stafford St at 2.20am

on Sunday.

❚ A Timarumanwas arrested
for

fighting in the night club
vicinity

of Stafford St at 12.20am
on

Sunday.

Victim’s
mother
opposes
release
AUDREY MALONE

audrey.malone@timaruherald.co
.nz

I told them: ‘You

see this type o
f

thing all the ti
me but

for us, Williamwas

ours. He was
our

only one’.
Jenny Brokenshire

mother of stabb
ing victim

A Timaru mother objected to the

release of her son’s killer at a

victims’ hearing in Wellington yes-

terday.
In 2010, Peter Lewis and Jenny

Brokenshire’s 16-year-old son,

William, died after he was stabbed

in the back three times by Oamaru

teenager Daniel Ethan Smith.

Smith, who was also 16 at the

time, is up for parole for the first

time.
He was convicted of man-

slaughter in a retrial in July, after

a murder conviction was quashed

and a retrial ordered.

The family travelled to Welling-

ton to appeal against his release.

‘‘I told them: ‘You see this type

of thing all the time but for us, Wil-

liam was ours. He was our only

one’,’’ Brokenshire said.

‘‘We have had to deal with

losing one person who meant the

world to us.’’

The justice system has ensured

Brokenshire has become well

acquainted with Smith.

‘‘He imposed himself on my

world. I don’t care what he does. I

just don’t want to have to sit

through another court case

because he wasn’t ready to be out

there.’’
She also wanted other factors to

be considered by the Parole Board,

like when Smith is released, where

he is released to.

He knows what the entire fam-

ily looks like and vice versa, she

said.
‘‘William’s sister is off to uni-

versity next year. I don’t want her

having to bump into him.’’

Brokenshire said she was ner-

vous in the lead-up to speaking at

the victims’ hearing.

Brokenshire felt if Victim Sup-

port had not been there to help, she

would have been lost.

She said Victim Support had

helped the family out immensely

with the preparation and ensuring

that they were able to get to Wel-

lington.
The family felt those at the

hearing listened to their

submissions.

‘‘I can only hope once they have

done their research, they make a

decision that works in our

favour.’’

Dramatic drop in ticketing of dog-owners

SARAH JARVIS
Chris English

:

‘‘Now we visit

unregistered
dog

owner properti
es

and only infringe

when the dog is

confirmed as still

being in their

care.’’

The number of infringement notices

being issued by the Timaru District

Council to dog owners has dropped

dramatically over the last year.

For the year ending June 30, 74

infringement notices were issued to

owners who failed to register their

dogs, compared with 340 the pre-

vious year.
Group regulatory services man-

ager Chris English said the council

had changed its process for chasing

up unregistered dogs.

‘‘Previously we would issue

infringements to all dog owners who

had not re-registered their dogs, and

would then cancel the infringements

when the owner contacted us to

explain why the dog had not been re-

registered, such as the dog had died

or been sold.

‘‘Now we visit unregistered dog

owner properties and only infringe

when the dog is confirmed as still

being in their care,’’ he said.

English said the council had

placed more emphasis on educating

the dog-owning community and

ensuring compliance, rather than

writing infringements.

‘‘This has led to fewer

infringements being issued.’’

The overall number of infringe-

ment notices issued to dog owners

had also dropped, from 414 to 102.

Cases of dogs not under control,

or wandering, dropped from 56 to 27

and no prosecutions were recorded

in the year ending June 30, 2014.

English said he was not sure why

the number of dogs not under con-

trol has dropped as the council still

had the same number of dog control

officers.
‘‘Our prime objective is com-

pliance, not writing of

infringements.’’

The number of dogs classified as

‘‘dangerous’’ dropped from seven to

two, and the number of dogs classi-

fied as ‘‘menacing’’ dropped from 20

to two.
The number of lost dogs jumped

up to 444 from 192, but English was

not sure why that was.

He said he did not believe it was

related to dog theft.

Barking dog complaints reduced

from 424 to 403.

Cunliffe throws in

with Little’s camp

ANDREA VANCE

David Cunliffe has relinquished

his childhood dream of becoming

prime minister – withdrawing

from the race to be Labour leader

and endorsing Andrew Little.

The move is a blow to his bitter

rival Grant Robertson, with

Cunliffe’s strong support in Auck-

land, with the dairy workers union

and with Pasifika members likely

to shift with him.

The New Lynn MP, who only

held the leader’s job for a year,

said Little was the most likely can-

didate to unify the caucus, which

is now riven by divisions.

‘‘I have enormous respect for

Andrew and his integrity. I believe

he is the right man for the job,’’ he

said.
Cunliffe made the choice to go

last week, but has been caring for

his ailing mother in Timaru.

He came in for sustained criti-

cism over the party’s election

drubbing, and his wife Karen Price

sparked a storm by taking potshots

at his rivals through an anony-

mous Twitter account.

His decision marks the end of

his controversial ambitions, which

saw him accused of destabilising

the tenure of predecessors Phil

Goff and David Shearer. And it is a

victory for the notorious ‘‘Anyone

But Cunliffe’’ (ABC) faction, which

schemed to keep him out of the job.

It was a ‘‘hard decision to make

but it is one that I believe is in the

best interests of the wider Labour

Party,’’ he said.

Little thanked Cunliffe for the

endorsement, but insisted no deals

have been done behind the scenes.

Cunliffe told him on Sunday night

he was pulling out, and indicated

his support yesterday morning

ahead of a press conference.

The list MP says he won’t pick a

deputy before the primary style

runoff is over.

‘‘I’m not making any promises

or any deals with anybody at any

time.’’
But he signalled his preference

for a woman. ‘‘We need to ensure

both the leadership and the front

bench is as representative of New

Zealand as we can. Having two

blokes as leading the party is prob-

ably not where we need to be

going.’’
Robertson, the Wellington Cen-

tral MP, agreed it was a ‘‘really

tough decision’’ for Cunliffe.

Cunliffe is leaving his future

role with the party in the hands of

the new leader.

‘‘I will serve the party and who-

ever its leader is going forward,’’

he said.
Nominations for the leadership

contest close today, with the result

declared on November 18. A

caucus meeting this morning will

decide if Parker will stay on as act-

ing leader.
Fairfax NZ

Sea of colour

’Tis the season for rapeseed
. Timaru Herald photographer John Bisset captured this 75 hectare sea of yellow and green on Scarborough Rd yesterday. Farmer

Warren Darling says it will be even yellower when it is in peak flower in a week. Photo: John Bisset/Fairfax
NZ

Key raises terror threat level to ‘low’

Prime Minister John Key is

upping the ante on New Zealand’s

terror threat – hinting at a dom-

estic beheading attack but stop-

ping short of confirming the risk.

For the first time, the Govern-

ment has made public the threat

level, saying it was recently raised

from ‘‘very low’’ to ‘‘low’’.

This means a terrorist attack,

violent criminal behaviour or

protests are now ‘‘possible but not

expected’’.
The move comes as National

prepares to tighten terror laws,

under the guise of stopping home-

grown terrorists leaving to fight

with Islamic State [Isis] militants

in Iraq.

Key said the number of these

Kiwis was ‘‘modest’’ in compari-

son with other countries.

He raised a potential beheading

attack over the weekend but was

vague when pressed yesterday.

‘‘I am not going to go into what

threats might or might not be

there.
‘‘What I can say is that you

have seen a number of, generally

academics, over the course of the

last 24 to 48 hours who have essen-

tially made the comments that a

domestic threat of that nature is

either not going to happen, or will

not happen, or it’s out of context.

‘‘What I would say, with the

greatest respect to those

individuals, they don’t see the

same information I see.’’

He added: ‘‘If anyone believes

that there is absolutely no risk of a

form of domestic terrorism here

then they are actually deluded.’’

Key said he will give some

details about the number of

foreign fighters in a speech to Par-

liament next month.

A four-week review by the

Department of Prime Minister and

Cabinet was signed off in the first

Cabinet meeting of the new parlia-

mentary term yesterday.

The Government will push for

cross-party support for the law

changes, which it expects to pass

under urgency before Christmas.

They may be subject to a sunset

clause, which would expire in the

wake of a mandatory review of the

intelligence services next year.

New SIS and GCSB minister

Chris Finlayson said the 13-year-

old Terrorism Suppression Act,

which makes participating in Isis

activity illegal, was inadequate.

‘‘It is difficult to prove someone

is a fighter. There are also issues

about the collation of evidence and

evidence that would be admissible

in a court of law according to the

standard that we currently have.’’

Interim Labour leader David

Parker wrote to Key yesterday to

ask for a briefing. He backed the

idea of a sunset clause. Fairfax NZ

Southland rockin’ and rollin’

GNS Science duty seismologist

Caroline Holden said the quake was

felt as far no
rth as Wellington.

A 6.2-magnitude quake rocked

parts of the southern South Island

when it struck just after 6pm last

night.
GeoNet initially reported the

quake occurred about 90km west

of Tuatapere in Southland, and

was 9km deep with a magnitude of

5.2.
However, it was revised to a 6.2

magnitude, 10km deep and centred

140km west of Tuatapere.

It was of severe intensity,

GeoNet said.

Emergency Management

Southland advisor Jayne McAllis-

ter said there was no tsunami risk

and no reports of damage.

The quake was felt far and

wide, with people in Te Anau,

Invercargill, Gore and as far away

as Wanaka saying they had felt it.

Southland resident Heather

Coles wrote on the Stuff Facebook

page that she ‘‘certainly did [feel

it], chandeliers were swaying and

house was shaking near

Nightcaps.’’

Tuatapere Four Square owner

Aaron Challis said he was serving

a customer when the quake

struck.
He described it as a bit of a roll.

‘‘I was sort of holding on to the

counter and feeling a bit funny in

the old legs.

‘‘Then the lady said ‘I think

we’re having an earthquake’, and I

looked at the shelves and saw them

moving a bit.’’

Thankfully, there was no dam-

age and nothing fell off the shelves,

he said.
‘‘I’m kind of glad nothing fell off

the shelves, we’ve just had them

put in – this was a good test for

them.’’
Further away in Te Anau,

residents felt the roll.

Te Anau Freshchoice checkout

supervisor Rowena Diculen said

customers and staff alike stopped

what they were doing when it hit.

All eyes were on the store’s

signage, which was moving ‘‘quite

a bit’’ she said.

Despite the roll, there was no

damage and nothing fell off the

shelves there either.

The 6.2-magnitude quake was

followed by a second shake,

reported as a 4.4 magnitude, 85km

west of Tuatapere at 6.26pm.

The second quake was listed as

being of strong intensity.

A third quake, measuring 4.7

magnitude, hit the same area just

before 7.30pm, at 9km deep.

GNS Science duty seismologist

Caroline Holden said the quake

was felt as far north as Wellington.

‘‘Luckily it was offshore and too

small to trigger a tsunami,’’ she

said.
Fiordland was a seismically

very active area and fortunately

few people lived there, she said.

The quakes happened at the

boundary of the Australian and

Pacific Plates and were expected in

the area.
‘‘There’s a motion as the Aust-

ralian Plate moves from the west

to the east and dives under the

Pacific Plate,’’ Holden said.

She expected to know tomorrow

what kind of motion caused the

quake. Because it was quite shal-

low it was possibly a sliding

motion, ‘‘a superficial readjust-

ment of the crust’’.

The US Geological Survey had

only recorded a magnitude of 5.4

for the quake, Holden said.

‘‘That means the zone that

broke was quite small but it was

quite intense.’’

The GNS and USGS readings

were measuring different

characteristics of the quake.

‘‘We’re looking close by and can

see the intensity of the shaking.

‘‘All they are getting is infor-

mation about how much of the

fault has ruptured.’’

The quake was in a similar area

to the magnitude 7.8 event in 2009 –

the largest quake in this country

since the Buller and Hawke’s Bay

quakes in 1929 and 1931.

Property prices rising but fewer houses being sold

SAHIBAN KANWAL

sahiban.kanw
al@timaruherald.co

.nz

Median prices for properties have

gone up for most of the Canter-

bury/Westland region but

volumes being sold have declined.

The latest Real Estate Institute

of New Zealand (REINZ) statistics

show Timaru following the

regional trend, with house prices

increasing on September last year.

The median house price in

Timaru rose from $267,500 12

months ago to $280,000. REINZ

regional director Tony McPherson

said this increase also followed the

national trend.

However, the volume sold fell

from 66 in September 2013 to 53

this year.
‘‘The [national] drop in volumes

sold is the effect of LVRs (loan-to-

value ratio) on first home buyers,’’

McPherson said.

Together the regions of Auck-

land, Canterbury/Westland, and

Waikato/Bay of Plenty accounted

for 92 per cent of the increase in

the median price between Sept-

ember 2013 and September 2014,

with the remaining nine regions

contributing just 8 per cent of the

increase in the median price.

McPherson said it was a seller’s

market and overall the average

number of days to sell in Sept-

ember across the region was 33

days.

WARRANTY

RANGE OF SUMMER HANDBAGS

now in store

HOPKINSONS Ph 688 7662Assorted styles & colours
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TODAY’S WEATHER

In brief

Dispute settled

Green Party co-lead
er Dr Russel

Norman and Conservative
Party

leader Colin Craig have resolved

their dispute
over Norman’s

comments about Cr
aig at the Big

GayOut earlie
r this year. A joint

statement issued by the Greens

said both accepted that the

comments weremade on a

political occas
ion, but disag

reed

about what th
eywere

understood tomean. ‘‘Neither

party conside
rs there is val

ue in

continuingwith the dispute in
the

courts,’’ the st
atement said.

River rescue

Aman jumped into Nelson’s

Maitai River yes
terday to rescue a

womanwhose car ha
d crashed

into the water, lan
ding upside

down. Tasman Rugby Union

financemanager Peter
van den

Bogaardt was
walking towork

when he saw the car upside

down in the river. He j
umped in

and pulled thewoman out

through the boot. She
had a cut

leg andwas taken to hospital by

St John Ambulance. It is

understood the woman had been

attempting to park outside
the

Riverside Swi
mming Pool.

Driver remanded

Amotorist has ad
mitted hitting

and killing an 87-year-old woman

whowas pushing
her trolley ou

t

of a Hamilton supermarket. In the

Hamilton District Court
yesterday,

Miles Arthur Moodie, 77, adm
itted

a charge of ca
reless driving

causing the death of VeraMoss

Freeman onMarch 26. Moodie

was remanded at large for

sentencing nextmonth.

Kidnap case

The Auckland
woman charged

with kidnapping a baby from

Middlemore Hospital c
an now be

named. She is Lon
i Marsh, the

partner of co-
accused Faatiga Joe

Manutui. The p
air appeared

in the

Manukau District Court

yesterday, joi
ntly charged

with

taking a 5-day-old girl from the

hospital last m
onth. Marsh did not

enter a plea a
ndwas remanded in

custody. Manutui, who is in on

bail, pleaded
not guilty and

elected trial by jury.
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Feeling
safe on a
footpath

ESTHER ASHBY-COVENTRY Skateboarder bylaws

Areas where
riding of skateboard

s

is prohibited on footpaths and

other public p
laces are as follows:

Timaru central business

district
❚ Stafford St from Sefton St to

North St

❚ Sophia St fro
m King George Pl to

Theodosia St
(SH1)

❚ The Bay Hill

❚ Canon St

❚ The Royal Arcade

❚ Perth St

❚ Church St from Stafford St to

Bank St
❚ King George Place

❚ The tiled area of the roundabout

at the intersection of Latter/Arth
ur/

Perth streets and King George

Place
❚ George St

❚ The Bob Fitzsimmons

monument corner

❚ The City of Perth/Benv
enue

memorial corner

❚ The Piazza

❚ Strathallan St

❚ Sefton St between Theodosia St

and Stafford St

❚ Theodosia S
t between Sefton St

and Sophia St

❚ The sealed and tiled area around

the Landing Services Build
ing

(Heritage Square)

❚ Station St

❚ The Terrace

❚ Beswick St

❚ Cains Tce

Jogger Stace
y

McVeigh was

unimpressed by a

skateboarde
r’s

attitude on Wai-iti

Rd on Thursday.

PHOTO: MYTCHALL

BRANSGROV
E/FAIRFAX

NZ

A Timaru jogger who says she was

harassed by a skateboarder on

Thursday wants to see stricter

bylaws outside the central busi-

ness district.

Opihi Services Academy direc-

tor Stacey McVeigh was jogging

beside one of her students along

Wai-iti Rd when a skateboarder

rushed up behind them and

attempted to squeeze between the

two without warning. The boarder

appeared to have miscalculated his

move and fell off.

‘‘I would have moved over if

he’d asked politely,’’ McVeigh

said.
After getting back on his board

and tailgating the pair for a while,

he finally completed the passing

manouevre then swore at the

joggers and made a rude gesture.

‘‘He was one of those guys with

attitude. He could have gone round

us like others do,’’ she said.

McVeigh would like to see more

rules in place to control where

skateboarders can go.

On parts of the southeastern

side of Ashburton bridge, white

lines painted in the middle of the

footpath separate pedestrians and

skateboarders/cyclists and

McVeigh would like to see that

implemented in Timaru outside

the CBD.
‘‘I’m concerned that if a mum

and baby or older person had been

there they would have been fright-

ened,’’ she said.

Ashburton District Council

contracts manager Brian Fauth

said the white lines seemed to

work well.
Timaru District Council regu-

latory services manager Chris

English said he periodically

received complaints about skate-

boarders acting inconsiderately on

footpaths. The last one was late

last year.
Timaru has not considered

copying Ashburton, he said.

‘‘I think it is more a matter of

skateboarders acting responsibly

and being aware of pedestrians. If

it is a matter of harassment where

the person feels threatened then

the police should be notified,’’ Eng-

lish said.
Skateboarders spoken to at

Caroline Bay skatepark said they

felt they we being unfairly

stereotyped.

They thought white lines on

footpaths would be helpful for all

users.

Ollie Alexander is
participating

in the Live Below the Line challenge, tr
ying to survive on food bought for $

2.25 a day. Photo: MYTCHALL BRANSGROV
E/FAIRFAX NZ

Living on $2.25 a day a challenge

NATASHA THYNE

natasha.thyn
e@timaruherald.co

.nz

Hungry and tired, but they made it

through the week.

South Cantabrians have joined

the masses this week emulating

what it is like to live below the pov-

erty line.
Participating in the global chal-

lenge Live Below the Line, Ollie

Alexander and Esther Paddon

have had $2.25 a day to spend on

food for five days.

Alexander, 20, said the chal-

lenge was a good reminder of how

well off he is living in New Zea-

land, compared with elsewhere in

the world.
During the challenge people can

sponsor those participating or they

can make donations of their own.

Both participants have chosen to

give the money they raise to the

charity Tear Fund, an organis-

ation fighting to rescue young girls

who have been sold into sex traf-

ficking.
Today is Alexander’s last day of

the challenge and he is looking for-

ward to his caffeine hit when the

challenge is over. ‘‘I’m a bit low on

energy, a bit tired. I’ve been sleep-

ing more and am missing out on

caffeine; I love a good coffee.’’

Alexander has been buying his

food as he goes, getting items like

rice, tinned food and oats. He said

one of the things he was missing

was his ‘‘five plus a day’’, as he had

to forego fruit and vegetables

because they were over budget.

Paddon took a different

approach to buying her food, doing

a big shop on the first day with her

$11.25.
‘‘You can’t buy much at all, I

was quite surprised,’’ she said.

Although the rice was filling

and sustaining, she noticed the

monotony of living on a basic diet.

‘‘I would go past the fruit and

lolly jar and get tempted but the

idea is to put you in the shoes of

other people and that’s all they

have to live on.’’

At the beginning of the week,

she said she was feeling ‘‘a bit

hungry’’ rationing her food to

make sure she did not run out by

the end of the week.

But she had plenty left for her

lunch and dinner yesterday.

Parties regrouping

for 2017 election
JACK MONTGOMERIE

jack.montgomerie@timaru-

herald.co.nz

South Canterbury’s opposition pol-

itical party branches are

regrouping and preparing for the

next election, one week after final

vote counts were announced.

Labour Party Rangitata elector-

ate activist Michael Nolan said he

and other party members would

submit plans for a second Timaru

branch to the Labour Electorate

Committee for approval early next

month.
Nolan said responses to the

plan had been ‘‘fantastic’’, with

dozens of people telling him they

wanted to be involved. ‘‘There is a

real excitement building.’’

Former party leader David

Cunliffe was also seen in Timaru

yesterday, although reasons for

his visit remain unknown.

Local Green Party spokes-

woman Gerrie Ligtenberg said the

party would be working to ‘‘stay

active and keep engaging with the

people around us’’. The campaign

had been difficult for the Greens’

Rangitata branch, with local party

stalwart Nancy Hammond dying

during the campaign.

Local Conservative Party acti-

vists were also preparing for 2017.

Wayne Facer had prepared an

‘‘election wash-up meeting’’ at the

Table Tennis South Canterbury

building on Monday night. The

party’s unsuccessful Waitaki can-

didate, Donald Aubrey, said he

planned to remain involved.

Boy shot by dad

now recovering
Police are still investigating the

Temuka incident in which a

17-month-old boy was shot in the

back of the head with an air rifle

by his father.

The incident occurred about

6.30pm on October 3 at a residen-

tial address when an air rifle was

discharged as it was being

retrieved from a wardrobe.

The toddler was airlifted to

Auckland’s Starship Hospital in a

serious condition.

He is now recovering and

reported to be in a stable con-

dition.
A Canterbury police spokes-

person said even though air rifles

could be bought without a valid

firearms licence, ‘‘they are not toys

and can cause serious injury if

used incorrectly’’.

‘‘Police encourage owners to fol-

low the requirements and

requirements set out in the Arms

Act 1983 when handling any fire-

arm, including air rifles, such as

storing them unloaded and in a

secure cabinet, pointing the barrel

in a safe direction and always

treating them as loaded.’’

Police are still investigating the

incident and have yet to decide

whether or not charges will be

laid.
Under the Arms Act 1983 (sec-

tion 53), anyone convicted for care-

less use of firearm, airgun, pistol,

or restricted weapon (causing

bodily injury to or the death of any

person), can face imprisonment for

a term not exceeding three years

or a fine not exceeding $4000, or

both.
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Comment&Opinion

Only fair to name food culprits

It would seem reasonable,

wouldn’t it, that we should know

by now what food is carrying the

yersinia bacteria?

Especially given the rather

nasty appendicitis-like symptoms

that can land one in four people in

hospital; and that this outbreak

has already been around for up to

six weeks.
Canterbury’s medical officer of

health Alistair Humphrey says the

yersinia pseudotuberculosis

contamination is from bagged

carrots and lettuce, and that the

Ministry for Primary Industries

(MPI) even knows which brand,

based on an Environmental

Science and Research draft report.

And he has some knowledge.

MPI has involved him in its

investigations.

But MPI hasn’t indicated

publicly it knows the cause.

Instead it is saying that the

more tests it does the less

conclusive the source is.

What that shows, according to

Humphrey, is that MPI has a

conflict of interest, that its dual

roles of protecting the public from

food-related illnesses and

protecting and promoting primary

industries don’t fit.

And you’d have to think there

was something in that.

With 130-odd known cases of the

gastro infection throughout the

country, some foodstuffs will have

turned up as possible culprits time

and again.
The harm in naming the

suspected food is that people steer

away from that product and

there’s a financial loss based on

inconclusive data, but so be it.

Different if the consequence was a

dose of flu, but this is pretty nasty.

Perhaps Humphrey should

break ranks and name the

suspected products himself.

At least then he could couple it

with further advice on how to

avoid contamination, such as by

washing specific vegetables.

Certainly there should be a

process whereby a medical officer

of health can have the final call on

something like this.

As it stands, all fruit and vege

sales may be down, or sellers of

other brands of non-infected

carrots and lettuce may be being

penalised.
That’s not fair, and nor is the

present situation for consumers.

They should know that what they

are eating isn’t going to double

them up in a corner clutching

their midriff in agony. And they

need to know it now. – Peter

O’Neill
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kBathurst un
fair

From what I observed, it seems

that this year’s ‘‘Great Race’’, the

Bathurst 1000, did not live up to the

hype it got. The new track surface,

supposedly with the potential to

break Greg Murphy’s record,

instead broke up, causing a one-

hour delay during the race.

My concern is that during this

stoppage no driver was allowed to

refuel or change their tyres. I do

not have a problem with teams

managing their fuel supplies – it is

a well-documented fact that

strategies are played out by the

teams, we only need ask Scott

Dixon!
However, I believe that

international motorsport needs to

look at its limits on drivers

replacing their tyres at every

opportunity. The teams

desperately seek every chance to

give their drivers fresh tyres.

After all, we are talking about

driver safety here, about the sheer

economics of investing millions of

dollars in the sport, and about

spectator enjoyment watching

good, well-fought racing.

No one wants to see cars

crashing into walls or

disappearing over banks.

With modern technology, these

cars and those around the world

are capable of travelling in excess

of 300 kmh, and yet we handicap

them to half-worn tyres. It’s not as

if in this instance they didn’t have

time to change them. I bet you that

if you go to your local testing

station you wouldn’t get a warrant

on these sets of tyres.

If we wanted to handicap

competitors, why not cap their

budgets? Could this also apply to

soccer teams like Manchester

United or the competitors in the

Americas Cup. Incidentally, watch

the Volvo round the World yacht

race, recently started. It has seven

Kiwis in it, the boats are similar;

seems to be much fairer.

Lawrence Rawstorn
Timaru

Democracy
While lauding your attempt in

Saturday’s editorial to introduce

common sense into present New

Zealand politics regarding the

Labour Party leadership, I am

disappointed that you are

indulging, like most news

providers, in trivia instead of

addressing the vital problem.

In my opinion it is not party

leadership, but the demise of

democracy worldwide.

The function of every prime

minister should be to ensure that

the nation’s problems, identified

by elected members of Parliament,

are presented to his or her caucus,

which will consider all options to

solve these problems.

Caucus choices of options

should then be presented to

Parliament to be debated in a calm

and orderly manner and accepting

improvements from other elected

members, at present unfortunately

named the Opposition.

The present nonsense over

party leadership being nationally

important, fuelled unfortunately

by sensationalised news reporting,

should be discontinued.

Party and government leaders

are at present being given

dictatorship status roles largely

because of that sensationalism.

President Obama in the United

States is held accountable for the

multitude of errors that country

has and is making, as if he had

dictatorial powers in what is

touted as the epitome of

democracy.

We should be constantly aware

that the population of New Zealand

is similar to a small city on a

global scale and Parliament should

be run on the scale of a city council

whose members are mindful

always that we the taxpayers are

its employer and expect efficient,

no-nonsense results devoid of

leadership ego trips.
Andrew Young

Timaru

Politics
Well we have another

Government, under our present

Fuhrer, Her Keys. I believe it is

called the National Party, and not

the Conservative Party. According

to most people it was the only

choice available.

If this is the case why do we

need MMP? I have been told we got

the best party or government that

was available this time round. O

have we, let’s see? The National

Party has a bad record, one MP

prosecuted for fraud and found

guilty, another a minister of the

crown having to step down

because of insider trading

allegations while visiting a foreign

country, and a book full of dirty

politics.
I suppose the public got what it

wanted, which is on the face of it is

a Government that will be hard to

trust.
This then reflects the nature of

the ruling class, money and power

verses the law and I fear this time

the law lost.

The Labour Party needs to

regroup. David Cunliff is not a bad

political figure just inexperienced,

but at least he’s honest, which is

hard to find in most political

figures these days.
J F Smallridge

Timaru

Ebola: The
good, bad
and the ugly
GWYNNE DYER

The US
government’s

Centers for D
isease

Control warne
d

recently that w
e

could have 1.4

million cases of

Ebola by Janu
ary.

H
ere are two good things

about the Ebola virus.

It is unlikely to mutate

into a version that can spread

through the air, as some other

viruses have done.

And people who have been

infected by Ebola cannot pass it

on to others during the

incubation period (between two

and 21 days).

Only when they develop

detectable symptoms, notably

fever, do they become infectious

to others, and only by the

transfer of bodily fluids.

Here are three bad things

about Ebola.

The ‘‘bodily fluids’’ that can

transmit it include even the

tiniest droplet of sweat: just the

slightest touch can pass the virus

on.
The death rate for those who

become infected is 70 per cent.

And the US government’s

Centers for Disease Control

warned recently that we could

have 1.4 million cases of Ebola by

January.
Since the number of known

cases so far is only around 7500,

that suggests that the number of

new cases is doubling about

every two weeks.

This is called exponential

growth: not 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. . . but 1,

2, 4, 8, 16, 32. . . If you put one

grain of wheat on the first square

of a chess-board, two on the

second, and keep doubling the

grains every square, there are

not enough grains of wheat in

the world to get you to the 64th

square.
Exponential growth always

slows down eventually, but the

question is when?

A vaccine would slow it down,

and the British pharmaceutical

giant GlaxoSmithKline already

has one under development, but

it is still in an early stage of

testing.
Human volunteers are now

being given the vaccine to check

for unforeseen side effects.

If no serious side-effects are

found, the vaccine will then be

given to health workers in West

Africa.
A process that normally takes

years is being compressed into

mere months, and ten thousand

doses of the vaccine are already

being produced (for the health

workers).
But it will be the end of the

year before we know if it actually

gives a useful degree of

protection from the virus.

If it does, then millions of

doses would have to be produced

and injected into the people of

Liberia, Sierra Leone and

Guinea, where Ebola is already

an epidemic – or tens of millions

of doses if the disease has spread

by then to more populous

countries like Ivory Coast,

Ghana or, worst of all, Nigeria,

which has 175 million people.

Until and unless a vaccine

becomes available in very large

quantities, the only way to stop

the exponential spread of Ebola

in the affected countries is to

isolate the victims, a task that is

very difficult in mostly rural

countries with minimal medical

facilities. Liberia with 4.2m

people, had only 51 doctors and

978 nurses and midwives at the

start of the crisis, and some of

those have already died or fled.

You don’t need to find and

isolate everybody who gets the

disease to break the exponential

pattern. Just isolating 75 per cent

of them as soon as they become

infectious would drastically slow

the spread.
But at the moment, in the

three most-affected countries,

only an estimated 18 per cent of

the victims are being taken to

treatment centres (where, of

course, most of them will die).

This is why the most

important intervention so far

has been the dispatch of 3000 US

troops to Liberia, with the

primary job of creating 17 large

tent hospitals and training 500

nurses to work in them.

Britain is providing 200 new

hospital beds in its former

colony of Sierra Leone, with 500

more in the next few months.

Cuba has sent 165 health

workers, China has sent 60, and

France has sent various teams to

help its former colony, Guinea.

But with the exception of the

American aid to Liberia, it is all

woefully inadequate. Nine

months after the first case of

Ebola was confirmed in Guinea,

we are still playing catchup, and

playing it badly.

Why is that? Aren’t the

developed countries also at risk

if the virus continues to spread?

Well, no, or at least their

governments don’t think so.

Even without a vaccine, they

are confident that their health

services can find and isolate any

infected people quickly and

prevent Ebola from becoming an

epidemic in their countries.

They are probably right, and so

they see the limited help they are

sending to West Africa as charity

rather than a vital self-interest.

But they may be wrong.

As Professor Peter Piot, who

first identified the Ebola virus in

1976, said in a recent interview

with Der Spiegel, ‘‘I am more

worried about the many people

from India who work in trade or

industry in West Africa.

It would only take one of them

to become infected, travel to

India during the virus’s

incubation period to visit

relatives, and then, once he

becomes sick, go to a public

hospital.
‘‘Doctors and nurses in India

often don’t wear protective

gloves. They would immediately

become infected and spread the

virus.’’ Then you would have

Ebola on the loose in a country of

more than a billion people,

millions of whom travel abroad

each year.
All hope of confining the

disease to Africa and driving it

back down to almost nothing, as

was done in previous outbreaks,

would be gone.

❚ Gwynne Dyer is
an independent

journalist whose articles
are

published in 45 countries.

1322
Scotland’s Ro

bert the Bruce

defeats King
Edward II of

England, lea
ding to the

independenc
e of Scotland.

1066
Normans under W

illiam

the Conqueror d
efeat

English at Battle of

Hastings.

1586
Mary, Queen of Scots,

goes on trial in England,

accused of conspiring

against Quee
n

Elizabeth I.

1979
English police recover the body of New

Zealand drug kingpin Marty Johnstone,

triggering the downfall of the Mr Asia

syndicate.

1964
US civil right

s

leader Martin

Luther King
Jr

is named
winner of the

Nobel Peace

Prize.

1947
Air Force test pilot

Charles ‘‘Chu
ck’’

Yeager beco
mes

the first person to

break the sound

barrier.

Today in history

Today’s Birthdays:

KatherineMansfield, NZ a
uthor (1888-19

23); Dwight D

Eisenhower, U
S general and

34th president (189
0-1969);

Lillian Gish, US actre
ss (1896-1993

); Sir RogerM
oore,

English actor (1927-);
Mobutu Sese Seko, pr

esident of

Zaire (1930-19
97); Ralph Lauren, US fa

shion designer

(1939-); Sir Cli
ff Richard, Bri

tish singer (1940-)
.

Talking points on the net

Kiwi lad catches Taylor Swift’s eye

Former Dunedin bloke now living in

Britain has earned a famous admirer.

Petrol attack on staffer at council building

Woman in custody after
threatening to destroyManawatu

District’s offic
es and splash fuel on to staff member.

$22m robotic dairy shed

One of thewo
rld’s largest ro

botic dairies u
p

and running in South Canterbury.
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0800 10 23 24
Come and see Menzies today

and choose the perfect

Trueform spa to suit you 6 High Street, Timaru |  Ph 03 684 8440

SEE US AT www.menziesgroup.co.nz

Sink in, relax and unwind,

  it’s pure indulgence...

Upgrade now to a

Trueform Spa
to ato a

41
A

I

Choose from a 2 person spa, 

through to a 6 person spa..!ppp p
ggg

With 9 to 72 different jets, depending on the 

model you choose, you won’t want to share 

your new Trueform spa with anyone!

Order now 
to guarantee 

delivery 
before 

Christmas

Temuka gets a taste of Indian cooking
Owner of the new Indian

cuisine takeaway Red

Chillies M. Istakhar Kh
an,

left, wants to bring a new

flavour to Temuka with the

help of chefs Motiullah

Khan and Rahul Rao. P
hotos:

Mytchall Brans
grove/Fairfax

NZ

NATASHA THYNE

natasha.thyn
e@timaruherald.co

.nz

TEMUKA

Chef Motiullah Khan demonstrates the
cooking skills he has gained after 30

years of working in Indian restaurants.

A new flavour has been introduced

to the Temuka palate.

Red Chillies Indian Cuisine

opened on the main street of

Temuka last week and is receiving

good feedback from locals.

Owner M Istakhar Khan also has

a shop in Geraldine, which opened

three years ago. After visiting

Temuka frequently he decided it

was a good place to expand his busi-

ness.
‘‘Normally Temuka people would

go there [the Geraldine shop] and

they would ask me to come to

Temuka.’’
It is the first time an Indian

eatery has opened in Temuka and

Khan, who originates from

Darjeeling, saw it as an opportunity

to offer something different to the

locals.
There are four workers at the

takeaway, including two chefs.

Khan said staff have vast experi-

ence in Indian cuisine, having

worked in restaurants and hotels all

over the world from India and Dubai

to Wellington and Auckland.

One Motiullah Khan, has 30

years’ cooking experience and has

worked at five star hotel

restaurants in India for 15

years before coming to New

Zealand to work 15 years

ago.

Getting No 8-wired about Chinese tourists

AUDREY MALONE

audrey.malone@timaruherald.co
.nz

Most of these

differences ar
e

easily overcom
ewith

a little knowle
dge.

Katerina Tiscenko, Aoraki Devel
opment

Business and
Tourism

GERALDINE

Adapting communication to avoid

a culture clash is key for busi-

nesses wanting to benefit from the

Chinese tourist trade.

Over 40 operators attended a

Geraldine conference conducted

by Selwyn member of Parliament

and Minister of Communications

Amy Adams on Thursday to

develop skills to deal with the

Chinese tourist market.

Aoraki Development Business

and Tourism tourism manager

Katerina Tiscenko said it was all

about enabling people from the dif-

ferent countries to communicate

effectively.
‘‘One key difference experi-

enced by many NZ tourism

operators is that the Chinese do

not usually include the number of

children travelling in their group –

it’s usual in Chinese culture to

only count the adults in the party,’’

she said.
Local accommodation

providers may interpret this as an

attempt to avoid extra costs, she

said.
‘‘The simple remedy is for the

accommodation provider to pol-

itely state that in New Zealand, for

safety purposes, we need to know

the total number in the group.’’

It was reported earlier this year

that Chinese were the fastest-

growing ‘‘free independent travel-

ler’’ (FIT) sector in Canterbury.

Therefore it is important to get

all the nuances right when dealing

with them, Tiscenko said.

‘‘The number eight is lucky.

‘‘If possible put Chinese visitors

in room number eight, 18, 28 etc.

‘‘But not room 48.

‘‘The number four has negative

connotations.’’

The Chinese visitor market is

huge and the associated expendi-

ture brings strong potential for

South Canterbury, she said.

If the key cultural differences

are not understood by Kiwi hosts,

it can result in misunderstandings

and offence on both sides, she said.

‘‘[Otherwise it can] possibly

result in a negative experience for

the visitor and usually [is] com-

pletely unintentional from both

sides.
‘‘Most of these differences are

easily overcome with a little

knowledge of some key do’s and

don’ts when hosting Chinese

visitors.’’
Cultural miscommunication

was a two-way street and New

Zealanders needed to learn about

the needs of Chinese visitors, as

much as they wanted to learn

about the Kiwi culture, she said.

’A lot of hoo-ha’ about

building, says councillor

JACK MONTGOMERIE

jack.montgomerie

@timaruherald.co
.nz

TWIZEL

An artist’s impression of the planned Meridian Energy office building in Twizel.

Photo: Supp
lied/Meridian Energy.

A Mackenzie district councillor

has defended the council from

ongoing criticism of its decision to

allow Meridian Energy to build

offices near Twizel’s town centre.

Councillor Noel Jackson said

he was comfortable with the coun-

cil’s decision to allow Meridian to

build a $4 million office on the cor-

ner of Market Pl and Mackenzie

Dr.
He said the planned 85-person

office was an ‘‘attractive looking

building’’ but the deal had

generated ‘‘a lot of hoo-ha’’.

‘‘People don’t like change.’’

Jackson said Twizel residents

campaigning for the building to be

moved 50 metres south should be

aware that Meridian could have

chosen to relocate its staff out of

the district ‘‘if things got really

tied up in legal beagle’’.

Meridian spokesperson Paul

Clearwater said Meridian was

‘‘aiming to relocate its offices to

the town centre and is not con-

sidering other options’’.

Twizel Promotion and Develop-

ment Association funded newslet-

ter Twizel Update has closed corre-

spondence on the controversial

deal, which may have contributed

to negative perceptions of the

council in the town.

A council-commissioned survey

concluded less than half of Twizel

ratepayers were satisfied with the

performance of the councillors and

mayor, compared to 81 per cent of

Fairlie ratepayers who gave coun-

cillors the tick. The Cinta

Research survey stated the aver-

age Twizel ratepayer scored the

council’s communication and con-

sultation efforts 2.7 out of a poss-

ible five, below the district average

of 3.7.

Mayor goes it alone at first open forum

SAHIBAN KANWAL

sahiban.kanw
al@timaruherald.co

.nz

WAIMATE

No one turned up to an open forum

held by Waimate’s mayor last week.

Mayor Craig Rowley said

Wednesday’s forum was a new

initiative and had not been

publicised.
‘‘The open forum was for any

resident or ratepayer to talk to me

without having to have an appoint-

ment, and chat about any

suggestions or issues they might

have had.’’ He plans to hold the

forum on the second Wednesday of

each month from 10am to noon.

‘‘I hope the open forum will be

the first of a number of new

initiatives to be put in place to

strengthen the relationship between

council and its ratepayers and

residents.’’
The forum was also part of the

council’s commitment to openness

and transparency, and the ‘‘open for

business’’ philosophy it was commit-

ted to promoting.

‘‘I hope that members of the pub-

lic will take the opportunity to

attend the future open forums, with

the next scheduled for November

12.’’
Alternatively, he was also more

than happy to meet with any rate-

payer by appointment, he said.

Castle Claremont shows off its colourful history

Members of the Waimate Edwardian Heritage Group relived the Edwardian era by dressing up in the appropriate
garb and visiting Castle Claremont for their

10th

Anniversary
. Photo: Supplie

d

WAIMATE

SAHIBAN KANWAL

sahiban.kanw
al@timaruherald.co

.nz

A visit to a heritage castle and an

historic grave was the highlight of

the Waimate Edwardian Heritage

Group’s 10th anniversary

celebrations.

Group president Sandra Coles

said about 30 members visited Cas-

tle Claremont as part of a Mystery

Bus Tour.
‘‘They enjoyed a tour of the his-

toric Neo-Gothic style castle built

in 1884 for prominent early settler

George Hampton Rhodes and his

wife Henrietta,’’ she said.

Coles said the beautiful heri-

tage home was a great example of

what well-to-do people built back

in the day.
The home had a colourful his-

tory and played a part in religious

and community life. For several

years it was the St Joseph’s

Novitiate for the Marist Brothers.

Coles said Claremont House

was now in private ownership and

the present owner faithfully

restored and refurbished the house

and surrounding gardens to their

former glory.

She said it was a pity current

owner Rob Young was unavailable

during their visit.

Group members considered it a

privilege to view his home and

enjoyed a sumptuous afternoon tea

which was served in the formal

dining room.

They also visited the grave of

Jenny Collier, the first woman to

acquire a pastoral run. She took

over the land around 1855.

Group membership has grown

over the years to more than 50

people, many of whom are from

neighbouring historic groups,

including Christchurch’s

Ferrymeade, Oamaru’s Victorian

and Dunedin’s Times Past groups.

‘‘We have groups from Kaiapoi

to Invercargill. We enjoy the close

bonds forged with these groups

and actively attend each others

events,’’ Coles said.

Ava’s got a sec
ret to share

Newly appointed secret agent
Ava Fryer, 7, from

Orari, took part in the ‘‘agents in training’’

school holid
ay programme at the Temuka Library last week. Here Ava is making a secret agent

ID card. Each day there was storytime followed by an activity related to the programme.

Photo: Natas
ha Thyne/Fa

irfax NZ
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“To be happy, I think you have to be

doing something you enjoy.”

Ngane Punivai

Year 11

To learn more, please contact our Registrar on (03) 364 6836

or visit our website www.christscollege.com

Limited places still available for 2015.Cub Cadet • Hustler • Rover

MTD on display

Stihl Shop Timaru,

115 Hilton Highway

PH: 03 688 2557, 021 308 324 | Email:timaru@stihlshop.co.nz

Saturday 18th October 

10 - 3 @

Old Seedlands building

Hilton Highway, Washdyke
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Demo Day
Ride on mowers

NZ$/US$
78.66
▼0.74

NZ$/A$
89.65
▲0.18

NZX 50
5225.14
▼40.89

90-DAY BILLS
3.71
▼ 0.01

OIL
88.46
▼2.98

Briefs

US link for IkeGPS

AUnited States organi
sationwith

links to the US intellig
ence

community has con
tracted NZX-

listed IkeGPS to add features to

its smartphone-bas
ed recording

system, Spike. IkeGP
S chief

executive Gle
nnMilnes said the

agreement was worth
more than

$600,000 and confirmed the

significance o
f its 2-year-old

partnership with the US

organisation,
In-Q-Tel. In-Q-

Tel was

establishedwith the support o
f

the CIA in 1999with the goal of

helping US intelligenc
e agencies

source the be
st commercial

technology. W
ellington-base

d

IkeGPSmakes hardwar
e and

software that
can photograph

and record the exact loca
tion of

objects from
a distance.

New UFB player

A fresh face has emerged in the

internet-prov
idermarket with the

launch of MyRepublic, a c
ompany

specialising in retailing ultrafast

broadband. It
also operates in

Singapore, wh
ere it has notc

hed

up 25,000 customers and annual

revenues of a
bout $15million

since its launc
h in 2012. Its New

Zealandmanaging director,

Vaughan Baker, is a cor
nerstone

investor in the internatio
nal

company. He fron
ted a bid by

electricity line
s companies to win

the deal to build the UFB network

in competition to Telecom in 2011.

MyRepublic’s la
unch comes after

InternetNZ ch
ief executive

Jordan

Carter said hewas conce
rned the

internetmarket was bec
oming

too concentrated
, with a smaller

number of provide
rs having an

ever-growing
share.

Hep C cure touted

Australian drug developer Bio
tron

may have found
a potential cu

re

for Hepatitis C
. Biotron yesterday

said that all patien
ts who

completed a phase II clin
ical trial

of its antiviral
drug, BIT225,

in

combinationwith other drugs,

had undetectable
levels of

Hepatitis C 12 weeks afte
r ceasing

treatment. This is co
nsidered ‘‘a

prediction of permanent

clearance of t
he virus and,

effectively, a
cure’’, Biotron

said.

The news pus
hed its shares up

5c, or 50 per cent, to 15c. Biotron

managing director DrM
ichelle

Miller said data from the trial

supported BIT225 as a p
otential

new therapy for H
epatitis C,

especially for
patients with

both

HIV and Hepatitis C.

New salon opens

A new hair and beauty salon,

Studio 1, opened in Timaru this

week. The Be
swick St salon

,

owned by Julie Patem
an and

Paula Hefford
, has taken over

Affinity Hair d
esign. Senior

stylist

Terry Casey s
aid she loves the

new premises.

New CBay service

Thewellness
suite at CBay

now

has a hairdres
ser, with South

African Christina Cah
ill joining the

ranks of the b
eauty therapi

sts

and dieticians at t
he TeWeka St

complex.

Upbeat
on growth

prospects
JACK MONTGOMERIE

jack.montgomerie@timaru-

herald.co.nz

EMPLOYMENT FUTURE

Timaru district employment projections, 2013 to 2025
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HOW THEY STACK UP

GDP Growth rates 2013 to
2025 by

industry:

FAST FIVE

Mining, oil and
gas (5.9 per cent)

Transport, po
stal and warehousing

(5.3 per cent)

Fishing (5.3 per cent)

Construction
(4.8 per cent)

Engineering (4.6 per cent)

District averag
e (3.1 per cent)

NZ average (3.2 per cent)

SLOW FIVE

Forestry (1.6 per cent)

Public administration and safety

(2.1 per cent)

Education and training (2.2 per

cent)
Accom and food services (2.3 p

er

cent)
Food processing (2.4 per cent)

❚ Source: BERL
, Timaru Industry

Projections 20
13 to 2025.

Timaru’s mayor says a report

suggesting the local economy will

keep pace with rising national

growth is good news for the dis-

trict.
A report produced by economic

research firm BERL indicated the

district’s economy will grow by an

average of 3.1 per cent annually

until 2025, slightly slower than the

predicted national average of 3.2

per cent.
The report estimated high rates

of GDP growth in the agriculture,

fishing, utilities, wholesale and

retail trade, and health care and

social assistance sectors would

wane, but remain above national

averages in the coming decade.

Wholesale and retail trade would

remain the district’s largest

employing sector.

Only the information media

and telecommunications sector

was forecast to lose jobs, with large

job growth predicted in transport,

warehousing and construction.

Mayor Damon Odey said the

district had performed well in the

past and was pleased to see growth

spread across a variety of sectors.

A challenge for council was

to undertake sufficient self-

promotion to encourage people to

move to the district, which the

report predicted would lose about

400 residents over the decade.

‘‘They need to know we’ve got a

booming economy and a great

place to live,’’ Odey said.

He believed forecast growth in

economic activity in food

processing, engineering, manufac-

turing and other sectors

highlighted the importance of

upgrading the road from the Wash-

dyke industrial area and the

Timaru port, to cope with future

traffic increases. When it came to

influencing the New Zealand

Transport Agency to include road

improvements, council was

‘‘already on to it’’.

ADBT chief executive Wendy

Smith expected the report would

‘‘provide huge confidence to

employers and business owners.

GDP growth from $2.4 billion to

$3.4 billion is a strong gain.’’

‘‘This report does reaffirm what

we all know is happening,’’ Smith

said.
ADBT’s South Canterbury

Workforce strategy group would

‘‘facilitate initiatives’’ to ensure

the region could meet demand for

relevant skills in the future. The

report was one of four com-

missioned by the organisation at a

cost of $12,000.

Automation company needs to be nimble

TIM FULTON

Automation company Scott Tech-

nology is putting more of its energy

into agriculture robotics and

appliances while it rides out a slump

in mining.
The NZX-listed South Island

enterprise is in one of its ‘‘swing

stages’’.
The company’s net annual profit

has fallen from $5.14 million to

$3.03m. A consolation in the latest

financial was slight revenue growth

to just over $60m.

Mining customers last year

accounted for more than half the

company’s revenue, chief executive

Chris Hopkins said.

Six years ago Scott bought a busi-

ness, Rocklabs, that specialises in

crushing samples from core drilling

or blast-holes into fine powder.

Miners can use the pulverised

material to analyse an existing

mine’s gold content or a new area’s

potential.
Scott’s products included ‘‘big

jars or small sachets’’ of ground rock

containing a known quantity of gold.

Exploration geologists used them as

reference material to calibrate and

compare laboratory results, Hopkins

said.
Scott was building systems for

Rio Tinto’s iron ore processing and

supplied equipment to Newcrest and

Newmont. A rush to find new gold

deposits peaked two or three years

ago when the commodity was worth

$1800 an ounce, but interest had

cooled with a price of $1000.

The cyclical fall in mining

prospects had hit Scott’s sales and

profit but the company had

responded well in the second half of

the year, Hopkins said.

Its mining product was ‘‘pretty

much’’ made to order so it did not

have a large amount of unsold stock

in hand. The company was also

geared to quickly switch its staffing

and investment to the strongest

areas.
Scott manufactured most of its

mining equipment in Auckland, the

historic home of Rocklabs.

During the mining price-peak,

Scott shifted some of its production

to Dunedin and Christchurch.

‘‘That’s the benefit for us from

diversification; it’s all about auto-

mation and engineering.’’

Strikers take legal action against ANZ

HAMISH McNICOL

About 80 striking

ANZ Bank union

members and

supporters

marched to the

head office of the

country’s big
gest

bank yesterday

where they

demanded boss

David Hisco stop

‘‘ratting’’ on
his

workers. Photo
:

MAARTEN HOLL/

FAIRFAX NZ

Striking ANZ workers have filed

legal action against the bank and

more strikes could soon follow, a

union representative says.

ANZ Bank staff went on strike

across the country yesterday, as

Wellington workers demanded the

bank’s $4.1 million boss David

Hisco stop ‘‘ratting’’ on them with

an ‘‘unwarranted and outrageous’’

attack on their conditions.

First Union retail and finance

secretary Maxine Gay said legal

action against ANZ had been filed

with the Employment Relations

Authority relating to an offer the

bank made to non-union members.

The union was looking to file

more action this afternoon ‘‘based

around the bank’s behaviour’’.

‘‘We’ve issued legal proceedings

because the bank has started some

rather underhanded tactics,’’ Gay

said.
First Union general secretary

Robert Reid said there were strik-

ing ANZ workers in both Dunedin

and Christchurch, with dozens

from both centres out on the strike

line, though not trying to disrupt

customers.
The union represents nearly 20

per cent of ANZ’s more than 8000

staff.
Tellers and processing workers

from the Hutt Valley, Porirua,

Levin and Wellington went on

strike, protesting against a new

collective employment agreement

which was unanimously rejected

by union members.

Gay said about half of the 600

workers in ANZ’s Wellington call

centre had taken 24 hours off work.

A group of about 80 union

members and supporters marched

from their offices in Tory St to

ANZ’s head office in Victoria St,

where a giant inflatable rat was

erected in view of chief executive

David Hisco’s office.

About 100 disgruntled ANZ staff

and union representatives also

marched in Auckland, while at

least 25 from the Waikato and Bay

of Plenty went on strike as well.

Pickets, rallies and marches

were also organised in Palmerston

North, Christchurch, Oamaru and

Dunedin.
Last year, Hisco earned a

A$3.26m remuneration package,

equal to NZ$4.1m at the time, mak-

ing him the country’s highest-paid

executive.
The bank’s workers are being

offered annual pay rises of 2 to

3 per cent over the next two years.

ANZ, the country’s biggest

bank, is also including a flexible

work clause which gives staff four

weeks’ notice of their shifts, with

no guarantee hours would be

spread evenly.

Workers questioned how Hisco,

who earns more than $2000 an

hour, thought the request for an

extra dollar an hour for most staff

was too much.

‘‘Our efforts helped the bank

make a $1.37 billion profit last

year,’’ the protesters said.

The proposed contracts would

mean some staff would know only

month by month which days and

hours they would be working.

Council of Trade Unions presi-

dent Helen Kelly joined the strik-

ing staff in Wellington yesterday.

She congratulated the workers

for walking out of their workplace.

‘‘It’s really only when totally

pushed that workers take this sort

of action,’’ she said. ‘‘The attack on

your conditions is absolutely

unwarranted and outrageous.’’

ANZ said it was disappointed

the union took action when a

‘‘very good offer’’ was on the table.

‘‘The same offer has been made

available to non-union staff and

has met with a very positive

response,’’ the bank said, adding

all branches remained open and

banking services were unaffected

by the industrial action.

The average salary of ANZ

union members after a pay rise

would be more than $60,000, the

bank said.
The proposal for flexible rosters

did not ‘‘casualise’’ jobs or reduce

staff job security, it said.

ANZ planned to keep branches

open later on some evenings or on

Saturdays and Sundays so staff

were needed to work at those

times. Days or hours of work

would not change every four-week

period – they would change only

occasionally because of things like

changes in customer demand or to

cover staff on leave.

The bank said flexible-work

rosters would be offered only to

some new staff in the branch net-

work and no existing employees

were affected. Current staff could

work on a flexible roster if they

wanted to – but they could not be

required to.
Fairfax NZ

New Zealand stocks slip after selloff in US

NIKO KLOETEN

New Zealand shares and the kiwi

are down after a big selloff over-

night on Wall Street.

The NZX 50 ended the day down

40.9 points to 5225.1 on a broad

decline.
Accounting software firm Xero

was among the biggest losers,

shedding $1.80 to $19.15 compared

to its all-time high of $45.01 in

March.
Air New Zealand was down 6.5c

to $1.88, Fletcher Building was

down 15c to $8.72 and Sky City was

down 6c to $3.57.

The falls follow the biggest drop

in United States stocks in six

months amid concerns over the

strength of the global economy.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age ended down 1.97 per cent, the

S&P 500 dropped 2.07 per cent and

the Nasdaq fell 2.02 per cent.

The selloff, which put the S&P

500 at its lowest since August 7, fol-

lowed weak economic data from

Germany, Europe’s largest econ-

omy, and comments from a US

Federal Reserve official who

suggested that investors had

unrealistic expectations about the

Fed’s eventual rate increase.

German exports in August fell

the most since January 2009, and

reports this week showed steep

drops in industrial orders and out-

put.
The New Zealand dollar has

fallen by almost a cent against the

US dollar in the past 24 hours to

trade at US78.62c just after 11am.
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Cuisine

EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIBER OFFER! Subscribers, get your 

Kiwi classic mini-books set.

While stocks 

last!

* Includes $5 postage and handling.  While stocks last. 

Set151515***

Purchase all five books for only $15
*. 

Go to www.mags4gifts.co.nz/mini-books to get your set today. 

Tasty chicken salad

for warmer evenings
Thai-style Chicken & Noodle Salad. Photo:

Lindsay Kea
ts

ALISON
Holst

THAI-STYLE CHICKEN &

NOODLE SALAD

T
his quick and easy Thai-

style salad makes a great

weeknight meal. Being a

salad, it is particularly

suited to a warmer evening but, at

this time of year, trying to plan for

the weather seems a bit like

buying a lottery ticket!

For 3-4 servings

250-300g fine egg noodles

3 Tbsp canola oil

2 cloves garlic, chopped

1-2 Tbsp grated ginger

450g minced chicken

2 tsp Thai red curry paste

1⁄4 cup basil leaves

1 Tbsp fish sauce

1 Tbsp light soy sauce

1 tsp sugar

Juice 2 lemons

4 cups (about 100g) mesclun

1⁄4 cup chopped peanuts to

garnish

Cook the noo
dles in plenty of ligh

tly

salted boiling water. Rinse w
ith plenty

of cold water, then drain well and

return to the cooking pot. Add 1

tablespoon of the oil and
toss gently

to coat.
Heat the rem

aining oil in a large

pan. Add the garlic and
ginger and

cook for abou
t 1 minute, then add the

chicken and curry paste. C
ook,

stirring frequently to
break up any

large lumps, for about
5minutes or

until lightly br
owned.

Stir in the basil leave
s, fish and soy

sauces, sugar
, and the juice of on

e of

the lemons, and cook for a fur
ther 2-3

minutes, stirring
occasionally,

then

remove from the heat.

Scatter them
esclun over a large

platter, arrang
e the noodles

over this,

then topwith the chicken.

Sprinkle with
the juice of th

e

second lemon and the peanuts, t
hen

serve.

Rich wine heritage for

Constellation’s new boss

Sam Glaetzer, left
, with retiring Constellation

chief execut
ive Joe Stanton. Phot

o:

Deborah Walton-Derry

DEBORAH WALTON

& PETER MORICE

There was more than the usual

amount of interest in proceedings

at this year’s Constellation New

Zealand mid-winter Marlborough

grape grower’s lunch due to the

presence of new chief executive

Sam Glaetzer.

The phrase ‘‘born into wine’’ is

often used to describe Sam.

Australian by birth, his is a multi-

generational wine-making family.

The first Glaetzers settled in the

Barossa Valley in 1888 after

emigrating from Brandenburg,

Germany. The family were some of

the earliest recorded viticulturists

in the Barossa and Clare Valleys.

Fast forward to recent times;

Sam’s father, mother, uncle and

brothers are involved in the

Australian wine industry. His

father, Colin, established his own

wine label, Glaetzer Wines, in 1995.

This boutique, family-owned

winery produces premium

Barossa Valley wines. Sam’s

brother Ben carries on the wine

making traditions at Glaetzer

Wines. The creation of the

Glaetzer brand signalled a new era

for the family and Colin was

awarded the title Baron of the

Barossa in recognition of his skills

and contribution to the cultural

tradition of the Barossa Valley.

Sam’s family worked long

hours in wineries and as a young

lad he was roped in to do his bit.

‘‘As we got older, pocket money

was important so we’d pull a few

hoses, clean a few tanks or help

wax up some concrete tanks, fill

some barrels or work at the cellar

door to earn some money,’’ he

says.
Sam says he enjoys both the

business and winery sides of the

industry.
‘‘Not that I get my hands dirty

these days, so to speak, but I have a

winemaking background and have

done my share in that regard.’’

Sam has an environmental

engineering degree which

included a research project in the

final year.
‘‘I went to the [wine] industry

knowing that things like

environmental legislation were

changing in the South Australian

wine industry and I offered a six

month study period to Mildara

Blass. They sponsored my [study]

partner and myself to deliver a

project for them.’’

Sam was considering a future

in the mining industry but

Mildara Blass asked him to join

them for a year to implement some

of the work he’d done for his finals’

project. The 12-month contract

gained him a professional footing

in the wine industry.

‘‘I got to work with the winery

managers and winemakers. That

side of running a winery site really

interested me.’’

Life was busy. He did

postgraduate study at Roseworthy

Agricultural college while

undertaking some ‘‘hybrid’’

engineering work outside of

vintage.
During vintage he’d work as a

winemaker, adding to the

interesting mix of jobs.

In January 1996, when Sam

began working at Mildara Blass it

was purchased by Aussie beer

giant Fosters.

Fosters also bought Berringer

in the United States and merged

the two companies to become

Berringer Blass.

Matua was brought into the fold

along with a number of other

acquisitions. Treasury Wine

Estates (TWE) was the company

born out of the Fosters wine

business.
Sam got his opportunity to

shine when demand for Riverland

wines grew and TWE didn’t have a

winery that could meet the

demand.
‘‘We went into partnerships

with other wine companies to

make the wine and I oversaw that

programme. When I began we

were doing about 10,000 tonnes and

by the time we were finished we

were doing about 80,000 [tonnes].

‘‘I oversaw the quality and

consistency, relationships and

financials for the programme,’’ he

says.
By now Sam had gone from

winemaker to senior winemaker

to group winemaker reporting

directly to the chief winemaker.

He had responsibility for vintage

planning, where wines would go

for blending, considering all the

available wineries, the wines they

were producing and how to get the

best from them all.

The next step was becoming

general manager of winery

operations – running all the

wineries in Australia and New

Zealand.
Back then TWE owned 15

wineries and had 30 that were

third party.

‘‘I looked after budgets, capital

expenditure plans, the people – a

team of between five and 600

people in the wineries, along with

unions and extra staff for the

vintage load.’’

Life was busy when Sam was

asked if he’d be interested in

coming to New Zealand. TWE had

become so big in Australia there

were staff employed to work on

specific areas such as packaging,

supply and logistics.

The New Zealand operation

wasn’t as big but being responsible

for other divisions held appeal so

he moved here in 2009.

TWE New Zealand is made up

of Matua, Shingle Peak and

Squealing Pig (the majority of

which is sold in Australia), with

Matua the lead brand.

After two years in the new job,

former chief executive David

Dearie asked Sam to take

responsibility for the international

branding of the New Zealand

portfolio. This was a new

opportunity to work on the look

and quality of export wines.

Earlier this year it was reported

that Matua wine sales have grown

at twice the overall rate of New

Zealand sauvignon blanc sales in

the US.
Then came another call, this

time from Constellation.

Fresh into his new role as

Constellation chief executive, Sam

sees one of the company’s key

challenges being the management

of growth in the domestic market.

‘‘It’s all about being clever

around your offerings to

customers and relationships with

buyers.’’
He sees growth in New Zealand

wine exports continuing as

vineyard planting gains fresh

momentum.

‘‘This is healthy,’’ he says.

‘‘But the land that can be

planted is finite and we will be

fully planted at some stage.’’

With such a busy working life,

Sam values time spent with his

wife and three young children.

Travelling is high on the family

agenda and in those quieter

moments, he likes to relax with a

glass of pinot noir. Why pinot?

‘‘Because it is challenging from

vineyard to winery yet capable of

expressing its origins so

beautifully.’’
Fairfax NZ
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Only fair to name food culprits

It would seem reasonable,

wouldn’t it, that we should know

by now what food is carrying the

yersinia bacteria?

Especially given the rather

nasty appendicitis-like symptoms

that can land one in four people in

hospital; and that this outbreak

has already been around for up to

six weeks.
Canterbury’s medical officer of

health Alistair Humphrey says the

yersinia pseudotuberculosis

contamination is from bagged

carrots and lettuce, and that the

Ministry for Primary Industries

(MPI) even knows which brand,

based on an Environmental

Science and Research draft report.

And he has some knowledge.

MPI has involved him in its

investigations.

But MPI hasn’t indicated

publicly it knows the cause.

Instead it is saying that the

more tests it does the less

conclusive the source is.

What that shows, according to

Humphrey, is that MPI has a

conflict of interest, that its dual

roles of protecting the public from

food-related illnesses and

protecting and promoting primary

industries don’t fit.

And you’d have to think there

was something in that.

With 130-odd known cases of the

gastro infection throughout the

country, some foodstuffs will have

turned up as possible culprits time

and again.
The harm in naming the

suspected food is that people steer

away from that product and

there’s a financial loss based on

inconclusive data, but so be it.

Different if the consequence was a

dose of flu, but this is pretty nasty.

Perhaps Humphrey should

break ranks and name the

suspected products himself.

At least then he could couple it

with further advice on how to

avoid contamination, such as by

washing specific vegetables.

Certainly there should be a

process whereby a medical officer

of health can have the final call on

something like this.

As it stands, all fruit and vege

sales may be down, or sellers of

other brands of non-infected

carrots and lettuce may be being

penalised.
That’s not fair, and nor is the

present situation for consumers.

They should know that what they

are eating isn’t going to double

them up in a corner clutching

their midriff in agony. And they

need to know it now. – Peter

O’Neill
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kBathurst un
fair

From what I observed, it seems

that this year’s ‘‘Great Race’’, the

Bathurst 1000, did not live up to the

hype it got. The new track surface,

supposedly with the potential to

break Greg Murphy’s record,

instead broke up, causing a one-

hour delay during the race.

My concern is that during this

stoppage no driver was allowed to

refuel or change their tyres. I do

not have a problem with teams

managing their fuel supplies – it is

a well-documented fact that

strategies are played out by the

teams, we only need ask Scott

Dixon!
However, I believe that

international motorsport needs to

look at its limits on drivers

replacing their tyres at every

opportunity. The teams

desperately seek every chance to

give their drivers fresh tyres.

After all, we are talking about

driver safety here, about the sheer

economics of investing millions of

dollars in the sport, and about

spectator enjoyment watching

good, well-fought racing.

No one wants to see cars

crashing into walls or

disappearing over banks.

With modern technology, these

cars and those around the world

are capable of travelling in excess

of 300 kmh, and yet we handicap

them to half-worn tyres. It’s not as

if in this instance they didn’t have

time to change them. I bet you that

if you go to your local testing

station you wouldn’t get a warrant

on these sets of tyres.

If we wanted to handicap

competitors, why not cap their

budgets? Could this also apply to

soccer teams like Manchester

United or the competitors in the

Americas Cup. Incidentally, watch

the Volvo round the World yacht

race, recently started. It has seven

Kiwis in it, the boats are similar;

seems to be much fairer.

Lawrence Rawstorn
Timaru

Democracy
While lauding your attempt in

Saturday’s editorial to introduce

common sense into present New

Zealand politics regarding the

Labour Party leadership, I am

disappointed that you are

indulging, like most news

providers, in trivia instead of

addressing the vital problem.

In my opinion it is not party

leadership, but the demise of

democracy worldwide.

The function of every prime

minister should be to ensure that

the nation’s problems, identified

by elected members of Parliament,

are presented to his or her caucus,

which will consider all options to

solve these problems.

Caucus choices of options

should then be presented to

Parliament to be debated in a calm

and orderly manner and accepting

improvements from other elected

members, at present unfortunately

named the Opposition.

The present nonsense over

party leadership being nationally

important, fuelled unfortunately

by sensationalised news reporting,

should be discontinued.

Party and government leaders

are at present being given

dictatorship status roles largely

because of that sensationalism.

President Obama in the United

States is held accountable for the

multitude of errors that country

has and is making, as if he had

dictatorial powers in what is

touted as the epitome of

democracy.

We should be constantly aware

that the population of New Zealand

is similar to a small city on a

global scale and Parliament should

be run on the scale of a city council

whose members are mindful

always that we the taxpayers are

its employer and expect efficient,

no-nonsense results devoid of

leadership ego trips.
Andrew Young

Timaru

Politics
Well we have another

Government, under our present

Fuhrer, Her Keys. I believe it is

called the National Party, and not

the Conservative Party. According

to most people it was the only

choice available.

If this is the case why do we

need MMP? I have been told we got

the best party or government that

was available this time round. O

have we, let’s see? The National

Party has a bad record, one MP

prosecuted for fraud and found

guilty, another a minister of the

crown having to step down

because of insider trading

allegations while visiting a foreign

country, and a book full of dirty

politics.
I suppose the public got what it

wanted, which is on the face of it is

a Government that will be hard to

trust.
This then reflects the nature of

the ruling class, money and power

verses the law and I fear this time

the law lost.

The Labour Party needs to

regroup. David Cunliff is not a bad

political figure just inexperienced,

but at least he’s honest, which is

hard to find in most political

figures these days.
J F Smallridge

Timaru

Ebola: The
good, bad
and the ugly
GWYNNE DYER

The US
government’s

Centers for D
isease

Control warne
d

recently that w
e

could have 1.4

million cases of

Ebola by Janu
ary.

H
ere are two good things

about the Ebola virus.

It is unlikely to mutate

into a version that can spread

through the air, as some other

viruses have done.

And people who have been

infected by Ebola cannot pass it

on to others during the

incubation period (between two

and 21 days).

Only when they develop

detectable symptoms, notably

fever, do they become infectious

to others, and only by the

transfer of bodily fluids.

Here are three bad things

about Ebola.

The ‘‘bodily fluids’’ that can

transmit it include even the

tiniest droplet of sweat: just the

slightest touch can pass the virus

on.
The death rate for those who

become infected is 70 per cent.

And the US government’s

Centers for Disease Control

warned recently that we could

have 1.4 million cases of Ebola by

January.
Since the number of known

cases so far is only around 7500,

that suggests that the number of

new cases is doubling about

every two weeks.

This is called exponential

growth: not 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. . . but 1,

2, 4, 8, 16, 32. . . If you put one

grain of wheat on the first square

of a chess-board, two on the

second, and keep doubling the

grains every square, there are

not enough grains of wheat in

the world to get you to the 64th

square.
Exponential growth always

slows down eventually, but the

question is when?

A vaccine would slow it down,

and the British pharmaceutical

giant GlaxoSmithKline already

has one under development, but

it is still in an early stage of

testing.
Human volunteers are now

being given the vaccine to check

for unforeseen side effects.

If no serious side-effects are

found, the vaccine will then be

given to health workers in West

Africa.
A process that normally takes

years is being compressed into

mere months, and ten thousand

doses of the vaccine are already

being produced (for the health

workers).
But it will be the end of the

year before we know if it actually

gives a useful degree of

protection from the virus.

If it does, then millions of

doses would have to be produced

and injected into the people of

Liberia, Sierra Leone and

Guinea, where Ebola is already

an epidemic – or tens of millions

of doses if the disease has spread

by then to more populous

countries like Ivory Coast,

Ghana or, worst of all, Nigeria,

which has 175 million people.

Until and unless a vaccine

becomes available in very large

quantities, the only way to stop

the exponential spread of Ebola

in the affected countries is to

isolate the victims, a task that is

very difficult in mostly rural

countries with minimal medical

facilities. Liberia with 4.2m

people, had only 51 doctors and

978 nurses and midwives at the

start of the crisis, and some of

those have already died or fled.

You don’t need to find and

isolate everybody who gets the

disease to break the exponential

pattern. Just isolating 75 per cent

of them as soon as they become

infectious would drastically slow

the spread.
But at the moment, in the

three most-affected countries,

only an estimated 18 per cent of

the victims are being taken to

treatment centres (where, of

course, most of them will die).

This is why the most

important intervention so far

has been the dispatch of 3000 US

troops to Liberia, with the

primary job of creating 17 large

tent hospitals and training 500

nurses to work in them.

Britain is providing 200 new

hospital beds in its former

colony of Sierra Leone, with 500

more in the next few months.

Cuba has sent 165 health

workers, China has sent 60, and

France has sent various teams to

help its former colony, Guinea.

But with the exception of the

American aid to Liberia, it is all

woefully inadequate. Nine

months after the first case of

Ebola was confirmed in Guinea,

we are still playing catchup, and

playing it badly.

Why is that? Aren’t the

developed countries also at risk

if the virus continues to spread?

Well, no, or at least their

governments don’t think so.

Even without a vaccine, they

are confident that their health

services can find and isolate any

infected people quickly and

prevent Ebola from becoming an

epidemic in their countries.

They are probably right, and so

they see the limited help they are

sending to West Africa as charity

rather than a vital self-interest.

But they may be wrong.

As Professor Peter Piot, who

first identified the Ebola virus in

1976, said in a recent interview

with Der Spiegel, ‘‘I am more

worried about the many people

from India who work in trade or

industry in West Africa.

It would only take one of them

to become infected, travel to

India during the virus’s

incubation period to visit

relatives, and then, once he

becomes sick, go to a public

hospital.
‘‘Doctors and nurses in India

often don’t wear protective

gloves. They would immediately

become infected and spread the

virus.’’ Then you would have

Ebola on the loose in a country of

more than a billion people,

millions of whom travel abroad

each year.
All hope of confining the

disease to Africa and driving it

back down to almost nothing, as

was done in previous outbreaks,

would be gone.

❚ Gwynne Dyer is
an independent

journalist whose articles
are

published in 45 countries.

1322
Scotland’s Ro

bert the Bruce

defeats King
Edward II of

England, lea
ding to the

independenc
e of Scotland.

1066
Normans under W

illiam

the Conqueror d
efeat

English at Battle of

Hastings.

1586
Mary, Queen of Scots,

goes on trial in England,

accused of conspiring

against Quee
n

Elizabeth I.

1979
English police recover the body of New

Zealand drug kingpin Marty Johnstone,

triggering the downfall of the Mr Asia

syndicate.

1964
US civil right

s

leader Martin

Luther King
Jr

is named
winner of the

Nobel Peace

Prize.

1947
Air Force test pilot

Charles ‘‘Chu
ck’’

Yeager beco
mes

the first person to

break the sound

barrier.

Today in history

Today’s Birthdays:

KatherineMansfield, NZ a
uthor (1888-19

23); Dwight D

Eisenhower, U
S general and

34th president (189
0-1969);

Lillian Gish, US actre
ss (1896-1993

); Sir RogerM
oore,

English actor (1927-);
Mobutu Sese Seko, pr

esident of

Zaire (1930-19
97); Ralph Lauren, US fa

shion designer

(1939-); Sir Cli
ff Richard, Bri

tish singer (1940-)
.

Talking points on the net

Kiwi lad catches Taylor Swift’s eye

Former Dunedin bloke now living in

Britain has earned a famous admirer.

Petrol attack on staffer at council building

Woman in custody after
threatening to destroyManawatu

District’s offic
es and splash fuel on to staff member.

$22m robotic dairy shed

One of thewo
rld’s largest ro

botic dairies u
p

and running in South Canterbury.

Saturday, Oc
tober 11, 2014 ❚ timaruherald.co.n
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Gardening
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A THE GARDEN CENTRE
TIMARU

SINGLE 

STRAWBERRIES 

$2

Open Hours: Mon - Sat 9 to 5 Sun 10 to 4

46 Mahoney’s Hill Road (off Old North Road)

Washdyke, Timaru • Phone 688 2488

Tomato 6 Packs

From $2.99

SPRING SPECIAL!

Includes: Shelving Brackets, Hanging Brackets and a Foundation kit

GET THESE FREE

FREE ‘Starter Pack’ with every 

Greenhouse ordered in October!
SEED POTATOES

1kg $4.50, 

2kg $8, 

3kg $11.50
(20+ Varieties)

FRUIT TREES 

Great selection

ROSES 

BUSH/CLIMBER 

$22.90

SAMPLES ON SITE

CONROYS 

ORGANIC 

COMPOST

3 BAGS $22

CUCUMBERS, 

COURGETTES, 

PUMPKINS, 

TOMATOES $1.99

(70MM POT)

PLANTS
TIMARU
WHOLESALE

72 KING STREET, TIMARU 

WINTER HOURS 10 – 4PM

CLOSED MONDAYS

Sweet Pea Plants

Usually $3.50 per punnet

Special 5 for $10

Save $7.50

Strawberry plants

4 varieties

Usually $4 each

Special 5 for $10

Save $10

In stock now

Clematis, mini roses, Hydrangeas

Hebe, Cistus, Manuka and much more

61
64

91
7A
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Pumpkins don’t l
ike wet feet when they are small and the weather is coo

l, so water occasio
nally.

Pumpkin power

The flowers of

the Calycanthus

are a blend of

fruity scents with

hints of
strawberry and

banana.

Queensland
Blue roasts very well.

When storing p
umpkins you nee

d to

pick before th
e first hard fro

st or

damage that you
can’t see will r

ot the fruit.

TREVOR NIXON

Butternut ca
n

produce up to 15

pumpkins a plant.

W
ith vegetable

gardening you

usually have to

think one

season ahead.

This is

applicable with slower-growing

vegetables such as winter cabbage,

cauliflower, parsnip and pumpkin.

If you want a nice winter cabbage

it is still too early but the time to

plant is December, plant in

summer for winter.

With pumpkins you really need

to have them well running by

Christmas or they don’t have time

to mature properly later in the

season. Now is the time for seed

and you can plant until mid

December. I thought that today we

could visit some of the types and

growing tips as they still confuse

some gardeners.

Firstly the growing. If planted

soon they may need some

protection from cold or strong

winds. It is not uncommon for

them to get twisted round until the

brittle stem snaps in the wind, so a

mini cloche will help until they are

established.

They don’t like wet feet when

they are small and the weather is

cool, so water occasionally. Later,

when they are producing

pumpkins over the summer you

can put the hose on and give them

a good flooding every now again to

fill your fruit properly. It also

makes them sweeter –

underwatering most fruit makes

them bitter, especially crops such

as cucumber.

After the plant has got going

and flowering you will need to

start nipping back some of the

growing tips. The goal of the

pumpkin is to produce as many

seeds as possible so it sends

suckers everywhere that will

develop lots of smaller pumpkins.

Your goal is to manage these and

get the wild plant to produce less

but larger fruit.

Generally you nip each lateral

back after two sets of flowers so

that only two pumpkins are

produced on each lateral. These

will try and re-sprout again and

may need nipping again later.

Note: there are female and male

flowers. The female flowers have a

small ovary that will become the

pumpkin if pollinated. If you aren’t

sure which is which, let them

develop a little before pruning the

vine back.
When you see those show-type

giant pumpkins they are grown

one a vine and all the goodness

goes into one fruit. Unfortunately

they aren’t that great for eating.

What you are aiming for is five

to eight fruit a plant, depending a

little on variety as some of the

smaller ones can sustain more.

Butternut, for example – the small

pear-shaped yellow variety– can

produce up to 15 pumpkins a plant.

These are deliciously tasty and

thin-skinned but don’t keep as well

as some varieties.

Buttercup (or similar squash) is

a smaller dark-green round variety

that will produce lots of fruit and

keep fairly well. The flesh is a

yellowish orange and delicious.

A great trick with this is to cut a

top out with the edges slopped

inward so it can be replaced. Scoop

out the seeds and put some brown

sugar, white wine and cream

inside, replace the top to seal it,

and bake in the oven. Serve whole

on the table with a scoop and

watch people come back for more.

The most common pumpkins

are the grey-skinned orange-

fleshed types such as

Whangaparaoa Crown. These have

very orange flesh and are good-

sized as well as being good keepers

but here is an interesting tip. The

first fruit are generally the best

keepers so eat them last while

starting on the smaller later ones.

Maybe tie a piece of ribbon around

the stems so you remember which

ones they are. This brings another

interesting point, when and how

do you harvest? The vines

normally start to yellow and die off

while the fruit skin gets harder.

Try the thumbnail test, push

against the skin with a thumbnail

and it should resist, not cut.

When you are ready to pick,

take a sharp knife and cut the fruit

off the vine where the stem meets

the vine. This will leave a piece

sticking up from your pumpkin

that if cut too short will often cause

the fruit to rot.

The other varieties tend to have

what is referred to as ‘‘ironbark’’.

Hard-skinned types include

Queensland Blue, which has a

deeply-ridged green/blue skin and

bright-orange flesh that roasts

very well.
These are great keepers too.

What about trying our own

heritage Kumi Kumi – a small fruit

that can be eaten with the skin still

soft or left to mature. When small

it is green with silver striping but

matures to a hardened yellow skin

that stores quite well.

Flesh is yellowish with a

slightly nutty flavour.

When storing pumpkins you

need to pick before the first hard

frost or damage that you can’t see

will still rot the fruit. This is

nature’s way of setting seed for

next year. Store in a well

ventilated place that is dry. A shed

or garage is fine but set up some

slat shelves that let the air flow

around them. Also make sure they

are not touching as this can set off

rot too. Kept airy and dry they will

keep for several months and make

the basis of many good stews,

soups and curries over winter.

Want a lovely flowering shrub

for this time of year that is slightly

different? Calycanthus (common

name Carolina allspice) is a

deciduous bushy shrub that has

the most unusual brownish

burgundy-red waterlily-like flower

in spring. Glossy deep-veined

leaves show these off to perfection

and as an added bonus the flowers

are scented.

The flowers are a blend of fruity

scents with hints of strawberry

and banana, while the bark and

leaves give off a delicious clove

scent when brushed and crushed.

The bush grows about 2 metres

high, is quick growing and very

hardy in a range of conditions.

●➤Any question
s feel free to email me

at trevnixon@
clear.net.nz

Magazine winners

The winners of

this month’s NZ

Gardener and NZ

House and

Garden
magazines are:

RK Powell,

Norah Fraser,

AD Turner, SJ

Hood, Marie Hall

and Lisa
Mullings.

Congratulations.

You can collect

your magazine

from the Herald

office at 19

Sophia St,

Timaru.

In brief

Mostert’s plea

ChazMostert hopes
his efforts to

secure Ford’s
second straight

Bathurst 1000
title are enou

gh to

convince the
manufacturer t

o

stay involved
in V8 Supercars.

Mostert defied
the odds to win

the longest an
dmost chaotic

edition of the Great R
ace on

Sundaywith co-driver Pau
l

Morris. The vict
ory was both

Mostert andMorris’ first at M
ount

Panorama, but second
for the

factory-backe
d Ford Performance

Racing outfit, followin
gMark

Winterbottom’s breakthrou
ghwin

last year. And
it couldn’t hav

e

come at a better t
ime, with

reports emerging on Friday that

Ford is planning to exit the sport

when its sponsorsh
ip deal with

FPR expires at the
end of this

year.

Cowboys ride high

The Dallas Co
wboys stunne

d NFL

Super Bowl ch
ampions Seattle

with a 30-23 win yesterday to

move to 5-1 and the top of the

NFC East. While Dallas ha
dmade

a positive star
t to the season,

their victory i
n Seattle, their f

ifth

consecutive w
in this year, was

still

a surprise giv
en the Seahawks

(3-2) had lost just once
in their

previous 18 home games.

Meanwhile, Joe
Flacco threw five

touchdown passes, four o
f them

in a remarkable first q
uarter, as

the Baltimore Ravens cr
ushed the

Tampa Bay Bucca
neers 48-17 o

n a

daywhen the league’s e
lite

quarterbacks
came up big. Tom

Brady passed
for four

touchdowns a
s the New England

Patriots beat
AFC East divisiona

l

rivals Buffalo
37-22 while Pe

yton

Manning’s three
touchdown

passes helped
the Denver

Broncos beat
the New York Jets

31-17. Aaron Rodgers’ third

touchdown inMiami was a game-

winner with three second
s left on

the clock as t
he Green Bay

Packers beat
the Dolphins

27-24

in a thriller.

Korean holds on

South Korean golfer Bae Sa
ng-

moon built a big lead but had to

survive amid-round slump to

earn a two-shot vic
tory at the $6

million Frys.comOpen in Napa,

California yes
terday. Bae ca

rded a

final round of 73 to finish on

15-under-par
273 at Silvera

do

Country Club
in the opening

event of the 2
014-15 season

on

the PGA Tour. Australi
an Steven

Bowditch (67), boosted
by an

eagle at the p
ar-five 16th, fi

nished

second on 13-under. Bae
posted

four bogeys i
n a seven-hole

stretchmid-round but the

28-year-old held on to take the

win and pocket US$1.0
8million

for his second
victory on the PGA

Tour. Meanwhile, Aus
tralian

golfer Jarrod
Lyle said he couldn’t

have asked for better from
an

inspirational c
omeback to the US

PGA Tour followin
g his second

battle with leukaemia. Lyle

finished on five-under-pa
r and in

31st place in his first PGA Tour

event inmore than 3 and a-half

years. Lyle las
t played on the PGA

Tour in February 201
2 before

being forced off to seek

treatment for his sec
ond bout of

leukaemia.

‘Chuckers’ flo
urish

Timid officiating has allowed a

generation of ‘chuckers’ t
o

flourish in international
cricket

and the crackdow
n on bowlers

with illegal actions
has arrived

two decades late,
according to

former test umpire Darrell H
air.

Pakistani’s Sa
eed Ajmal is the

highest profil
e of a string of

spinners who
have been

suspended by the Interna
tional

Cricket Counc
il recently for

bending their elbows b
eyond the

15 degrees all
owedwhile bowling

the ball. The f
orthright Hair

famously called Sri Lankan off-

spinning great Muttiah

Muralitharan for the offenc
e

during a test at theM
elbourne

Cricket Groun
d in 1995 and said

the ICC should have taken action

back then. ‘‘W
hatever they’

re

doing now, they’re d
oing 20 years

too late,’’ he said.
‘‘They had a

chance in 1995 to clean things up

and it’s taken them 19 years to

finally come back.’’

McQueen steps up

Chris McQueen has put his ha
nd

up to be the forwar
d leader who

fills themassive hole le
ft by

departing duo SamBurgess and

Ben Te’o when South Sydney

defend their NRL cro
wn in 2015.

QueenslandOrigin backrower

McQueenwas a solid if not

spectacular c
ontributor to

Souths’

cause this yea
r, as they surg

ed to

their first prem
iership in 43 years.

Cheats contin
ue to prosper

inworld sport

COMMENT

JOSEPH ROMANOS

T
here’s an almighty row

taking place over how

long drugs cheats should

be banned for.

It has arisen because of the

decision to make Justin Gatlin a

finalist in the International

Association of Athletics

Federations (IAAF) Athlete of the

Year awards.

Gatlin, an Olympic sprint gold

medallist in 2004, has twice been

suspended for taking banned

drugs, in 2001 and 2006.

The American served a four-

year suspension from 2006 to 2010,

but now, on the wrong side of 30,

has struck the best form of his life.

He is coached by American

Dennis Mitchell, who in the 1990s

was also suspended for taking

banned drugs.

During 2014, Gatlin was

unbeaten and recorded six of the

seven fastest 100m times of the

year. He even beat the mighty

Usain Bolt.

Many inside athletics resent the

fact that Gatlin has even been

allowed back into the sport after

being caught twice.

Now he has been named as one

of the finalists in the Athlete of the

Year award, which has prompted

German discus thrower Robert

Harting to ask to be withdrawn

from the list of finalists.

‘‘I find my nomination great, yet

I stand for it alongside a known

doping offender.

‘‘For that reason I have asked to

be removed from the list,’’ Harting

said.
Sebastian Coe, who is expected

to next year be named IAAF

president, said he had ‘‘big

problems’’ with Gatlin’s

nomination.

‘‘What would you say if I said I

felt comfortable about it?’’ said

Coe, who was one of the world’s

greatest middle-distance runners.

‘‘You’d be surprised if I said I was

sanguine about it.’’

The controversy has erupted

just as a comprehensive study

from the University of Oslo has

revealed that muscles retain

advantages given by anabolic

steroids decades after they were

taken.
That might explain how Gatlin,

at 32, can run the fastest times of

his career.
It also casts a shadow over the

recent performances of other

previously banned sprinters such

as American Tyson Gay and

Briton Dwain Chambers.

Coe said suspensions for drugs

cheats needed to be longer.

‘‘The effect of anabolic steroids

is certainly not transient,’’ he said.

‘‘Sanctions have to take into

consideration the effect they

[steroids] can have on a career

even when the athlete is clean.’’

Briton Dai Greene, the 2011

400m hurdles world champion,

agreed.

‘‘Gatlin is over the hill as far as

sprinting is concerned. He should

never be running these times, but

he’s still doing it,’’ he said.

‘‘You have to look at his past

and ask how it is still affecting

him.
‘‘It shows either he’s still taking

performance-enhancing drugs or

the ones he did take are still doing

a fantastic job.’’

Kristian Gundersen, professor

of physiology at the University of

Oslo, said the effects of taking

steroids could be lifelong or at

least last several decades.

‘‘Our data indicates the

exclusion time [suspension] of two

years is far too short. Even four

years is too short,’’ he said.

‘‘If you exercise, or take

anabolic steroids, you get more

nuclei and bigger muscles. If you

take away the steroids, you lose

the muscle mass, but the nuclei

remains inside the muscle fibres.’’

For his second doping offence,

Gatlin was banned for eight years,

but that penalty was halved by an

arbitration panel.

There has been a move by the

World Anti-Doping Agency to

toughen penalties from January

2015. A first major offence would

incur a four-year suspension and a

second offence would result in a

life ban.
In the meantime, though, cheats

like Gatlin continue to compete

and even be lauded for their feats.

No wonder clean athletes are up

in arms.

Hansen coy on Cruden recall

RUGBY
RICHARD KNOWLER

All Blacks piv
ot Aaron Cruden looks pensiv

e on NPC duty with Manawatu against

Hawke’s Bay after being dropped from the All Blacks fo
r missing a flight to

Argentina. Ph
oto: GETTY IMAGES

Aaron Cruden’s charge down the

path of redemption could prove a

complicated affair.

All Blacks coach Steve Hansen

replied with a cagey ‘‘let’s wait and

see’’ as to whether Cruden would

add to his 35 test caps against the

Wallabies in Brisbane on Saturday

night, immediately giving

Beauden Barrett’s supporters

reason to hope he would earn a

third consecutive test start in

Brisbane.
When Dan Carter went into

convalescence after fracturing the

fibula bone during the Super

Rugby final on August 2, Cruden

should have had the rugby world

at his fingertips during the Rugby

Championship.

Retaining the No 10 jersey he

wore against England in June

meant more chances to prove that

if Carter continued to struggle

with injuries he would be battle-

hardened and the logical pick for

the playmaker’s role during next

year’s World Cup.

Then Cruden lost the plot; the

exact details remain sketchy, but

for whatever reason, he failed to

front for a meeting just hours

before the squad flew out to

Argentina and was subsequently

told not to bother boarding the

flight.
Barrett started against the

Pumas in La Plata and the

Springboks in Johannesburg.

The question, now, is whether

Hansen wants to make Cruden

sweat even more and give Barrett,

whose game would undoubtedly

benefit from a third consecutive

test start, another crack at first-

five.
‘‘He’s coming so he’ll be con-

sidered,’’ Hansen said in reference

to Cruden. ‘‘But I’m just not telling

you who we’re picking today.

‘‘There’s no point in me telling

Ewen McKenzie what we’re doing,

it’s only Monday. I don’t need to do

that till Thursday.’’

Given the issues in his camp

Wallabies coach McKenzie could

retort he has enough issues clog-

ging his calendar without fretting

about the All Blacks’ team sheet.

Cruden, meanwhile, will just be

relieved to be in Brisbane after

spending the last few weekends

with Manawatu. But if he doesn’t

start at Suncorp Stadium he could

find the No 10 jersey drifting

further away from him.

Providing he is over his shin

issues, Dan Carter has been pen-

cilled in to start against the United

States in Chicago later this month

and would likely be retained

against England in London the fol-

lowing weekend.

That would just leave the games

against Scotland and Wales to play

and Hansen could have to choose

between Carter, Cruden or Barrett

as he beds in a routine ahead of the

global tournament.

‘‘He’s [Cruden] in the leader-

ship group and we had a confer-

ence call on Friday with all the

leaders, and he was part of that,’’

Hansen added. ‘‘I expect him to get

on with it. It’s no different to when

you tell your kids off.’’

Although he issued a statement

apologising for his misdemeanour

Cruden, 25, hasn’t spoken publicly

about the incident. His mentor at

the Chiefs, coach Dave Rennie, has

also kept silent on the harsh pun-

ishment meted out by the All

Blacks management.

Meanwhile, Hansen refused to

lunge the boot into the McKenzie

and the Wallabies after their

recent controversies involving

Kurtley Beale and former business

manager Di Patston.

‘‘I’m not too worried about

what’s happening off-field for

them. It’s our job to go over there

and play some good rugby. That’s

what we are concentrating on and

that’s what we are going over there

to do, put a bit of pressure on them

on the field.’’
Fairfax NZ

Wigan prop may face police

action over Hohaia incident

RUGBY LEAGUE

Lance Hohaia. Photo
: Getty Images

Lance Hohaia has accepted Ben

Flower’s apology for the disgrace-

ful punching incident that marred

the Super League grand final in

Britain, but police could take the

matter beyond the sport’s disci-

plinary procedures.

Wigan prop Flower is tipped to

be banned for at least eight

matches for the second minute

punch on a prone Hohaia, the St

Helens player.

The incident hasn’t escaped the

notice of police.

‘‘We will be liaising with the

Rugby Football League, The St

Helens Club, and the Crown Pros-

ecution Service before a decision is

made on what course of action is to

be taken,’’ a spokesman for

Greater Manchester Police told the

BBC.
Flower was sent off and Hohaia,

the former Warriors and Kiwis

star, played no further part in the

match his St Helens side went on

to win 14-6 at Old Trafford.

‘‘Sometimes these things hap-

pen in a game. In the heat of the

moment people do things they

regret,’’ Hohaia, 31, told the BBC,

after being knocked out by the

punches.
‘‘I’ve done some silly things

myself, so I don’t hold any regrets

against Ben – he’s probably disap-

pointed with himself.

‘‘I don’t remember the incident

– people have been telling me what

happened. I don’t think the nose is

broken, but I’ll have a scan on it in

the week. I wanted to go back on

but the doctor wouldn’t let me and

obviously my health goes before

anything else.’’

Flower was clearly in full regret

as Wigan issued a statement apolo-

gising to Hohaia, St Helens and the

sport in general.

‘‘I am so sorry for what

happened last night,’’ Flower said.

‘‘There is no defence for my

actions. It is something that

happened in the heat of the

moment. I instantly regretted it

and am devastated that I allowed

myself to punch someone like this.

‘‘At Wigan . . . we may aim to

dominate teams, but we don’t aim

to hurt people. I firstly offer my

apologies to Lance. I hope he is OK.

I’d also like to say sorry to my

team-mates, our fans and the

Wigan club. I accept I’ll have to

live with this for the rest of my

career. Finally, I’m sorry to the

sport of rugby league. It was a big

night and I know I’ve taken atten-

tion away from a special event.’’

Wigan’s chairman Ian Lenagan

and coach Shaun Wane added a

joint statement as the club went

into damage control for an inci-

dent that attracted global atten-

tion.
‘‘We apologise unreservedly, on

behalf of the Wigan club, to Lance

Hohaia, St Helens and the general

rugby league family for Ben Flow-

er’s totally inappropriate behav-

iour in last night’s grand final,’’

they said.
‘‘Rugby league is a tough sport,

which we are proud of, but such a

response is neither encouraged

nor condoned. Such behaviour is

not representative of rugby league

nor the Wigan club. ‘‘

Flower, 26, faces the game’s

judiciary today and looks set to

have the book thrown at him.

Nigel Wood, the chief executive

of the Rugby Football League, told

the BBC that there is the possi-

bility of going beyond an eight-

week ban under exceptional cir-

cumstances.

Saints coach Nathan Brown

said he did not believe Flower

deserved to be prosecuted by

police.
‘‘I think he’s served a fair pun-

ishment,’’ Brown said after the

match.
‘‘I haven’t seen anything like

that in 25 years in the sport. I think

the occasion got to him.’’ Fairfax NZ

Cullen feels for

injured Kopua
NETBALL
HAMISH BIDWELL

Kayla Cullen returns to the Silver Ferns

after an injury-enforc
ed absence.Phot

o:

Getty Images

There’s a certain irony to the fact

that Casey Kopua’s replacement is

just coming back from her second

knee reconstruction.

Scans confirmed yesterday that

Kopua, 29, the Silver Ferns cap-

tain, ruptured the patella tendon

in her left knee during Saturday

night’s Constellation Cup test.

She will have surgery to repair

that today and has been ruled out

of netball for at least six months.

It’s a feeling Kayla Cullen

knows only too well. She might be

just 22, but that’s still given her

enough time to blow out the

anterior cruciate ligament in each

of her knees. The first was in 2008,

with the most recent in August last

year.
Kopua’s playing future is uncer-

tain but recent events have been

more encouraging for Cullen. She

got through the national provin-

cial championships a fortnight

ago, which was her first competi-

tive netball since last year’s trans-

Tasman league, and is finally set to

add to her 12 test caps.

Cullen’s strength has been ath-

leticism and it will be interesting

to see if that’s as abundant as it

used to be. She had hoped to be

back playing within six months of

the injury but found the recovery

took twice that long.

The wait was interminable, but

probably beneficial in the long

term.
‘‘I want to be an asset. I don’t

want to be dragging the team

down,’’ she said after being

recalled to the squad for tomorrow

night’s final Constellation Cup test

in Auckland.

‘‘I would do more harm to my

own reputation by going out there

when I’m not ready. I have lost a

little of my athleticism, but it’s get-

ting there.’’
She came into the team as a

circle defender. There were

minutes at wing defence, and then

coach Waimarama Taumaunu

began grooming her at centre.

Cullen’s not sure where she’ll

be used, if at all, against Australia

tomorrow. The upcoming two-test

series with England might be her

most likely route to court time.

In the meantime she is just try-

ing to fit into a team that has been

trounced by the Diamonds and lost

their inspirational captain to

injury.
‘‘I’m still one of the youngest

ones. I’m still learning a lot, so I

don’t want to come in here bossing

people around and being the

annoying, overly cheerful person

when they’ve just come off three

losses,’’ she said.

The team are still reeling from

what happened to Kopua. Defens-

ive circle partner Katrina Grant

was closest to Kopua when the

incident happened and still

struggled to talk about it yester-

day.
‘‘It’s not something I want to go

through again. She was just in so

much pain and watching her lying

there on the court was horrible,’’

Grant said.
Things aren’t that flash for the

team either, following 17, nine and

13-goal losses to Australia in this

series.
It’s a quiet time in the sporting

year and with these games on in

prime time, the Silver Ferns’ poor

performances are receiving as

much attention and criticism as

they ever have.

Grant said the players were

aware of that.

‘‘We’ve been picked to rep-

resent our country. We’re the best

12 players in New Zealand and our

job is to beat teams and we’re not

doing that, so the [unflattering

comments] are understandable,’’

she said.
‘‘It comes with the territory and

we understand that and we just

need to do better.’’ Fairfax NZ
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EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIBER OFFER! Subscribers, get your 

Kiwi classic mini-books set.

While stocks 

last!

* Includes $5 postage and handling.  While stocks last. 

Set151515***

Purchase all five books for only $15
*. 

Go to www.mags4gifts.co.nz/mini-books to get your set today. 

Tasty chicken salad

for warmer evenings
Thai-style Chicken & Noodle Salad. Photo:

Lindsay Keats

ALISON
Holst

THAI-STYLE CHICKEN &

NOODLE SALAD

T
his quick and easy Thai-

style salad makes a great

weeknight meal. Being a

salad, it is particularly

suited to a warmer evening but, at

this time of year, trying to plan for

the weather seems a bit like

buying a lottery ticket!

For 3-4 servings

250-300g fine egg noodles

3 Tbsp canola oil

2 cloves garlic, chopped

1-2 Tbsp grated ginger

450g minced chicken

2 tsp Thai red curry paste

1⁄4 cup basil leaves

1 Tbsp fish sauce

1 Tbsp light soy sauce

1 tsp sugar

Juice 2 lemons

4 cups (about 100g) mesclun

1⁄4 cup chopped peanuts to

garnish

Cook the noo
dles in plenty of ligh

tly

salted boiling water. Rinse w
ith plenty

of cold water, then drain well and

return to the cooking pot. Add 1

tablespoon of the oil and
toss gently

to coat.
Heat the rem

aining oil in a large

pan. Add the garlic and
ginger and

cook for abou
t 1 minute, then add the

chicken and curry paste. C
ook,

stirring frequently to
break up any

large lumps, for about
5minutes or

until lightly br
owned.

Stir in the basil leave
s, fish and soy

sauces, sugar
, and the juice of on

e of

the lemons, and cook for a fur
ther 2-3

minutes, stirring
occasionally,

then

remove from the heat.

Scatter them
esclun over a large

platter, arrang
e the noodles

over this,

then topwith the chicken.

Sprinkle with
the juice of th

e

second lemon and the peanuts, t
hen

serve.

Rich wine heritage for

Constellation’s new boss

Sam Glaetzer, left
, with retiring Constellation

chief execut
ive Joe Stanton. Phot

o:

Deborah Walton-Derry

DEBORAH WALTON

& PETER MORICE

There was more than the usual

amount of interest in proceedings

at this year’s Constellation New

Zealand mid-winter Marlborough

grape grower’s lunch due to the

presence of new chief executive

Sam Glaetzer.

The phrase ‘‘born into wine’’ is

often used to describe Sam.

Australian by birth, his is a multi-

generational wine-making family.

The first Glaetzers settled in the

Barossa Valley in 1888 after

emigrating from Brandenburg,

Germany. The family were some of

the earliest recorded viticulturists

in the Barossa and Clare Valleys.

Fast forward to recent times;

Sam’s father, mother, uncle and

brothers are involved in the

Australian wine industry. His

father, Colin, established his own

wine label, Glaetzer Wines, in 1995.

This boutique, family-owned

winery produces premium

Barossa Valley wines. Sam’s

brother Ben carries on the wine

making traditions at Glaetzer

Wines. The creation of the

Glaetzer brand signalled a new era

for the family and Colin was

awarded the title Baron of the

Barossa in recognition of his skills

and contribution to the cultural

tradition of the Barossa Valley.

Sam’s family worked long

hours in wineries and as a young

lad he was roped in to do his bit.

‘‘As we got older, pocket money

was important so we’d pull a few

hoses, clean a few tanks or help

wax up some concrete tanks, fill

some barrels or work at the cellar

door to earn some money,’’ he

says.
Sam says he enjoys both the

business and winery sides of the

industry.
‘‘Not that I get my hands dirty

these days, so to speak, but I have a

winemaking background and have

done my share in that regard.’’

Sam has an environmental

engineering degree which

included a research project in the

final year.
‘‘I went to the [wine] industry

knowing that things like

environmental legislation were

changing in the South Australian

wine industry and I offered a six

month study period to Mildara

Blass. They sponsored my [study]

partner and myself to deliver a

project for them.’’

Sam was considering a future

in the mining industry but

Mildara Blass asked him to join

them for a year to implement some

of the work he’d done for his finals’

project. The 12-month contract

gained him a professional footing

in the wine industry.

‘‘I got to work with the winery

managers and winemakers. That

side of running a winery site really

interested me.’’

Life was busy. He did

postgraduate study at Roseworthy

Agricultural college while

undertaking some ‘‘hybrid’’

engineering work outside of

vintage.
During vintage he’d work as a

winemaker, adding to the

interesting mix of jobs.

In January 1996, when Sam

began working at Mildara Blass it

was purchased by Aussie beer

giant Fosters.

Fosters also bought Berringer

in the United States and merged

the two companies to become

Berringer Blass.

Matua was brought into the fold

along with a number of other

acquisitions. Treasury Wine

Estates (TWE) was the company

born out of the Fosters wine

business.
Sam got his opportunity to

shine when demand for Riverland

wines grew and TWE didn’t have a

winery that could meet the

demand.
‘‘We went into partnerships

with other wine companies to

make the wine and I oversaw that

programme. When I began we

were doing about 10,000 tonnes and

by the time we were finished we

were doing about 80,000 [tonnes].

‘‘I oversaw the quality and

consistency, relationships and

financials for the programme,’’ he

says.
By now Sam had gone from

winemaker to senior winemaker

to group winemaker reporting

directly to the chief winemaker.

He had responsibility for vintage

planning, where wines would go

for blending, considering all the

available wineries, the wines they

were producing and how to get the

best from them all.

The next step was becoming

general manager of winery

operations – running all the

wineries in Australia and New

Zealand.
Back then TWE owned 15

wineries and had 30 that were

third party.

‘‘I looked after budgets, capital

expenditure plans, the people – a

team of between five and 600

people in the wineries, along with

unions and extra staff for the

vintage load.’’

Life was busy when Sam was

asked if he’d be interested in

coming to New Zealand. TWE had

become so big in Australia there

were staff employed to work on

specific areas such as packaging,

supply and logistics.

The New Zealand operation

wasn’t as big but being responsible

for other divisions held appeal so

he moved here in 2009.

TWE New Zealand is made up

of Matua, Shingle Peak and

Squealing Pig (the majority of

which is sold in Australia), with

Matua the lead brand.

After two years in the new job,

former chief executive David

Dearie asked Sam to take

responsibility for the international

branding of the New Zealand

portfolio. This was a new

opportunity to work on the look

and quality of export wines.

Earlier this year it was reported

that Matua wine sales have grown

at twice the overall rate of New

Zealand sauvignon blanc sales in

the US.
Then came another call, this

time from Constellation.

Fresh into his new role as

Constellation chief executive, Sam

sees one of the company’s key

challenges being the management

of growth in the domestic market.

‘‘It’s all about being clever

around your offerings to

customers and relationships with

buyers.’’
He sees growth in New Zealand

wine exports continuing as

vineyard planting gains fresh

momentum.

‘‘This is healthy,’’ he says.

‘‘But the land that can be

planted is finite and we will be

fully planted at some stage.’’

With such a busy working life,

Sam values time spent with his

wife and three young children.

Travelling is high on the family

agenda and in those quieter

moments, he likes to relax with a

glass of pinot noir. Why pinot?

‘‘Because it is challenging from

vineyard to winery yet capable of

expressing its origins so

beautifully.’’
Fairfax NZ
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AAAR
MET

Fine, chance late 

afternoon showers. 

Light winds.

Fine, morning 

cloud. Light winds.

MONDAY Long fine spells. 

Northeasterlies 

developing.

TUESDAY Mainly fine, 

morning cloud. 

Dying NE.

A ridge of high pressure prevails over much of the country. A trough to the north of the North Island 

is moving slowly southeastwards. Meanwhile, another trough is approaching the southwest of the 

South Island. The ridge lies over most of New Zealand throughout the forecast period, while the 

trough remains slow-moving northeast of East Cape for much of the time. A front moves east across 

the far south of the country tomorrow, and another front crosses the region on Tuesday night. 

Adelaide  fi ne 12  22 

Amsterdam  showers 9  18 

Apia  showers 23  32 

Athens  fi ne 15  24 

Bangkok  rain 25  31 

Beijing  showers 13  22 

Berlin  drizzle 12  17 

Brisbane  fi ne 15  27 

Brussels  cloudy 10  19 

Budapest  fi ne 11  22 

Buenos Aires  fi ne 7  20 

Cairns  fi ne 20  31 

Cairo  fi ne 22  30 

Canberra  fi ne 6  27 

Cape Town  fi ne 12  22 

Chicago  fi ne 8  13 

Copenhagen  cloudy 10  16 

Dallas  thunder 17  22 

Darwin  fi ne 24  33 

Delhi  fi ne 22  35 

Dublin  showers 3  13 

Edinburgh  fi ne 6  12 

Frankfurt  cloudy 12  17 

Geneva  showers 14  19 

Helsinki  fi ne 8  13 

Hobart  fi ne 10  19 

Hong Kong  fi ne 25  29 

Honolulu  showers 23  30 

Istanbul  cloudy 16  22 

Jakarta  fi ne 22  35 

Jerusalem  fi ne 15  26 

Johannesburg  thunder 11  25 

Kuala Lumpur  showers 25  33 

London  rain 11  17 

Los Angeles  fi ne 17  29 

Madrid  rain 12  21 

Manila  rain 26  32 

Mecca  showers 28  42 

Melbourne  fi ne 13  19 

Miami  thunder 26  31 

Montreal  cloudy 5  13

Moscow  rain 9  15

New York  rain 10  17

Paris  showers 12  19

Perth  fi ne 10  24

Rarotonga  rain 20  27

Rio de Janeiro  fi ne 16  36

Rome  fi ne 18  28

San Francisco  fi ne 14  26

Santiago  fi ne 8  27

Seoul  fi ne 14  26

Singapore  fi ne 25  33

Suva  showers 23  27

Sydney  fi ne 16  26

Taipei  cloudy 25  27

Tokyo  cloudy 18  23

Vancouver  showers 12  15

Vienna  cloudy 13  17

Warsaw  fi ne 12  21

Washington  rain 10  17

Auckland  fine  10  18 

Hamilton  showers  7  19 

Tauranga  fine  10  18 

New Plymouth  fine  7  17 

Napier  cloudy  8  16 

Wellington  fine  8  16 

Nelson  fine  6  17 

Christchurch  fine  3  18 

Greymouth  fine  7  15 

Queenstown  shower  5  16 

Dunedin  shower  8  16 

© Copyright Meteorological Service of New Zealand Limited 2014

Forecast to midnight tonight:  Variable 

10kt. NE 15kt developing in the morning. 

Sea slight. SW swell 1 metre, easing.

Outlook following 3 days:  Easing tomorrow 

morning variable 10kt, developing Monday 

evening NE 15kt then dying out late Tuesday.
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Saturday, 11 October 2014

TODAY
Fine, apart from isolated afternoon 

showers, some possibly heavy and thundery 

with hail north of the Rakaia River. Snow down 

to 1800m.  Wind at 1000m:  NW 20 km/h 

developing.  Wind at 2000m:  NW 20 km/h.  

Freezing level:  2000m.

TOMORROW
Mainly fine, but drizzle near the divide, 

and rain there in the morning.  Wind at 

1000m:  Mostly light, but W 40 km/h in 

exposed valleys at times.  Wind at 2000m:  

W 50 km/h.  Freezing level:  Rising to 2600m.

MONDAY
Mainly fine, morning cloud and patchy 

drizzle near the divide. Light winds at low 

levels, westerlies about the tops dying out.  

TUESDAY
Mainly fine, morning and evening cloud 

near the divide. Northwesterlies developing 

becoming strong in exposed places later.  

WEDNESDAY
Mainly fine. Northwesterlies dying out.  

TODAY

Areas of morning cloud, otherwise fine 

apart from isolated afternoon and evening 

showers, some possibly heavy and thundery 

with hail inland. Light winds.

TOMORROW

Morning cloud, then mostly fine. Light winds.

MONDAY

Fine apart from areas of coastal cloud. 

Northeasterlies developing.

TUESDAY

Mainly fine, areas of morning cloud. 

Northeasterlies dying away.

WEDNESDAY

Mainly fine, evening cloud. Easterly breezes 

developing.

Rise  6:50 AM  Set  7:55 PM 

Rise  11:03 PM  Set  8:24 AM  

MONDAY TUESDAY

MONDAY TUESDAY

H  6:11 AM  L  12:25 PM  

H  6:34 PM  

L  12:48 AM  H  7:05 AM  

L  1:19 PM  H  7:29 PM  
L  1:43 AM  H  8:02 AM  

L  2:14 PM  H  8:27 PM  
L  2:38 AM  H  9:00 AM  

L  3:10 PM  H  9:28 PM  

H  6:06 AM  L  12:20 PM  

H  6:29 PM  

L  12:43 AM  H  7:00 AM  

L  1:14 PM  H  7:24 PM  
L  1:38 AM  H  7:57 AM  

L  2:09 PM  H  8:22 PM  
L  2:33 AM  H  8:55 AM  

L  3:05 PM  H  9:23 PM  

H  6:03 AM  L  12:17 PM  

H  6:26 PM  

L  12:40 AM  H  6:57 AM  

L  1:11 PM  H  7:21 PM  
L  1:35 AM  H  7:54 AM  

L  2:06 PM  H  8:19 PM  
L  2:30 AM  H  8:52 AM  

L  3:02 PM  H  9:20 PM  

H  5:56 AM  L  12:10 PM  

H  6:19 PM  

L  12:33 AM  H  6:50 AM  

L  1:04 PM  H  7:14 PM  
L  1:28 AM  H  7:47 AM  

L  1:59 PM  H  8:12 PM  
L  2:23 AM  H  8:45 AM  

L  2:55 PM  H  9:13 PM  

L  12:09 AM  H  6:26 AM  

L  12:40 PM  H  6:49 PM  
L  1:03 AM  H  7:20 AM  

L  1:34 PM  H  7:44 PM  
L  1:58 AM  H  8:17 AM  

L  2:29 PM  H  8:42 PM  
L  2:53 AM  H  9:15 AM  

L  3:25 PM  H  9:43 PM  

24 Oct

1 Nov

8 Nov

16 Oct

Rise  6:48 AM  Set  7:56 PM 

Rise  –   Set  9:07 AM  
Rise  6:46 AM  Set  7:57 PM 

Rise  12:04 AM  Set  9:54 AM  
Rise  6:45 AM  Set  7:59 PM 

Rise  12:59 AM  Set  10:45 AM  

18º

17º

18º

18º

16º

17º
17º

16º
17º

19º

16º

16º

20º

15º

3º 18º
3º 20º

5º 19º
5º 19º

 
Temperatures °C Rainfall mm Evapotranspiration  Wind km/h

 max min

 to 4PM

month
to date

year
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max gust
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24hrs to 9AM (mm)SOUTH CANTERBURY READINGS YESTERDAY FROM METSERVICE

Fairlie

Twizel

Timaru Airport

Average
16.1 4.7

16 413

24 hrs
to 9AM E 22

1.3

16.7
8.0 316.4

0.0 2.4
at 3:58 PM

–
10.6

15.2 – 0.4
–

SE 20
at 3:44 PM

–

17.1 -1.0 0.4 14.6 486.8
SE 20

at 12:04 PM
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 69.4 

 3.96 no change

 2.11 

 8.37 no change

 0.95 

 0.62 no change

 0.64 

 343.1 

 26.0 
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Tasty,
Talented
TT three
Audi’s sportin

g coupe has a lighter

platform in its third generation

form, and PETER LOUISSON says

it’s the best yet.

The Audi TTS we sampled on the sinuous Asca
ri Race Track, in Southern Spain, acquit

ted itself brillian
tly.

The stylish TT shows its old Bauhaus des
ign

influences fr
om every angle. Above: A central

tacho can be selected on the info screen, for th
ose

likely to head for the track.

A
udi’s iconic TT 2+2

coupe has long been a

designer favourite,

with the original

sporting Bauhaus

styling influences.

That’s not quite so obvious in the

third-generation which looks even

hotter anyway, and goes on sale

here early next year. What’s clear

is that weight-saving technology

and quattro 4wd advances are

paying dividends, for this is easily

the best handling and balanced TT

yet.
It’s also the quickest, thanks to

reduced kerb weight and extra

power. Pricing for the two

incoming models will be

announced before year’s end, but

expect them to be similar to the

outgoing model, or perhaps a

touch less expensive thanks to the

use of the modular MQB platform.

TTS should be circa M235i money,

$105k.
I’d never really thought much

about what TT meant in relation to

Audi, but it evidently refers to

NSU motorcycles that were

entered into (and won) Isle of Man

races in the mid-50s. However, it

also stands for Technology and

Tradition, and this seems more

fitting with respect to the new

Audi 2+2 sports coupe. For there’s

a swag of new technology designed

to keep the car tracking true on

road, and the cabin also gets its

fair share of new gizmos, not the

least of which is Audi’s Visual

Cockpit concept.

This made its debut at CES

earlier in the year, and it’s

striking, to be sure, but it is not

really the most significant new

technology in the TT for other car

makers have already integrated

aspects of the infotainment and

sat-nav screens into the main

instruments. However, in the TT

the sat-nav screen disappears

entirely, and everything you need

to know about the status of the car,

and its whereabouts is found dead

ahead between the two primary

instruments. More time spent

looking in the straight ahead

direction presumably makes it a

safer car to drive.

What’s novel is that there are

two views available, one in which

the infotainment/sat-nav view

dominates – the speedo and tacho

are minimised and pushed to

either side – whereas in the other

view the instruments are regularly

sized. In the TTS range topper,

there’s a third alternative in which

the tacho sits front and centre,

with a digital speed readout

incorporated within.

What’s shown on screen is

controlled by a circular MMI

mouse, or by controls on the left

side of the wheel. The other rather

novel aspect of the interior is the

relegation of HVAC controls to the

centres of the four circular air

vents, leaving an uncluttered

centre console. The rear seats are

still just there for compliant

children or unruly lap dogs.

It’s easy to be seduced by the

clarity and sheer size of the 31cm

screen but once familiarised, you

can spend time appreciating what

the chassis team has done to the

TT. Sure, the engines are stronger

than before but power without

control is meaningless, and it’s

how the new car rolls on road

that’s perhaps its most impressive

aspect, closely followed by how

right it now looks. New TT is

slightly shorter by 21mm but

they’ve lengthened the wheelbase

by 37mm, benefiting stability and

ride. Shorter overhangs improve

the profile while new slimline

matrix LED headlights add

modernity, shine brightly and dip

automatically.

The best changes are hidden

beneath. Underpinned by the MQB

chassis the base TT is 50kg lighter

as a result of this and myriad other

weight-saving measures. While

engine power from the 2.0-litre

direct injection turbo engine rises

slightly from 147 to 169kW, torque

is boosted from 280 to 370Nm,

across a broad rev spread. The

result is a marked improvement in

performance, the TT’s sprint time

to 100km/h falling from 6.9 to 5.9

sec as a six-speed twin-clutch auto.

No manuals will be offered here.

The TTS likewise gets less

weight, more power. Where it

formerly made do with 200kW and

350Nm, the new version sports

228kW and 380Nm. Audi quotes

a 0-100 time of 4.6sec, precisely

as quick as the last TT RS, and

down from 5.7sec previously.

So are TTs worthy of the

exalted Isle of Man acronym? The

TTS we sampled at the sinuous

Ascari Race Track, in the south of

Spain – with magnetic ride active

damping set to dynamic, and ESP

backed off, it cut an impressive

dash around the tricky circuit.

Set corner entry speed just

right and the electronic clutch

shuffles power rearward, while

passive torque vectoring on both

axles nips the inside wheels, the

net effect being to nullify any

understeer. Being all-wheel drive,

you can jump on the gas earlier on

the exit, and the torque bias shifts

forwards, the front wheels helping

drag the car out of each corner.

Sharp steering and well controlled

body roll help complete this

picture of track competence. Only

some smoke escaping from the

front callipers after five laps

reminds this is a road car.

And what a road car it makes.

The noise from the quartet of tail

pipes nicely drowns out the tyre

roar, and what seemed quick on

track is a rocket on road.

Enter congested areas, select

Comfort mode and the dampers

relax for an easy slow speed ride.

The base TT also has active

damping, but it’s not as sporty as

the magnetic ride system in the

TTS. Likely the 10mm lower ride

height of the faster car also

contributes to its talents. The TTS

looks more serious too, with its

tasty 18-inch alloys, alu mirror

caps, rear diffuser and flasher

honeycomb grille.

If you can spring the extra for

TTS, we’d say just do it. For lidless

fans, there’s a new Cabrio version

recently unveiled at the Paris

Show, and similar versions of that

will be arriving shortly after the

hardtop coupe, just in time for

winter. With its similar blend of

high technology and styling

tradition, the TT Cabrio should

prove a genuine Boxster

alternative.
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No more digging for Deon

Pile unsettled

AMackenzie District Counc
il

report on the dirt pile that

collapsed, trap
ping Deon Miller,

said the site was in a ‘‘safe

condition’’ un
til children tunnelled

into it.
The council yester

day received a

report from community facilities

manager Garth
Nixon, who said

the council was n
ot aware of

people digging any holes before

the incident.

The pile had been left unworked

for about six m
onths, and council

did not consider i
t to be a work

site.
It had since been pushed over, a

move Nixon expected would

make it difficult to dig and less

attractive as a play area. Council

contractors w
ould be told to

ensure stock piles the
y worked on

had no vertical faces
to ensure

they were safe.

Mayor Claire Barlow had sent a

card on the council’s beha
lf,

wishing Deon a speedy recovery,

and Councillor Jam
es Leslie said

he hadmet Deon, who
appeared

‘‘happy and healthy’’.

Deon Miller, front, is
happy to be back

at school aft
er a large dirt pile in Twizel

collapsed on him on October 18.

Cheering him on were friends Kyrin

Brown, 12, left, Hu
nter Bown, 12, Dylan

Parenzan, 12
and James Millar, 13. Photo

:

Mytchall Brans
grove/Fairfax

NZ

SARAH JARVIS

sarah.jarvis@
timaruherald.co

.nz

I don’t remember what hap
pened, I just

woke up in ho
spital.

Deon Miller

Ten days after an accident nearly

claimed his life, Timaru’s Deon

Miller was the talk of the Blue-

stone School playground yester-

day.
The 12-year-old student was

rushed to hospital in a serious con-

dition after a large dirt pile he was

tunnelling into in Twizel collapsed

on him.
The incident occurred 200

metres behind the family’s

Glencairn Rd holiday home.

‘‘I don’t remember what

happened, I just woke up in hos-

pital,’’ the keen rugby player said

yesterday.
Miller and his friends were dig-

ging into the dirt mound with a

shovel when it collapsed on him.

His friends tried unsuccessfully to

dig him out before going for help.

After St John and the fire ser-

vice arrived, he was flown by res-

cue helicopter to Dunedin Hos-

pital, where he spent the next four

days recovering.

‘‘It [hospital] wasn’t the best

place to be,’’ he said.

His dad, Craig Miller, said the

family knew he was going to be

fine when he woke from his coma

and asked for McDonald’s.

‘‘But when I got out I got Burger

King instead,’’ Deon laughed.

Returning to Twizel at the

weekend, he met the emergency

service volunteers who helped res-

cue him.
‘‘I gave them a box of Roses

[chocolates] and a thank you

card.’’
He also went to see the dirt pile

and happily reported it had been

‘‘knocked over’’.

Earlier this year, two other

Bluestone students also required

the services of a rescue helicopter,

so next Wednesday the school will

hold a mufti day to raise money

for the Westpac Rescue Helicop-

ter.

Mt Dobson

skifield
now on
market

CATHERINE HARRIS

Many skiers dream of having a

skifield of their own, and now

their chance has come.

The operation behind the Mt

Dobson skifield in South Canter-

bury has been put up for sale by its

original owners, the Foote family.

Bayleys agent Kate Mullins said

she was expecting offers upwards

of $1.2 million for the business,

equipment, buildings and Crown

concession for use of the moun-

tain.
The business could appeal to ‘‘a

keen skier, investor or potentially

a group looking to secure a private

ski field for training,’’ she said.

The ski area has been put on

the market by manager and co-

owner Peter Foote, whose family

developed it in the 1970s.

Foote, who was retiring,

operated the field with up to 12

staff and extra seasonal staff dur-

ing the winter.

Spanning two basins, Mt Dob-

son has 400ha of largely

uncrowded trails and reaches an

altitude of 1725 metres above sea

level on its south-westerly side.

The field has four lifts capable

of carrying up to 4000 people an

hour.
Mullins said the business

usually enjoyed a long season

because it was well positioned for

natural snow cover and had plenty

of natural waterways for

snowmaking.

She said the business was ready

to be taken to the next level.

‘‘There is plenty of capacity to

expand the existing tows and lifts

to open up new runs, boosting

potential increased business,’’ she

said.
School training programmes

were also a considerable source of

income, she said. The business

came with an option to buy a nine-

bay maintenance workshop and

section in Fairlie. Its Crown con-

cession was for another 39 years.

Former
senior cop
faces meth
charges
KELLY DENNETT

A senior police officer in charge of drug

investigations swapped pure metham-

phetamine seized in a drug raid for ordi-

nary table salt, the Crown has alleged.

On the first day of a trial in

Whangarei District Court yesterday,

crown prosecutor Philip Hamlin told a

jury that former Northland police officer

Michael David Blowers had ‘‘taken

advantage’’ of having full access to police

drug stores, which it is alleged he stole to

sell to an associate.

Blowers, 44, is charged with stealing

methamphetamine from police, supply-

ing methamphetamine and selling

cannabis to that associate between 2011

and 2012. He has pleaded not guilty to all

three charges.

Blowers, a policeman with 15 years’

experience including two with North-

land’s Organised Crime Unit, which

mainly involved organised drug crime,

began a ‘‘drug dealing partnership’’

involving ‘‘hundreds of thousands of

dollars’’, Hamlin said.

The name of his associate and any

identifying details are suppressed but

Hamlin said the pair’s relationship

essentially involved Blowers obtaining

drugs which the associate would then

sell.
‘‘It’s an unusual drug dealing partner-

ship because one, the Crown alleges, was

a serving police officer at the time.’’

After one large drug raid on a

Whangarei hotel in 2011 in which police

seized 58g of methamphetamine, police

tested the drug for its purity and found a

large portion of it had been removed and

replaced with table salt.

‘‘It looked the same, it weighed the

same, but it was not the same,’’ Hamlin

said.
Fairfax NZ

Final go-ahead for industrial expansion

The Washdyke industrial area is set for

expansion, after the Timaru District

Council gave final plan approval yester-

day.
At a council meeting, a report on

Plan Change 14 (PC 14) was received.

It will enable the rezoning of land at

Washdyke from Rural 1, Rural 2 and

Recreation 2 zones to Industrial L and

Industrial H zones, covering an area of

about 73 hectares.

The land, east of State Highway 1

and south of Aorangi Rd, is being

rezoned to ensure suitable industrial

land is available for future develop-

ment.
The plan had initially attracted

objection from the Washdyke Action

Group and an individual resident, who

went to the Environment Court to

appeal the expansion.

The Environment Court proceedings

involved two mediation sessions and

two hearings.

The council’s planning unit will pub-

licly notify the date on which the plan

becomes operative.

Child poverty rates

almost unchanged

TESSA JOHNSTONE

Progress on combating child poverty is

stagnating, and government policy has

barely made a dent in it, a United

Nations report shows.

New Zealand’s child poverty rates

have come down by less than half a per

cent since 2008, according to Unicef

report Children of the Recession.

By contrast, Australia reduced its

child poverty rate by more than 6 per

cent over the same period, and countries

with similar populations, such as

Finland and Norway, reduced their rates

by more than 4 per cent and 3 per cent

respectively.

Unicef NZ national advocacy manager

Deborah Morris-Travers said the report

showed that growth in child poverty dur-

ing a recession was not inevitable, and

some countries had even reduced it.

‘‘[New Zealand’s decrease is] really

minimal, and when we’re talking about

so many New Zealand children going

without the things they need. We’ve got

to get very serious about this.’’

The report also showed that three out

of the four well-being indicators in New

Zealand – food insecurity, overall satis-

faction with life, and opinions on

whether children have an opportunity to

learn and grow – worsened between 2007

and 2013.
Fourteen per cent of New Zealanders

said there was a time in the past year

when they did not have enough money to

buy food for themselves or their family,

up five percentage points since 2007.

Morris-Travers said the approach to

tackling poverty had been piecemeal and

marginal.
‘‘Even things like screening for rheu-

matic fever, and increasingly the avail-

ability of food in schools, are still pretty

small investments compared to what is

required. Nothing done so far has been

systemic, and it’s only reaching small

numbers of children so far.’’

Prime Minister John Key has asked

officials to present new ideas on how to

tackle child poverty, but has been

criticised by opposition parties for his

unwillingness to take measures that

would increase incomes.

‘‘John Key should be embarrassed by

how well Australia managed to protect

its children during the global financial

crisis, and actually implemented

initiatives to reduce child poverty during

that period,’’ Greens co-leader Metiria

Turei said yesterday. If the Government

wanted to deal with child poverty, it

would have to enact a range of new poli-

cies to support the poor, she said.

The report also measured the number

of young people not in education, train-

ing or employment – New Zealand’s rate

has increased slightly over the past five

years, although not nearly as dramati-

cally as Australia’s.

Struggling to put food on table

TANIA PENE prides herself on always

putting food on the table, though some-

times it’s a juggling act.

‘‘It might not be big amounts to have

leftovers with, but we’re doing OK,’’ the

Lower Hutt mother of four says.

‘‘I budget for it . . . I pride myself in not

going to foodbanks. I used to get dragged

there [by family], so I’ve set standards for

myself to not go there.’’

The Youth Guarantee Scheme course

tutor works full-time, and has about $700

a week to cover rent, bills, and food for

herself and her children, aged between 21

months and 17 years.

Her income puts her above the pov-

erty line, but she still has to juggle to

make it work.

If something unexpected comes up,

like a bond, a gift, or a bigger than usual

power bill, she has to forgo something

else, or get a Winz grant or loan.

Glenwood opened in the 60s

Glenwood Home

celebrated its

50th anniversary

on September

28 with a church

service, toast
s

and
entertainment.

Today, Past

Times page

shares excerp
ts

of chairman

Lynley Simmons’

speeches from

the day.

In 1964, when

Glenwood

opened, the B
eatles

toured New Zealand.

Perhaps som
e of

today’s reside
nts

weremystified by

daughters wh
o

inexplicably

screamed and yelled

at themeremention

of the boys fr
om

Liverpool.

New wing: The extension to the original nort
h wing nears completion in 2005.

Festive first: Glenwood Home residents at
the first Christm

as celebratio
n, 1964. Photo

s: Supplied

T
he Glenwood Home

story began in 1957

when local Methodists

and Anglicans

realised there were

too few facilities

available to care adequately for the

elderly.
South Canterbury had the

highest proportion of elderly in

New Zealand – as is the case now.

So, with the help of their social

service agencies in Christchurch

and Dunedin, they formed a trust

board and undertook several years

of planning and fundraising to

build a home.

On September 25, 1964,

Glenwood was opened and 20

residents moved in the following

week. A short time later, when the

downstairs wing was complete, a

further eight could be

accommodated. Then, in the 1970s,

the board planned and built the 17

cottages and the community room

on the northern side of the

property.
In 2005, a multimillion-dollar

project added two new wings,

incorporating 16 additional

bedrooms, en suites, an extra

lounge, offices, utility rooms and a

sunny courtyard. At the same

time, all the older wings were

extended and totally refurbished

with en suite bathrooms also being

added.
Another six-figure project has

just been completed this month

with the addition of a new heat

pump in every bedroom. These

will add considerably to the

residents’ comfort and address

safety issues, which were

becoming of great concern.

At the same time, a new

ventilation system was installed

throughout the building, which

should enable healthier air to

circulate. In the past month, we

have also updated Glenwood’s

branding and logo – ‘‘Glenwood –

celebrating life since 1964’’, and

soon new signs will be in place,

and a website launched before

Christmas.
And so the years roll onwards.

In 1964, when Glenwood opened,

the Beatles toured New Zealand.

Perhaps some of today’s residents

were mystified by daughters who

inexplicably screamed and yelled

at the mere mention of the boys

from Liverpool. Or maybe you

remember Peter Snell’s stunning

efforts on the track winning a

double gold in the 800m and 1500m

at the Tokyo Olympics in October

1964.
In 1964, Keith Holyoake was

prime minister, the Auckland

population finally reached half a

million, the United States began

bombing North Vietnam, Nelson

Mandela was sentenced to life in

prison, and Martin Luther King

won the Nobel Peace Prize.

Perhaps you remember going

to the movies to watch the latest

films My Fair Lady, Mary Poppins

or Goldfinger. And on the radio

maybe you listened to the latest

hits – Roy Orbison’s Pretty

Woman, A Hard Day’s Night by

the Beatles, or House of the Rising

Sun by The Animals.

The swinging 60s – the years

when you were supposed to

‘‘make love, not war’’; when you

took a ‘‘trip’’ without leaving

home; and granny prints, bell

bottoms, long hair and mini-skirts

were the fashion. Ah, I’m sure

there are some stories here to tell!

Somehow 50 years have rolled by

– 50 years since I came as an

11-year-old with my school choir

to sing Christmas carols to the

residents for their first Christmas

at Glenwood. My, how time flies –

where have those years gone?

And so, today, we salute 50

years of Glenwood – 50 years of

living stories, of celebrating the

lives of all those who have resided

here, worked here and visited

here. Glenwood will continue on –

upholding the Christian values

we were founded on; caring and

loving and laughing and

remembering. Glenwood will

continue to weave all its people

into its story – for its people are

the story of Glenwood.

❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

The vision for Glenwood began

in 1957, and over the following few

years, board members undertook

extensive planning and

fundraising, ably led by Michael

Gresson and Peter Woodnorth.

Woodnorth’s name is

synonymous with Glenwood for,

when the home was finally built,

the board decided to name it in his

honour. He continued to serve

tirelessly as a board member and

secretary for 31 years until 1987.

Glenwood has been fortunate

to have many other dedicated,

long-serving board members –

among them Bill Traves, the

longest serving board member of

32 years. We also remember Ruby

Leith, Joan McNab, Maurice

Diamond, Graeme Holwell and

Derek Davey, who all served for at

least 20 years.

It is astounding to note that

since the board was formed, a

total of 87 board members have

given a combined total of 680 years

of voluntary service to Glenwood.

Past times
Great War drew

in young men

In this fortnightl
y column Carol Bell

looks at even
ts as they were

portrayed in The Timaru Herald

locally, nation
ally and

internationall
y as the world was

engulfed by the Great War.

Several Timaru

boys on the

troopship
Maunganui pro

udly

displayed a lo
ng

stretch of can
vas on

which they ha
d

painted ‘‘Timaru to

Berlin’’. John

Guinness was
a

farmer from Ealing at

the time of

enlistment.

26September 1914

The Imperial Govern
ment asked

that the depa
rture of the

Expeditionar
y Force be de

layed. Little

wasmade of the de
lay except to

say

it was caused
‘‘solely by th

e

exigencies of
the service, c

aused

when such extensive op
erations are

everywhere
in progress’’. Th

e delay

applied to other Expend
itionary

Forces of the
Overseas Do

minions.

28September 1914

Timaru’s mayor Mr E.R. Guinne
ss

returned to Timaru fromWellington

where he had
been to see his son

John off with the Expeditio
nary

Force. He rep
orted the South

Canterburym
en to be in the best of

spirits and greatly disap
pointed when

their transpo
rt ships put o

ut from

Wellington wharf only to
return

again. Mr Guinness w
as informed by

General God
ley that them

en would

be detained for another t
hree weeks

during which time they would

continue to undergo training. Sev
eral

Timaru boys on the troopship

Maunganui pro
udly displaye

d a long

stretch of canvas on
which they had

painted ‘‘Timaru to Berlin’’. John

Guinness wa
s a farmer from Ealing at

the time of enlistment. He serve
d in

the Gallipoli c
ampaign and was

discharged unfit after br
eaking his

leg in 1916.

29September 1914

At theMagistrate’s C
ourt in

Geraldine Ch
arles Knowle

s of Timaru

was charged
with riding amotor

cycle throug
h the town at a speed

exceeding 10miles an hour. He was

fined 27 shillings. T
he ‘‘great ba

ttle in

France’’ was
said to be on the eve of

a climax, while a pr
evious Germ

an of

governor of
Samoa bemoaned the

fate of the fo
rmer Pacific ter

ritories

‘‘passing into the hands of
vile

invaders’’.

1 October 19
14

There was di
scussion at Temuka

over regulati
ons under wh

ichmen

would be selected for the Maori

contingent. A
pplicants we

re advised

to report in camp at Auckland
by 7

October. W.H. Torepe an
d T. Whitau

of Temuka had volunteered
and it

was also noted that Tupai Re
ihana, a

nephew of Mrs Campbell of Tem
uka,

was in Australia wh
en war was

declared and had been accepted in

the Australia
n contingent. T

he

formation of a Native (M
aori)

Contingent t
o serve with the New

Zealand Expeditionar
y Forces was

announced on 16 September. 500

Maori soldiers
entered Avondale

Camp in October 1914
and sailed on

the SSWarrimoo to Egypt in

February 191
5. Initially the

contingent

was confined
to garrison (guard) duty

in Egypt and Malta, howeve
r the need

for reinforce
ments at Gallip

oli soon

saw the continge
nt deployed to join

the fighting.
They joined the New

Zealand Mounted Rifles at Anz
ac

Cove on July 3, 1915. I
n the three

months that fo
llowed theMaori

troops were
decimated. Many died

during the assaults
on Chunuk Bair

and Hill 60. In October 1915
the

remaining 134men of the origina
l

Native Conti
ngent were r

eturned to

Egypt to rest and refit. The

contingent w
as then split up and

dispersed among other platoo
ns in

the New Zealand Infantry Brig
ades. In

February 191
6 the reunited

Maori

troops becam
e part of the

New

Zealand Pioneer Batt
alion.

http://www.h
astingslibrar

y

.co.nz/ww100
-formation-native-

contingent-0

❏ The SCMuseum, SC branch of

NZ Society of Ge
nealogists, T

imaru

Herald and volunteers a
re working on

a database o
f SC participation

in

World War 1 known as SCRoll.

Information ormemorabilia relat
ing

to this period for inclusion
in the

project woul
d be welcomed. Contact

Tony Rippin
at themuseum or Carol

Bell on carolbel@ihug.co.nz
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Favourite puzzles linked to our personalities

A puzzle crank
needs to be c

ompletely

absorbed in t
he game so it is utterl

y

important the pu
zzle is an exte

nsion of your

personality.Hi folks, today the world outside

has beckoned me. It was such a

lovely warm sunny day, much too

good to stay inside. I have been

pottering about my garden all day

talking to and enjoying my spring

flowers. On a day like today I could

easily be excused for thinking I am

living in Paradise.

Strange but not everyone sees it

my way. Twice in the last two days

it has been suggested I make the

most of these days as they won’t

last, the weatherman is keeping

his nasty little cold snaps to bring

out at a later date.

I call that defeatist talk! I like to

think and live in the here and now.

I have made another

momentous decision this week. I

am not going to read the Herald

while I have my breakfast. It is

often full of doom and gloom (yes

dear editor, I know that is the

nature of a daily paper) but it is

not a good way to start my day, I’ll

save reading the news until much

later in the day when I am not so

vulnerable. I’m wondering though,

perhaps I could make one little

exception; I could do the code-

cracker while I eat my toast.

I wonder how many of you

enjoy the code-cracker or maybe

Sudoku or the crossword. I have to

confess to liking all three but when

it comes to the cryptic crossword, I

am hopeless. My sister says they

are easy and tried to educate me

but I am simply not that way

inclined. When I looked up cryptic

in the dictionary it said ‘‘obscure

in meaning, not obvious, secret,

enigmatic, mysterious!’’

It is no wonder I cannot do

cryptic puzzles as none of those

definitions describe my character.

I am certainly not enigmatic or

mysterious. A puzzle crank needs

to be completely absorbed in the

game so it is utterly important the

puzzle is an extension of your

personality. For instance a writer

would like games which are word-

based, whereas someone with a

mathematical brain would

probably prefer Sudoku.

What do you think? As far as I

know there is no scientific data to

back up my theories but to me they

make logical sense. You see, I am

trying to find an explanation why

an ordinary intelligent clucking

old chook cannot do cryptic

puzzles.
One thing I am sure about.

Doing whatever kind of puzzle you

fancy will keep your mind alert. At

90 my mum still played Scrabble

and could come up with amazing

words. However Peter, you will be

happy to know, reading the paper

was the highlight of her day. In her

later years she spent all morning

reading the local paper from start

to finish. My mum had an easy

remedy if the news wasn’t to her

liking – she simply changed it! Her

visitors were always treated to her

version of the local news as well as

what was happening on the world

scene. Her speciality though was

the politicians. Given her

interpretations, politicians

sounded so much more intelligent

and interesting!

A simple question folks, which

is your favourite page of the paper?

Excluding, of course, Tuesday’s

Past Times page and The Old

Chook!

In brief

Mostert’s plea

ChazMostert hopes
his efforts to

secure Ford’s
second straight

Bathurst 1000
title are enou

gh to

convince the
manufacturer t

o

stay involved
in V8 Supercars.

Mostert defied
the odds to win

the longest an
dmost chaotic

edition of the Great R
ace on

Sundaywith co-driver Pau
l

Morris. The vict
ory was both

Mostert andMorris’ first at M
ount

Panorama, but second
for the

factory-backe
d Ford Performance

Racing outfit, followin
gMark

Winterbottom’s breakthrou
ghwin

last year. And
it couldn’t hav

e

come at a better t
ime, with

reports emerging on Friday that

Ford is planning to exit the sport

when its sponsorsh
ip deal with

FPR expires at the
end of this

year.

Cowboys ride high

The Dallas Co
wboys stunne

d NFL

Super Bowl ch
ampions Seattle

with a 30-23 win yesterday to

move to 5-1 and the top of the

NFC East. While Dallas ha
dmade

a positive star
t to the season,

their victory i
n Seattle, their f

ifth

consecutive w
in this year, was

still

a surprise giv
en the Seahawks

(3-2) had lost just once
in their

previous 18 home games.

Meanwhile, Joe
Flacco threw five

touchdown passes, four o
f them

in a remarkable first q
uarter, as

the Baltimore Ravens cr
ushed the

Tampa Bay Bucca
neers 48-17 o

n a

daywhen the league’s e
lite

quarterbacks
came up big. Tom

Brady passed
for four

touchdowns a
s the New England

Patriots beat
AFC East divisiona

l

rivals Buffalo
37-22 while Pe

yton

Manning’s three
touchdown

passes helped
the Denver

Broncos beat
the New York Jets

31-17. Aaron Rodgers’ third

touchdown inMiami was a game-

winner with three second
s left on

the clock as t
he Green Bay

Packers beat
the Dolphins

27-24

in a thriller.

Korean holds on

South Korean golfer Bae Sa
ng-

moon built a big lead but had to

survive amid-round slump to

earn a two-shot vic
tory at the $6

million Frys.comOpen in Napa,

California yes
terday. Bae ca

rded a

final round of 73 to finish on

15-under-par
273 at Silvera

do

Country Club
in the opening

event of the 2
014-15 season

on

the PGA Tour. Australi
an Steven

Bowditch (67), boosted
by an

eagle at the p
ar-five 16th, fi

nished

second on 13-under. Bae
posted

four bogeys i
n a seven-hole

stretchmid-round but the

28-year-old held on to take the

win and pocket US$1.0
8million

for his second
victory on the PGA

Tour. Meanwhile, Aus
tralian

golfer Jarrod
Lyle said he couldn’t

have asked for better from
an

inspirational c
omeback to the US

PGA Tour followin
g his second

battle with leukaemia. Lyle

finished on five-under-pa
r and in

31st place in his first PGA Tour

event inmore than 3 and a-half

years. Lyle las
t played on the PGA

Tour in February 201
2 before

being forced off to seek

treatment for his sec
ond bout of

leukaemia.

‘Chuckers’ flo
urish

Timid officiating has allowed a

generation of ‘chuckers’ t
o

flourish in international
cricket

and the crackdow
n on bowlers

with illegal actions
has arrived

two decades late,
according to

former test umpire Darrell H
air.

Pakistani’s Sa
eed Ajmal is the

highest profil
e of a string of

spinners who
have been

suspended by the Interna
tional

Cricket Counc
il recently for

bending their elbows b
eyond the

15 degrees all
owedwhile bowling

the ball. The f
orthright Hair

famously called Sri Lankan off-

spinning great Muttiah

Muralitharan for the offenc
e

during a test at theM
elbourne

Cricket Groun
d in 1995 and said

the ICC should have taken action

back then. ‘‘W
hatever they’

re

doing now, they’re d
oing 20 years

too late,’’ he said.
‘‘They had a

chance in 1995 to clean things up

and it’s taken them 19 years to

finally come back.’’

McQueen steps up

Chris McQueen has put his ha
nd

up to be the forwar
d leader who

fills themassive hole le
ft by

departing duo SamBurgess and

Ben Te’o when South Sydney

defend their NRL cro
wn in 2015.

QueenslandOrigin backrower

McQueenwas a solid if not

spectacular c
ontributor to

Souths’

cause this yea
r, as they surg

ed to

their first prem
iership in 43 years.

Cheats contin
ue to prosper

inworld sport

COMMENT

JOSEPH ROMANOS

T
here’s an almighty row

taking place over how

long drugs cheats should

be banned for.

It has arisen because of the

decision to make Justin Gatlin a

finalist in the International

Association of Athletics

Federations (IAAF) Athlete of the

Year awards.

Gatlin, an Olympic sprint gold

medallist in 2004, has twice been

suspended for taking banned

drugs, in 2001 and 2006.

The American served a four-

year suspension from 2006 to 2010,

but now, on the wrong side of 30,

has struck the best form of his life.

He is coached by American

Dennis Mitchell, who in the 1990s

was also suspended for taking

banned drugs.

During 2014, Gatlin was

unbeaten and recorded six of the

seven fastest 100m times of the

year. He even beat the mighty

Usain Bolt.

Many inside athletics resent the

fact that Gatlin has even been

allowed back into the sport after

being caught twice.

Now he has been named as one

of the finalists in the Athlete of the

Year award, which has prompted

German discus thrower Robert

Harting to ask to be withdrawn

from the list of finalists.

‘‘I find my nomination great, yet

I stand for it alongside a known

doping offender.

‘‘For that reason I have asked to

be removed from the list,’’ Harting

said.
Sebastian Coe, who is expected

to next year be named IAAF

president, said he had ‘‘big

problems’’ with Gatlin’s

nomination.

‘‘What would you say if I said I

felt comfortable about it?’’ said

Coe, who was one of the world’s

greatest middle-distance runners.

‘‘You’d be surprised if I said I was

sanguine about it.’’

The controversy has erupted

just as a comprehensive study

from the University of Oslo has

revealed that muscles retain

advantages given by anabolic

steroids decades after they were

taken.
That might explain how Gatlin,

at 32, can run the fastest times of

his career.
It also casts a shadow over the

recent performances of other

previously banned sprinters such

as American Tyson Gay and

Briton Dwain Chambers.

Coe said suspensions for drugs

cheats needed to be longer.

‘‘The effect of anabolic steroids

is certainly not transient,’’ he said.

‘‘Sanctions have to take into

consideration the effect they

[steroids] can have on a career

even when the athlete is clean.’’

Briton Dai Greene, the 2011

400m hurdles world champion,

agreed.

‘‘Gatlin is over the hill as far as

sprinting is concerned. He should

never be running these times, but

he’s still doing it,’’ he said.

‘‘You have to look at his past

and ask how it is still affecting

him.
‘‘It shows either he’s still taking

performance-enhancing drugs or

the ones he did take are still doing

a fantastic job.’’

Kristian Gundersen, professor

of physiology at the University of

Oslo, said the effects of taking

steroids could be lifelong or at

least last several decades.

‘‘Our data indicates the

exclusion time [suspension] of two

years is far too short. Even four

years is too short,’’ he said.

‘‘If you exercise, or take

anabolic steroids, you get more

nuclei and bigger muscles. If you

take away the steroids, you lose

the muscle mass, but the nuclei

remains inside the muscle fibres.’’

For his second doping offence,

Gatlin was banned for eight years,

but that penalty was halved by an

arbitration panel.

There has been a move by the

World Anti-Doping Agency to

toughen penalties from January

2015. A first major offence would

incur a four-year suspension and a

second offence would result in a

life ban.
In the meantime, though, cheats

like Gatlin continue to compete

and even be lauded for their feats.

No wonder clean athletes are up

in arms.

Hansen coy on Cruden recall

RUGBY
RICHARD KNOWLER

All Blacks piv
ot Aaron Cruden looks pensiv

e on NPC duty with Manawatu against

Hawke’s Bay after being dropped from the All Blacks fo
r missing a flight to

Argentina. Ph
oto: GETTY IMAGES

Aaron Cruden’s charge down the

path of redemption could prove a

complicated affair.

All Blacks coach Steve Hansen

replied with a cagey ‘‘let’s wait and

see’’ as to whether Cruden would

add to his 35 test caps against the

Wallabies in Brisbane on Saturday

night, immediately giving

Beauden Barrett’s supporters

reason to hope he would earn a

third consecutive test start in

Brisbane.
When Dan Carter went into

convalescence after fracturing the

fibula bone during the Super

Rugby final on August 2, Cruden

should have had the rugby world

at his fingertips during the Rugby

Championship.

Retaining the No 10 jersey he

wore against England in June

meant more chances to prove that

if Carter continued to struggle

with injuries he would be battle-

hardened and the logical pick for

the playmaker’s role during next

year’s World Cup.

Then Cruden lost the plot; the

exact details remain sketchy, but

for whatever reason, he failed to

front for a meeting just hours

before the squad flew out to

Argentina and was subsequently

told not to bother boarding the

flight.
Barrett started against the

Pumas in La Plata and the

Springboks in Johannesburg.

The question, now, is whether

Hansen wants to make Cruden

sweat even more and give Barrett,

whose game would undoubtedly

benefit from a third consecutive

test start, another crack at first-

five.
‘‘He’s coming so he’ll be con-

sidered,’’ Hansen said in reference

to Cruden. ‘‘But I’m just not telling

you who we’re picking today.

‘‘There’s no point in me telling

Ewen McKenzie what we’re doing,

it’s only Monday. I don’t need to do

that till Thursday.’’

Given the issues in his camp

Wallabies coach McKenzie could

retort he has enough issues clog-

ging his calendar without fretting

about the All Blacks’ team sheet.

Cruden, meanwhile, will just be

relieved to be in Brisbane after

spending the last few weekends

with Manawatu. But if he doesn’t

start at Suncorp Stadium he could

find the No 10 jersey drifting

further away from him.

Providing he is over his shin

issues, Dan Carter has been pen-

cilled in to start against the United

States in Chicago later this month

and would likely be retained

against England in London the fol-

lowing weekend.

That would just leave the games

against Scotland and Wales to play

and Hansen could have to choose

between Carter, Cruden or Barrett

as he beds in a routine ahead of the

global tournament.

‘‘He’s [Cruden] in the leader-

ship group and we had a confer-

ence call on Friday with all the

leaders, and he was part of that,’’

Hansen added. ‘‘I expect him to get

on with it. It’s no different to when

you tell your kids off.’’

Although he issued a statement

apologising for his misdemeanour

Cruden, 25, hasn’t spoken publicly

about the incident. His mentor at

the Chiefs, coach Dave Rennie, has

also kept silent on the harsh pun-

ishment meted out by the All

Blacks management.

Meanwhile, Hansen refused to

lunge the boot into the McKenzie

and the Wallabies after their

recent controversies involving

Kurtley Beale and former business

manager Di Patston.

‘‘I’m not too worried about

what’s happening off-field for

them. It’s our job to go over there

and play some good rugby. That’s

what we are concentrating on and

that’s what we are going over there

to do, put a bit of pressure on them

on the field.’’
Fairfax NZ

Wigan prop may face police

action over Hohaia incident

RUGBY LEAGUE

Lance Hohaia. Photo
: Getty Images

Lance Hohaia has accepted Ben

Flower’s apology for the disgrace-

ful punching incident that marred

the Super League grand final in

Britain, but police could take the

matter beyond the sport’s disci-

plinary procedures.

Wigan prop Flower is tipped to

be banned for at least eight

matches for the second minute

punch on a prone Hohaia, the St

Helens player.

The incident hasn’t escaped the

notice of police.

‘‘We will be liaising with the

Rugby Football League, The St

Helens Club, and the Crown Pros-

ecution Service before a decision is

made on what course of action is to

be taken,’’ a spokesman for

Greater Manchester Police told the

BBC.
Flower was sent off and Hohaia,

the former Warriors and Kiwis

star, played no further part in the

match his St Helens side went on

to win 14-6 at Old Trafford.

‘‘Sometimes these things hap-

pen in a game. In the heat of the

moment people do things they

regret,’’ Hohaia, 31, told the BBC,

after being knocked out by the

punches.
‘‘I’ve done some silly things

myself, so I don’t hold any regrets

against Ben – he’s probably disap-

pointed with himself.

‘‘I don’t remember the incident

– people have been telling me what

happened. I don’t think the nose is

broken, but I’ll have a scan on it in

the week. I wanted to go back on

but the doctor wouldn’t let me and

obviously my health goes before

anything else.’’

Flower was clearly in full regret

as Wigan issued a statement apolo-

gising to Hohaia, St Helens and the

sport in general.

‘‘I am so sorry for what

happened last night,’’ Flower said.

‘‘There is no defence for my

actions. It is something that

happened in the heat of the

moment. I instantly regretted it

and am devastated that I allowed

myself to punch someone like this.

‘‘At Wigan . . . we may aim to

dominate teams, but we don’t aim

to hurt people. I firstly offer my

apologies to Lance. I hope he is OK.

I’d also like to say sorry to my

team-mates, our fans and the

Wigan club. I accept I’ll have to

live with this for the rest of my

career. Finally, I’m sorry to the

sport of rugby league. It was a big

night and I know I’ve taken atten-

tion away from a special event.’’

Wigan’s chairman Ian Lenagan

and coach Shaun Wane added a

joint statement as the club went

into damage control for an inci-

dent that attracted global atten-

tion.
‘‘We apologise unreservedly, on

behalf of the Wigan club, to Lance

Hohaia, St Helens and the general

rugby league family for Ben Flow-

er’s totally inappropriate behav-

iour in last night’s grand final,’’

they said.
‘‘Rugby league is a tough sport,

which we are proud of, but such a

response is neither encouraged

nor condoned. Such behaviour is

not representative of rugby league

nor the Wigan club. ‘‘

Flower, 26, faces the game’s

judiciary today and looks set to

have the book thrown at him.

Nigel Wood, the chief executive

of the Rugby Football League, told

the BBC that there is the possi-

bility of going beyond an eight-

week ban under exceptional cir-

cumstances.

Saints coach Nathan Brown

said he did not believe Flower

deserved to be prosecuted by

police.
‘‘I think he’s served a fair pun-

ishment,’’ Brown said after the

match.
‘‘I haven’t seen anything like

that in 25 years in the sport. I think

the occasion got to him.’’ Fairfax NZ

Cullen feels for

injured Kopua
NETBALL
HAMISH BIDWELL

Kayla Cullen returns to the Silver Ferns

after an injury-enforc
ed absence.Phot

o:

Getty Images

There’s a certain irony to the fact

that Casey Kopua’s replacement is

just coming back from her second

knee reconstruction.

Scans confirmed yesterday that

Kopua, 29, the Silver Ferns cap-

tain, ruptured the patella tendon

in her left knee during Saturday

night’s Constellation Cup test.

She will have surgery to repair

that today and has been ruled out

of netball for at least six months.

It’s a feeling Kayla Cullen

knows only too well. She might be

just 22, but that’s still given her

enough time to blow out the

anterior cruciate ligament in each

of her knees. The first was in 2008,

with the most recent in August last

year.
Kopua’s playing future is uncer-

tain but recent events have been

more encouraging for Cullen. She

got through the national provin-

cial championships a fortnight

ago, which was her first competi-

tive netball since last year’s trans-

Tasman league, and is finally set to

add to her 12 test caps.

Cullen’s strength has been ath-

leticism and it will be interesting

to see if that’s as abundant as it

used to be. She had hoped to be

back playing within six months of

the injury but found the recovery

took twice that long.

The wait was interminable, but

probably beneficial in the long

term.
‘‘I want to be an asset. I don’t

want to be dragging the team

down,’’ she said after being

recalled to the squad for tomorrow

night’s final Constellation Cup test

in Auckland.

‘‘I would do more harm to my

own reputation by going out there

when I’m not ready. I have lost a

little of my athleticism, but it’s get-

ting there.’’

She came into the team as a

circle defender. There were

minutes at wing defence, and then

coach Waimarama Taumaunu

began grooming her at centre.

Cullen’s not sure where she’ll

be used, if at all, against Australia

tomorrow. The upcoming two-test

series with England might be her

most likely route to court time.

In the meantime she is just try-

ing to fit into a team that has been

trounced by the Diamonds and lost

their inspirational captain to

injury.
‘‘I’m still one of the youngest

ones. I’m still learning a lot, so I

don’t want to come in here bossing

people around and being the

annoying, overly cheerful person

when they’ve just come off three

losses,’’ she said.

The team are still reeling from

what happened to Kopua. Defens-

ive circle partner Katrina Grant

was closest to Kopua when the

incident happened and still

struggled to talk about it yester-

day.
‘‘It’s not something I want to go

through again. She was just in so

much pain and watching her lying

there on the court was horrible,’’

Grant said.
Things aren’t that flash for the

team either, following 17, nine and

13-goal losses to Australia in this

series.
It’s a quiet time in the sporting

year and with these games on in

prime time, the Silver Ferns’ poor

performances are receiving as

much attention and criticism as

they ever have.

Grant said the players were

aware of that.

‘‘We’ve been picked to rep-

resent our country. We’re the best

12 players in New Zealand and our

job is to beat teams and we’re not

doing that, so the [unflattering

comments] are understandable,’’

she said.
‘‘It comes with the territory and

we understand that and we just

need to do better.’’ Fairfax NZ
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Thousands march against police shootings

UNITED STATES

Thousands t
urned out in St Louis, Missouri yeste

rday to protest polic
e shooting of black youths in the area including Michael Brown, left, and Vonderrit D

Myers. Photo:

REUTERS

Thousands of people gathered yes-

terday for a second day of

organised rallies and marches pro-

testing Michael Brown’s death and

other fatal police shootings in the

St Louis area and elsewhere.

Marchers started assembling in

the morning hours in downtown St

Louis, where later in the day the

Cardinals baseball team was set to

host the San Francisco Giants in

the first game of the National

League Championship Series.

Spurred by a national campaign

dubbed Ferguson October, a

diverse crowd joined forces.

Vietnam-era peace activists, New

York City seminarians and hun-

dreds of fast-food workers bused in

from Chicago, Nashville and other

cities marched alongside local

residents.
Four days of events are

planned.
They started Friday afternoon,

local time, with a march outside

the St Louis County prosecutor’s

office in Clayton and renewed calls

for prosecutor Bob McCulloch to

charge Darren Wilson, a white

officer, in the August 9 shooting

death of Michael Brown, a black,

unarmed 18-year-old, in the St

Louis suburb of Ferguson. Wilson

remains free and on administrat-

ive leave while a St Louis County

grand jury weighs whether Wilson

should face criminal charges. The

US Department of Justice has

opened a civil rights investigation

of Brown’s shooting which led to a

nationwide dialogue about

interactions between minorities

and police.
‘‘We still are knee deep in this

situation,’’ said Kareem Jackson, a

St Louis rap artist and community

organiser whose stage name is Tef

Poe.
‘‘We have not packed up our

bags, we have not gone home. This

is not a fly-by-night moment. This

is not a made-for-TV revolution.

This is real people standing up to a

real problem and saying: ‘We ain’t

taking it no more.’’’

The crowd yesterday was sig-

nificantly larger than the ones

seen in earlier protests in Fer-

guson and Clayton. While the

main focus of the march was on

recent police shootings,

participants also embraced such

causes as gay rights and the Israel-

Palestinian conflict. Police

reported no arrests or violence.

Ashlee Wiest-Laird, 48, a

Baptist pastor from Boston, said: ‘‘I

have two sons and a daughter. I

want a world for them where the

people who are supposed to be

community helpers are actually

helping, where they can trust

those people to protect and serve

rather than control and repress.’’

The situation in Missouri

especially resonated with Wiest-

Laird. She’s white and her adopted

sons, ages 14 and 11, are black.

‘‘What I see happening here is a

moment in time. There’s some-

thing bigger here,’’ she said.

Tensions have simmered since

Brown’s death. Residents were

upset about the way Brown’s body

lay in the street for more than four

hours while police investigated the

shooting. Many insist Brown was

trying to surrender, with his

hands up. Residents also com-

plained about the military-style

police response to the several days

of riots and protests that erupted

immediately after Brown’s shoot-

ing in the predominantly black St

Louis suburb where just three

blacks serve on a 53-officer force.

Organisers said beforehand

that they expected as many as 6000

to 10,000 participants for the week-

end’s events. Police were not able

to provide a crowd estimate yester-

day, but organisers and par-

ticipants suggested the march’s

size may have approached 3000.

Since Brown’s death, there

have been three other fatal police

shootings of black males have

occurred in the St Louis area.

The most recent happened

Wednesday night on St Louis’

south side when police say an off-

duty officer working for a private

neighbourhood security patrol

shot and killed 18-year-old

Vonderrit D Myers.

The white officer, whose name

hasn’t been released, fired 17

rounds after police say Myers

opened fire. Myers’ parents say he

was unarmed.
AP

IN BRIEF

Remains issue

The governor
of the southe

rn

Mexico state where 4
3 college

students disa
ppeared after a

confrontation
with police said

yesterday tha
t some of the

bodies recove
red from

clandestine g
raves last wee

kend

did notmatch themissing young

people. In indicating that some

progress had
beenmade in

identifying the dead, Gue
rrero

state Governo
r Angel Aguir

re

gave no details nor did
he say if

all of the 28 bodies removed by

forensic expe
rts had been

identified. The
remains were

uncovered severely burn
ed, and

experts are co
nducting DNA tests

in an effort to identify the d
ead.

Crash kills 7

An Iranian police plane h
as

crashed, killin
g all seven people

aboard, includ
ing a top officer.

The Turbo Commander craft

crashed in themountains outs
ide

of the southe
astern provincial

capital of Zah
edan, with the

wreckage fou
nd by searchers,

official news a
gency IRNA

reports. The f
light was carr

ying

four passeng
ers and three crew

members. Among those killed

was General M
ahmoud Sadeqi, a

senior police
officer in charge of

investigations
, IRNA said

yesterday.

Ban drops in

UN chief Ban Ki-Moon hasmade a

surprise visit
to Libya and urged

warring factions to end the

turmoil gripping the North

African nation sinceMuammar

Gaddafi was t
oppled in 2011. The

authorities ha
ve struggled

to

impose their wil
l across a cou

ntry

awashwith weapons and

powerful militias that ous
ted and

killed the veteran dictator. ‘‘Let

me be clear: if v
iolent

confrontation
s do not cease

immediately, if sus
tainable peac

e

is not restore
d, prosperity

and a

better life will
be a distant d

ream,’’

Ban told rival parliamentarians

yesterday.

Poverty up

Almost one in seven Australians

are living below the poverty li
ne.

And the Australian
Council of

Social Service
fears that fed

eral

budgetmeasures will m
ake it

worse. Acoss
has released

a

report reveali
ng poverty is

growing in Australia, with
an

estimated 2.5million people, or

13.9 per cent, livin
g below the

internationall
y accepted poverty

line. It also found 603,000, or 1
7.7

per cent, of al
l children are living

in poverty. ‘‘This
is alarming and

highlights the
need for a national

plan to tackle the sco
urge of

poverty whic
h diminishes us all

in

one of thewe
althiest count

ries in

theworld,’’ Ac
oss CEO Cassandra

Goldie said yesterday.

Morales on top

President Evo
Morales appear

ed

headed to an unprecedente
d

third term in elections toda
y on

the strength of the econom
ic and

political stabi
lity the coca

growers’ unio
n leader has

brought to a country wh
ose

commodities’ wealth
he has

spread around. Boliv
ia’s first

indigenous pr
esident has b

ecome

such an institution that stadiums,

markets, schoo
ls and even a

village have b
een named in his

honor. His an
ti-imperialist and

socialist rheto
ric notwithsta

nding,

Morales has be
en an able steward

of Bolivia’s na
tural gas and

mineral wealth.

Protest oppo
rtunity: A couple pose for wedding photographs

in a usually busy tunnel leadin
g to a main road occupied by pro-democracy protesters in

the Admiralty district of Ho
ng Kong. Photo: R

EUTERS

Protester numbers growing again after government calls off talks

HONG KONG

Hundreds of student activists

camped overnight at major protest

sites in Hong Kong as the democ-

racy movement sought to re-gather

momentum after the government

called off talks on defusing unrest

in the global financial hub.

Protests escalated late last

month, after Beijing’s decision on

August 31 to impose conditions

that effectively would have

stopped pro-democracy candidates

from contesting an election of the

city’s chief executive set for 2017.

The occupation movement

suffered a noticeable dip in sup-

port over the past week, but strong

crowds of over 10,000 gathered on

Friday for rallies in the former

British colony.

By Saturday evening, thou-

sands of protesters had returned to

join the stalwarts, including

parents and children in a more

relaxed, festival-like atmosphere.

Hong Kong Chief Secretary

Carrie Lam, who announced the

postponement of talks with the

students on Thursday because of

their calls to escalate action, said

she had not given up hope of get-

ting them on track again. Reuters

Shooting
victim wins

Peace Prize
UNITED KINGDOM

Malala Yousafzai

She may have won the Nobel Peace

Prize, but Malala Yousafzai is

more preoccupied with her GCSE

exams. She is worried about the

lessons she will miss to collect the

award.
Not that she has lost her sense

of fun. The voice answering the

phone yesterday was familiar. The

message was not: ‘‘Hello, this is the

Nobel laureate!’’ Then she burst

into a fit of

teenage
giggles.

The
17-year-old

spent her first

evening as the

youngest

Nobel laureate

watching tele-

vision at home

in
Birmingham

with her parents. Messages poured

in from around the world for the

Pakistani girl who two years ago

was critically ill after being shot

by the Taliban for standing up for

the right of girls to go to school.

‘‘I’m feeling really honoured

and happy People’s love really

helped me recover from the shoot-

ing and be strong, so I want to do

all I can to contribute to society.’’

Aware that she might win the

Nobel Prize, she had asked a

teacher to come to her class after

the announcement at 10am.

‘‘I don’t have a mobile phone, so

my teacher had said she’d come if

there was news. It got to 10.15 and

she hadn’t come in, so I thought:

‘Oh well, I didn’t win.’’’

Then the teacher appeared and

told her the news. ‘‘I think my

teachers were more excited than

me,’’ she said. Sunday Times
Massacre warning if

town falls to jihadists

Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights

director Ram
i Abdel Rahm

an has

warned of a massacre in Kobani if it

falls to islamic State fighters. Phot
o: AFP

MIDDLE EAST

Kurdish fighters have halted a

thrust by Islamic State jihadists

towards the heart of the Syrian

border town of Kobani after the

UN warned thousands of civilians

risked massacre if it falls.

The pre-dawn attack came yes-

terday after the Isis militants

captured the defenders’ head-

quarters, sparking fears they

would cut off the last escape route

to neighbouring Turkey.

Meanwhile, US officials warned

that while attention is focused on

Kobani, the jihadists have been

piling on pressure in neighbouring

Iraq, putting the army in a

‘‘fragile’’ position in Anbar prov-

ince between Baghdad and the bor-

der.
The renewed Isis drive in

Kobani sparked 90 minutes of

heavy fighting before the jihadists

fell back, the Britain-based Syrian

Observatory for Human Rights

said.
US-led coalition warplanes

launched two air strikes against

Isis targets south and east of town

yesterday, said the group, which

has a wide network of sources

inside Syria.

The Observatory said a sand-

storm later prevented more air

raids, while fighting raged in

southern Kobani and near the

captured headquarters.

Small groups of Kurdish

fighters were trying to harry the

encircling jihadists with

operations across the front line,

Observatory director Rami Abdel

Rahman said.

UN envoy for Syria Staffan de

Mistura warned on Saturday that

12,000 or so civilians still in or near

Kobani, including about 700

mainly elderly people in the town

centre, ‘‘will most likely be mass-

acred’’ if the town falls.

Kobani was ‘‘literally sur-

rounded’’ except for one narrow

entry and exit point to the Turkish

border, de Mistura said, urging

Ankara to allow volunteers and

equipment in to help defend the

town.
AFP

Cinemas reeling over director’s call

UNITED STATES

New world: Matthew McConaughey
takes a big step for mankind in Christopher

Nolan,’s movie Interstellar.

It is the most eagerly anticipated

science-fiction film of the year,

starring Matthew McConaughey

and Anne Hathaway. But the

British director of the

US$100 million (NZ$1.3m) futur-

istic fantasy Interstellar has

infuriated American cinemas by

insisting they go back in time and

show the film on celluloid, using

old-fashioned projectors.

Christopher Nolan, 44, who

directed Inception and the Batman

trilogy, says he wants to reward

those cinemas that have not yet

installed digital technology.

The director, who admits he is

‘‘not interested’’ in new tech-

nology, said non-digital cinemas

will be allowed to show Interstellar

several days before modernised

venues. This is a long time in

Hollywood, where films are almost

immediately judged as hits or flops

after opening on a Friday.

The owners of digital cinemas,

who have spent millions of dollars

updating their venues, are furious

that they will miss out on the

film’s lucrative opening days.

They say that even if they can

find working projectors in

warehouses or junk yards, there

will be nobody to operate them

because the people with those

skills have retired.

After the success of The Dark

Knight, starring Christian Bale,

Nolan has the power to demand

this radical U-turn, according to

Paul Dergarabedian, of the box

office analysts Rentrak.

Interstellar, in which

McConaughey and Hathaway play

astronauts preparing to travel

through a wormhole to find new

worlds, and which also stars

Michael Caine, will be released by

Paramount next month.

Paramount was the first studio

to stop sending out reels to

cinemas but Rob Moore, its vice-

chairman, said it would honour

the director and the place of cellu-

loid – now seen as chemically

unstable and highly flammable –

in Hollywood’s heritage.

Nolan, who graduated in Eng-

lish from University College

London and who has British and

American citizenship, is the

highest-paid British director in

Hollywood.
His eight films have grossed

$3.5 billion worldwide, he was paid

$20m to make Interstellar and he

will receive 20 per cent of ticket

sales – the kind of deal that actors

such as Tom Cruise used to get.

In recent years most cinemas in

the developed world have switched

over to digital films which are

delivered in video cassette-sized

boxes.
Exceptions include Italy, where

cinema owners say they can see

the difference between the

occasionally grainy celluloid and

the often darker digital formats.

Nolan can see the difference,

too. He said he was suspicious of

digital because it blurred the con-

trast between what can be seen in

a cinema and on hand-held gadgets

such as mobile phones.

Nolan denies he is a Luddite but

admits that he does not have either

a mobile phone or an email

account and, unlike other big

directors such as James Cameron

and Michael Bay, he is not

interested in new technology.

When Warner Bros, his regular

studio, set up an email account for

him he ignored it. His inbox filled

up with thousands of unread

messages until eventually he

closed the account.

He is apparently suspicious

about furniture: there are no

chairs on a Nolan set, as he prefers

to work standing all day, one

insider said last week. He had

made an exception, however, for

Caine, 81.
Sunday Times
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MET

Fine, chance late 

afternoon showers. 

Light winds.

Fine, morning 

cloud. Light winds.

MONDAY Long fine spells. 

Northeasterlies 

developing.

TUESDAY Mainly fine, 

morning cloud. 

Dying NE.

A ridge of high pressure prevails over much of the country. A trough to the north of the North Island 

is moving slowly southeastwards. Meanwhile, another trough is approaching the southwest of the 

South Island. The ridge lies over most of New Zealand throughout the forecast period, while the 

trough remains slow-moving northeast of East Cape for much of the time. A front moves east across 

the far south of the country tomorrow, and another front crosses the region on Tuesday night. 

Adelaide  fi ne 12  22 

Amsterdam  showers 9  18 

Apia  showers 23  32 

Athens  fi ne 15  24 

Bangkok  rain 25  31 

Beijing  showers 13  22 

Berlin  drizzle 12  17 

Brisbane  fi ne 15  27 

Brussels  cloudy 10  19 

Budapest  fi ne 11  22 

Buenos Aires  fi ne 7  20 

Cairns  fi ne 20  31 

Cairo  fi ne 22  30 

Canberra  fi ne 6  27 

Cape Town  fi ne 12  22 

Chicago  fi ne 8  13 

Copenhagen  cloudy 10  16 

Dallas  thunder 17  22 

Darwin  fi ne 24  33 

Delhi  fi ne 22  35 

Dublin  showers 3  13 

Edinburgh  fi ne 6  12 

Frankfurt  cloudy 12  17 

Geneva  showers 14  19 

Helsinki  fi ne 8  13 

Hobart  fi ne 10  19 

Hong Kong  fi ne 25  29 

Honolulu  showers 23  30 

Istanbul  cloudy 16  22 

Jakarta  fi ne 22  35 

Jerusalem  fi ne 15  26 

Johannesburg  thunder 11  25 

Kuala Lumpur  showers 25  33 

London  rain 11  17 

Los Angeles  fi ne 17  29 

Madrid  rain 12  21 

Manila  rain 26  32 

Mecca  showers 28  42 

Melbourne  fi ne 13  19 

Miami  thunder 26  31 

Montreal  cloudy 5  13

Moscow  rain 9  15

New York  rain 10  17

Paris  showers 12  19

Perth  fi ne 10  24

Rarotonga  rain 20  27

Rio de Janeiro  fi ne 16  36

Rome  fi ne 18  28

San Francisco  fi ne 14  26

Santiago  fi ne 8  27

Seoul  fi ne 14  26

Singapore  fi ne 25  33

Suva  showers 23  27

Sydney  fi ne 16  26

Taipei  cloudy 25  27

Tokyo  cloudy 18  23

Vancouver  showers 12  15

Vienna  cloudy 13  17

Warsaw  fi ne 12  21

Washington  rain 10  17

Auckland  fine  10  18 

Hamilton  showers  7  19 

Tauranga  fine  10  18 

New Plymouth  fine  7  17 

Napier  cloudy  8  16 

Wellington  fine  8  16 

Nelson  fine  6  17 

Christchurch  fine  3  18 

Greymouth  fine  7  15 

Queenstown  shower  5  16 

Dunedin  shower  8  16 

© Copyright Meteorological Service of New Zealand Limited 2014

Forecast to midnight tonight:  Variable 

10kt. NE 15kt developing in the morning. 

Sea slight. SW swell 1 metre, easing.

Outlook following 3 days:  Easing tomorrow 

morning variable 10kt, developing Monday 

evening NE 15kt then dying out late Tuesday.
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1.0

Saturday, 11 October 2014

TODAY
Fine, apart from isolated afternoon 

showers, some possibly heavy and thundery 

with hail north of the Rakaia River. Snow down 

to 1800m.  Wind at 1000m:  NW 20 km/h 

developing.  Wind at 2000m:  NW 20 km/h.  

Freezing level:  2000m.

TOMORROW
Mainly fine, but drizzle near the divide, 

and rain there in the morning.  Wind at 

1000m:  Mostly light, but W 40 km/h in 

exposed valleys at times.  Wind at 2000m:  

W 50 km/h.  Freezing level:  Rising to 2600m.

MONDAY
Mainly fine, morning cloud and patchy 

drizzle near the divide. Light winds at low 

levels, westerlies about the tops dying out.  

TUESDAY
Mainly fine, morning and evening cloud 

near the divide. Northwesterlies developing 

becoming strong in exposed places later.  

WEDNESDAY
Mainly fine. Northwesterlies dying out.  

TODAY

Areas of morning cloud, otherwise fine 

apart from isolated afternoon and evening 

showers, some possibly heavy and thundery 

with hail inland. Light winds.

TOMORROW

Morning cloud, then mostly fine. Light winds.

MONDAY

Fine apart from areas of coastal cloud. 

Northeasterlies developing.

TUESDAY

Mainly fine, areas of morning cloud. 

Northeasterlies dying away.

WEDNESDAY

Mainly fine, evening cloud. Easterly breezes 

developing.

Rise  6:50 AM  Set  7:55 PM 

Rise  11:03 PM  Set  8:24 AM  

MONDAY TUESDAY

MONDAY TUESDAY

H  6:11 AM  L  12:25 PM  

H  6:34 PM  

L  12:48 AM  H  7:05 AM  

L  1:19 PM  H  7:29 PM  
L  1:43 AM  H  8:02 AM  

L  2:14 PM  H  8:27 PM  
L  2:38 AM  H  9:00 AM  

L  3:10 PM  H  9:28 PM  

H  6:06 AM  L  12:20 PM  

H  6:29 PM  

L  12:43 AM  H  7:00 AM  

L  1:14 PM  H  7:24 PM  
L  1:38 AM  H  7:57 AM  

L  2:09 PM  H  8:22 PM  
L  2:33 AM  H  8:55 AM  

L  3:05 PM  H  9:23 PM  

H  6:03 AM  L  12:17 PM  

H  6:26 PM  

L  12:40 AM  H  6:57 AM  

L  1:11 PM  H  7:21 PM  
L  1:35 AM  H  7:54 AM  

L  2:06 PM  H  8:19 PM  
L  2:30 AM  H  8:52 AM  

L  3:02 PM  H  9:20 PM  

H  5:56 AM  L  12:10 PM  

H  6:19 PM  

L  12:33 AM  H  6:50 AM  

L  1:04 PM  H  7:14 PM  
L  1:28 AM  H  7:47 AM  

L  1:59 PM  H  8:12 PM  
L  2:23 AM  H  8:45 AM  

L  2:55 PM  H  9:13 PM  

L  12:09 AM  H  6:26 AM  

L  12:40 PM  H  6:49 PM  
L  1:03 AM  H  7:20 AM  

L  1:34 PM  H  7:44 PM  
L  1:58 AM  H  8:17 AM  

L  2:29 PM  H  8:42 PM  
L  2:53 AM  H  9:15 AM  

L  3:25 PM  H  9:43 PM  

24 Oct

1 Nov

8 Nov

16 Oct

Rise  6:48 AM  Set  7:56 PM 

Rise  –   Set  9:07 AM  
Rise  6:46 AM  Set  7:57 PM 

Rise  12:04 AM  Set  9:54 AM  
Rise  6:45 AM  Set  7:59 PM 

Rise  12:59 AM  Set  10:45 AM  
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Temperatures °C Rainfall mm Evapotranspiration  Wind km/h

 max min

 to 4PM

month
to date

year
to date

max gust
to 4 pm

24hrs to 9AM (mm)SOUTH CANTERBURY READINGS YESTERDAY FROM METSERVICE
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Twizel
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 3.96 no change
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CUMECS YESTERDAY

Tasty,
Talented
TT three
Audi’s sportin

g coupe has a lighter

platform in its third generation

form, and PETER LOUISSON says

it’s the best yet.

The Audi TTS we sampled on the sinuous Asca
ri Race Track, in Southern Spain, acquit

ted itself brillian
tly.

The stylish TT shows its old Bauhaus des
ign

influences fr
om every angle. Above: A central

tacho can be selected on the info screen, for th
ose

likely to head for the track.

A
udi’s iconic TT 2+2

coupe has long been a

designer favourite,

with the original

sporting Bauhaus

styling influences.

That’s not quite so obvious in the

third-generation which looks even

hotter anyway, and goes on sale

here early next year. What’s clear

is that weight-saving technology

and quattro 4wd advances are

paying dividends, for this is easily

the best handling and balanced TT

yet.
It’s also the quickest, thanks to

reduced kerb weight and extra

power. Pricing for the two

incoming models will be

announced before year’s end, but

expect them to be similar to the

outgoing model, or perhaps a

touch less expensive thanks to the

use of the modular MQB platform.

TTS should be circa M235i money,

$105k.
I’d never really thought much

about what TT meant in relation to

Audi, but it evidently refers to

NSU motorcycles that were

entered into (and won) Isle of Man

races in the mid-50s. However, it

also stands for Technology and

Tradition, and this seems more

fitting with respect to the new

Audi 2+2 sports coupe. For there’s

a swag of new technology designed

to keep the car tracking true on

road, and the cabin also gets its

fair share of new gizmos, not the

least of which is Audi’s Visual

Cockpit concept.

This made its debut at CES

earlier in the year, and it’s

striking, to be sure, but it is not

really the most significant new

technology in the TT for other car

makers have already integrated

aspects of the infotainment and

sat-nav screens into the main

instruments. However, in the TT

the sat-nav screen disappears

entirely, and everything you need

to know about the status of the car,

and its whereabouts is found dead

ahead between the two primary

instruments. More time spent

looking in the straight ahead

direction presumably makes it a

safer car to drive.

What’s novel is that there are

two views available, one in which

the infotainment/sat-nav view

dominates – the speedo and tacho

are minimised and pushed to

either side – whereas in the other

view the instruments are regularly

sized. In the TTS range topper,

there’s a third alternative in which

the tacho sits front and centre,

with a digital speed readout

incorporated within.

What’s shown on screen is

controlled by a circular MMI

mouse, or by controls on the left

side of the wheel. The other rather

novel aspect of the interior is the

relegation of HVAC controls to the

centres of the four circular air

vents, leaving an uncluttered

centre console. The rear seats are

still just there for compliant

children or unruly lap dogs.

It’s easy to be seduced by the

clarity and sheer size of the 31cm

screen but once familiarised, you

can spend time appreciating what

the chassis team has done to the

TT. Sure, the engines are stronger

than before but power without

control is meaningless, and it’s

how the new car rolls on road

that’s perhaps its most impressive

aspect, closely followed by how

right it now looks. New TT is

slightly shorter by 21mm but

they’ve lengthened the wheelbase

by 37mm, benefiting stability and

ride. Shorter overhangs improve

the profile while new slimline

matrix LED headlights add

modernity, shine brightly and dip

automatically.

The best changes are hidden

beneath. Underpinned by the MQB

chassis the base TT is 50kg lighter

as a result of this and myriad other

weight-saving measures. While

engine power from the 2.0-litre

direct injection turbo engine rises

slightly from 147 to 169kW, torque

is boosted from 280 to 370Nm,

across a broad rev spread. The

result is a marked improvement in

performance, the TT’s sprint time

to 100km/h falling from 6.9 to 5.9

sec as a six-speed twin-clutch auto.

No manuals will be offered here.

The TTS likewise gets less

weight, more power. Where it

formerly made do with 200kW and

350Nm, the new version sports

228kW and 380Nm. Audi quotes

a 0-100 time of 4.6sec, precisely

as quick as the last TT RS, and

down from 5.7sec previously.

So are TTs worthy of the

exalted Isle of Man acronym? The

TTS we sampled at the sinuous

Ascari Race Track, in the south of

Spain – with magnetic ride active

damping set to dynamic, and ESP

backed off, it cut an impressive

dash around the tricky circuit.

Set corner entry speed just

right and the electronic clutch

shuffles power rearward, while

passive torque vectoring on both

axles nips the inside wheels, the

net effect being to nullify any

understeer. Being all-wheel drive,

you can jump on the gas earlier on

the exit, and the torque bias shifts

forwards, the front wheels helping

drag the car out of each corner.

Sharp steering and well controlled

body roll help complete this

picture of track competence. Only

some smoke escaping from the

front callipers after five laps

reminds this is a road car.

And what a road car it makes.

The noise from the quartet of tail

pipes nicely drowns out the tyre

roar, and what seemed quick on

track is a rocket on road.

Enter congested areas, select

Comfort mode and the dampers

relax for an easy slow speed ride.

The base TT also has active

damping, but it’s not as sporty as

the magnetic ride system in the

TTS. Likely the 10mm lower ride

height of the faster car also

contributes to its talents. The TTS

looks more serious too, with its

tasty 18-inch alloys, alu mirror

caps, rear diffuser and flasher

honeycomb grille.

If you can spring the extra for

TTS, we’d say just do it. For lidless

fans, there’s a new Cabrio version

recently unveiled at the Paris

Show, and similar versions of that

will be arriving shortly after the

hardtop coupe, just in time for

winter. With its similar blend of

high technology and styling

tradition, the TT Cabrio should

prove a genuine Boxster

alternative.
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Henry’s encourages safe & responsible use of alcohol. Shout prices run from Monday 3rd November until Sunday 9th November 2014 or while stocks last.

Season

MixedSixYou save even more! Ask instore for details.*

Henry’s guide to

*Choose any 6 wines or spirits. Further discounts for 

Shout items do not apply. Excludes Beer and RTD’s.

The great K
iwi BBQ season is fi n

ally h
ere.

Nothing tas
tes as 

good as a
 BBQ and a

cold drink.

While you cross yo
ur fingers fo

r a s
corching

day, drop in to Henry’s 
and pick up your

favourite BBQ brew.

Whether this is 
a beer, wine, cider, spirit o

r

RTD we have all y
our BBQ drinks covered.

BBQ

22.99
pack

Crown Lager, Peroni,

Pure Blonde or Corona

330-375ml 12 Pack Bottles 

19.99
each

Pepperjack

750ml Varieties

33.99
each

Ballantine’s Whisky
1 Litre

Absolut Flavours

700ml Varieties 

Absolut Vodka

  1 Litre (Includes Warhol 

Limited Edition)

36.99
each 

33.99
each

Chatelle Brandy
1 Litre

36.99
each

Jim Beam Bourbon 
1 Litre

Canadian Club 
Whisky

 1 Litre  Varieties

29.99
each

Seagers Gin
1 Litre Varieties

36.99
each

Baileys 

Irish Cream
1 Litre

22.00

Diesel Bourbon 
& Cola 7%

330ml 6 Pack Cans

2 for

19.99
pack

Jim Beam or 

Canadian Club 

330ml 10 Pack Can 
Varieties

22.99
pack

Coruba & Cola 5% 

330ml 10 Pack Bottles

Smirnoff Ice 5% 

300ml 10 Pack Bottles
Varieties

19.99
pack

Woodstock 

Bourbon & Cola 5% 

330ml 12 Pack Bottles

Cody’s 

Bourbon & Cola 7%
250ml 12 Pack Cans

31.99
pack

Speight's 

Gold Medal Ale 
or Summit

330ml 24 Pack Bottles

Speight's Gold 
Medal Ale 

Swappa Crate

33.99
pack 

27.99
pack

Steinlager Pure 

330ml 15 Pack Bottles

Steinlager Classic  

330ml 15 Pack 
Bottles

22.99
pack 

21.99
pack

Export Gold or Tui 

330ml 15 Pack Bottles

21.99
pack

Speight's Cider 

330ml 12 Pack Bottles

13.99
each

Stoneleigh
750ml Varieties 

(Excludes Latitude 

& Rapaura)

9.99
each

Clearwater Cove
750ml Varieties

Wild Turkey

Bourbon 1 Litre

42.99
each 

DB Draught 

330ml 15 Pack Bottles

20.99
pack 

Kiwi Ted

Teddy boy: Children
’s book author and illustrator Ga

vin Bishop has just pub
lished his latest boo

k, Teddy One-Eye, based on his childhood bear.

Photos: JOH
N KIRK-ANDER

SON/FAIRFA
X NZ

Award-winnin
g children’s boo

k author and illustrator Gav
in

Bishop tells Beck Eleven that swallowi
ng a teddy bear’s eye

inspired his latest boo
k. Sort of.

Trade tools: Above
, ink on Gavin Bishop’s stud

io shelves. Belo
w: Wwatercolour sk

etch of Teddy

One-Eye and, below right, the real Teddy One-Eye.

We, as a countr
y,

don’t value th
e

things that sh
ould be

valued them
ost – artists,

musicians, write
rs. They

are our voice
.

M
ost kids love a packet of

brightly-coloured

pencils and a pad but

Gavin Bishop wasn’t

most kids. He wanted to

be an artist. Today he is

one of the country’s most cherished

children’s book illustrators and writers

so it is fair to say he achieved that dream.

Not bad for a kid who didn’t actually

know what being an artist meant.

‘‘I was tall for my age so all everybody

said was ‘are you going to be a

policeman?’

‘‘I never was. I was always going to be

an artist but I doubt I’d ever really seen a

painting on a wall. Maybe I’d seen a

reproduction of something like Scottish

cattle or the pictures on a calendar. Back

then everyone got free calendars.’’

Bishop, 68, has just released a

hardback book called Teddy One-Eye, it’s

the autobiography of a teddy bear filled

with lovely insights into New Zealand

culture and history. The teddy belongs to

a boy but has spent vast periods of time

tucked away in cupboards only being

able to hear the stories of the family he

belongs to.
The idea came to mind when Bishop

uncovered his real-life childhood teddy

bear in a cupboard.

That bear is now 64 years old, has

virtually no fur left and wears the scars

of cotton stitching and patch-up jobs but

he’s a solid little fellow. When Bishop

takes it to classroom readings, younger

children take one look at it and say ‘ooh

yuck!’
As the book’s title explains, the teddy

has only one good eye. The other is a

stitched-on black button.

As a child, Bishop had actually

swallowed one of his teddy’s eyes. He told

his grandmother what he’d done. She

only warned: ‘‘You’ll most likely die.’’

He didn’t.

Anyway, the book is loosely based on

Bishop’s childhood, growing up in the

south of New Zealand.

Teddy One-Eye is the latest of about 60

books illustrated or written by Bishop.

He has collaborated with the likes of Joy

Cowley and Margaret Mahy, and won

plenty of awards. Last year he received

an Order of New Zealand Merit.

However, he wasn’t an overnight

success. In fact, it took almost 30 years of

teaching art before he was able to make

the leap and become a fulltime illustrator

and writer.
Bishop was born in Invercargill in

1946. His family shifted to Kingston at the

age of 3 when his father got a job working

on the railroads. The town pub was the

only place with electricity and school

was tiny with a roll call of 12. He

remembers the teacher having to light a

pot belly stove for heat.

‘‘By morning tea time it was usually

warm enough to take your jacket and

gloves off,’’ he says.

Young Bishop’s favourite part of the

school day was afternoon readings

during which the teacher would serialise

books like Alice in Wonderland or

Pinocchio. Each reading unlocked a new

part of the adventure.

Life took him to study fine arts with a

master’s in painting at Canterbury

University where he met Vivien (they’ve

been married for 48 years). They both

went to teachers’ college and were

employed at Christchurch schools soon

afterward.
‘‘I loved spending time with the kids

and enjoyed their company,’’ he says.

‘‘But I thought teaching would be

temporary because I was really an

artist.’’
His favourite age for teaching

children is around the 7 or 8-year mark

when they stop believing everything

adults feed them.

‘‘They’re starting to get in on the joke.

They’re no longer gullible. They are

nobody’s fool and have a tremendous

sense of humour.’’

He may have thought teaching art was

a temporary job but he didn’t leave the

profession for 30 years, 20 at Linwood

High School and 10 at Christ’s College. In

1998, he successfully applied for a

Creative New Zealand grant allowing

him to work for eight months on an

illustrated version of The House that

Jack Built. It won children’s book of the

year in 2000.

‘‘That gave me the confidence to go

fulltime. So I took my superannuation

early and that gave us enough to pay the

bills but we’ve been living more or less

off my income since that grant.

‘‘We hear about those success stories

like J K Rowling but that’s really

unusual. I don’t understand Harry

Potter, there’s nothing that’s fresh about

it but it did turn a lot of reluctant

children into readers which is great but

it’s not an easy industry.

‘‘We, as a country, don’t value the

things that should be valued the most –

artists, musicians, writers. They are our

voice.
‘‘We admire sports people and of

course that is fine but who, in 200 years’

time, will remember who the current All

Blacks are, or John Key?

‘‘Some historians might but they

won’t be the real part of the fabric of the

country. What will be remembered are

our best writers and musicians. Will

people know about the likes of Kiri Te

Kanawa, Janet Frame or Margaret

Mahy? I bet your boots they will.’’

Bishop and Vivien, have lived in the

same house on Cashmere hill since 1969.

Like many Cantabrians, there was

time out for earthquake repairs. And

again, like many Cantabrians, they are

discovering that repairs take longer than

expected so are living in one part of the

house while workers bring the rest of the

villa back to life.

They garden in fits and starts –

currently he is trialling a ‘‘hugelkultur’’

style of growing vegetables. They love

travelling. In 1999 Vivien went to Napier

for a worldwide Art Deco congress. She

enjoyed it so much she insisted they both

go to another one. Now they meet up

with people from the congress every two

years, seeing art, architectural design,

fashion, music and dance influenced by

the art deco movement. It’s not that they

have a rabid interest in art deco but have

grown to love catching up with the

people and visiting places such as

Eritrea, Tulsa in Oklahoma, Chicago,

Quebec, Rio and Cuba.

They have three daughters and three

much-loved grandchildren.

‘‘We’re seeing different family traits

and attributes in the grandkids that

Vivien and I definitely do not have. The

other day Zoe said something like ‘can

we go home and do fractions?’ We can’t

relate to that!’’

His studio is filled with pots of paint

and brushes. There are shelves of books

but he tries not to analyse his own

material too hard.

‘‘Otherwise you’ll think yourself out

of something. You just have to jump in

the deep end and go for broke.

‘‘I do a lot of fluffing around before

starting. I’m a great believer in the sub-

conscious and I let my sub-conscious do a

lot of work for me. I can interrupt by

going for a walk or to the gym or

supermarket but when I’m working, I

come into the studio from 8.30am to 5pm

or 6pm. Routine is vital.

‘‘With illustration you have to get the

story right. The book is the story. If the

story isn’t working, illustration can’t

save it. Once that’s right, you can expand

the story with the pictures.’’

His most successful book is a re-

working of The Three Little Pigs,

translated into Maori, French and

Spanish. It has sold ‘‘hundreds of

thousands’’ of copies but, he says, the

contract is such that it brings in ever-

reducing royalties. Even with an agent in

America, picking up a contract for his

books is tough.

‘‘People don’t realise how much we

reflect our own culture and country. It’s

only when we go elsewhere we see how

different we are.’’

For example, the old woman in his

book Rats was deemed too ugly for the

American market.

His next project is well underway

with storyboarding almost complete. It’s

a sequel to the successful Quaky Cat book

written by Diana Noonan for which the

pair donated their time and royalties. It

doesn’t have a title yet but this time the

cat is concerned about the other cats that

don’t have a home. So it is still full steam

ahead for Bishop. He can’t see retirement

quite yet. ‘‘I’ll give up when I lose me

faculties,’’ he says. Right now, those

faculties are all present and correct.
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Attitude In brief

Quote of the week

‘‘I’m conscious tha
t in recent picture

s I don’t look
too

good, but tha
t’s what illnes

s does to you. I’m not going

toworry toomuch about that. I’ll
rest when I’m dead,’’

British singer Morrissey has r
evealed he is receivin

g

treatment for cance
r.

Word of the week

Fleek
On point e.g. Eye

brows on fleek = Eyebro
ws on point

Top 10 songs

1) Shake It Off
, Taylor Swift

2) All About T
hat Bass, Meghan Trainor

3) Only Love
Can Hurt Like This

, Paloma Faith

4) Thinking Out Loud, Ed
Sheeran

5) I’m Not the Only
One, Sam Smith

6) Bang Bang, Jessie J
, Ariana Grand

e & Nicki Minaj

7) Ugly Heart
, G.R.L.

8) Budapest,
George Ezra

9) Blame (feat. John Newman), Calvin Harris

10) Superhero
es, The Script

Top 10 albums

1) Title – EP, M
eghan Trainor

2) Ssxub – EP, Shapesh
ifter & The Upbeats

3) In the Lonely Ho
ur (Deluxe Ed

ition), Sam Smith

4) x (Deluxe E
dition), Ed Sheeran

5) Greetings F
romCalifornia, Th

eMadden Brothers

6) Now That’sWhat I Call Music 45, Vario
us Artists

7) Chillsville, V
arious Artists

8) A Perfect Contr
adiction (Deluxe), Palo

ma Faith

9) Evergreen,
Broods

10) Guardians
of the Galaxy

: AwesomeMix Vol. 1

(Original Motion Picture Sound
track), Variou

s Artists

Miley disappoints

Miley Cyrus left
her New

Zealand fans angry an
d

disappointed
after

ignoring them at

Auckland’s air
port.The

star arrived in Auckland

onWednesday for
the

only New Zealand show

of her Banger
z tour. A

crowd of 29, mostly

youngwomen, had

gathered calmly outside

a small special exi
t at

the airport’s

international
terminal.

However, thin
gs turned

feral after Cyr
us went

from another side
door straight

into her waiting car.

The crowd and paparazzi rus
hed the star but s

hewas

swiftly bundle
d into the vehicle w

hile police an
d

bodyguards k
ept the adole

scents at bay
.

Muggle frenzy

J K Rowling has sent the

Muggle world into a

frenzy. ‘‘Cry, f
oe! Run

amok! Fa awry! M
y

wandwon’t tolerate
this

nonsense.’’ Th
e author

of the Harry P
otter

series posted
from her

Twitter accou
nt shewas

busyworking
on a

novel, a scree
nplay, and

campaigns for he
r

charity, Lumos. The

crypticmessagewas

thought to relate to her

upcoming screenplay

for Harry Pott
er spinoff

movie Fantastic
Beasts

andWhere to Find Them. She has sinc
e posted hints

online, saying
the solution to her anagram

is the first

sentence of a
synopsis of th

e story of New
t Scamander,

themain character in the film.

Big money for stars

According to The

Hollywood Reporter,

the stars of hi
gh-

grossingmovies have

not been affected by

the decline in
actors’

salaries over
the past

decade, espe
cially when

it comes to appearing in

a new instalment of a

hit franchise.
Robert

Downey Jnr l
eads the

waywith a $US75

million (NZ$96m)

annual salary
from his 7

per cent, first
-dollar share o

f IronMan 3’s earnings a
s

well as a $US1
2million (NZ$15.3m) endorsement deal

with HTC, while Sa
ndra Bullock

did very nicely ou
t of

her 15 per cen
t, first-dollar d

eal onGravity plus a
bout

$USI0million (NZ$12.8m) from the hit action
comedy

The Heat.

Theft ‘a sex crime’

Oscar winner
Jennifer

Lawrence has
spoken

for the first tim
e about

the theft and
release of

dozens of nud
e

photographs
of her,

labelling the hack a ‘‘se
x

crime’’. ‘‘It is not a

scandal. It is a
sex

crime,’’ The Hunge
r

Games star said in an

interview for the

November issue of

Vanity Fair. Th
e 24-year-

old said shewas ‘‘just
so

afraid’’ when
news

broke of the p
rivacy violatio

n on August 31. More than

100 celebrities ha
d nude photog

raphs stolen from their

iCloud accounts and
published on the online bu

lletin

board 4chan.

Nelson’s brai
ds sold

Some of themost distinctive
hair in Americanmusic –

Willie Nelson’s t
rademark braids – h

as sold for

US$37,000 (NZ$47,000)
at auction. Th

e braids were
cut

in the 1980swh
en Nelson’s hair

was still red andwere

themost talked-abo
ut item in the Arizona a

uction of

items owned by the lateW
aylon Jennings, Nel

son’s

cohort in the ‘‘outlaw country’’ musicmovement.

Aoraki Polyt
ech tourism student Nina

Stephens ha
s been accepted to work at Disney World in Orlando, Flo

rida.

Disney open

for Nina
NATASHA THYNE

natasha.thyn
e@timaruherald.co

.nz

N
ina Stephens used to want

to be on the Disney Channel

but knew that wouldn’t

happen, so she has gone for

the next best thing; working

at Disney World.

She recently found out she has been

accepted to work at Disney World in

Orlando, Florida.

For six months the Aoraki Polytechnic

tourism student will be working as a

lifeguard at the famed theme park.

It will be the first time Nina has been

out of New Zealand and living away from

home.
Seeing pictures of a friend’s Disney

working experience inspired her to sign

up for the work experience programme.

Tourism students at the Polytech are

given the opportunity to apply to a

programme which involves an interview

process with Disney officials.

This year, Nina, 18, was the only

student to apply. ‘‘I don’t feel it’s real, it

hasn’t sunk in yet,’’ she said.

She said she is looking forward to the

experience and meeting new people, but

doesn’t know what to expect – only the fun

stuff her friend told her about.

‘‘I’m really not sure, only what I’ve

heard that it’s fun but hard work. And

hot, I might die of heat stroke.’’

Apart from getting lost in the airport,

her biggest worry is not understanding

foreigners who visit the theme park.

Originally from Temuka, Nina wanted

to be a flight attendant but once she

realised she didn’t have much flying

experience under her belt, she decided to

start off with the tourism course.

In the course, she has learnt

everything from business and marketing

to destinations and geography.

Once her six months at Disney World

is complete, Nina will decide if she wants

to stay on for another six months.

She plans to travel around America

and Europe after her Disney adventure.

Roller coaster ride of emotions

Brennan Galpin, secon
d from right, with other Rotary

exchange students pos
ing in front

of a statue at the Nagasaki Pe
ace Park. The right hand symbolises the threat of nuc

lear

war and the left hand symbolises etern
al peace. Pho

to: Supplied

Find it online
I’m so busy doing so much that I

couldn’t pos
sibly fit into such a

small article like this so if you’re

interested, p
lease check out my

blog:
http://brennan-japan-

exchange.blogspot.co.nz

T
his month has been filled

with all sorts, ranging from

the regular speeches and

meetings, to festivals and

roller coasters. We even went to

Kyushu, Japan’s southernmost

island.
And all of the new kids have

arrived.
I’ll start with the newbies. We all

went along to one of the regular

district meetings where us exchange

students would give speeches and

learn about the month’s plans. But

this time, a bunch of new kids turned

up.
It was quite nostalgic, they had to

give short introduction speeches

which were done in shaky, nervous

Japanese.
I remember the feeling all too well.

All of the newbies were really friendly

and we are already like a big family.

There are many fun times to be had.

Before said meeting, a couple of

exchange students and I went off in

search of some thrills. So we went to

the nearest amusement park, which

just so happened to be home to the

world’s longest roller coaster: The

Steel Dragon 2000.

I had never ridden a roller coaster

before so I wasn’t really sure why my

Australian friend was so scared to get

on it or why our German friend didn’t

want to ride it at all.

Well, I found out pretty quickly. It

was amazing. It was something like I

had never experienced before, I

thought I was going to die but I was

laughing/screaming as it sped us

around a 2.5 kilometre track. I’d ride

it again in a heartbeat though, it was

awesome.
Near the end of the month, the

exchange students of our district and

a few Rotarians all went to Japan’s

southernmost island: Kyushu. We

started the journey with an early

morning flight to Nagasaki, which is

a city famous because it was one of

the two atomic bomb sites from

WWII. We went to the museum in

order to learn a bit about the event

and went in with high spirits, smiles

and not too many expectations.

But very quickly our moods

dropped as we saw the horrors of the

tragedy.
It was actually quite traumatising.

There were artefacts from the bomb

site and many photos depicting the

suffering of the victims. Whilst it was

heavy, it was a good experience.

After the grim museum, we got on

a bus and did a wee tour of Kyushu,

stopping at all sorts of places for feeds,

photos and fun.

Us seniors and the newbies all

bonded together on the trip and the

memories made will not ever be

forgotten.
Lastly, there have been so many

festivals lately that I couldn’t list

them all here.

While each festival is different

from the last, they all have a few

things in common; food, lots of people

and a great atmosphere. I’ve been

here for quite some time now but it

still surprises me to see the Japanese

spirit lift during festival times.

It’s amazing to be a part of.

I really love it here and I can never

believe how fast time is flying by. I’m

determined to live every day to its

fullest because time is finite! It’s

pretty damn awesome to be living my

dream every day. Brennan Galpin

Teens discover their creative spark
NATASHA THYNE

natasha.thyn
e@timaruherald.co

.nz

Geraldine High School stude
nts, from left, Jordan Ritchie, Dani

el Stanton and Rowan

McCaughan-G
alvin prepare for the electric vehi

cle race.

Find it online
Follow the high school

competitors’ prog
ress on

facebook.com/EvolocityNZ

G
eraldine High School

students are gearing up to

demonstrate their electric

vehicle skills at the

EVolocity event.

A team of seven students has been

busy designing and building vehicles

from scratch to compete in the

electric vehicle race at the Ruapuna

Speedway in Christchurch next

month.
The teens have been attending

regular design ‘‘boot camps’’, and

working over weekends to get an edge

over the 15 other schools from around

Canterbury that have also entered the

competition.

EVolocity is a ‘‘fast-paced,

innovative and exciting motorsport

event’’ with an environmental twist –

demonstrating electric vehicle

performance and efficiency.

The Geraldine High School teacher

managing the team, Louis Moulton,

said the challenge of designing and

building the vehicles had been a huge

incentive for the students.

‘‘This is a major project for our

students. It’s hard technology to get

your head around, but so far it’s been

an amazing learning experience.’’

He said the students had no prior

experience with the technology but

were hoping their entry would win

the endurance race, which was all

about completing the most circuits of

the track and having the most battery

voltage left at the end of the race.

One of the students, Rowan

McCaughan-Galvin said the team had

come a long way since it started out,

learning a huge amount in the

process.
‘‘We have had a number of

challenges along the way but we have

worked through those, and it’s all

beginning to take shape and look

good. We’re looking forward to race

day.’’
This year’s event also includes

races between the world’s fastest

electric drag motorcycle and the

fastest drag bike in the South Island,

and between a Ferrari and the high-

performance Tesla Roadster.
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No more digging for Deon

Pile unsettled

AMackenzie District Counc
il

report on the dirt pile that

collapsed, trap
ping Deon Miller,

said the site was in a ‘‘safe

condition’’ un
til children tunnelled

into it.
The council yester

day received a

report from community facilities

manager Garth
Nixon, who said

the council was n
ot aware of

people digging any holes before

the incident.

The pile had been left unworked

for about six m
onths, and council

did not consider i
t to be a work

site.
It had since been pushed over, a

move Nixon expected would

make it difficult to dig and less

attractive as a play area. Council

contractors w
ould be told to

ensure stock piles the
y worked on

had no vertical faces
to ensure

they were safe.

Mayor Claire Barlow had sent a

card on the council’s beha
lf,

wishing Deon a speedy recovery,

and Councillor Jam
es Leslie said

he hadmet Deon, who
appeared

‘‘happy and healthy’’.

Deon Miller, front, is
happy to be back

at school aft
er a large dirt pile in Twizel

collapsed on him on October 18.

Cheering him on were friends Kyrin

Brown, 12, left, Hu
nter Bown, 12, Dylan

Parenzan, 12
and James Millar, 13. Photo

:

Mytchall Brans
grove/Fairfax

NZ

SARAH JARVIS

sarah.jarvis@
timaruherald.co

.nz

I don’t remember what hap
pened, I just

woke up in ho
spital.

Deon Miller

Ten days after an accident nearly

claimed his life, Timaru’s Deon

Miller was the talk of the Blue-

stone School playground yester-

day.
The 12-year-old student was

rushed to hospital in a serious con-

dition after a large dirt pile he was

tunnelling into in Twizel collapsed

on him.
The incident occurred 200

metres behind the family’s

Glencairn Rd holiday home.

‘‘I don’t remember what

happened, I just woke up in hos-

pital,’’ the keen rugby player said

yesterday.
Miller and his friends were dig-

ging into the dirt mound with a

shovel when it collapsed on him.

His friends tried unsuccessfully to

dig him out before going for help.

After St John and the fire ser-

vice arrived, he was flown by res-

cue helicopter to Dunedin Hos-

pital, where he spent the next four

days recovering.

‘‘It [hospital] wasn’t the best

place to be,’’ he said.

His dad, Craig Miller, said the

family knew he was going to be

fine when he woke from his coma

and asked for McDonald’s.

‘‘But when I got out I got Burger

King instead,’’ Deon laughed.

Returning to Twizel at the

weekend, he met the emergency

service volunteers who helped res-

cue him.
‘‘I gave them a box of Roses

[chocolates] and a thank you

card.’’
He also went to see the dirt pile

and happily reported it had been

‘‘knocked over’’.

Earlier this year, two other

Bluestone students also required

the services of a rescue helicopter,

so next Wednesday the school will

hold a mufti day to raise money

for the Westpac Rescue Helicop-

ter.

Mt Dobson

skifield
now on
market

CATHERINE HARRIS

Many skiers dream of having a

skifield of their own, and now

their chance has come.

The operation behind the Mt

Dobson skifield in South Canter-

bury has been put up for sale by its

original owners, the Foote family.

Bayleys agent Kate Mullins said

she was expecting offers upwards

of $1.2 million for the business,

equipment, buildings and Crown

concession for use of the moun-

tain.
The business could appeal to ‘‘a

keen skier, investor or potentially

a group looking to secure a private

ski field for training,’’ she said.

The ski area has been put on

the market by manager and co-

owner Peter Foote, whose family

developed it in the 1970s.

Foote, who was retiring,

operated the field with up to 12

staff and extra seasonal staff dur-

ing the winter.

Spanning two basins, Mt Dob-

son has 400ha of largely

uncrowded trails and reaches an

altitude of 1725 metres above sea

level on its south-westerly side.

The field has four lifts capable

of carrying up to 4000 people an

hour.
Mullins said the business

usually enjoyed a long season

because it was well positioned for

natural snow cover and had plenty

of natural waterways for

snowmaking.

She said the business was ready

to be taken to the next level.

‘‘There is plenty of capacity to

expand the existing tows and lifts

to open up new runs, boosting

potential increased business,’’ she

said.
School training programmes

were also a considerable source of

income, she said. The business

came with an option to buy a nine-

bay maintenance workshop and

section in Fairlie. Its Crown con-

cession was for another 39 years.

Former
senior cop
faces meth
charges
KELLY DENNETT

A senior police officer in charge of drug

investigations swapped pure metham-

phetamine seized in a drug raid for ordi-

nary table salt, the Crown has alleged.

On the first day of a trial in

Whangarei District Court yesterday,

crown prosecutor Philip Hamlin told a

jury that former Northland police officer

Michael David Blowers had ‘‘taken

advantage’’ of having full access to police

drug stores, which it is alleged he stole to

sell to an associate.

Blowers, 44, is charged with stealing

methamphetamine from police, supply-

ing methamphetamine and selling

cannabis to that associate between 2011

and 2012. He has pleaded not guilty to all

three charges.

Blowers, a policeman with 15 years’

experience including two with North-

land’s Organised Crime Unit, which

mainly involved organised drug crime,

began a ‘‘drug dealing partnership’’

involving ‘‘hundreds of thousands of

dollars’’, Hamlin said.

The name of his associate and any

identifying details are suppressed but

Hamlin said the pair’s relationship

essentially involved Blowers obtaining

drugs which the associate would then

sell.
‘‘It’s an unusual drug dealing partner-

ship because one, the Crown alleges, was

a serving police officer at the time.’’

After one large drug raid on a

Whangarei hotel in 2011 in which police

seized 58g of methamphetamine, police

tested the drug for its purity and found a

large portion of it had been removed and

replaced with table salt.

‘‘It looked the same, it weighed the

same, but it was not the same,’’ Hamlin

said.
Fairfax NZ

Final go-ahead for industrial expansion

The Washdyke industrial area is set for

expansion, after the Timaru District

Council gave final plan approval yester-

day.
At a council meeting, a report on

Plan Change 14 (PC 14) was received.

It will enable the rezoning of land at

Washdyke from Rural 1, Rural 2 and

Recreation 2 zones to Industrial L and

Industrial H zones, covering an area of

about 73 hectares.

The land, east of State Highway 1

and south of Aorangi Rd, is being

rezoned to ensure suitable industrial

land is available for future develop-

ment.
The plan had initially attracted

objection from the Washdyke Action

Group and an individual resident, who

went to the Environment Court to

appeal the expansion.

The Environment Court proceedings

involved two mediation sessions and

two hearings.

The council’s planning unit will pub-

licly notify the date on which the plan

becomes operative.

Child poverty rates

almost unchanged

TESSA JOHNSTONE

Progress on combating child poverty is

stagnating, and government policy has

barely made a dent in it, a United

Nations report shows.

New Zealand’s child poverty rates

have come down by less than half a per

cent since 2008, according to Unicef

report Children of the Recession.

By contrast, Australia reduced its

child poverty rate by more than 6 per

cent over the same period, and countries

with similar populations, such as

Finland and Norway, reduced their rates

by more than 4 per cent and 3 per cent

respectively.

Unicef NZ national advocacy manager

Deborah Morris-Travers said the report

showed that growth in child poverty dur-

ing a recession was not inevitable, and

some countries had even reduced it.

‘‘[New Zealand’s decrease is] really

minimal, and when we’re talking about

so many New Zealand children going

without the things they need. We’ve got

to get very serious about this.’’

The report also showed that three out

of the four well-being indicators in New

Zealand – food insecurity, overall satis-

faction with life, and opinions on

whether children have an opportunity to

learn and grow – worsened between 2007

and 2013.
Fourteen per cent of New Zealanders

said there was a time in the past year

when they did not have enough money to

buy food for themselves or their family,

up five percentage points since 2007.

Morris-Travers said the approach to

tackling poverty had been piecemeal and

marginal.
‘‘Even things like screening for rheu-

matic fever, and increasingly the avail-

ability of food in schools, are still pretty

small investments compared to what is

required. Nothing done so far has been

systemic, and it’s only reaching small

numbers of children so far.’’

Prime Minister John Key has asked

officials to present new ideas on how to

tackle child poverty, but has been

criticised by opposition parties for his

unwillingness to take measures that

would increase incomes.

‘‘John Key should be embarrassed by

how well Australia managed to protect

its children during the global financial

crisis, and actually implemented

initiatives to reduce child poverty during

that period,’’ Greens co-leader Metiria

Turei said yesterday. If the Government

wanted to deal with child poverty, it

would have to enact a range of new poli-

cies to support the poor, she said.

The report also measured the number

of young people not in education, train-

ing or employment – New Zealand’s rate

has increased slightly over the past five

years, although not nearly as dramati-

cally as Australia’s.

Struggling to put food on table

TANIA PENE prides herself on always

putting food on the table, though some-

times it’s a juggling act.

‘‘It might not be big amounts to have

leftovers with, but we’re doing OK,’’ the

Lower Hutt mother of four says.

‘‘I budget for it . . . I pride myself in not

going to foodbanks. I used to get dragged

there [by family], so I’ve set standards for

myself to not go there.’’

The Youth Guarantee Scheme course

tutor works full-time, and has about $700

a week to cover rent, bills, and food for

herself and her children, aged between 21

months and 17 years.

Her income puts her above the pov-

erty line, but she still has to juggle to

make it work.

If something unexpected comes up,

like a bond, a gift, or a bigger than usual

power bill, she has to forgo something

else, or get a Winz grant or loan.
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Stretched
earlobe
craze
comes at
a cost
A growing
fashion for

stretched
earlobe piercings

comes with

warnings
attached about

what to do when

you tire of the

saggy look,

writes Aileen

Nakhle.

How an ear stretched
to feature a flesh-tunnel

jewel looks with the jewellery in

and out.

D
ebbie Cheung was 14

when she started

stretching her earlobes,

bit by bit, until she could

cheerfully don her flesh tunnel

jewels – a noticeable feature on an

already eye-catching young

woman.
That was 10 years ago, when

she was going through her

experimental phase. Since then

there have been times she’s had to

cover them up – notably during the

Miss Chinese New Zealand

pageant – but all these years later

she hasn’t tired of her tunnels.

Not everyone, however, might

share this good fortune. While

more and more people – especially

teens – are rushing to get their

ears pierced, gauged and plugged,

there are those at the other end of

the spectrum now wanting out of

the hole they’ve dug for

themselves.

Closing a gaping hole in the

earlobes, however, is not easy.

Once skin is stretched beyond its

limit, there’s a price for getting

your ears back – and people are

paying it.
It’s reported that surgery to

repair ‘‘flesh tunnel’’ earlobes is

now one of the fastest-growing

cosmetic procedures in the United

Kingdom, with one surgeon saying

he sees 10 new patients a month for

the procedure. And at £1800

(NZ$3680) for both ears, it’s not

cheap.
New Zealand surgeons are

dealing with stretched ear regret,

with three surgeons spoken to by

Fairfax reporting nine procedures

among them to repair flesh tunnel

damage.
Depending on the complexity,

the procedure can cost between

$800-$3000 to do privately. Martin

Rees from the Rees + de Chalain

Auckland Plastic Surgical Centre

says he’s performed surgery on

holes 3 to 4 centimetres in

diameter, a process that involves

discarding the lower stretched-out

rim of the earlobe, then stitching

together the two remaining ends.

Rees says the people he has

seen have simply tired of the look

and want their lobes back. But

surgeons Tristan de Chalain and

John de Waal have both seen cases

where stretched earlobes were

preventing their clients from

getting a job.

But despite the apparent

distaste for stretched earlobes in

the workplace, and these

cautionary tales of plastic surgery,

the popularity of flesh tunnels and

plugs is only increasing.

Shane Johnston, who opened

New Zealand’s first piercing

parlour in Newmarket, Auckland

in 1995, saysback then only the

occasional person wanted

stretched ears. But, ‘‘numbers

have gotten bigger and bigger’’ and

the look is now more prevalent –

although it only accounts for 5 per

cent of his business.

When Johnston first opened his

doors, nobody under 18 would

even consider a pierce.

‘‘But now they’ve gotten

younger and younger and now it’s

kids running around with big

tunnels,’’ he says.

While in Auckland the age limit

for piercing is 16, he says stretched

lobes are something some

teenagers are doing themselves.

They start off with an ear

piercing, which can be done at a

much younger age at a pharmacy

or accompanied by a parent, and

then start stretching that hole with

a taper – ‘‘ long spikes you use

when you’re growing your

piercing’’.
The worry is, he says, people

can stretch their skin too fast,

traumatise it, and that’s when it

has trouble bouncing back.

‘‘A lot of the kids out there want

huge lobes yesterday. But it

doesn’t work that way – it’s way

better to take it slowly.’’

Johnston says the slower you

stretch the earlobe, the more

healthy the piercing will be,

‘‘because it allows your body to

heal as you stretch’’.

He explains that when the body

is healing, it retains the elastin

and collagen that keeps skin

stretchy.
As a result, stretched lobes will

close up a long way if people

choose to stop.

‘‘If you stretch them fast, you

grow a big lump of scar tissue and

that won’t shrink back down

again.’’

Home cooking really is healthier
It’s about
recognising th

at

sometimes you don’t

want to cook,
and

having some easy-

meal ingredient
s on

hand...
Bronwen King

Overcoming the

temptation of

takeaways w
hen

time is tight and

energy is low is

easier – and

tastier – than

you might think,

writes Aileen

Nakhle.

The choice between the home-cooked and healthy and a quick and easy takeaway shouldn’t be
a dilemma.

TAKEAWAY TRAP

❚ Do the grocery shopping on a

Sunday for a head start on the

week. Take a list with ingredients

for easy meals the whole family

can enjoy, then pick up some

additional rea
dy-to-cook op

tions

such as a bag of frozen stir-fried

vegetables an
d a jar of stir-fry

sauce.
❚ Cook ahead when you have the

time. Roast a chic
ken for Sunday

dinner, with enough roast

vegetables to
put into another

meal, such as a frittata or
salad.

Use leftover chick
en in a Monday

night pasta.

❚ Make a double batch of things

like hamburger patties
and freeze

the extra for next
time..

❚ Keep thin pizza bases in
the

freezer and have simple toppings

in the fridge like tomatoes, cheese

and any vegetables th
at need

using up for a fast hom
e-made

pizza..
❚ Keep a store of canned goods

that can be thrown together easil
y

for a tasty meal – such as a can of

Indian-spiced
tomatoes, a can of

lentils and a can of chickpeas.

❚ If you must grab a ready meal,

go to the supermarket for a rea
dy-

cooked chicken, a con
tainer of

fresh salad or coleslaw and a

couple of potatoes to
throw into

the microwave.

W
hat’s an extra

takeaway here or

there? After all,

you work late,

you’re too tired to

cook and you deserve a treat.

While it’s easy to talk yourself

out of cooking, research shows no-

one’s winning by skipping out on

home-made meals.

A new United States study

published in the International

Journal of Obesity shows adults

who frequently eat ‘‘away-from-

home’’ meals have a higher body

mass index (BMI) and lower

concentrations of HDL cholesterol

– the good type that removes

excess cholesterol from the blood.

They also have lower nutrient

levels, including vitamin C and E,

in their blood. And the impact is

more pronounced in women and

adults over the age of 50.

The findings come as no

surprise to registered nutritionist

Bronwen King, who says fast foods

and other bought meals are

usually made up of cheaper

ingredients such as fat to stop

them from drying out, and sugar

and salt to preserve them longer.

She ranks fast food as bottom of

the pile in terms of nutrient value,

because there is such a demand for

it to be cheap.

The bottom line is if you

haven’t prepared the meal

yourself, you can’t know what’s

gone into it, King says.

And when you eat out, you have

no control over portion size either.

‘‘It’s a lot more hit and miss.’’

A World Health Organisation

study published earlier this year

found that in 25 high-income

countries from 1999 to 2008, the

average number of annual fast

food transactions per capita had

increased from 26.61 to 32.76. New

Zealand showed the fourth-

sharpest increase out of all the

countries studied.

Alongside the annual increase

in fast food transactions, the study

showed increases in average BMI,

prompting a plea for more

regulatory measures to counter

fast food consumption.

Other studies have also linked

neighbourhood availability of fast

food outlets to higher body weight

and higher risk of all-cause

mortality, stroke, and

hospitalisations for acute coronary

events.

King agrees today’s

environment makes it easier than

ever for us to eat on the go.

Changing your environment

starts with the smallest bit of

planning, she says.

Getting more home-cooked

meals into your diet is as simple as

stocking the fridge and pantry at

the start of each week.

You don’t have to be a culinary

genius, or have time on your

hands, to make meals at home.

‘‘It’s about recognising that

sometimes you don’t want to cook,

and having some easy-meal

ingredients on hand that you can

throw together in less time than it

would take to go and get

takeaways,’’ she says.

Whatever gets you off your butt

Walking may be

the easiest form of

exercise but is the

flood of devices

intended to track

your walking

achievements

over-complicating

things? Christ
ie

Aschwanden

reports.

Not everyon
e

needs motivation

to get out for a

walk but for those

who do, a fitness

tracking device

may be the

answer.

T
he innocuous little band

on Seth Mnookin’s wrist

may not seem like much

but it has transformed the

way he goes about his day.

The device, a fitness tracker

called Fitbit, counts the steps he

takes and allows him to log them

online.
‘‘It’s changed my behaviour

dramatically,’’ says 42-year-old

Mnookin.
Mundane tasks such as walking

to work meetings, returning books

to the library and going out to feed

the parking meter no longer feel

like time-sucking chores, Mnookin

says.
Instead, they are opportunities

to accumulate more steps.

Tracking steps is nothing new:

For years, public health experts

have promoted pedometers as a

tool to encourage people to become

more active. Those old-style

devices, which clip on the

waistband and count steps, are

cheap and simple but they lack the

bells and whistles found on such

hi-tech trackers as Fitbit, Jawbone

Up, the Withings Pulse Ox, and

Misfit Shine, which synch your

data to your smartphone or

computer and allow you to keep

detailed records, set goals and

share and compare your data with

friends.
Most also calculate distance

walked or calories burned and

allow you to track other types of

data, such as diet and sleep.

But do these extra features amp

up your motivation or produce

better fitness results?

Not necessarily, says Catrine

Tudor-Locke, director of the

Walking Behaviour Laboratory at

the Pennington Biomedical

Research Centre in the United

States.
‘‘We find that a low-tech

pedometer with a battery that lasts

three years changes behaviour just

as much as any of these fancy

devices that you have to charge

more often and connect to

download,’’ she says.

The most important thing that

fitness trackers do is make people

aware of how much (or how little)

they are moving, Tudor-Locke

says, and that usually motivates

them to find opportunities for

physical activity.

Mnookin aims for 10,000 steps

per day – Fitbit’s default goal,

which works out to about 8

kilometres of walking. It is an

amount of exercise he cannot

usually reach without some

deliberate effort, so he bikes to

work most days and has made a

habit of doing laps around his

office building. For 19 straight

months, Mnookin has not logged

fewer than 10,000 steps per day.

‘‘I haven’t missed a single day,

even if I have to walk around an

airport or do laps around my

kitchen table,’’ he says.

Ten thousand steps has become

a standard daily goal for step

trackers but this number is mostly

an accident of history, Tudor-

Locke says.
The number comes from a

small Japanese study that followed

obese diabetic patients and found

that those instructed to walk 10,000

steps per day (most walked closer

to 20,000) lost more weight than

those who managed their diabetes

with diet alone and typically

walked about 4500 steps a day.

‘‘It’s not like the angels start

singing when you hit 10,000,’’

Tudor-Locke says.

Current public health

recommendations call for 150

minutes of exercise per week,

which amounts to about 7000 to

8000 steps per day, Tudor-Locke

says.
Research suggests pedometers

can help people improve their step

counts. A review published in the

Journal of the American Medical

Association examined 26 studies

involving more than 2700

participants and found that

‘‘overall, pedometer users

increased their physical activity

by 26.9 per cent over baseline’’.

The study also concluded that

pedometer users significantly

reduced their body mass index as

well as their blood pressure.

Another consideration for those

relying on the new devices is that

their accuracy is, as Tudor-Locke

puts it, ‘‘all over the place’’.

A study published this year

found the Fitbit is ‘‘valid and

reliable’’ for measuring step

counts but that the distance

calculated from these counts is

‘‘inaccurate and should be noted

with caution’’.

A recent study found the Fitbit

significantly under-estimated

energy expenditure, and another

in the journal Medicine and Science

in Sports and Exercise tested eight

different activity monitors and

found their estimates of calories

burned varied from the lab-tested

values by up to 23 per cent.

‘‘While there may be a small

difference of a few calories or steps

between tests,’’ Fitbit

spokeswoman Laura Emery says,

‘‘ultimately the success of our

products comes from empowering

users to accurately see their

overall health and fitness trends

over time.’’ Washington Post
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Weekend photos

Getting value from their weekend

Mark Lawson ha
d his camera at t

he ready over th
e weekend to cap

ture some of the
events around So

uth Canterbury.

Bingle Templeton, turn
ed 3, and his special c

ake was made by his mother Lisa Templeton (of Denheat
h

Custard Squares).

The induction and welcoming of the Reverend John Sheldon Shoaf,

far right, as
the new vicar of the

Parish of Timaru, St Marys Anglican

Church held at Craighea
d Diocesan School Auditorium. From left,

Murray Gibson, vic
ar’s warden and parishioner

Steve Newman

present a Bible to the St Mary’s vicar
elect.

South Canterbury
Drama League members move costumes from its

brick house wardrobe to the rehearsal r
oom in preparation

for the

next stage
of the Playhouse upgrade. Fr

om left, Rob Martin, Les

Newill, Jeanann
e McInnes, Pen

ni Naylor and Alice Sollis.

Italy Star Association members and three remaining Association

World War II vetera
ns have a meal togethe

r in Timaru. Clockw
ise,

hostess Pao
la Starace; Ca

rlyle Irving; Pete
r Scott; Mary Dudson;

veteran Alan Ingold, 92;
Lorraine MacKenzie, v

eteran Keith

Williamson, 94; Ngaira Rosecoe, ve
teran GeorgeWatson, 92; F

iona

Lady Elworthy and Aaron Bullock.

Hospice South Canterbury
held a fundraising

garage sale on

Saturday. A
s well as prelov

ed furniture and clothing there were

vintage and handcrafte
d items as well as antiqu

e valuations
by

collector Je
ff Elston.

Entertainin
g the crowd at the Internation

al Festival
were the Koru Drum and Dance group from Oamaru.

From left, Ra McRostie, Ja
nWingate, Alanna McNulty and Deirdre McNulty.

The South

Canterbury

Internatio-

nal Festiva
l

held at
Aoraki
Polytechn-

ic saw Lata

Hinton,

from India

wear
traditional

henna
decorated

hands.

Tuss Johns
with some twisty willow sticks at th

e Timaru Arts and

Crafts Cent
re on Latter St.

Alan Summers with his playhou
se and doll furnitu

re at Timaru Arts

and Crafts Cent
re.

The beautiful an
d luscious Mz Temuka contestant

s who entertained
a full house at the Temuka RSA and

helped raise more than $1300 for prostat
e cancer awareness.

The Multi Cultura
l Rossinka group performed at the South Canterbury

Internation
al Festival.

From left,

Camilla Veremyuk, 8, Dan
iel Strelets

ky, 7, Vasilia Natviets, 7, L
ara Streletsky,

5, Elle-Ros
e Ilkiw, 9,

Sofya Matviets, 7, a
nd Elena Krauzen, 10

.

‘‘Dave’’ str
uts his stuf

f at the sold out Mz Temuka fundraiser a
t the

RSAHall in Temuka.

Zikry Japi, left an
d Asyiqin Japi, of Malaysia check out some food at

the Internation
al Festival.

Ashleigh Summers is surro
unded by her creativ

e collages at
Timaru

Arts and Crafts Cent
re, on Latter Stre

et.

WARRANTY

RANGE OF SUMMER HANDBAGS

now in store

HOPKINSONS Ph 688 7662Assorted styles & colours
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TODAY’S WEATHER

In brief

Dispute settled

Green Party co-lead
er Dr Russel

Norman and Conservative
Party

leader Colin Craig have resolved

their dispute
over Norman’s

comments about Cr
aig at the Big

GayOut earlie
r this year. A joint

statement issued by the Greens

said both accepted that the

comments weremade on a

political occas
ion, but disag

reed

about what th
eywere

understood tomean. ‘‘Neither

party conside
rs there is val

ue in

continuingwith the dispute in
the

courts,’’ the st
atement said.

River rescue

Aman jumped into Nelson’s

Maitai River yes
terday to rescue a

womanwhose car ha
d crashed

into the water, lan
ding upside

down. Tasman Rugby Union

financemanager Peter
van den

Bogaardt was
walking towork

when he saw the car upside

down in the river. He j
umped in

and pulled thewoman out

through the boot. She
had a cut

leg andwas taken to hospital by

St John Ambulance. It is

understood the woman had been

attempting to park outside
the

Riverside Swi
mming Pool.

Driver remanded

Amotorist has ad
mitted hitting

and killing an 87-year-old woman

whowas pushing
her trolley ou

t

of a Hamilton supermarket. In the

Hamilton District Court
yesterday,

Miles Arthur Moodie, 77, adm
itted

a charge of ca
reless driving

causing the death of VeraMoss

Freeman onMarch 26. Moodie

was remanded at large for

sentencing nextmonth.

Kidnap case

The Auckland
woman charged

with kidnapping a baby from

Middlemore Hospital c
an now be

named. She is Lon
i Marsh, the

partner of co-
accused Faatiga Joe

Manutui. The p
air appeared

in the

Manukau District Court

yesterday, joi
ntly charged

with

taking a 5-day-old girl from the

hospital last m
onth. Marsh did not

enter a plea a
ndwas remanded in

custody. Manutui, who is in on

bail, pleaded
not guilty and

elected trial by jury.
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Feeling
safe on a
footpath

ESTHER ASHBY-COVENTRY Skateboarder bylaws

Areas where
riding of skateboard

s

is prohibited on footpaths and

other public p
laces are as follows:

Timaru central business

district
❚ Stafford St from Sefton St to

North St

❚ Sophia St fro
m King George Pl to

Theodosia St
(SH1)

❚ The Bay Hill

❚ Canon St

❚ The Royal Arcade

❚ Perth St

❚ Church St from Stafford St to

Bank St
❚ King George Place

❚ The tiled area of the roundabout

at the intersection of Latter/Arth
ur/

Perth streets and King George

Place
❚ George St

❚ The Bob Fitzsimmons

monument corner

❚ The City of Perth/Benv
enue

memorial corner

❚ The Piazza

❚ Strathallan St

❚ Sefton St between Theodosia St

and Stafford St

❚ Theodosia S
t between Sefton St

and Sophia St

❚ The sealed and tiled area around

the Landing Services Build
ing

(Heritage Square)

❚ Station St

❚ The Terrace

❚ Beswick St

❚ Cains Tce

Jogger Stace
y

McVeigh was

unimpressed by a

skateboarde
r’s

attitude on Wai-iti

Rd on Thursday.

PHOTO: MYTCHALL

BRANSGROV
E/FAIRFAX

NZ

A Timaru jogger who says she was

harassed by a skateboarder on

Thursday wants to see stricter

bylaws outside the central busi-

ness district.

Opihi Services Academy direc-

tor Stacey McVeigh was jogging

beside one of her students along

Wai-iti Rd when a skateboarder

rushed up behind them and

attempted to squeeze between the

two without warning. The boarder

appeared to have miscalculated his

move and fell off.

‘‘I would have moved over if

he’d asked politely,’’ McVeigh

said.
After getting back on his board

and tailgating the pair for a while,

he finally completed the passing

manouevre then swore at the

joggers and made a rude gesture.

‘‘He was one of those guys with

attitude. He could have gone round

us like others do,’’ she said.

McVeigh would like to see more

rules in place to control where

skateboarders can go.

On parts of the southeastern

side of Ashburton bridge, white

lines painted in the middle of the

footpath separate pedestrians and

skateboarders/cyclists and

McVeigh would like to see that

implemented in Timaru outside

the CBD.
‘‘I’m concerned that if a mum

and baby or older person had been

there they would have been fright-

ened,’’ she said.

Ashburton District Council

contracts manager Brian Fauth

said the white lines seemed to

work well.
Timaru District Council regu-

latory services manager Chris

English said he periodically

received complaints about skate-

boarders acting inconsiderately on

footpaths. The last one was late

last year.
Timaru has not considered

copying Ashburton, he said.

‘‘I think it is more a matter of

skateboarders acting responsibly

and being aware of pedestrians. If

it is a matter of harassment where

the person feels threatened then

the police should be notified,’’ Eng-

lish said.
Skateboarders spoken to at

Caroline Bay skatepark said they

felt they we being unfairly

stereotyped.

They thought white lines on

footpaths would be helpful for all

users.

Ollie Alexander is
participating

in the Live Below the Line challenge, tr
ying to survive on food bought for $

2.25 a day. Photo: MYTCHALL BRANSGROV
E/FAIRFAX NZ

Living on $2.25 a day a challenge

NATASHA THYNE

natasha.thyn
e@timaruherald.co

.nz

Hungry and tired, but they made it

through the week.

South Cantabrians have joined

the masses this week emulating

what it is like to live below the pov-

erty line.
Participating in the global chal-

lenge Live Below the Line, Ollie

Alexander and Esther Paddon

have had $2.25 a day to spend on

food for five days.

Alexander, 20, said the chal-

lenge was a good reminder of how

well off he is living in New Zea-

land, compared with elsewhere in

the world.
During the challenge people can

sponsor those participating or they

can make donations of their own.

Both participants have chosen to

give the money they raise to the

charity Tear Fund, an organis-

ation fighting to rescue young girls

who have been sold into sex traf-

ficking.
Today is Alexander’s last day of

the challenge and he is looking for-

ward to his caffeine hit when the

challenge is over. ‘‘I’m a bit low on

energy, a bit tired. I’ve been sleep-

ing more and am missing out on

caffeine; I love a good coffee.’’

Alexander has been buying his

food as he goes, getting items like

rice, tinned food and oats. He said

one of the things he was missing

was his ‘‘five plus a day’’, as he had

to forego fruit and vegetables

because they were over budget.

Paddon took a different

approach to buying her food, doing

a big shop on the first day with her

$11.25.
‘‘You can’t buy much at all, I

was quite surprised,’’ she said.

Although the rice was filling

and sustaining, she noticed the

monotony of living on a basic diet.

‘‘I would go past the fruit and

lolly jar and get tempted but the

idea is to put you in the shoes of

other people and that’s all they

have to live on.’’

At the beginning of the week,

she said she was feeling ‘‘a bit

hungry’’ rationing her food to

make sure she did not run out by

the end of the week.

But she had plenty left for her

lunch and dinner yesterday.

Parties regrouping

for 2017 election
JACK MONTGOMERIE

jack.montgomerie@timaru-

herald.co.nz

South Canterbury’s opposition pol-

itical party branches are

regrouping and preparing for the

next election, one week after final

vote counts were announced.

Labour Party Rangitata elector-

ate activist Michael Nolan said he

and other party members would

submit plans for a second Timaru

branch to the Labour Electorate

Committee for approval early next

month.
Nolan said responses to the

plan had been ‘‘fantastic’’, with

dozens of people telling him they

wanted to be involved. ‘‘There is a

real excitement building.’’

Former party leader David

Cunliffe was also seen in Timaru

yesterday, although reasons for

his visit remain unknown.

Local Green Party spokes-

woman Gerrie Ligtenberg said the

party would be working to ‘‘stay

active and keep engaging with the

people around us’’. The campaign

had been difficult for the Greens’

Rangitata branch, with local party

stalwart Nancy Hammond dying

during the campaign.

Local Conservative Party acti-

vists were also preparing for 2017.

Wayne Facer had prepared an

‘‘election wash-up meeting’’ at the

Table Tennis South Canterbury

building on Monday night. The

party’s unsuccessful Waitaki can-

didate, Donald Aubrey, said he

planned to remain involved.

Boy shot by dad

now recovering
Police are still investigating the

Temuka incident in which a

17-month-old boy was shot in the

back of the head with an air rifle

by his father.

The incident occurred about

6.30pm on October 3 at a residen-

tial address when an air rifle was

discharged as it was being

retrieved from a wardrobe.

The toddler was airlifted to

Auckland’s Starship Hospital in a

serious condition.

He is now recovering and

reported to be in a stable con-

dition.
A Canterbury police spokes-

person said even though air rifles

could be bought without a valid

firearms licence, ‘‘they are not toys

and can cause serious injury if

used incorrectly’’.

‘‘Police encourage owners to fol-

low the requirements and

requirements set out in the Arms

Act 1983 when handling any fire-

arm, including air rifles, such as

storing them unloaded and in a

secure cabinet, pointing the barrel

in a safe direction and always

treating them as loaded.’’

Police are still investigating the

incident and have yet to decide

whether or not charges will be

laid.
Under the Arms Act 1983 (sec-

tion 53), anyone convicted for care-

less use of firearm, airgun, pistol,

or restricted weapon (causing

bodily injury to or the death of any

person), can face imprisonment for

a term not exceeding three years

or a fine not exceeding $4000, or

both.
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Stretched
earlobe
craze
comes at
a cost
A growing
fashion for

stretched
earlobe piercings

comes with

warnings
attached about

what to do when

you tire of the

saggy look,

writes Aileen

Nakhle.

How an ear stretched
to feature a flesh-tunnel

jewel looks with the jewellery in

and out.

D
ebbie Cheung was 14

when she started

stretching her earlobes,

bit by bit, until she could

cheerfully don her flesh tunnel

jewels – a noticeable feature on an

already eye-catching young

woman.
That was 10 years ago, when

she was going through her

experimental phase. Since then

there have been times she’s had to

cover them up – notably during the

Miss Chinese New Zealand

pageant – but all these years later

she hasn’t tired of her tunnels.

Not everyone, however, might

share this good fortune. While

more and more people – especially

teens – are rushing to get their

ears pierced, gauged and plugged,

there are those at the other end of

the spectrum now wanting out of

the hole they’ve dug for

themselves.

Closing a gaping hole in the

earlobes, however, is not easy.

Once skin is stretched beyond its

limit, there’s a price for getting

your ears back – and people are

paying it.
It’s reported that surgery to

repair ‘‘flesh tunnel’’ earlobes is

now one of the fastest-growing

cosmetic procedures in the United

Kingdom, with one surgeon saying

he sees 10 new patients a month for

the procedure. And at £1800

(NZ$3680) for both ears, it’s not

cheap.
New Zealand surgeons are

dealing with stretched ear regret,

with three surgeons spoken to by

Fairfax reporting nine procedures

among them to repair flesh tunnel

damage.
Depending on the complexity,

the procedure can cost between

$800-$3000 to do privately. Martin

Rees from the Rees + de Chalain

Auckland Plastic Surgical Centre

says he’s performed surgery on

holes 3 to 4 centimetres in

diameter, a process that involves

discarding the lower stretched-out

rim of the earlobe, then stitching

together the two remaining ends.

Rees says the people he has

seen have simply tired of the look

and want their lobes back. But

surgeons Tristan de Chalain and

John de Waal have both seen cases

where stretched earlobes were

preventing their clients from

getting a job.

But despite the apparent

distaste for stretched earlobes in

the workplace, and these

cautionary tales of plastic surgery,

the popularity of flesh tunnels and

plugs is only increasing.

Shane Johnston, who opened

New Zealand’s first piercing

parlour in Newmarket, Auckland

in 1995, saysback then only the

occasional person wanted

stretched ears. But, ‘‘numbers

have gotten bigger and bigger’’ and

the look is now more prevalent –

although it only accounts for 5 per

cent of his business.

When Johnston first opened his

doors, nobody under 18 would

even consider a pierce.

‘‘But now they’ve gotten

younger and younger and now it’s

kids running around with big

tunnels,’’ he says.

While in Auckland the age limit

for piercing is 16, he says stretched

lobes are something some

teenagers are doing themselves.

They start off with an ear

piercing, which can be done at a

much younger age at a pharmacy

or accompanied by a parent, and

then start stretching that hole with

a taper – ‘‘ long spikes you use

when you’re growing your

piercing’’.
The worry is, he says, people

can stretch their skin too fast,

traumatise it, and that’s when it

has trouble bouncing back.

‘‘A lot of the kids out there want

huge lobes yesterday. But it

doesn’t work that way – it’s way

better to take it slowly.’’

Johnston says the slower you

stretch the earlobe, the more

healthy the piercing will be,

‘‘because it allows your body to

heal as you stretch’’.

He explains that when the body

is healing, it retains the elastin

and collagen that keeps skin

stretchy.
As a result, stretched lobes will

close up a long way if people

choose to stop.

‘‘If you stretch them fast, you

grow a big lump of scar tissue and

that won’t shrink back down

again.’’

Home cooking really is healthier
It’s about
recognising th

at

sometimes you don’t

want to cook,
and

having some easy-

meal ingredient
s on

hand...
Bronwen King

Overcoming the

temptation of

takeaways wh
en

time is tight and

energy is low is

easier – and

tastier – than

you might think,

writes Aileen

Nakhle.

The choice between the home-cooked and healthy and a quick and easy takeaway shouldn’t be
a dilemma.

TAKEAWAY TRAP

❚ Do the grocery shopping on a

Sunday for a head start on the

week. Take a list with ingredients

for easy meals the whole family

can enjoy, then pick up some

additional rea
dy-to-cook op

tions

such as a bag of frozen stir-fried

vegetables an
d a jar of stir-fry

sauce.
❚ Cook ahead when you have the

time. Roast a chic
ken for Sunday

dinner, with enough roast

vegetables to
put into another

meal, such as a frittata or
salad.

Use leftover chick
en in a Monday

night pasta.

❚ Make a double batch of things

like hamburger patties
and freeze

the extra for next
time..

❚ Keep thin pizza bases in
the

freezer and have simple toppings

in the fridge like tomatoes, cheese

and any vegetables th
at need

using up for a fast hom
e-made

pizza..
❚ Keep a store of canned goods

that can be thrown together easil
y

for a tasty meal – such as a can of

Indian-spiced
tomatoes, a can of

lentils and a can of chickpeas.

❚ If you must grab a ready meal,

go to the supermarket for a rea
dy-

cooked chicken, a con
tainer of

fresh salad or coleslaw and a

couple of potatoes to
throw into

the microwave.

W
hat’s an extra

takeaway here or

there? After all,

you work late,

you’re too tired to

cook and you deserve a treat.

While it’s easy to talk yourself

out of cooking, research shows no-

one’s winning by skipping out on

home-made meals.

A new United States study

published in the International

Journal of Obesity shows adults

who frequently eat ‘‘away-from-

home’’ meals have a higher body

mass index (BMI) and lower

concentrations of HDL cholesterol

– the good type that removes

excess cholesterol from the blood.

They also have lower nutrient

levels, including vitamin C and E,

in their blood. And the impact is

more pronounced in women and

adults over the age of 50.

The findings come as no

surprise to registered nutritionist

Bronwen King, who says fast foods

and other bought meals are

usually made up of cheaper

ingredients such as fat to stop

them from drying out, and sugar

and salt to preserve them longer.

She ranks fast food as bottom of

the pile in terms of nutrient value,

because there is such a demand for

it to be cheap.

The bottom line is if you

haven’t prepared the meal

yourself, you can’t know what’s

gone into it, King says.

And when you eat out, you have

no control over portion size either.

‘‘It’s a lot more hit and miss.’’

A World Health Organisation

study published earlier this year

found that in 25 high-income

countries from 1999 to 2008, the

average number of annual fast

food transactions per capita had

increased from 26.61 to 32.76. New

Zealand showed the fourth-

sharpest increase out of all the

countries studied.

Alongside the annual increase

in fast food transactions, the study

showed increases in average BMI,

prompting a plea for more

regulatory measures to counter

fast food consumption.

Other studies have also linked

neighbourhood availability of fast

food outlets to higher body weight

and higher risk of all-cause

mortality, stroke, and

hospitalisations for acute coronary

events.

King agrees today’s

environment makes it easier than

ever for us to eat on the go.

Changing your environment

starts with the smallest bit of

planning, she says.

Getting more home-cooked

meals into your diet is as simple as

stocking the fridge and pantry at

the start of each week.

You don’t have to be a culinary

genius, or have time on your

hands, to make meals at home.

‘‘It’s about recognising that

sometimes you don’t want to cook,

and having some easy-meal

ingredients on hand that you can

throw together in less time than it

would take to go and get

takeaways,’’ she says.

Whatever gets you off your butt

Walking may be

the easiest form of

exercise but is the

flood of devices

intended to track

your walking

achievements

over-complicating

things? Christ
ie

Aschwanden

reports.

Not everyon
e

needs motivation

to get out for a

walk but for those

who do, a fitness

tracking device

may be the

answer.

T
he innocuous little band

on Seth Mnookin’s wrist

may not seem like much

but it has transformed the

way he goes about his day.

The device, a fitness tracker

called Fitbit, counts the steps he

takes and allows him to log them

online.
‘‘It’s changed my behaviour

dramatically,’’ says 42-year-old

Mnookin.
Mundane tasks such as walking

to work meetings, returning books

to the library and going out to feed

the parking meter no longer feel

like time-sucking chores, Mnookin

says.
Instead, they are opportunities

to accumulate more steps.

Tracking steps is nothing new:

For years, public health experts

have promoted pedometers as a

tool to encourage people to become

more active. Those old-style

devices, which clip on the

waistband and count steps, are

cheap and simple but they lack the

bells and whistles found on such

hi-tech trackers as Fitbit, Jawbone

Up, the Withings Pulse Ox, and

Misfit Shine, which synch your

data to your smartphone or

computer and allow you to keep

detailed records, set goals and

share and compare your data with

friends.
Most also calculate distance

walked or calories burned and

allow you to track other types of

data, such as diet and sleep.

But do these extra features amp

up your motivation or produce

better fitness results?

Not necessarily, says Catrine

Tudor-Locke, director of the

Walking Behaviour Laboratory at

the Pennington Biomedical

Research Centre in the United

States.
‘‘We find that a low-tech

pedometer with a battery that lasts

three years changes behaviour just

as much as any of these fancy

devices that you have to charge

more often and connect to

download,’’ she says.

The most important thing that

fitness trackers do is make people

aware of how much (or how little)

they are moving, Tudor-Locke

says, and that usually motivates

them to find opportunities for

physical activity.

Mnookin aims for 10,000 steps

per day – Fitbit’s default goal,

which works out to about 8

kilometres of walking. It is an

amount of exercise he cannot

usually reach without some

deliberate effort, so he bikes to

work most days and has made a

habit of doing laps around his

office building. For 19 straight

months, Mnookin has not logged

fewer than 10,000 steps per day.

‘‘I haven’t missed a single day,

even if I have to walk around an

airport or do laps around my

kitchen table,’’ he says.

Ten thousand steps has become

a standard daily goal for step

trackers but this number is mostly

an accident of history, Tudor-

Locke says.
The number comes from a

small Japanese study that followed

obese diabetic patients and found

that those instructed to walk 10,000

steps per day (most walked closer

to 20,000) lost more weight than

those who managed their diabetes

with diet alone and typically

walked about 4500 steps a day.

‘‘It’s not like the angels start

singing when you hit 10,000,’’

Tudor-Locke says.

Current public health

recommendations call for 150

minutes of exercise per week,

which amounts to about 7000 to

8000 steps per day, Tudor-Locke

says.
Research suggests pedometers

can help people improve their step

counts. A review published in the

Journal of the American Medical

Association examined 26 studies

involving more than 2700

participants and found that

‘‘overall, pedometer users

increased their physical activity

by 26.9 per cent over baseline’’.

The study also concluded that

pedometer users significantly

reduced their body mass index as

well as their blood pressure.

Another consideration for those

relying on the new devices is that

their accuracy is, as Tudor-Locke

puts it, ‘‘all over the place’’.

A study published this year

found the Fitbit is ‘‘valid and

reliable’’ for measuring step

counts but that the distance

calculated from these counts is

‘‘inaccurate and should be noted

with caution’’.

A recent study found the Fitbit

significantly under-estimated

energy expenditure, and another

in the journal Medicine and Science

in Sports and Exercise tested eight

different activity monitors and

found their estimates of calories

burned varied from the lab-tested

values by up to 23 per cent.

‘‘While there may be a small

difference of a few calories or steps

between tests,’’ Fitbit

spokeswoman Laura Emery says,

‘‘ultimately the success of our

products comes from empowering

users to accurately see their

overall health and fitness trends

over time.’’ Washington Post

Travel

House of Travel Timaru

195 Stafford Street

0 3 687 9900 | timaru@hot.co.nz

TRAVEL EXPO
WORLDWIDE

Wednesday 15th October

5.00pm - 7.00pm

Instore at 195 Stafford Street,Timaru

Suppliers attending:

Globus/Cosmos coach

touring • Avalon river

cruising • Active Asia •

Francis Travel Marketing

for worldwide cruising •

APT Tours for river cruising

• Insight coach touring •

Trafalgar coach touring •

Wild Earth Travel for small

ship cruising

COME IN &  
SEE OUR  
NEWLY 

RENOVATED 
STORE

BRIGITTE KEMPF

Phone 688 8486

Mobile 027 2333 027

brigitte@nztravelbrokers.co.nz NICOLA SORENSON

Phone 686 6662

Mobile 027 311 7539

nicola@nztravelbrokers.co.nz

To register ring either…

Chris from GO Cruising 

is joining us in Timaru for

an information evening

whether it is Ocean or

River Cruising,

he is the expert

Drinks and Nibbles provided

FREE CRUISE EVENING

TUESDAY 21st OCTOBER 7pm
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Airfare Specials

Plus more great destinations & airlines on sale

Amsterdam Departs Auckland

Return Economy Class flying China Southern Airlines from$1449*

London
Return Economy Class flying Malaysia Airlines from$1785*

Harvey World Travel Timaru

257 Stafford Street

03 688 6099

timaru@harveyworld.co.nz

*Conditions: Flights are on sale until the specified date, unless sold out prior. Amsterdam is for sale until 30 Nov 14, flying via Guangzhou 

& travel: 6 May-14 Jun 15. London is for sale until 31 Oct 14 flying via Sydney & Kuala Lumpur. Travel: 1 Apr-31 May & 1 Sep-31 Oct 15.

GENERAL: All prices are in New Zealand dollars. Travel agent service fees are not included. Prices are correct as at time of printing 

& may be subject to change without notice. Prices are based on payment by cash or EFTPOS only. Minimum & Maximum stays

may apply. Capacity may be limited & not available on all flights. Closeout periods may apply over school holidays & special events. 

Offers valid for new bookings only. All prices are based on consecutive night stays. Product in this ad is supplied by reputable 

suppliers with their own terms and conditions, please ask your Harvey World Travel Professional for full terms and conditions.

Europe
on Sale

UK &

The Grand Canal....note
the high water level on

the left.

Solitude among the

CANALS

‘‘They’’ say Ve
nice is sinking

, and I guess

technically th
at’s correct, bu

t as the water

bubbled up fr
om below it seemed tome that

that the sea is
invading.

Venetian masks....elabor
ate, even beautiful, bu

t also rather siniste
r.

A wall of books
in Libreria

Acqua Alta.

A gondola wends its way through a quiet Veneti
an neighbourho

od.

JILL WORRALL

T
he Adriatic is seeping

into Venice, lapping at

St Mark’s Basilica.

Water seems to ooze

through the marble of

the Piazza San Marco;

creeping, insidious decay.

There is something sinister

about it, as is the sight of a seagull

gulping down a mangled, broken

pigeon under the gaze of

Constantinople’s bronze horses.

‘‘It’s an omen,’’ says Karl, my

guide, elegantly clad in a lime-and-

blue jumper, possibly Armani.

‘‘Surely not,’’ I reply, resplendent in

a red tunic, courtesy of Farmers, so

that my Kiwis can find me in the

melee of tourists on our day trip

across the Adriatic from Slovenia.

But he was to be proved correct.

A clarinet tootled in front of

Florian’s, where every table of

possibly the world’s oldest coffee

shop was taken. Coffee on the plaza

is about $20 a cup. Karl in his

Armani would fit in just fine among

the well dressed; me less so. But

whether seated or hovering nearby,

we can all watch the passing parade

of the sophisticated, the dishevelled,

the glazed and the amazed.

We had met in the square: me,

Karl and the Kiwis, after two hours

of wandering Venice’s back streets.

Well, that’s where I was; Karl spent

most of the time in St Mark’s

composing a love poem full of

longing and fluttering birds. Lord

Byron and Dickens, who used to

frequent Florian’s, would have been

proud. And, no wonder the sight of

the seagull determinedly devouring

the pigeon was distressing him so

much.
As we stood in the square in the

shadow of the Campanile and while

the sunlight glittered on the mosaics

on St Mark’s facade, the water crept

inexorably over the plaza. ‘‘They’’

say Venice is sinking, and I guess

technically that’s correct, but as the

water bubbled up from below it

seemed to me that that the sea is

invading. Once the Venetians’

Serene Republic had spread far into

the Mediterranean Sea, now the sea

itself was in the ascendancy.

Nothing, not even the presence of

thousands of tourists, can rob

Venice of its air of unreality, faded

grandeur, that whiff of excess; its

watery, tremulous beauty. But in

the Piazza St Marco and the narrow

streets that lead there; along the

rivas or banks of the Grand Canal

and the lagoon in which the whole of

Venice floats, unsteadily; the crowds

are nightmarish. Only a city as

visually ravishing as Venice can

rise above the excess of mass

tourism.
It takes determination to find

solitude in Venice but it can still be

done. Like a fish swimming against

the tide I fought my way through the

browsers of Murano glass and

Italian shoes and past ranks of

staring, eyeless Venetian carnival

masks. I found myself in a

completely empty courtyard;

washing fluttered overhead,

banners of blue T-shirts; marble

pillars and delicate arches were

suspended, blocked in with brick on

a blank wall. A tortoise-shell cat

skittered into a half-open doorway.

An alleyway led off the

courtyard, its walls flickering with

reflected light. It was deep in

shadow; a beer bottle lay propped

against a downpipe. I kept walking

towards a pool of sunshine and

nearly stepped into the waters of a

milky blue canal no more than 2

metres wide. On the far side,

geraniums twined around the grille

attached to a small window set in a

wall just above the waterline.

Further down the canal I could

see an arched bridge, so retraced my

steps to find it, encountering the

canal again through a dark

sottoportego, a tunnel cut through

the ground floor of Venice’s houses.

Gondolas were slipping underneath

the bridge, their hulls black and

glossy; the upholstery velvet red;

gilded winged lions (the symbol of

Venice) glittering. Each gondolier

pointed out a nondescript building

beside the canal. ‘‘It was once the

home of Marco Polo,’’ I heard one of

them say, as he poled his passengers

beneath the bridge.

Somewhere near the church of

Santa Maria Formosa, after briefly,

fruitlessly, hopelessly, falling in love

with a house set in the fork of two

canals, I was stopped in my

wanderings by the distinctive smell

of mouldering books.

To my left, through a gateway,

piles of old encyclopaedias and other

volumes sagged like mounds of

softly melting sweets. They lined an

alley into Libreria Acqua Alta, the

Bookshop of the High Water. When

Venice floods, so too does Frizzo

Luigi’s shop, although the books

stored in the full-size gondola in the

centre room will literally rise above

the waters; as possibly will those

kept in bath tubs.

Volumes on Italian cooking,

physics, erotic literature, novels,

stacks of postcards and sheaves of

old maps rose up the walls, cascaded

over tables, lay heaped on the floor.

Cats curled up in corners; a visitor

sat in a chair reading beside the

Libreria’s fire exit: an open doorway

just a few centimetres above a canal.

Another door led to a tiny

courtyard where more damp books,

fused almost into one whole giant

repository of decomposing

knowledge, formed steps, spongy

underfoot , that created a ledge

overlooking a canal. Another

gondola slipped past; occupants

sipping champagne. Further down

the canal red banners, tasselled and

fringed in gold, fluttered from a

palazzo loggia.

Frizzo Luigi was encamped near

his own, beached gondola, almost

dwarfed by more literature. I bought

a postcard of a 16th-century map of

Venice, the city looking uncannily

like a lobster. ‘‘You are from?’’ asked

Frizzo. I told him.

‘‘I worked on a biodynamic farm

in Golden Bay,’’ he said, stroking

another cat, perched beside the cash

register.
And somehow, deliberately

mapless, I navigated back to St

Mark’s Square and the meeting with

sartorially appropriate Karl and my

Kiwis. We set off for the vaporetto

station where a water taxi was

waiting to take us to the port.

Waves of other tourists lapped

around us. I counted obsessively as

we dodged the deepest of the

encroaching water. There were

still 12 as we passed the

Campanile; 12 again as we were

swept past the pillar bearing the

lion of St Mark.

Then there were 11. ‘‘I told you

that gull eating the pigeon was an

omen,’’ said Karl, slightly

hysterically. ‘‘It’s like Death in

Venice.’’
‘‘Hardly,’ I replied. ‘‘And

anyway guide books are always

telling you to get lost in Venice.

The thing now is to find her.’’

We had 10 minutes to do so. One

tall, blonde woman in a sea of

people; panic clutched at me

briefly but I fought it off. We

separated; I heading towards the

viewpoint of the Bridge of Sighs.

Here the crowd was almost

impenetrable; more of those

disturbing masks on a stall leered

at me. I could see no more than

they could.
We met back at the vaporetto

where the owner was getting

restive. One of us would have to go

with the group; one would have to

stay. The tour operator hauled me

onto the speedboat. Decision made.

‘‘What do I do if we miss the

boat?’’ called Karl. ‘‘It’s not like

we’re in a local hotel, we’re in the

next country!’’

‘‘A taxi’’ I hazarded as we

reversed into the tumultuous

water of the Grand Canal. ‘‘To

Slovenia!’’ he replied, his voice

slightly hysterical.

‘‘If you have to, yes,’’ I replied.

He turned and was lost in the

crowd.
The marble of the Rialto Bridge,

the terracottas and golds of the

palazzos along the Grand Canal,

the glimpses of chandeliers

burning brightly within; I passed

them by, unseeing, instead intent

on my cellphone. Venetian glory

upstaged by Nokia.

‘‘I haven’t got enough money for

a €500 taxi fare,’’ Karl was yelling.

Then, suddenly, a gasp: ‘‘Run,

just run,’’ he shouted.

‘‘Have you got her?’’ the boat

passengers held a collective

breath.
‘‘Yes, yes, somehow I’ve got her

but now we must run to get the

next boat, and she can’t run very

fast,’’ his wheezed words

somewhat ironic given that Karl, a

chain smoker, was gasping for

breath in my ear.

Miraculously, Karl and the

now-found Kiwi made it back to

the Prince of Venice catamaran

before the rest of us. He was on his

second espresso, a cigarette held

shakily in the other hand.

We watched the gulls gliding

behind the vessel as we passed by

the white confection of San

Georgio.
‘‘I saw a gull eat a live baby

rabbit last month,’’ I said to Karl.

‘‘Now if you really wanted an

omen . . .’’
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News

Celebrate your 

announcement in 

print and online...

Births, Birthdays, 

Engagements, Weddings,

Anniversaries and more...

Family Notices published in The Timaru

Herald can now be published on our 

website, allowing friends and family to 

view your notice anywhere at anytime.

For more information on The Timaru

Herald family notices online service 

contact:

Timaru herald on (03) 687 1395

or 0800 100 129

or thclass@timaruherald.co.nz

www.timaruherald.co.nz/

celebrations
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6046142AY

Main Street Butchery

110 King Street, Temuka • Ph/fax 615-9583

Mobile Abattoir

This week’s

special

While stocks last

Rolled Roast Beef 

$9.99 per kg

BBQ Steak

$11.99 per kg

In brief

Hunter foun
d

A 50-year-oldMtMaunganuiman

entered the bush in the eastern

Bay of Plenty
with two others on

Saturdaymorning. They
agreed

to split up andmeet back at a
hut

that evening,
but when the third

man didn’t show up, his friends

reported himmissing. About

11.30pmhewas found
in a farm

shed, and airlifted to Rotorua

hospital, Serg
eant Greg Lexmond

said.

Social fund

Environment Canterbu
ry (ECan)

has spent $30
3,362 of ratep

ayer

funds paying
staff to attend

compulsory socia
l events to

bolster spirits
after the

earthquakes.
Almost 8900 staff

hours has bee
n charged to the

‘‘social event’
’ administration code

since 2010. Ev
ents included

Matariki celebra
tions, hangi,

commissioners’ afte
rnoon teas,

Christmas events, sod
-turning

events and speeches to ‘‘inspire’’

staff on ECan’s ‘‘priori
ties’’.

Paul Henry TV

Controversial
TV host Paul Hen

ry

is returning to breakfast TV
in a

new venture that’s
part TV

programme and part radio show.

MediaWorks – which owns TV3,

which broadcasts Th
e Paul Henry

Show – said the new programme

would have a ‘‘signif
icant digital

component’’ and would include

elements of radio,
TV and online,

news and entertainment. It would

be broadcast
on both TV3 and

RadioLIVE in 2015, MediaWorks

said. The new
showwill signal an

end to the late-night
Paul Henry

Show andwill replace Fi
rstline

and the RadioLIVE
breakfast

shows.

Police Notebook

Incidents dea
lt with by the

Timaru police include
d:

❚ On Friday a 17-ye
ar-old Pleasant

Point youth was arrested
on a

warrant.

❚ Police issued
a number of

infringement notices af
ter

stopping cars going to an event

at TeMoana.

❚ Two Temukamen, aged 19 and

20, were loca
ted in a vehicle in

theWaihao Riverbedwith

cannabis and
instruments. Both

men admitted possession of

cannabis. Pol
ice believe th

eywill

be issuedwith pre-charge

warnings.

❚ A Te Awamutumanwas

arrested at 5.10amon Sunday for

damaging property in

Guinness St.

❚ A Timaruman, 31, was

trespassed from a Royal Arcad
e

location on Friday evenin
g.

❚ A Timaru youth, 17, is g
oing to

court after he
was found breaking

his curfew. He
was discovere

d by

police walking
along Newman St

at 12.20am onMonday.

❚ Aman, 40, on a ski touring trip

as part of a gu
ided party, had to

be rescued by the Aoraki
/Mt

Cook Land Search and Rescue

team at 4pmon Saturday from

Fox Neve nea
r Pioneer Hut

.

❚ A person pulled a U-turn on

Brunswick St
on Saturday at 1p

m

after seeing friends in Church St

and then crashed into a

motorbike. No injuries were

caused and police are stil
l

investigating
the incident.

❚ Three peop
le were arrest

ed and

investigations
are continuin

g

after a fight o
n Stafford St at 3am

on Saturday.

❚ Threemales, aged 18, 19 and 22,

were arrested
for fighting at the

lower end of Stafford St at 2.20am

on Sunday.

❚ A Timarumanwas arrested
for

fighting in the night club
vicinity

of Stafford St at 12.20am
on

Sunday.

Victim’s
mother
opposes
release
AUDREY MALONE

audrey.malone@timaruherald.co
.nz

I told them: ‘You

see this type o
f

thing all the ti
me but

for us, Williamwas

ours. He was
our

only one’.
Jenny Brokenshire

mother of stabb
ing victim

A Timaru mother objected to the

release of her son’s killer at a

victims’ hearing in Wellington yes-

terday.
In 2010, Peter Lewis and Jenny

Brokenshire’s 16-year-old son,

William, died after he was stabbed

in the back three times by Oamaru

teenager Daniel Ethan Smith.

Smith, who was also 16 at the

time, is up for parole for the first

time.
He was convicted of man-

slaughter in a retrial in July, after

a murder conviction was quashed

and a retrial ordered.

The family travelled to Welling-

ton to appeal against his release.

‘‘I told them: ‘You see this type

of thing all the time but for us, Wil-

liam was ours. He was our only

one’,’’ Brokenshire said.

‘‘We have had to deal with

losing one person who meant the

world to us.’’

The justice system has ensured

Brokenshire has become well

acquainted with Smith.

‘‘He imposed himself on my

world. I don’t care what he does. I

just don’t want to have to sit

through another court case

because he wasn’t ready to be out

there.’’
She also wanted other factors to

be considered by the Parole Board,

like when Smith is released, where

he is released to.

He knows what the entire fam-

ily looks like and vice versa, she

said.
‘‘William’s sister is off to uni-

versity next year. I don’t want her

having to bump into him.’’

Brokenshire said she was ner-

vous in the lead-up to speaking at

the victims’ hearing.

Brokenshire felt if Victim Sup-

port had not been there to help, she

would have been lost.

She said Victim Support had

helped the family out immensely

with the preparation and ensuring

that they were able to get to Wel-

lington.
The family felt those at the

hearing listened to their

submissions.

‘‘I can only hope once they have

done their research, they make a

decision that works in our

favour.’’

Dramatic drop in ticketing of dog-owners

SARAH JARVIS
Chris English

:

‘‘Now we visit

unregistered
dog

owner properti
es

and only infringe

when the dog is

confirmed as still

being in their

care.’’

The number of infringement notices

being issued by the Timaru District

Council to dog owners has dropped

dramatically over the last year.

For the year ending June 30, 74

infringement notices were issued to

owners who failed to register their

dogs, compared with 340 the pre-

vious year.
Group regulatory services man-

ager Chris English said the council

had changed its process for chasing

up unregistered dogs.

‘‘Previously we would issue

infringements to all dog owners who

had not re-registered their dogs, and

would then cancel the infringements

when the owner contacted us to

explain why the dog had not been re-

registered, such as the dog had died

or been sold.

‘‘Now we visit unregistered dog

owner properties and only infringe

when the dog is confirmed as still

being in their care,’’ he said.

English said the council had

placed more emphasis on educating

the dog-owning community and

ensuring compliance, rather than

writing infringements.

‘‘This has led to fewer

infringements being issued.’’

The overall number of infringe-

ment notices issued to dog owners

had also dropped, from 414 to 102.

Cases of dogs not under control,

or wandering, dropped from 56 to 27

and no prosecutions were recorded

in the year ending June 30, 2014.

English said he was not sure why

the number of dogs not under con-

trol has dropped as the council still

had the same number of dog control

officers.
‘‘Our prime objective is com-

pliance, not writing of

infringements.’’

The number of dogs classified as

‘‘dangerous’’ dropped from seven to

two, and the number of dogs classi-

fied as ‘‘menacing’’ dropped from 20

to two.
The number of lost dogs jumped

up to 444 from 192, but English was

not sure why that was.

He said he did not believe it was

related to dog theft.

Barking dog complaints reduced

from 424 to 403.

Cunliffe throws in

with Little’s camp

ANDREA VANCE

David Cunliffe has relinquished

his childhood dream of becoming

prime minister – withdrawing

from the race to be Labour leader

and endorsing Andrew Little.

The move is a blow to his bitter

rival Grant Robertson, with

Cunliffe’s strong support in Auck-

land, with the dairy workers union

and with Pasifika members likely

to shift with him.

The New Lynn MP, who only

held the leader’s job for a year,

said Little was the most likely can-

didate to unify the caucus, which

is now riven by divisions.

‘‘I have enormous respect for

Andrew and his integrity. I believe

he is the right man for the job,’’ he

said.
Cunliffe made the choice to go

last week, but has been caring for

his ailing mother in Timaru.

He came in for sustained criti-

cism over the party’s election

drubbing, and his wife Karen Price

sparked a storm by taking potshots

at his rivals through an anony-

mous Twitter account.

His decision marks the end of

his controversial ambitions, which

saw him accused of destabilising

the tenure of predecessors Phil

Goff and David Shearer. And it is a

victory for the notorious ‘‘Anyone

But Cunliffe’’ (ABC) faction, which

schemed to keep him out of the job.

It was a ‘‘hard decision to make

but it is one that I believe is in the

best interests of the wider Labour

Party,’’ he said.

Little thanked Cunliffe for the

endorsement, but insisted no deals

have been done behind the scenes.

Cunliffe told him on Sunday night

he was pulling out, and indicated

his support yesterday morning

ahead of a press conference.

The list MP says he won’t pick a

deputy before the primary style

runoff is over.

‘‘I’m not making any promises

or any deals with anybody at any

time.’’
But he signalled his preference

for a woman. ‘‘We need to ensure

both the leadership and the front

bench is as representative of New

Zealand as we can. Having two

blokes as leading the party is prob-

ably not where we need to be

going.’’
Robertson, the Wellington Cen-

tral MP, agreed it was a ‘‘really

tough decision’’ for Cunliffe.

Cunliffe is leaving his future

role with the party in the hands of

the new leader.

‘‘I will serve the party and who-

ever its leader is going forward,’’

he said.
Nominations for the leadership

contest close today, with the result

declared on November 18. A

caucus meeting this morning will

decide if Parker will stay on as act-

ing leader.
Fairfax NZ

Sea of colour

’Tis the season for rapeseed
. Timaru Herald photographer John Bisset captured this 75 hectare sea of yellow and green on Scarborough Rd yesterday. Farmer

Warren Darling says it will be even yellower when it is in peak flower in a week. Photo: John Bisset/Fairfax
NZ

Key raises terror threat level to ‘low’

Prime Minister John Key is

upping the ante on New Zealand’s

terror threat – hinting at a dom-

estic beheading attack but stop-

ping short of confirming the risk.

For the first time, the Govern-

ment has made public the threat

level, saying it was recently raised

from ‘‘very low’’ to ‘‘low’’.

This means a terrorist attack,

violent criminal behaviour or

protests are now ‘‘possible but not

expected’’.
The move comes as National

prepares to tighten terror laws,

under the guise of stopping home-

grown terrorists leaving to fight

with Islamic State [Isis] militants

in Iraq.

Key said the number of these

Kiwis was ‘‘modest’’ in compari-

son with other countries.

He raised a potential beheading

attack over the weekend but was

vague when pressed yesterday.

‘‘I am not going to go into what

threats might or might not be

there.
‘‘What I can say is that you

have seen a number of, generally

academics, over the course of the

last 24 to 48 hours who have essen-

tially made the comments that a

domestic threat of that nature is

either not going to happen, or will

not happen, or it’s out of context.

‘‘What I would say, with the

greatest respect to those

individuals, they don’t see the

same information I see.’’

He added: ‘‘If anyone believes

that there is absolutely no risk of a

form of domestic terrorism here

then they are actually deluded.’’

Key said he will give some

details about the number of

foreign fighters in a speech to Par-

liament next month.

A four-week review by the

Department of Prime Minister and

Cabinet was signed off in the first

Cabinet meeting of the new parlia-

mentary term yesterday.

The Government will push for

cross-party support for the law

changes, which it expects to pass

under urgency before Christmas.

They may be subject to a sunset

clause, which would expire in the

wake of a mandatory review of the

intelligence services next year.

New SIS and GCSB minister

Chris Finlayson said the 13-year-

old Terrorism Suppression Act,

which makes participating in Isis

activity illegal, was inadequate.

‘‘It is difficult to prove someone

is a fighter. There are also issues

about the collation of evidence and

evidence that would be admissible

in a court of law according to the

standard that we currently have.’’

Interim Labour leader David

Parker wrote to Key yesterday to

ask for a briefing. He backed the

idea of a sunset clause. Fairfax NZ

Southland rockin’ and rollin’

GNS Science duty seismologist

Caroline Holden said the quake was

felt as far no
rth as Wellington.

A 6.2-magnitude quake rocked

parts of the southern South Island

when it struck just after 6pm last

night.
GeoNet initially reported the

quake occurred about 90km west

of Tuatapere in Southland, and

was 9km deep with a magnitude of

5.2.
However, it was revised to a 6.2

magnitude, 10km deep and centred

140km west of Tuatapere.

It was of severe intensity,

GeoNet said.

Emergency Management

Southland advisor Jayne McAllis-

ter said there was no tsunami risk

and no reports of damage.

The quake was felt far and

wide, with people in Te Anau,

Invercargill, Gore and as far away

as Wanaka saying they had felt it.

Southland resident Heather

Coles wrote on the Stuff Facebook

page that she ‘‘certainly did [feel

it], chandeliers were swaying and

house was shaking near

Nightcaps.’’

Tuatapere Four Square owner

Aaron Challis said he was serving

a customer when the quake

struck.
He described it as a bit of a roll.

‘‘I was sort of holding on to the

counter and feeling a bit funny in

the old legs.

‘‘Then the lady said ‘I think

we’re having an earthquake’, and I

looked at the shelves and saw them

moving a bit.’’

Thankfully, there was no dam-

age and nothing fell off the shelves,

he said.
‘‘I’m kind of glad nothing fell off

the shelves, we’ve just had them

put in – this was a good test for

them.’’
Further away in Te Anau,

residents felt the roll.

Te Anau Freshchoice checkout

supervisor Rowena Diculen said

customers and staff alike stopped

what they were doing when it hit.

All eyes were on the store’s

signage, which was moving ‘‘quite

a bit’’ she said.

Despite the roll, there was no

damage and nothing fell off the

shelves there either.

The 6.2-magnitude quake was

followed by a second shake,

reported as a 4.4 magnitude, 85km

west of Tuatapere at 6.26pm.

The second quake was listed as

being of strong intensity.

A third quake, measuring 4.7

magnitude, hit the same area just

before 7.30pm, at 9km deep.

GNS Science duty seismologist

Caroline Holden said the quake

was felt as far north as Wellington.

‘‘Luckily it was offshore and too

small to trigger a tsunami,’’ she

said.
Fiordland was a seismically

very active area and fortunately

few people lived there, she said.

The quakes happened at the

boundary of the Australian and

Pacific Plates and were expected in

the area.
‘‘There’s a motion as the Aust-

ralian Plate moves from the west

to the east and dives under the

Pacific Plate,’’ Holden said.

She expected to know tomorrow

what kind of motion caused the

quake. Because it was quite shal-

low it was possibly a sliding

motion, ‘‘a superficial readjust-

ment of the crust’’.

The US Geological Survey had

only recorded a magnitude of 5.4

for the quake, Holden said.

‘‘That means the zone that

broke was quite small but it was

quite intense.’’

The GNS and USGS readings

were measuring different

characteristics of the quake.

‘‘We’re looking close by and can

see the intensity of the shaking.

‘‘All they are getting is infor-

mation about how much of the

fault has ruptured.’’

The quake was in a similar area

to the magnitude 7.8 event in 2009 –

the largest quake in this country

since the Buller and Hawke’s Bay

quakes in 1929 and 1931.

Property prices rising but fewer houses being sold

SAHIBAN KANWAL

sahiban.kanw
al@timaruherald.co

.nz

Median prices for properties have

gone up for most of the Canter-

bury/Westland region but

volumes being sold have declined.

The latest Real Estate Institute

of New Zealand (REINZ) statistics

show Timaru following the

regional trend, with house prices

increasing on September last year.

The median house price in

Timaru rose from $267,500 12

months ago to $280,000. REINZ

regional director Tony McPherson

said this increase also followed the

national trend.

However, the volume sold fell

from 66 in September 2013 to 53

this year.
‘‘The [national] drop in volumes

sold is the effect of LVRs (loan-to-

value ratio) on first home buyers,’’

McPherson said.

Together the regions of Auck-

land, Canterbury/Westland, and

Waikato/Bay of Plenty accounted

for 92 per cent of the increase in

the median price between Sept-

ember 2013 and September 2014,

with the remaining nine regions

contributing just 8 per cent of the

increase in the median price.

McPherson said it was a seller’s

market and overall the average

number of days to sell in Sept-

ember across the region was 33

days.
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Business

“To be happy, I think you have to be

doing something you enjoy.”

Ngane Punivai

Year 11

To learn more, please contact our Registrar on (03) 364 6836

or visit our website www.christscollege.com

Limited places still available for 2015.Cub Cadet • Hustler • Rover

MTD on display

Stihl Shop Timaru,

115 Hilton Highway

PH: 03 688 2557, 021 308 324 | Email:timaru@stihlshop.co.nz

Saturday 18th October 

10 - 3 @

Old Seedlands building

Hilton Highway, Washdyke
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Demo Day
Ride on mowers

NZ$/US$
78.66
▼0.74

NZ$/A$
89.65
▲0.18

NZX 50
5225.14
▼40.89

90-DAY BILLS
3.71
▼ 0.01

OIL
88.46
▼2.98

Briefs

US link for IkeGPS

AUnited States organi
sationwith

links to the US intellig
ence

community has con
tracted NZX-

listed IkeGPS to add features to

its smartphone-bas
ed recording

system, Spike. IkeGP
S chief

executive Gle
nnMilnes said the

agreement was worth
more than

$600,000 and confirmed the

significance o
f its 2-year-old

partnership with the US

organisation,
In-Q-Tel. In-Q-

Tel was

establishedwith the support o
f

the CIA in 1999with the goal of

helping US intelligenc
e agencies

source the be
st commercial

technology.W
ellington-base

d

IkeGPSmakes hardwar
e and

software that
can photograph

and record the exact loca
tion of

objects from
a distance.

New UFB player

A fresh face has emerged in the

internet-prov
idermarket with the

launch of MyRepublic, a c
ompany

specialising in retailing ultrafast

broadband. It
also operates in

Singapore, wh
ere it has notc

hed

up 25,000 customers and annual

revenues of a
bout $15million

since its launc
h in 2012. Its New

Zealandmanaging director,

Vaughan Baker, is a cor
nerstone

investor in the internatio
nal

company. He fron
ted a bid by

electricity line
s companies to win

the deal to build the UFB network

in competition to Telecom in 2011.

MyRepublic’s la
unch comes after

InternetNZ ch
ief executive

Jordan

Carter said hewas conce
rned the

internetmarket was bec
oming

too concentrated
, with a smaller

number of provide
rs having an

ever-growing
share.

Hep C cure touted

Australian drug developer Bio
tron

may have found
a potential cu

re

for Hepatitis C
. Biotron yesterday

said that all patien
ts who

completed a phase II clin
ical trial

of its antiviral
drug, BIT225,

in

combinationwith other drugs,

had undetectable
levels of

Hepatitis C 12 weeks afte
r ceasing

treatment. This is co
nsidered ‘‘a

prediction of permanent

clearance of t
he virus and,

effectively, a c
ure’’, Biotron said.

The news pus
hed its shares up

5c, or 50 per cent, to 15c. Biotron

managing director DrM
ichelle

Miller said data from the trial

supported BIT225 as a p
otential

new therapy for H
epatitis C,

especially for
patients with

both

HIV and Hepatitis C.

New salon opens

A new hair and beauty salon,

Studio 1, opened in Timaru this

week. The Be
swick St salon

,

owned by Julie Patem
an and

Paula Hefford
, has taken over

Affinity Hair d
esign. Senior

stylist

Terry Casey s
aid she loves the

new premises.

New CBay service

Thewellness
suite at CBay

now

has a hairdres
ser, with South

African Christina Cah
ill joining the

ranks of the b
eauty therapi

sts

and dieticians at t
he TeWeka St

complex.

Upbeat
on growth

prospects
JACK MONTGOMERIE

jack.montgomerie@timaru-

herald.co.nz

EMPLOYMENT FUTURE

Timaru district employment projections, 2013 to 2025
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HOW THEY STACK UP

GDP Growth rates 2013 to
2025 by

industry:

FAST FIVE

Mining, oil and
gas (5.9 per cent)

Transport, po
stal and warehousing

(5.3 per cent)

Fishing (5.3 per cent)

Construction
(4.8 per cent)

Engineering (4.6 per cent)

District averag
e (3.1 per cent)

NZ average (3.2 per cent)

SLOW FIVE

Forestry (1.6 per cent)

Public administration and safety

(2.1 per cent)

Education and training (2.2 per

cent)
Accom and food services (2.3 p

er

cent)
Food processing (2.4 per cent)

❚ Source: BERL
, Timaru Industry

Projections 20
13 to 2025.

Timaru’s mayor says a report

suggesting the local economy will

keep pace with rising national

growth is good news for the dis-

trict.
A report produced by economic

research firm BERL indicated the

district’s economy will grow by an

average of 3.1 per cent annually

until 2025, slightly slower than the

predicted national average of 3.2

per cent.
The report estimated high rates

of GDP growth in the agriculture,

fishing, utilities, wholesale and

retail trade, and health care and

social assistance sectors would

wane, but remain above national

averages in the coming decade.

Wholesale and retail trade would

remain the district’s largest

employing sector.

Only the information media

and telecommunications sector

was forecast to lose jobs, with large

job growth predicted in transport,

warehousing and construction.

Mayor Damon Odey said the

district had performed well in the

past and was pleased to see growth

spread across a variety of sectors.

A challenge for council was

to undertake sufficient self-

promotion to encourage people to

move to the district, which the

report predicted would lose about

400 residents over the decade.

‘‘They need to know we’ve got a

booming economy and a great

place to live,’’ Odey said.

He believed forecast growth in

economic activity in food

processing, engineering, manufac-

turing and other sectors

highlighted the importance of

upgrading the road from the Wash-

dyke industrial area and the

Timaru port, to cope with future

traffic increases. When it came to

influencing the New Zealand

Transport Agency to include road

improvements, council was

‘‘already on to it’’.

ADBT chief executive Wendy

Smith expected the report would

‘‘provide huge confidence to

employers and business owners.

GDP growth from $2.4 billion to

$3.4 billion is a strong gain.’’

‘‘This report does reaffirm what

we all know is happening,’’ Smith

said.
ADBT’s South Canterbury

Workforce strategy group would

‘‘facilitate initiatives’’ to ensure

the region could meet demand for

relevant skills in the future. The

report was one of four com-

missioned by the organisation at a

cost of $12,000.

Automation company needs to be nimble

TIM FULTON

Automation company Scott Tech-

nology is putting more of its energy

into agriculture robotics and

appliances while it rides out a slump

in mining.
The NZX-listed South Island

enterprise is in one of its ‘‘swing

stages’’.
The company’s net annual profit

has fallen from $5.14 million to

$3.03m. A consolation in the latest

financial was slight revenue growth

to just over $60m.

Mining customers last year

accounted for more than half the

company’s revenue, chief executive

Chris Hopkins said.

Six years ago Scott bought a busi-

ness, Rocklabs, that specialises in

crushing samples from core drilling

or blast-holes into fine powder.

Miners can use the pulverised

material to analyse an existing

mine’s gold content or a new area’s

potential.
Scott’s products included ‘‘big

jars or small sachets’’ of ground rock

containing a known quantity of gold.

Exploration geologists used them as

reference material to calibrate and

compare laboratory results, Hopkins

said.
Scott was building systems for

Rio Tinto’s iron ore processing and

supplied equipment to Newcrest and

Newmont. A rush to find new gold

deposits peaked two or three years

ago when the commodity was worth

$1800 an ounce, but interest had

cooled with a price of $1000.

The cyclical fall in mining

prospects had hit Scott’s sales and

profit but the company had

responded well in the second half of

the year, Hopkins said.

Its mining product was ‘‘pretty

much’’ made to order so it did not

have a large amount of unsold stock

in hand. The company was also

geared to quickly switch its staffing

and investment to the strongest

areas.
Scott manufactured most of its

mining equipment in Auckland, the

historic home of Rocklabs.

During the mining price-peak,

Scott shifted some of its production

to Dunedin and Christchurch.

‘‘That’s the benefit for us from

diversification; it’s all about auto-

mation and engineering.’’

Strikers take legal action against ANZ

HAMISH McNICOL

About 80 striking

ANZ Bank union

members and

supporters

marched to the

head office of the

country’s big
gest

bank yesterday

where they

demanded boss

David Hisco stop

‘‘ratting’’ on
his

workers. Photo
:

MAARTEN HOLL/

FAIRFAX NZ

Striking ANZ workers have filed

legal action against the bank and

more strikes could soon follow, a

union representative says.

ANZ Bank staff went on strike

across the country yesterday, as

Wellington workers demanded the

bank’s $4.1 million boss David

Hisco stop ‘‘ratting’’ on them with

an ‘‘unwarranted and outrageous’’

attack on their conditions.

First Union retail and finance

secretary Maxine Gay said legal

action against ANZ had been filed

with the Employment Relations

Authority relating to an offer the

bank made to non-union members.

The union was looking to file

more action this afternoon ‘‘based

around the bank’s behaviour’’.

‘‘We’ve issued legal proceedings

because the bank has started some

rather underhanded tactics,’’ Gay

said.
First Union general secretary

Robert Reid said there were strik-

ing ANZ workers in both Dunedin

and Christchurch, with dozens

from both centres out on the strike

line, though not trying to disrupt

customers.
The union represents nearly 20

per cent of ANZ’s more than 8000

staff.
Tellers and processing workers

from the Hutt Valley, Porirua,

Levin and Wellington went on

strike, protesting against a new

collective employment agreement

which was unanimously rejected

by union members.

Gay said about half of the 600

workers in ANZ’s Wellington call

centre had taken 24 hours off work.

A group of about 80 union

members and supporters marched

from their offices in Tory St to

ANZ’s head office in Victoria St,

where a giant inflatable rat was

erected in view of chief executive

David Hisco’s office.

About 100 disgruntled ANZ staff

and union representatives also

marched in Auckland, while at

least 25 from the Waikato and Bay

of Plenty went on strike as well.

Pickets, rallies and marches

were also organised in Palmerston

North, Christchurch, Oamaru and

Dunedin.
Last year, Hisco earned a

A$3.26m remuneration package,

equal to NZ$4.1m at the time, mak-

ing him the country’s highest-paid

executive.
The bank’s workers are being

offered annual pay rises of 2 to

3 per cent over the next two years.

ANZ, the country’s biggest

bank, is also including a flexible

work clause which gives staff four

weeks’ notice of their shifts, with

no guarantee hours would be

spread evenly.

Workers questioned how Hisco,

who earns more than $2000 an

hour, thought the request for an

extra dollar an hour for most staff

was too much.

‘‘Our efforts helped the bank

make a $1.37 billion profit last

year,’’ the protesters said.

The proposed contracts would

mean some staff would know only

month by month which days and

hours they would be working.

Council of Trade Unions presi-

dent Helen Kelly joined the strik-

ing staff in Wellington yesterday.

She congratulated the workers

for walking out of their workplace.

‘‘It’s really only when totally

pushed that workers take this sort

of action,’’ she said. ‘‘The attack on

your conditions is absolutely

unwarranted and outrageous.’’

ANZ said it was disappointed

the union took action when a

‘‘very good offer’’ was on the table.

‘‘The same offer has been made

available to non-union staff and

has met with a very positive

response,’’ the bank said, adding

all branches remained open and

banking services were unaffected

by the industrial action.

The average salary of ANZ

union members after a pay rise

would be more than $60,000, the

bank said.
The proposal for flexible rosters

did not ‘‘casualise’’ jobs or reduce

staff job security, it said.

ANZ planned to keep branches

open later on some evenings or on

Saturdays and Sundays so staff

were needed to work at those

times. Days or hours of work

would not change every four-week

period – they would change only

occasionally because of things like

changes in customer demand or to

cover staff on leave.

The bank said flexible-work

rosters would be offered only to

some new staff in the branch net-

work and no existing employees

were affected. Current staff could

work on a flexible roster if they

wanted to – but they could not be

required to.
Fairfax NZ

New Zealand stocks slip after selloff in US

NIKO KLOETEN

New Zealand shares and the kiwi

are down after a big selloff over-

night on Wall Street.

The NZX 50 ended the day down

40.9 points to 5225.1 on a broad

decline.
Accounting software firm Xero

was among the biggest losers,

shedding $1.80 to $19.15 compared

to its all-time high of $45.01 in

March.
Air New Zealand was down 6.5c

to $1.88, Fletcher Building was

down 15c to $8.72 and Sky City was

down 6c to $3.57.

The falls follow the biggest drop

in United States stocks in six

months amid concerns over the

strength of the global economy.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age ended down 1.97 per cent, the

S&P 500 dropped 2.07 per cent and

the Nasdaq fell 2.02 per cent.

The selloff, which put the S&P

500 at its lowest since August 7, fol-

lowed weak economic data from

Germany, Europe’s largest econ-

omy, and comments from a US

Federal Reserve official who

suggested that investors had

unrealistic expectations about the

Fed’s eventual rate increase.

German exports in August fell

the most since January 2009, and

reports this week showed steep

drops in industrial orders and out-

put.
The New Zealand dollar has

fallen by almost a cent against the

US dollar in the past 24 hours to

trade at US78.62c just after 11am.
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Gardening

PLANTS
TIMARU
WHOLESALE

72 KING STREET, TIMARU 

WINTER HOURS 10 – 4PM

CLOSED MONDAYS

Budget vegs and fl owers

Good selection

Only $1.90

Aussi winner

Perennials 1.5L

Were $13.90

Now $9.90

Strawberry Plants

4 varieties

½ Price only $2 each

Open Monday 10 – 5pm

6164917AN

Celebrate your 

announcement in 

print and online...

Births, Birthdays, 

Engagements, Weddings,

Anniversaries and more...

Family Notices published in The Timaru

Herald can now be published on our 

website, allowing friends and family to 

view your notice anywhere at anytime.

For more information on The Timaru

Herald family notices online service 

contact:

Timaru herald on (03) 687 1395

or 0800 100 129

or thclass@timaruherald.co.nz

www.timaruherald.co.nz/

celebrations

oouurr

5241035AA

Fragrant frills

LIZ GRAY

Rhododendr
on Sun-up and Sundown has double flowers in colours that

range from a deep pink to a much paler shade.

The highly perfumed Azalea Sunray has double flowers in a tapestry of white, deep pink, pink, o
range, aprico

t and lemon

shades.

Rhododendr
on Floral Dance

has the

most powerful and heavenly fragrance

that spreads
far and wide. Its frilly

white flowers are attractively splashed

with deep pink shades.

Rhododendr
on Maddenii has p

ale pink buds that op
en to fragrant pur

e white

flowers.

The lovely frilly flowers of rhodo
dendron Mrs Percy McLaren start off as a

pretty

shade of pink and then fade to delicate and soft pink tones.

It is essential t
hat they

havedeepco
ol soil

which retains

moisture at all ti
mes.

O
nce again I’m

surrounded by the

beauty and the

fragrance of the

spring garden even

though I’m not

exactly ready for it. There are a

number of gardens that I have not

removed the debris from last year

(or the year before in some cases)

and as the gardens start to fill in it

becomes impossible to weed them

without standing on plants and

damaging them. Never mind – I’m

never ready and I would be

wasting my time worrying about

it.
I’m very pleased that before I

planted too many rhododendrons I

discovered that there are some

highly perfumed azaleas. For

approximately 10 months of the

year, I tend to go off

rhododendrons, mostly because of

their rather straggly, leggy and

ungainly shapes, in many cases.

However, come October, I find

myself in awe of their magnificent,

beautiful, large showy flowers

which deserve some space and

words of praise on the garden

page.
While you can buy some that

are small growing and will always

remain small neat shrubs, the

majority of rhododendrons will

grow into very big shrubs and

eventually into trees. Of course

you can prune most of them but it

does take such a long time for

them to recover and regrow some

leaves. I did take a chance and

pruned one back to about 12 inches

(30 centimetres) once as it just had

these long, leggy, sprawling

branches with a few unhealthy

leaves on the end. It took a long

time for it to recover but today it is

a lovely, big, healthy-looking

shrub covered in lots of green

leaves and flowers. Because

rhododendrons are so shallow

rooting, they are not so difficult to

dig up and shift which should be

done in their dormant period

when they are flowering.

Rhododendrons need to be

planted in deeply worked, loose-

textured, free-draining, acid soil to

which some well decayed compost

has been added. It is essential that

they have deep cool soil which

retains moisture at all times, but it

is also very important that the soil

never becomes boggy or

waterlogged.

Because their roots do not

travel deeply into the soil but

remain reasonably close the

surface it pays to put a mulch

around them (during the hotter

months), particularly when they

are young and their foliage does

not fully shade the root area.

Before planting a new

rhododendron, I always soak it in

a large bucket of water and gently

loosen the roots so they will spread

more freely once planted and not

go round and round in a knotted

mess. If the soil surrounding them

is rather caked and dryish, I tend

to try and wash most of this away

without damaging the roots.

I’ve learnt over the years that

most rhododendrons do like quite

a lot of sunlight but if possible they

do need some shade from the hot

midday sun. If planted in too much

shade, this is when they tend to get

leggy, stretching their bare

branches outwards desperately

seeking some sunlight.

It is the fragrant

rhododendrons that are naturally

some of my most valued shrubs

because of the wonderful aura of

perfume they cast for quite a

distance around them. Elsie Fryer

(white flowers with tones of pink)

is usually one of the first to flower

followed by Princess Alice with

white flowers. Apricot Sherbert

(delicious tones of buff apricot

with salmon reverse) and

Maddenii (pink buds opening into

white flowers) are presently doing

a wonderful job of scenting a great

area. Floral Dance will display her

powerfully perfumed, frilly white

flowers with large splashes of dark

pink in another few weeks. Azalea

Softlights (mixture of creamy

white, lemon and soft pink) and

Azalea Sunray (a variety of apricot

orange colours) are also perfuming

the air whilst Azalea Pavlova will

arrive shortly with her perfumed

creamy white, frilly and double

flowers.
A few of my other favourite

rhododendrons that I chose for

their beautiful flowers are Alison

Johnstone (flushed apricot fading

to mushroom pink), Mary Tasker

(warm, pink buds open to a

delicate pink), CIS (rich, bright-

pink buds open to orange crimson,

maturing to creamy apricot),

Bibiani (dark red), Pania (delicate

pink), Naomi Nautilus ( rose-pink

flush orange, fragrant frilled

flowers), Lems Cameo (delicate

apricot, cream and pink, frilled

florets), Trewithan Orange

(translucent, tangerine-orange),

Helene Schiffner (pure white),

Apricot Fantasy (delicate apricot/

pink shade) Mrs Percy McLaren

(frilly delicate pink shades), and

Sun-up and Sundown with pretty,

double cupped bell shaped flowers

that are deep pink fading to a pale

pink. This is a poor effort of trying

to describe their wondrous colours

as words simply cannot portray

these amazing flowers and I would

not want my garden to be without

them

Magazine giveaway

To be in the
draw to win

the

latest NZ Ho
use & Garde

n or

NZ Gardene
rmagazine,

write

your name a
nd phone nu

mber

on the back
of an envelo

pe

and post it t
o Garden Pa

ge,

Timaru Hera
ld, PO Box 4

6,

Timaru; drop
it into our of

fice

at 19 Sophia
St, or email

claire.allison
@timaruhera

ld.co.nz

FANTASTIC NEW MODEL 

NOW ON SITE COMBINATION 

GREENHOUSE/SHADEHOUSE

ERECTION SERVICE 

AVAILABLE

SEE THE WINTER GARDENZ

TWIN SKIN POLYCARBONATE OR 

GLASS GREENHOUSE, NZ MADE 

FOR NZ CONDITIONS WITH

A 10 YEAR GUARANTEE

63
83

38
5A

A THE GARDEN CENTRE
TIMARU

Open Hours: Mon - Sat 9 to 5 Sun 10 to 4

46 Mahoney’s Hill Road (off Old North Road)

Washdyke, Timaru • Phone 688 2488

CARPET ROSE 

STANDARDS 

LIMITED NUMBERS 

$44
WILL BE $56.90

Single Tomatoes  from $1

STANDARD

ROSES
FROM
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Thousands march against police shootings

UNITED STATES

Thousands t
urned out in St Louis, Missouri yeste

rday to protest polic
e shooting of black youths in the area including Michael Brown, left, and Vonderrit D

Myers. Photo:

REUTERS

Thousands of people gathered yes-

terday for a second day of

organised rallies and marches pro-

testing Michael Brown’s death and

other fatal police shootings in the

St Louis area and elsewhere.

Marchers started assembling in

the morning hours in downtown St

Louis, where later in the day the

Cardinals baseball team was set to

host the San Francisco Giants in

the first game of the National

League Championship Series.

Spurred by a national campaign

dubbed Ferguson October, a

diverse crowd joined forces.

Vietnam-era peace activists, New

York City seminarians and hun-

dreds of fast-food workers bused in

from Chicago, Nashville and other

cities marched alongside local

residents.
Four days of events are

planned.
They started Friday afternoon,

local time, with a march outside

the St Louis County prosecutor’s

office in Clayton and renewed calls

for prosecutor Bob McCulloch to

charge Darren Wilson, a white

officer, in the August 9 shooting

death of Michael Brown, a black,

unarmed 18-year-old, in the St

Louis suburb of Ferguson. Wilson

remains free and on administrat-

ive leave while a St Louis County

grand jury weighs whether Wilson

should face criminal charges. The

US Department of Justice has

opened a civil rights investigation

of Brown’s shooting which led to a

nationwide dialogue about

interactions between minorities

and police.
‘‘We still are knee deep in this

situation,’’ said Kareem Jackson, a

St Louis rap artist and community

organiser whose stage name is Tef

Poe.
‘‘We have not packed up our

bags, we have not gone home. This

is not a fly-by-night moment. This

is not a made-for-TV revolution.

This is real people standing up to a

real problem and saying: ‘We ain’t

taking it no more.’’’

The crowd yesterday was sig-

nificantly larger than the ones

seen in earlier protests in Fer-

guson and Clayton. While the

main focus of the march was on

recent police shootings,

participants also embraced such

causes as gay rights and the Israel-

Palestinian conflict. Police

reported no arrests or violence.

Ashlee Wiest-Laird, 48, a

Baptist pastor from Boston, said: ‘‘I

have two sons and a daughter. I

want a world for them where the

people who are supposed to be

community helpers are actually

helping, where they can trust

those people to protect and serve

rather than control and repress.’’

The situation in Missouri

especially resonated with Wiest-

Laird. She’s white and her adopted

sons, ages 14 and 11, are black.

‘‘What I see happening here is a

moment in time. There’s some-

thing bigger here,’’ she said.

Tensions have simmered since

Brown’s death. Residents were

upset about the way Brown’s body

lay in the street for more than four

hours while police investigated the

shooting. Many insist Brown was

trying to surrender, with his

hands up. Residents also com-

plained about the military-style

police response to the several days

of riots and protests that erupted

immediately after Brown’s shoot-

ing in the predominantly black St

Louis suburb where just three

blacks serve on a 53-officer force.

Organisers said beforehand

that they expected as many as 6000

to 10,000 participants for the week-

end’s events. Police were not able

to provide a crowd estimate yester-

day, but organisers and par-

ticipants suggested the march’s

size may have approached 3000.

Since Brown’s death, there

have been three other fatal police

shootings of black males have

occurred in the St Louis area.

The most recent happened

Wednesday night on St Louis’

south side when police say an off-

duty officer working for a private

neighbourhood security patrol

shot and killed 18-year-old

Vonderrit D Myers.

The white officer, whose name

hasn’t been released, fired 17

rounds after police say Myers

opened fire. Myers’ parents say he

was unarmed.
AP

IN BRIEF

Remains issue

The governor
of the southe

rn

Mexico state where 4
3 college

students disa
ppeared after a

confrontation
with police said

yesterday tha
t some of the

bodies recove
red from

clandestine g
raves last wee

kend

did notmatch themissing young

people. In indicating that some

progress had
beenmade in

identifying the dead, Gue
rrero

state Governo
r Angel Aguir

re

gave no details nor did
he say if

all of the 28 bodies removed by

forensic expe
rts had been

identified. The
remains were

uncovered severely burn
ed, and

experts are co
nducting DNA tests

in an effort to identify the d
ead.

Crash kills 7

An Iranian police plane h
as

crashed, killin
g all seven people

aboard, includ
ing a top officer.

The Turbo Commander craft

crashed in themountains outs
ide

of the southe
astern provincial

capital of Zah
edan, with the

wreckage fou
nd by searchers,

official news a
gency IRNA

reports. The f
light was carr

ying

four passeng
ers and three crew

members. Among those killed

was General M
ahmoud Sadeqi, a

senior police
officer in charge of

investigations
, IRNA said

yesterday.

Ban drops in

UN chief Ban Ki-Moon hasmade a

surprise visit
to Libya and urged

warring factions to end the

turmoil gripping the North

African nation sinceMuammar

Gaddafi was t
oppled in 2011. The

authorities ha
ve struggled

to

impose their wil
l across a cou

ntry

awashwith weapons and

powerful militias that ous
ted and

killed the veteran dictator. ‘‘Let

me be clear: if v
iolent

confrontation
s do not cease

immediately, if sus
tainable peac

e

is not restore
d, prosperity

and a

better life will
be a distant d

ream,’’

Ban told rival parliamentarians

yesterday.

Poverty up

Almost one in seven Australians

are living below the poverty li
ne.

And the Australian
Council of

Social Service
fears that fed

eral

budgetmeasures will m
ake it

worse. Acoss
has released

a

report reveali
ng poverty is

growing in Australia, with
an

estimated 2.5million people, or

13.9 per cent, livin
g below the

internationall
y accepted poverty

line. It also found 603,000, or 1
7.7

per cent, of al
l children are living

in poverty. ‘‘This
is alarming and

highlights the
need for a national

plan to tackle the sco
urge of

poverty whic
h diminishes us all

in

one of thewe
althiest count

ries in

theworld,’’ Ac
oss CEO Cassandra

Goldie said yesterday.

Morales on top

President Evo
Morales appear

ed

headed to an unprecedente
d

third term in elections toda
y on

the strength of the econom
ic and

political stabi
lity the coca

growers’ unio
n leader has

brought to a country wh
ose

commodities’ wealth
he has

spread around. Boliv
ia’s first

indigenous pr
esident has b

ecome

such an institution that stadiums,

markets, schoo
ls and even a

village have b
een named in his

honor. His an
ti-imperialist and

socialist rheto
ric notwithsta

nding,

Morales has be
en an able steward

of Bolivia’s na
tural gas and

mineral wealth.

Protest oppo
rtunity: A couple pose for wedding photographs

in a usually busy tunnel leadin
g to a main road occupied by pro-democracy protesters in

the Admiralty district of Ho
ng Kong. Photo: R

EUTERS

Protester numbers growing again after government calls off talks

HONG KONG

Hundreds of student activists

camped overnight at major protest

sites in Hong Kong as the democ-

racy movement sought to re-gather

momentum after the government

called off talks on defusing unrest

in the global financial hub.

Protests escalated late last

month, after Beijing’s decision on

August 31 to impose conditions

that effectively would have

stopped pro-democracy candidates

from contesting an election of the

city’s chief executive set for 2017.

The occupation movement

suffered a noticeable dip in sup-

port over the past week, but strong

crowds of over 10,000 gathered on

Friday for rallies in the former

British colony.

By Saturday evening, thou-

sands of protesters had returned to

join the stalwarts, including

parents and children in a more

relaxed, festival-like atmosphere.

Hong Kong Chief Secretary

Carrie Lam, who announced the

postponement of talks with the

students on Thursday because of

their calls to escalate action, said

she had not given up hope of get-

ting them on track again. Reuters

Shooting
victim wins

Peace Prize
UNITED KINGDOM

Malala Yousafzai

She may have won the Nobel Peace

Prize, but Malala Yousafzai is

more preoccupied with her GCSE

exams. She is worried about the

lessons she will miss to collect the

award.
Not that she has lost her sense

of fun. The voice answering the

phone yesterday was familiar. The

message was not: ‘‘Hello, this is the

Nobel laureate!’’ Then she burst

into a fit of

teenage
giggles.

The
17-year-old

spent her first

evening as the

youngest

Nobel laureate

watching tele-

vision at home

in
Birmingham

with her parents. Messages poured

in from around the world for the

Pakistani girl who two years ago

was critically ill after being shot

by the Taliban for standing up for

the right of girls to go to school.

‘‘I’m feeling really honoured

and happy People’s love really

helped me recover from the shoot-

ing and be strong, so I want to do

all I can to contribute to society.’’

Aware that she might win the

Nobel Prize, she had asked a

teacher to come to her class after

the announcement at 10am.

‘‘I don’t have a mobile phone, so

my teacher had said she’d come if

there was news. It got to 10.15 and

she hadn’t come in, so I thought:

‘Oh well, I didn’t win.’’’

Then the teacher appeared and

told her the news. ‘‘I think my

teachers were more excited than

me,’’ she said. Sunday Times
Massacre warning if

town falls to jihadists

Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights

director Ram
i Abdel Rahm

an has

warned of a massacre in Kobani if it

falls to islamic State fighters. Phot
o: AFP

MIDDLE EAST

Kurdish fighters have halted a

thrust by Islamic State jihadists

towards the heart of the Syrian

border town of Kobani after the

UN warned thousands of civilians

risked massacre if it falls.

The pre-dawn attack came yes-

terday after the Isis militants

captured the defenders’ head-

quarters, sparking fears they

would cut off the last escape route

to neighbouring Turkey.

Meanwhile, US officials warned

that while attention is focused on

Kobani, the jihadists have been

piling on pressure in neighbouring

Iraq, putting the army in a

‘‘fragile’’ position in Anbar prov-

ince between Baghdad and the bor-

der.
The renewed Isis drive in

Kobani sparked 90 minutes of

heavy fighting before the jihadists

fell back, the Britain-based Syrian

Observatory for Human Rights

said.
US-led coalition warplanes

launched two air strikes against

Isis targets south and east of town

yesterday, said the group, which

has a wide network of sources

inside Syria.

The Observatory said a sand-

storm later prevented more air

raids, while fighting raged in

southern Kobani and near the

captured headquarters.

Small groups of Kurdish

fighters were trying to harry the

encircling jihadists with

operations across the front line,

Observatory director Rami Abdel

Rahman said.

UN envoy for Syria Staffan de

Mistura warned on Saturday that

12,000 or so civilians still in or near

Kobani, including about 700

mainly elderly people in the town

centre, ‘‘will most likely be mass-

acred’’ if the town falls.

Kobani was ‘‘literally sur-

rounded’’ except for one narrow

entry and exit point to the Turkish

border, de Mistura said, urging

Ankara to allow volunteers and

equipment in to help defend the

town.
AFP

Cinemas reeling over director’s call

UNITED STATES

New world: Matthew McConaughey
takes a big step for mankind in Christopher

Nolan,’s movie Interstellar.

It is the most eagerly anticipated

science-fiction film of the year,

starring Matthew McConaughey

and Anne Hathaway. But the

British director of the

US$100 million (NZ$1.3m) futur-

istic fantasy Interstellar has

infuriated American cinemas by

insisting they go back in time and

show the film on celluloid, using

old-fashioned projectors.

Christopher Nolan, 44, who

directed Inception and the Batman

trilogy, says he wants to reward

those cinemas that have not yet

installed digital technology.

The director, who admits he is

‘‘not interested’’ in new tech-

nology, said non-digital cinemas

will be allowed to show Interstellar

several days before modernised

venues. This is a long time in

Hollywood, where films are almost

immediately judged as hits or flops

after opening on a Friday.

The owners of digital cinemas,

who have spent millions of dollars

updating their venues, are furious

that they will miss out on the

film’s lucrative opening days.

They say that even if they can

find working projectors in

warehouses or junk yards, there

will be nobody to operate them

because the people with those

skills have retired.

After the success of The Dark

Knight, starring Christian Bale,

Nolan has the power to demand

this radical U-turn, according to

Paul Dergarabedian, of the box

office analysts Rentrak.

Interstellar, in which

McConaughey and Hathaway play

astronauts preparing to travel

through a wormhole to find new

worlds, and which also stars

Michael Caine, will be released by

Paramount next month.

Paramount was the first studio

to stop sending out reels to

cinemas but Rob Moore, its vice-

chairman, said it would honour

the director and the place of cellu-

loid – now seen as chemically

unstable and highly flammable –

in Hollywood’s heritage.

Nolan, who graduated in Eng-

lish from University College

London and who has British and

American citizenship, is the

highest-paid British director in

Hollywood.
His eight films have grossed

$3.5 billion worldwide, he was paid

$20m to make Interstellar and he

will receive 20 per cent of ticket

sales – the kind of deal that actors

such as Tom Cruise used to get.

In recent years most cinemas in

the developed world have switched

over to digital films which are

delivered in video cassette-sized

boxes.
Exceptions include Italy, where

cinema owners say they can see

the difference between the

occasionally grainy celluloid and

the often darker digital formats.

Nolan can see the difference,

too. He said he was suspicious of

digital because it blurred the con-

trast between what can be seen in

a cinema and on hand-held gadgets

such as mobile phones.

Nolan denies he is a Luddite but

admits that he does not have either

a mobile phone or an email

account and, unlike other big

directors such as James Cameron

and Michael Bay, he is not

interested in new technology.

When Warner Bros, his regular

studio, set up an email account for

him he ignored it. His inbox filled

up with thousands of unread

messages until eventually he

closed the account.

He is apparently suspicious

about furniture: there are no

chairs on a Nolan set, as he prefers

to work standing all day, one

insider said last week. He had

made an exception, however, for

Caine, 81.
Sunday Times

world

Glenwood opened in the 60s

Glenwood Home

celebrated its

50th anniversary

on September

28 with a church

service, toast
s

and
entertainment.

Today, Past

Times page

shares excerp
ts

of chairman

Lynley Simmons’

speeches from

the day.

In 1964, when

Glenwood

opened, the B
eatles

toured New Zealand.

Perhaps som
e of

today’s reside
nts

weremystified by

daughters wh
o

inexplicably

screamed and yelled

at themeremention

of the boys fr
om

Liverpool.

New wing: The extension to the original nort
h wing nears completion in 2005.

Festive first: Glenwood Home residents at
the first Christm

as celebratio
n, 1964. Photo

s: Supplied

T
he Glenwood Home

story began in 1957

when local Methodists

and Anglicans

realised there were

too few facilities

available to care adequately for the

elderly.
South Canterbury had the

highest proportion of elderly in

New Zealand – as is the case now.

So, with the help of their social

service agencies in Christchurch

and Dunedin, they formed a trust

board and undertook several years

of planning and fundraising to

build a home.

On September 25, 1964,

Glenwood was opened and 20

residents moved in the following

week. A short time later, when the

downstairs wing was complete, a

further eight could be

accommodated. Then, in the 1970s,

the board planned and built the 17

cottages and the community room

on the northern side of the

property.
In 2005, a multimillion-dollar

project added two new wings,

incorporating 16 additional

bedrooms, en suites, an extra

lounge, offices, utility rooms and a

sunny courtyard. At the same

time, all the older wings were

extended and totally refurbished

with en suite bathrooms also being

added.
Another six-figure project has

just been completed this month

with the addition of a new heat

pump in every bedroom. These

will add considerably to the

residents’ comfort and address

safety issues, which were

becoming of great concern.

At the same time, a new

ventilation system was installed

throughout the building, which

should enable healthier air to

circulate. In the past month, we

have also updated Glenwood’s

branding and logo – ‘‘Glenwood –

celebrating life since 1964’’, and

soon new signs will be in place,

and a website launched before

Christmas.
And so the years roll onwards.

In 1964, when Glenwood opened,

the Beatles toured New Zealand.

Perhaps some of today’s residents

were mystified by daughters who

inexplicably screamed and yelled

at the mere mention of the boys

from Liverpool. Or maybe you

remember Peter Snell’s stunning

efforts on the track winning a

double gold in the 800m and 1500m

at the Tokyo Olympics in October

1964.
In 1964, Keith Holyoake was

prime minister, the Auckland

population finally reached half a

million, the United States began

bombing North Vietnam, Nelson

Mandela was sentenced to life in

prison, and Martin Luther King

won the Nobel Peace Prize.

Perhaps you remember going

to the movies to watch the latest

films My Fair Lady, Mary Poppins

or Goldfinger. And on the radio

maybe you listened to the latest

hits – Roy Orbison’s Pretty

Woman, A Hard Day’s Night by

the Beatles, or House of the Rising

Sun by The Animals.

The swinging 60s – the years

when you were supposed to

‘‘make love, not war’’; when you

took a ‘‘trip’’ without leaving

home; and granny prints, bell

bottoms, long hair and mini-skirts

were the fashion. Ah, I’m sure

there are some stories here to tell!

Somehow 50 years have rolled by

– 50 years since I came as an

11-year-old with my school choir

to sing Christmas carols to the

residents for their first Christmas

at Glenwood. My, how time flies –

where have those years gone?

And so, today, we salute 50

years of Glenwood – 50 years of

living stories, of celebrating the

lives of all those who have resided

here, worked here and visited

here. Glenwood will continue on –

upholding the Christian values

we were founded on; caring and

loving and laughing and

remembering. Glenwood will

continue to weave all its people

into its story – for its people are

the story of Glenwood.

❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

The vision for Glenwood began

in 1957, and over the following few

years, board members undertook

extensive planning and

fundraising, ably led by Michael

Gresson and Peter Woodnorth.

Woodnorth’s name is

synonymous with Glenwood for,

when the home was finally built,

the board decided to name it in his

honour. He continued to serve

tirelessly as a board member and

secretary for 31 years until 1987.

Glenwood has been fortunate

to have many other dedicated,

long-serving board members –

among them Bill Traves, the

longest serving board member of

32 years. We also remember Ruby

Leith, Joan McNab, Maurice

Diamond, Graeme Holwell and

Derek Davey, who all served for at

least 20 years.

It is astounding to note that

since the board was formed, a

total of 87 board members have

given a combined total of 680 years

of voluntary service to Glenwood.

Past times
Great War drew

in young men

In this fortnightl
y column Carol Bell

looks at even
ts as they were

portrayed in The Timaru Herald

locally, nation
ally and

internationall
y as the world was

engulfed by the Great War.

Several Timaru

boys on the

troopship
Maunganui pro

udly

displayed a lo
ng

stretch of can
vas on

which they ha
d

painted ‘‘Timaru to

Berlin’’. John

Guinness was
a

farmer from Ealing at

the time of

enlistment.

26September 1914

The Imperial Govern
ment asked

that the depa
rture of the

Expeditionar
y Force be de

layed. Little

wasmade of the de
lay except to

say

it was caused
‘‘solely by th

e

exigencies of
the service, c

aused

when such extensive op
erations are

everywhere
in progress’’. Th

e delay

applied to other Expend
itionary

Forces of the
Overseas Do

minions.

28September 1914

Timaru’s mayor Mr E.R. Guinne
ss

returned to Timaru fromWellington

where he had
been to see his son

John off with the Expeditio
nary

Force. He rep
orted the South

Canterburym
en to be in the best of

spirits and greatly disap
pointed when

their transpo
rt ships put o

ut from

Wellington wharf only to
return

again. Mr Guinness w
as informed by

General God
ley that them

en would

be detained for another t
hree weeks

during which time they would

continue to undergo training. Sev
eral

Timaru boys on the troopship

Maunganui pro
udly displaye

d a long

stretch of canvas on
which they had

painted ‘‘Timaru to Berlin’’. John

Guinness wa
s a farmer from Ealing at

the time of enlistment. He serve
d in

the Gallipoli c
ampaign and was

discharged unfit after br
eaking his

leg in 1916.

29September 1914

At theMagistrate’s C
ourt in

Geraldine Ch
arles Knowle

s of Timaru

was charged
with riding amotor

cycle throug
h the town at a speed

exceeding 10miles an hour. He was

fined 27 shillings. T
he ‘‘great ba

ttle in

France’’ was
said to be on the eve of

a climax, while a pr
evious Germ

an of

governor of
Samoa bemoaned the

fate of the fo
rmer Pacific ter

ritories

‘‘passing into the hands of
vile

invaders’’.

1 October 19
14

There was di
scussion at Temuka

over regulati
ons under wh

ichmen

would be selected for the Maori

contingent. A
pplicants we

re advised

to report in camp at Auckland
by 7

October. W.H. Torepe an
d T. Whitau

of Temuka had volunteered
and it

was also noted that Tupai Re
ihana, a

nephew of Mrs Campbell of Tem
uka,

was in Australia wh
en war was

declared and had been accepted in

the Australia
n contingent. T

he

formation of a Native (M
aori)

Contingent t
o serve with the New

Zealand Expeditionar
y Forces was

announced on 16 September. 500

Maori soldiers
entered Avondale

Camp in October 1914
and sailed on

the SSWarrimoo to Egypt in

February 191
5. Initially the

contingent

was confined
to garrison (guard) duty

in Egypt and Malta, howeve
r the need

for reinforce
ments at Gallip

oli soon

saw the continge
nt deployed to join

the fighting.
They joined the New

Zealand Mounted Rifles at Anz
ac

Cove on July 3, 1915. I
n the three

months that fo
llowed theMaori

troops were
decimated. Many died

during the assaults
on Chunuk Bair

and Hill 60. In October 1915
the

remaining 134men of the origina
l

Native Conti
ngent were r

eturned to

Egypt to rest and refit. The

contingent w
as then split up and

dispersed among other platoo
ns in

the New Zealand Infantry Brig
ades. In

February 191
6 the reunited

Maori

troops becam
e part of the

New

Zealand Pioneer Batt
alion.

http://www.h
astingslibrar

y

.co.nz/ww100
-formation-native-

contingent-0

❏ The SCMuseum, SC branch of

NZ Society of Ge
nealogists, T

imaru

Herald and volunteers a
re working on

a database o
f SC participation

in

World War 1 known as SCRoll.

Information ormemorabilia relat
ing

to this period for inclusion
in the

project woul
d be welcomed. Contact

Tony Rippin
at themuseum or Carol

Bell on carolbel@ihug.co.nz

Tuesday, Oct
ober 7, 2014 ❚ timaruherald.co.n
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Favourite puzzles linked to our personalities

A puzzle crank
needs to be c

ompletely

absorbed in t
he game so it is utterl

y

important the pu
zzle is an exte

nsion of your

personality.Hi folks, today the world outside

has beckoned me. It was such a

lovely warm sunny day, much too

good to stay inside. I have been

pottering about my garden all day

talking to and enjoying my spring

flowers. On a day like today I could

easily be excused for thinking I am

living in Paradise.

Strange but not everyone sees it

my way. Twice in the last two days

it has been suggested I make the

most of these days as they won’t

last, the weatherman is keeping

his nasty little cold snaps to bring

out at a later date.

I call that defeatist talk! I like to

think and live in the here and now.

I have made another

momentous decision this week. I

am not going to read the Herald

while I have my breakfast. It is

often full of doom and gloom (yes

dear editor, I know that is the

nature of a daily paper) but it is

not a good way to start my day, I’ll

save reading the news until much

later in the day when I am not so

vulnerable. I’m wondering though,

perhaps I could make one little

exception; I could do the code-

cracker while I eat my toast.

I wonder how many of you

enjoy the code-cracker or maybe

Sudoku or the crossword. I have to

confess to liking all three but when

it comes to the cryptic crossword, I

am hopeless. My sister says they

are easy and tried to educate me

but I am simply not that way

inclined. When I looked up cryptic

in the dictionary it said ‘‘obscure

in meaning, not obvious, secret,

enigmatic, mysterious!’’

It is no wonder I cannot do

cryptic puzzles as none of those

definitions describe my character.

I am certainly not enigmatic or

mysterious. A puzzle crank needs

to be completely absorbed in the

game so it is utterly important the

puzzle is an extension of your

personality. For instance a writer

would like games which are word-

based, whereas someone with a

mathematical brain would

probably prefer Sudoku.

What do you think? As far as I

know there is no scientific data to

back up my theories but to me they

make logical sense. You see, I am

trying to find an explanation why

an ordinary intelligent clucking

old chook cannot do cryptic

puzzles.
One thing I am sure about.

Doing whatever kind of puzzle you

fancy will keep your mind alert. At

90 my mum still played Scrabble

and could come up with amazing

words. However Peter, you will be

happy to know, reading the paper

was the highlight of her day. In her

later years she spent all morning

reading the local paper from start

to finish. My mum had an easy

remedy if the news wasn’t to her

liking – she simply changed it! Her

visitors were always treated to her

version of the local news as well as

what was happening on the world

scene. Her speciality though was

the politicians. Given her

interpretations, politicians

sounded so much more intelligent

and interesting!

A simple question folks, which

is your favourite page of the paper?

Excluding, of course, Tuesday’s

Past Times page and The Old

Chook!

Saturday, Oc
tober 11, 2014 ❚ timaruherald.co.n
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A THE GARDEN CENTRE
TIMARU

SINGLE 

STRAWBERRIES 

$2

Open Hours: Mon - Sat 9 to 5 Sun 10 to 4

46 Mahoney’s Hill Road (off Old North Road)

Washdyke, Timaru • Phone 688 2488

Tomato 6 Packs

From $2.99

SPRING SPECIAL!

Includes: Shelving Brackets, Hanging Brackets and a Foundation kit

GET THESE FREE

FREE ‘Starter Pack’ with every 

Greenhouse ordered in October!
SEED POTATOES

1kg $4.50, 

2kg $8, 

3kg $11.50
(20+ Varieties)

FRUIT TREES 

Great selection

ROSES 

BUSH/CLIMBER 

$22.90

SAMPLES ON SITE

CONROYS 

ORGANIC 

COMPOST

3 BAGS $22

CUCUMBERS, 

COURGETTES, 

PUMPKINS, 

TOMATOES $1.99

(70MM POT)

PLANTS
TIMARU
WHOLESALE

72 KING STREET, TIMARU 

WINTER HOURS 10 – 4PM

CLOSED MONDAYS

Sweet Pea Plants

Usually $3.50 per punnet

Special 5 for $10

Save $7.50

Strawberry plants

4 varieties

Usually $4 each

Special 5 for $10

Save $10

In stock now

Clematis, mini roses, Hydrangeas

Hebe, Cistus, Manuka and much more

61
64
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Pumpkins don’t l
ike wet feet when they are small and the weather is coo

l, so water occasio
nally.

Pumpkin power

The flowers of

the Calycanthus

are a blend of

fruity scents with

hints of
strawberry and

banana.

Queensland
Blue roasts very well.

When storing p
umpkins you nee

d to

pick before th
e first hard fro

st or

damage that you
can’t see will r

ot the fruit.

TREVOR NIXON

Butternut ca
n

produce up to 15

pumpkins a plant.

W
ith vegetable

gardening you

usually have to

think one

season ahead.

This is

applicable with slower-growing

vegetables such as winter cabbage,

cauliflower, parsnip and pumpkin.

If you want a nice winter cabbage

it is still too early but the time to

plant is December, plant in

summer for winter.

With pumpkins you really need

to have them well running by

Christmas or they don’t have time

to mature properly later in the

season. Now is the time for seed

and you can plant until mid

December. I thought that today we

could visit some of the types and

growing tips as they still confuse

some gardeners.

Firstly the growing. If planted

soon they may need some

protection from cold or strong

winds. It is not uncommon for

them to get twisted round until the

brittle stem snaps in the wind, so a

mini cloche will help until they are

established.

They don’t like wet feet when

they are small and the weather is

cool, so water occasionally. Later,

when they are producing

pumpkins over the summer you

can put the hose on and give them

a good flooding every now again to

fill your fruit properly. It also

makes them sweeter –

underwatering most fruit makes

them bitter, especially crops such

as cucumber.

After the plant has got going

and flowering you will need to

start nipping back some of the

growing tips. The goal of the

pumpkin is to produce as many

seeds as possible so it sends

suckers everywhere that will

develop lots of smaller pumpkins.

Your goal is to manage these and

get the wild plant to produce less

but larger fruit.

Generally you nip each lateral

back after two sets of flowers so

that only two pumpkins are

produced on each lateral. These

will try and re-sprout again and

may need nipping again later.

Note: there are female and male

flowers. The female flowers have a

small ovary that will become the

pumpkin if pollinated. If you aren’t

sure which is which, let them

develop a little before pruning the

vine back.
When you see those show-type

giant pumpkins they are grown

one a vine and all the goodness

goes into one fruit. Unfortunately

they aren’t that great for eating.

What you are aiming for is five

to eight fruit a plant, depending a

little on variety as some of the

smaller ones can sustain more.

Butternut, for example – the small

pear-shaped yellow variety– can

produce up to 15 pumpkins a plant.

These are deliciously tasty and

thin-skinned but don’t keep as well

as some varieties.

Buttercup (or similar squash) is

a smaller dark-green round variety

that will produce lots of fruit and

keep fairly well. The flesh is a

yellowish orange and delicious.

A great trick with this is to cut a

top out with the edges slopped

inward so it can be replaced. Scoop

out the seeds and put some brown

sugar, white wine and cream

inside, replace the top to seal it,

and bake in the oven. Serve whole

on the table with a scoop and

watch people come back for more.

The most common pumpkins

are the grey-skinned orange-

fleshed types such as

Whangaparaoa Crown. These have

very orange flesh and are good-

sized as well as being good keepers

but here is an interesting tip. The

first fruit are generally the best

keepers so eat them last while

starting on the smaller later ones.

Maybe tie a piece of ribbon around

the stems so you remember which

ones they are. This brings another

interesting point, when and how

do you harvest? The vines

normally start to yellow and die off

while the fruit skin gets harder.

Try the thumbnail test, push

against the skin with a thumbnail

and it should resist, not cut.

When you are ready to pick,

take a sharp knife and cut the fruit

off the vine where the stem meets

the vine. This will leave a piece

sticking up from your pumpkin

that if cut too short will often cause

the fruit to rot.

The other varieties tend to have

what is referred to as ‘‘ironbark’’.

Hard-skinned types include

Queensland Blue, which has a

deeply-ridged green/blue skin and

bright-orange flesh that roasts

very well.
These are great keepers too.

What about trying our own

heritage Kumi Kumi – a small fruit

that can be eaten with the skin still

soft or left to mature. When small

it is green with silver striping but

matures to a hardened yellow skin

that stores quite well.

Flesh is yellowish with a

slightly nutty flavour.

When storing pumpkins you

need to pick before the first hard

frost or damage that you can’t see

will still rot the fruit. This is

nature’s way of setting seed for

next year. Store in a well

ventilated place that is dry. A shed

or garage is fine but set up some

slat shelves that let the air flow

around them. Also make sure they

are not touching as this can set off

rot too. Kept airy and dry they will

keep for several months and make

the basis of many good stews,

soups and curries over winter.

Want a lovely flowering shrub

for this time of year that is slightly

different? Calycanthus (common

name Carolina allspice) is a

deciduous bushy shrub that has

the most unusual brownish

burgundy-red waterlily-like flower

in spring. Glossy deep-veined

leaves show these off to perfection

and as an added bonus the flowers

are scented.

The flowers are a blend of fruity

scents with hints of strawberry

and banana, while the bark and

leaves give off a delicious clove

scent when brushed and crushed.

The bush grows about 2 metres

high, is quick growing and very

hardy in a range of conditions.

●➤Any question
s feel free to email me

at trevnixon@
clear.net.nz

Magazine winners

The winners of

this month’s NZ

Gardener and NZ

House and

Garden
magazines are:

RK Powell,

Norah Fraser,

AD Turner, SJ

Hood, Marie Hall

and Lisa
Mullings.

Congratulations.

You can collect

your magazine

from the Herald

office at 19

Sophia St,

Timaru.

Saturday, No
vember 1, 2014 ❚ timaruherald.co.n
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IS IT A
PRIVILEGE

WHY

TALK TOTO

KIM
KARDASHIAN?

How did a

United States

reality television

star become a

US$45 million

brand? Stefan
ie

Marsh can’t wait

to find out.

Photo:Getty
Images.

There are fam
ous

peoplewhose
gaze is

hypnotic – yo
uhave

to fight hardn
ot to fall

under their sp
ell.

I
t feels similar to a

gynaecologist’s waiting

room, this suite in

Claridge’s.

Complimentary coffee and

sparkling mineral water

are on hand and upholstered

chairs contain fashion-forward

young women who talk in

excitable whispers – mostly about

their allergies.

On the way up, on the plush,

ancient staircase that leads to the

room where the 25 of us are

waiting, were stationed at least

five of Kardashian’s ‘‘people’’, all

dressed in what looked similar to

bondage gear-lite but which is, I

now realise, Kardashian-

appropriate dress: platform heels,

PVC skirts; most of it black, all of it

skin-tight.
I’m sure they’d look all right in

a nightclub, but it is 2.50pm and

we’re in Claridge’s, where the wall

between the dignified old school

and the brash, bling new world we

now find ourselves in is in the

process of being dismantled.

Kardashian, 34, the progeny of a

sex tape, the prodigy of her own

long-running complex juggernaut

of reality television programmes;

the endorser of a 100 products and

the inventor of at least 20 of her

own has become one of the world’s

most wanted women.

We’d all had to bow and scrape

to get here and sign a no-sex-tape-

questions agreement that warned:

‘‘Please be aware that Kim will not

be answering any personal

questions or any direct questions

regarding her husband . . . If

questions on unrelated topics are

asked, your interview will be

terminated’’.

The Kim phenomenon

entrances millions throughout the

world, even as it mystifies them.

‘‘How exciting!’’ people said when I

told them I was meeting her. Why,

I’d ask. No one could quite put it

into words.
‘‘Stefanie,’’ came the stern

reply, ‘‘it’s Kim Kardashian.’’

Kardashian, concealed in a

room not 20 metres away and

poised to answer the questions the

all-female conga line of journalists

are getting ready to ask her, is –

naturally enough – not giving her

time away for nothing.

She is, whatever you may think

of her, an astonishing

businesswoman and, later, when

she tells me that she would have

loved to have become a make-up

artist, I do not believe her.

Today she is here launching yet

another venture. She and her

sisters Kourtney and Khloe

already have Dash, an online

boutique with tourist-destination

outposts in Miami, Los Angeles

and New York, plus assorted

fragrances called things such as

Gold, the automatic right of any

woman who has 24.8 million

Twitter followers.

This line is called the

Kardashian Kollection at Lipsy –

originally launched in 2012

exclusively to Dorothy Perkins.

In the gynae-waiting room, the

allergy-prone magazine writers

peruse a rail of samples with

‘‘oohs’’ and ‘‘aaahs’’.

‘‘I want that,’’ one cries, holding

up a black dress for the approval of

a fellow scribe. Today, I think to

myself, may be the most

depressing day of my life.

Kim’s father, Robert

Kardashian, was renowned for

being OJ Simpson’s attorney

during the former American

football star’s trial for murder in

1995. Her third husband, Kanye

West, the father of her child North,

is known as a vaguely middle-class

rapper with 21 Grammy awards,

grandiose self-belief and a gigantic

fortune that threatens to rival even

his wife’s.
North will inherit good genes:

both parents have an amazing

knack for business; Kim, I would

argue, is the most talented in this

department, having conjured from

nothing an empire based on the

still unanswerable question:

‘‘What does Kim Kardashian do?’’

For those unfamiliar with her

oeuvre, Kardashian’s popularity

stems from the reality television

series Keeping Up With the

Kardashians and various spin-offs.

In 2011, after a television special

dedicated to her forthcoming

nuptials, she also had the briefest

of marriages to basketball pro Kris

Humphries (it lasted 72 days).

The divorce proceedings

dragged on long enough to dovetail

neatly with the birth of her

daughter last June.

Four months later, on Kim’s

33rd birthday, Kanye proposed – in

a baseball stadium with fireworks

and the rest of the Kardashian

family poised backstage to admire

Kim’s 15-carat ring – the moment

was, of course, filmed for Kim’s

reality television show. This seems

to be her job.

The day before I meet her, she’s

been named GQ’s woman of the

year, either, one supposes,

because, if they are straight, the

magazine’s readers want to sleep

with this Playboy graduate or else,

if they’re gay, maybe because –

and as she’s alluded to herself – she

bears a passing resemblance to a

Mexican drag queen.

Kardashian hopes it wasn’t just

about her looks.

‘‘I would nominate someone if I

thought that they were hard-

working, career-driven, sexy, you

know, stylish, and so I hope that’s

maybe what they saw in me,’’ she

says.
In the comments section

beneath the sex-tape videos online,

men have written things such as:

‘‘Watch and learn, bitches. She

knows how to please a man’’.

Did I mention that I have been

allocated a total of eight minutes

with Kardashian? Not 10 – too

middle of the road. Not five – too

miserly. I wait glumly sipping

Hildon spring water.

I notice that the gynaecologist’s

waiting room has turned into a

boarding gate. Kardashian’s

people are nipping in and out

making sure that we are primed

with our vetted questions.

‘‘We’ll be calling you in five

minutes,’’ a member of

Kardashian’s cabin crew tells me.

Then suddenly: ‘‘Stefanie,

you’re on’’ – someone actually says

that, as if she were stage-managing

the Queen’s jubilee – and I am

hustled along the corridor to meet

the hallowed Kim. She’s sitting

there in a tight black dress, bathed

in the aura that famous people

always possess.

Three members of her team are

also present in the room, giving off

the vibe of invigilators who will

turn into a firing squad should the

wrong question slip through the

net; on guard lest I ask something

inappropriate of the woman who

apparently caused the break-up of

Mariah Carey’s relationship with

a rapper called Nick Cannon after

he admitted having once slept with

Kim.
Hello, I say awkwardly. Her

face is as if viewed through a

camera lens with a silk stocking

stretched over it: it’s taken her two

hours to get ready. She says she

has hideous dark circles and needs

concealer – luckily she doesn’t

suffer from bags. Do people

recognise her?

‘‘Oh my gosh. Like, if I’m in a

place that I’m not expected to be in

– like Ireland, some place I just

randomly go – they say, ‘Oh my

gosh, you look just like Kim

Kardashian’ and I’m like, ‘I get

that all the time’.’’

What do you say when that

happens, I ask. ‘‘I get that all the

time,’’ she says again. An

awkward silence follows.

Kardashian shifts sumptuously

on her pouffe-sized-and-shaped

bottom. Of all the things you’ve

achieved, I read aloud from my

crib sheet, what are you most

proud of?
‘‘In my career to date . . .’’

muses Kardashian, politely. ‘‘I am

pretty proud of my video game

app. I think that was a really big

achievement that I’m really proud

of.’’ Is there anything you regret, I

ask, hoping she’ll say something

along the lines of: ‘‘The time I let

my loser ex-boyfriend film me

while I gave him a blow job and he

put it on the internet and it went

viral,’’ but of course she wouldn’t

say that because she can’t possibly

regret it – the video launched her.

Instead: ‘‘Yeah,’’ she says, coyly.

‘‘There are a couple of business

decisions that you . . . you just

partner with the wrong person?’’

As she speaks, the strangest

thing happens to me. There are

famous people whose gaze is

hypnotic – you have to fight hard

not to fall under their spell.

Kardashian’s gaze, by contrast, is

narcotic. Her smile, her infinite

patience, her honed ebullience

regarding her clothing line, her

lack of discernible physical

features . . .
‘‘Don’t always jump at the first

opportunity,’’ she is saying in

response to the question of what

advice she would give to her

younger self, ‘‘because I think at

the beginning I was excited and

took on a lot.’’

It’s as though someone slipped

five valium into my Hildon water

because everything has gone into

soft focus. The lilt of Kardashian’s

uptalk (there is a question mark at

the end of every one of her

statements) her practised sales

patter . . . Her lips are moving but

I’m not taking anything in.

Afterwards, when I play the tape

back, I see that she’s been saying,

still on the subject of business,

‘‘and it all works out the way it’s

supposed to but you just have to

make sure that every project is

right and you don’t want to

overexpose yourself and I feel

lucky now that I do less? But I’m

super-passionate about exactly

everything that I’m doing and if

I’m not then I won’t do it. Before

. . . I would do it a little bit more for

the work aspect of it?’’

I’ve no memory of the words

but I do remember having to stab

myself in the arm with my pen to

retain my focus.

Mentally, I reviewed some of

my favourite Kardashian quotes.

Kim to Khloe when the sisters

were jointly depilated: ‘‘You have a

better, like, looking vagina than I

thought’’. Her most famous saying:

‘‘I am Armenian, so of course I’m

obsessed with laser hair-removal’’.

Everyone else is obsessed with

Kardashian’s bottom, which has

become a contentious object, not

just because there are rumours

she’s had it surgically enhanced,

but because it caused a rift

between Kardashian and her now

ex-best friend, Paris Hilton.

‘‘If Paris Hilton thinks my butt

looks gross, I really don’t care’’ –

and with those words she ended

their alliance. It’s one of those

pronouncements, similar to ‘‘so

what if I have cellulite?’’ that has

elevated her to the status of a

woman who ‘‘embraces her

curves’’ (aka, somehow also a

feminist).
Bravely, she has also shared

with her fans that she either has or

once had psoriasis.

Banal but compulsive is how

the Kardashians have been

described. I’m wondering how this

squares with the over-40s. The best

comparison I can come up with is

fishing – fishing is banal and

compulsive. Cleaning too, if you

have OCD. Playing solitaire.

Five-year plans: such as

Chairman Mao, every truly

ambitious superstar has one. Kim?

‘‘I do. I do. In my mind I’m always

mapping out what I want and

where I would see myself.’’ Where

is that? ‘‘In five years’ time I would

be done having kids – because I

can’t, you know, go on much

longer.’’ She’ll have ‘‘a maximum

of three. And I just see my sisters

and I with our clothing range all

over the place and then, you know,

just continue to grow it’’. Business

Kim (net worth: more than

US$45m). Spiritual Kim (‘‘God

always has your back’’).

Commercial Kim (‘‘There’s a lot of

baggage that comes with our

family but it’s like Louis Vuitton

baggage’’).
Kim, the make-up artist

manque: she only really comes

alive when she talks about make-

up. She has a horror of women

whose foundation doesn’t match

their skin tone. ‘‘Oh. Yeah. That’s

bad.’’ On a positive note, though, ‘‘I

mean, I love bronzer. I love it when

someone looks glowy. I love a dark

lip. I think even if you are pale,

tan, a dark skin tone, a dark lip

looks good’’.

Any fashion advice? ‘‘I hate

when someone over-accessorises,’’

she says. ‘‘There’s nothing worse

than a belt, a necklace, earrings,

bracelet. Like – one thing! There’s

just got to be one thing. It can’t

even be two. I think my ring I

think of as my accessory.’’

The room is hazy. The

invigilators are indicating that

their charge is pressed for time.

Though I regard her

achievements with a kind of awe, I

also wonder: how is it that it has

become a privilege to speak to Kim

Kardashian? How is it that three

years ago she could be found even

on the pages of Harper’s Bazaar

conversing with Liz Taylor (Kim

to Liz: ‘‘What has been your

greatest jewellery adventure?’’)? I

start thinking of alternative uses

for my eight minutes: I could have

had – and, on reflection, would

have preferred to have had – an

eighth of an appointment with my

gynaecologist.
The Times

Ph 03 687 9010
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In brief

Teen disorientated

A 17-year-old youth frightened

Temuka residents
at 3.20amon

Sundaywhen
hewas drunk

and

banging on doors asking
for help.

Police were c
alled as residents

were unawar
e what was

happening. P
olice discover

ed the

teenager diso
riented andwith

cuts on his hand. The
y

administered first aid and called

hismother. Senior
SergeantMark

Offen said themother was

already out lo
oking for her son,

whichwas positive.
‘‘It shows they

care and are in a good home. If

they are look
ing for them then

that’s a good
thing.’’

‘Severe’ qua
ke

A 6.2-magnitude eart
hquake

rocked the lower Sou
th Island

yesterday eve
ning. GeoNet

reported the quake str
uck at

6.13pm, about 9kmwest of

Tuatapere, in
Southland. It w

as

9kmdeep and felt in Invercargill,

Te Anau, and
Wanaka. GeoNe

t

described it as severe.

❚ Full story, page 3

Murder trial be
gins

More than 100witnesses wil
l be

called in a trial starting
tomorrow

of fourmen and awoman in

relation to the death of Justin

McFarlane near
Oamaru in

September 2013. A jury was

yesterday sw
orn in for the trial in

the High Court in Dunedin. Rob
ert

James Cummings, Steven

Kenneth Boskell, Ryan
Warren

Geary-Smart, and Jacob

Christopher G
eary-Smart each

pleaded not guilty to the joint

charge ofmurdering the 35-year-

old farmworker. Steph
anie Rose

McCormack pleaded not guilty to

a charge of b
eing an accessory

after the fact
to themurder.

ACT rewarded

ACT leader David
Seymour has

been sworn in as New Zealand’s

first parliamentary under
-

secretary sinc
e 2005, with Prime

Minister John Key suggestin
g a

ministerial post
lies ahead. At

a

ceremony yesterda
y, Governor-

General Sir Je
rryMateparae

signed the warrants
enabling

Seymour to become part of the

executive. He
now holds the role

s

of parliamentary under
-secretary

to theministers of edu
cation and

regulatory re
form. Hewill also

serve on the finance an
d

expenditure s
elect committee.
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Robotic dairy sheds the future

Construction
continues at

Aad and Wilma van Leeuwen’s 13,000 square metre milking shed near Makikihi.Photo:
John Bisset/Fairfax

NZ

The dairy shed’s interio
r, with robotic milking machines in the foreground.

Photo:

New Zealand Farmer/Fairfax NZ

JACK MONTGOMERIE

jack.montgomerie@timaru-

herald.co.nz

A South Canterbury dairy farmer

believes his robotic milking barns

represent the industry’s future.

Aad van Leeuwen said his dairy

farming group’s latest 13,000

square metre robotic dairy shed

could be one of many in the region,

as farmers seek to reduce pro-

duction costs and improve returns

on their cows’ milk solids.

The group has about 720 cows

in the shed near Makikihi, where

they are automatically milked by

12 robotic milking machines made

by European company DeLaval.

The barn will eventually house

more than 1400 cows and 24 robotic

milkers, making it DeLaval’s

largest indoor project in the world.

Van Leeuwen estimated the

barns halved the human labour

time required to produce a

kilogram of milk solids, and said

the reduced travel distances and

less-variable environment

increased the animals’ life expect-

ancy.
‘‘We hope to get a couple more

years out of the cows,’’ van

Leeuwen said. He believed the

cows were ‘‘very well looked after’’

during the 10 months each year

that they spent inside and con-

cerns about their welfare were ill-

founded.
‘‘It’s all very well to look [at

cows kept outdoors] on a nice

sunny day, but not on a horrible

day when it’s raining.’’

The barns also allowed farms to

meet regulatory limits on nitrogen

leaching. Some dairy farms

leached 50 to 60 kilograms per hec-

tare annually, but the barn

systems leached only about 15kg.

Farmers could also receive a

premium on milk produced in the

traditionally dry winter season.

Van Leeuwen, who moved to

the ‘‘land of milk and honey’’ from

a farming family in the Nether-

lands in 1983, said plenty of

farmers wanted to know more

about the system, which was one

of a handful in South Canterbury.

‘‘There’s a lot of interest, a lot of

people wanting to come and look

through.’’
However, he believed more

widespread use of the sheds would

take time and money. The shed

cost $22 million and van Leeuwen

believed most farmers would

remain cautious about using them

in the immediate future.

‘‘It’s not something that’ll take

off in a few weeks or months or

years. Some of them will innovate,

some of them will stay with what

they have been doing for 20 to 30

years.’’

Drink-drivers, slow learner

a disappointment for police

AUDREY MALONE

audrey.malone@timaruherald.co
.nz

It is your
responsibility

to

knowwho has your

car.
Senior Sergeant Mark Offen

Timaru Police had to abandon two

pursuits involving a teenage

driver, deal with a ‘‘slow learner’’

who managed to get two vehicles

impounded in two days, as well as

eight drink-drivers over the week-

end.
The pursuits, in which a

15-year-old Timaru boy was

reportedly driving a stolen vehicle

dangerously, took place in the

early hours of Sunday morning.

Police saw a suspicious vehicle

in Timaru at 1.15am and started

pursuing it, but stopped after con-

sidering it too dangerous to con-

tinue. Shortly afterwards, another

patrol saw the same vehicle and

pursued it.
They, too, had to abandon their

pursuit due to how the car was

being driven, meaning it could be

dangerous to others. The police

eventually caught up with the car.

The 15-year-old was referred to

youth aid for the driving offences

and unlawfully taking the car.

Timaru police described a man

as a ‘‘slow learner’’ after he was

stopped twice in Pleasant Point

over the weekend for driving while

suspended.

The 20-year-old Pleasant Point

man was first stopped by police on

the town’s main road at 7.15pm on

Saturday. The car he was driving

was impounded after it was dis-

covered he was driving while sus-

pended. The same man was pulled

up in a similar location at 11pm on

Sunday driving a farm bike, which

was also impounded for 28 days.

Senior Sergeant Mark Offen, of

Timaru, said there was a lesson for

people to take care when lending

their vehicle. ‘‘Before handing

over your keys you must make

sure the person is allowed to drive,

otherwise your car could be

impounded for 28 days.

‘‘It is your responsibility to

know who has your car,’’ he said.

A Mayfield man, 21, stopped in

Geraldine on Sunday morning was

also found to be driving while sus-

pended.
The vehicle he was driving was

impounded for 28 days.

Offen said overall it was a

disappointing weekend as police

had processed eight people for

drink-driving. ‘‘It’s a high number,

probably not the most we have

had, but definitely not the least we

have had in a weekend.’’

Most of the offenders were

caught driving in town, but also

lived in town, he said.

❚ A Timaru man, 30, was charged

and had his licence automatically

suspended after he was processed

at 797mcg, almost twice the limit.

❚ A Timaru man, 24, was charged

for driving while drunk after

recording an EBA of 523mcg.

❚ A man was charged and had his

licence automatically suspended

for 28 days after blowing 850mcg

on Studholme St in Temuka at

1.45am on Sunday.

❚ A Timaru man, 18, was

forbidden to drive for 12 hours and

charged with drink-driving after

being processed at 363mcg.

❚ A Timaru woman, 25, was

charged after she was caught driv-

ing on Sophia St just after 12am on

Monday. She recorded an EBA of

586mcg.
❚ A Timaru man, 24, was charged

and had his licence automatically

suspended for 28 days after

blowing 763mcg on Wilson St at

11.15pm on Sunday.

Verdicts due in SCF case

EMMA BAILEY

emma.bailey@fairfaxmedia.co.nz

The day of reckoning has arrived

with the three South Canterbury

Finance accused to learn their fate

today, with verdicts to be delivered

from 9.30am at the High Court at

Timaru.
The trial of former SCF

directors Edward Sullivan and

Bob White and former chief execu-

tive Lachie McLeod began on

March 12 and finished after five

months in front of Justice Paul

Heath on August 18.

They face a total of 18 charges

under the Crimes Act, including

theft by a person in a special

relationship, obtaining by decep-

tion, false statements by the pro-

moter of a company, and false

accounting – each carrying maxi-

mum penalties ranging from seven

to 10 years’ jail.

They will be brought into the

dock at 9.30am. Justice Heath has

indicated he will read the verdicts

and give brief reasons, but the full

reasons will be emailed to the

accused.
If found guilty, the judge will

then decide if the accused are to be

remanded on bail for sentencing or

in custody. Sentencing would take

place at a later date.

If found guilty they would have

20 working days to appeal the

decision to the Court of Appeal.

If found not guilty the accused

will be free to go, with the possi-

bility of filing to recover costs from

the expensive trial.

It has been one of New Zea-

land’s most expensive criminal

trials, with more than 61 days of

evidence and more than 40

witnesses called. The finance com-

pany collapsed on August 31, 2010,

and $1.58 billion was paid out

under the government deposit

guarantee scheme. Of that, $800

million has been recovered.

Source of outbreak hard to trace

Locating what caused the outbreak

of Yersinia pseudotubercolosis is

not as simple as recalling a single

product, according to the Ministry

for Primary Industries.

MPI Deputy Director General

Regulation and Assurance Scott

Gallacher said food safety and the

health of consumers is MPI’s

highest priority.

‘‘We are doing all we can to

locate what caused this outbreak

of Yersinia pseudotubercolosis.’’

Gallacher said it was getting a

lot of information, ‘‘building a pic-

ture and investigating many

avenues’’ into the outbreak. How-

ever, the information was in its

first stages and ‘‘far from conclus-

ive’’.
‘‘It is not a simple situation

where we can recall a single prod-

uct. It is not definitively linked to

any one supermarket chain.’’

People were surveyed to ask

about their recollection of certain

brands, but were not asked about

all brands, MPI said.

A specific product was recalled

by eight of the 96 affected people.

In other cases, people recalled a

brand that included several indi-

vidual products.

While 87 of the 96 purchased let-

tuce, only 17 identified any of the

brands asked about in the survey.

There have been two confirmed

cases in South Canterbury. No-one

has had to go to hospital. Fairfax NZ
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House of Travel Timaru

195 Stafford Street

0 3 687 9900 | timaru@hot.co.nz

TRAVEL EXPO
WORLDWIDE

Wednesday 15th October

5.00pm - 7.00pm

Instore at 195 Stafford Street,Timaru

Suppliers attending:

Globus/Cosmos coach

touring • Avalon river

cruising • Active Asia •

Francis Travel Marketing

for worldwide cruising •

APT Tours for river cruising

• Insight coach touring •

Trafalgar coach touring •

Wild Earth Travel for small

ship cruising

COME IN &  
SEE OUR  
NEWLY 

RENOVATED 
STORE

BRIGITTE KEMPF

Phone 688 8486

Mobile 027 2333 027

brigitte@nztravelbrokers.co.nz NICOLA SORENSON

Phone 686 6662

Mobile 027 311 7539

nicola@nztravelbrokers.co.nz

To register ring either…

Chris from GO Cruising 

is joining us in Timaru for

an information evening

whether it is Ocean or

River Cruising,

he is the expert

Drinks and Nibbles provided

FREE CRUISE EVENING

TUESDAY 21st OCTOBER 7pm
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Airfare Specials

Plus more great destinations & airlines on sale

Amsterdam Departs Auckland

Return Economy Class flying China Southern Airlines from$1449*

London
Return Economy Class flying Malaysia Airlines from$1785*

Harvey World Travel Timaru

257 Stafford Street

03 688 6099

timaru@harveyworld.co.nz

*Conditions: Flights are on sale until the specified date, unless sold out prior. Amsterdam is for sale until 30 Nov 14, flying via Guangzhou 

& travel: 6 May-14 Jun 15. London is for sale until 31 Oct 14 flying via Sydney & Kuala Lumpur. Travel: 1 Apr-31 May & 1 Sep-31 Oct 15.

GENERAL: All prices are in New Zealand dollars. Travel agent service fees are not included. Prices are correct as at time of printing 

& may be subject to change without notice. Prices are based on payment by cash or EFTPOS only. Minimum & Maximum stays

may apply. Capacity may be limited & not available on all flights. Closeout periods may apply over school holidays & special events. 

Offers valid for new bookings only. All prices are based on consecutive night stays. Product in this ad is supplied by reputable 

suppliers with their own terms and conditions, please ask your Harvey World Travel Professional for full terms and conditions.
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The Grand Canal....note
the high water level on

the left.

Solitude among the

CANALS

‘‘They’’ say Ve
nice is sinking

, and I guess

technically th
at’s correct, bu

t as the water

bubbled up fr
om below it seemed tome that

that the sea is
invading.

Venetian masks....elabor
ate, even beautiful, bu

t also rather siniste
r.

A wall of books
in Libreria

Acqua Alta.

A gondola wends its way through a quiet Veneti
an neighbourho

od.

JILL WORRALL

T
he Adriatic is seeping

into Venice, lapping at

St Mark’s Basilica.

Water seems to ooze

through the marble of

the Piazza San Marco;

creeping, insidious decay.

There is something sinister

about it, as is the sight of a seagull

gulping down a mangled, broken

pigeon under the gaze of

Constantinople’s bronze horses.

‘‘It’s an omen,’’ says Karl, my

guide, elegantly clad in a lime-and-

blue jumper, possibly Armani.

‘‘Surely not,’’ I reply, resplendent in

a red tunic, courtesy of Farmers, so

that my Kiwis can find me in the

melee of tourists on our day trip

across the Adriatic from Slovenia.

But he was to be proved correct.

A clarinet tootled in front of

Florian’s, where every table of

possibly the world’s oldest coffee

shop was taken. Coffee on the plaza

is about $20 a cup. Karl in his

Armani would fit in just fine among

the well dressed; me less so. But

whether seated or hovering nearby,

we can all watch the passing parade

of the sophisticated, the dishevelled,

the glazed and the amazed.

We had met in the square: me,

Karl and the Kiwis, after two hours

of wandering Venice’s back streets.

Well, that’s where I was; Karl spent

most of the time in St Mark’s

composing a love poem full of

longing and fluttering birds. Lord

Byron and Dickens, who used to

frequent Florian’s, would have been

proud. And, no wonder the sight of

the seagull determinedly devouring

the pigeon was distressing him so

much.
As we stood in the square in the

shadow of the Campanile and while

the sunlight glittered on the mosaics

on St Mark’s facade, the water crept

inexorably over the plaza. ‘‘They’’

say Venice is sinking, and I guess

technically that’s correct, but as the

water bubbled up from below it

seemed to me that that the sea is

invading. Once the Venetians’

Serene Republic had spread far into

the Mediterranean Sea, now the sea

itself was in the ascendancy.

Nothing, not even the presence of

thousands of tourists, can rob

Venice of its air of unreality, faded

grandeur, that whiff of excess; its

watery, tremulous beauty. But in

the Piazza St Marco and the narrow

streets that lead there; along the

rivas or banks of the Grand Canal

and the lagoon in which the whole of

Venice floats, unsteadily; the crowds

are nightmarish. Only a city as

visually ravishing as Venice can

rise above the excess of mass

tourism.
It takes determination to find

solitude in Venice but it can still be

done. Like a fish swimming against

the tide I fought my way through the

browsers of Murano glass and

Italian shoes and past ranks of

staring, eyeless Venetian carnival

masks. I found myself in a

completely empty courtyard;

washing fluttered overhead,

banners of blue T-shirts; marble

pillars and delicate arches were

suspended, blocked in with brick on

a blank wall. A tortoise-shell cat

skittered into a half-open doorway.

An alleyway led off the

courtyard, its walls flickering with

reflected light. It was deep in

shadow; a beer bottle lay propped

against a downpipe. I kept walking

towards a pool of sunshine and

nearly stepped into the waters of a

milky blue canal no more than 2

metres wide. On the far side,

geraniums twined around the grille

attached to a small window set in a

wall just above the waterline.

Further down the canal I could

see an arched bridge, so retraced my

steps to find it, encountering the

canal again through a dark

sottoportego, a tunnel cut through

the ground floor of Venice’s houses.

Gondolas were slipping underneath

the bridge, their hulls black and

glossy; the upholstery velvet red;

gilded winged lions (the symbol of

Venice) glittering. Each gondolier

pointed out a nondescript building

beside the canal. ‘‘It was once the

home of Marco Polo,’’ I heard one of

them say, as he poled his passengers

beneath the bridge.

Somewhere near the church of

Santa Maria Formosa, after briefly,

fruitlessly, hopelessly, falling in love

with a house set in the fork of two

canals, I was stopped in my

wanderings by the distinctive smell

of mouldering books.

To my left, through a gateway,

piles of old encyclopaedias and other

volumes sagged like mounds of

softly melting sweets. They lined an

alley into Libreria Acqua Alta, the

Bookshop of the High Water. When

Venice floods, so too does Frizzo

Luigi’s shop, although the books

stored in the full-size gondola in the

centre room will literally rise above

the waters; as possibly will those

kept in bath tubs.

Volumes on Italian cooking,

physics, erotic literature, novels,

stacks of postcards and sheaves of

old maps rose up the walls, cascaded

over tables, lay heaped on the floor.

Cats curled up in corners; a visitor

sat in a chair reading beside the

Libreria’s fire exit: an open doorway

just a few centimetres above a canal.

Another door led to a tiny

courtyard where more damp books,

fused almost into one whole giant

repository of decomposing

knowledge, formed steps, spongy

underfoot , that created a ledge

overlooking a canal. Another

gondola slipped past; occupants

sipping champagne. Further down

the canal red banners, tasselled and

fringed in gold, fluttered from a

palazzo loggia.

Frizzo Luigi was encamped near

his own, beached gondola, almost

dwarfed by more literature. I bought

a postcard of a 16th-century map of

Venice, the city looking uncannily

like a lobster. ‘‘You are from?’’ asked

Frizzo. I told him.

‘‘I worked on a biodynamic farm

in Golden Bay,’’ he said, stroking

another cat, perched beside the cash

register.
And somehow, deliberately

mapless, I navigated back to St

Mark’s Square and the meeting with

sartorially appropriate Karl and my

Kiwis. We set off for the vaporetto

station where a water taxi was

waiting to take us to the port.

Waves of other tourists lapped

around us. I counted obsessively as

we dodged the deepest of the

encroaching water. There were

still 12 as we passed the

Campanile; 12 again as we were

swept past the pillar bearing the

lion of St Mark.

Then there were 11. ‘‘I told you

that gull eating the pigeon was an

omen,’’ said Karl, slightly

hysterically. ‘‘It’s like Death in

Venice.’’
‘‘Hardly,’ I replied. ‘‘And

anyway guide books are always

telling you to get lost in Venice.

The thing now is to find her.’’

We had 10 minutes to do so. One

tall, blonde woman in a sea of

people; panic clutched at me

briefly but I fought it off. We

separated; I heading towards the

viewpoint of the Bridge of Sighs.

Here the crowd was almost

impenetrable; more of those

disturbing masks on a stall leered

at me. I could see no more than

they could.
We met back at the vaporetto

where the owner was getting

restive. One of us would have to go

with the group; one would have to

stay. The tour operator hauled me

onto the speedboat. Decision made.

‘‘What do I do if we miss the

boat?’’ called Karl. ‘‘It’s not like

we’re in a local hotel, we’re in the

next country!’’

‘‘A taxi’’ I hazarded as we

reversed into the tumultuous

water of the Grand Canal. ‘‘To

Slovenia!’’ he replied, his voice

slightly hysterical.

‘‘If you have to, yes,’’ I replied.

He turned and was lost in the

crowd.
The marble of the Rialto Bridge,

the terracottas and golds of the

palazzos along the Grand Canal,

the glimpses of chandeliers

burning brightly within; I passed

them by, unseeing, instead intent

on my cellphone. Venetian glory

upstaged by Nokia.

‘‘I haven’t got enough money for

a €500 taxi fare,’’ Karl was yelling.

Then, suddenly, a gasp: ‘‘Run,

just run,’’ he shouted.

‘‘Have you got her?’’ the boat

passengers held a collective

breath.
‘‘Yes, yes, somehow I’ve got her

but now we must run to get the

next boat, and she can’t run very

fast,’’ his wheezed words

somewhat ironic given that Karl, a

chain smoker, was gasping for

breath in my ear.

Miraculously, Karl and the

now-found Kiwi made it back to

the Prince of Venice catamaran

before the rest of us. He was on his

second espresso, a cigarette held

shakily in the other hand.

We watched the gulls gliding

behind the vessel as we passed by

the white confection of San

Georgio.
‘‘I saw a gull eat a live baby

rabbit last month,’’ I said to Karl.

‘‘Now if you really wanted an

omen . . .’’
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From delivering the daily headlines and breaking news to providing inspiration for 

the next big trip and that new signature dish, our team of expert journalists live 

and breathe their towns, their regions and their audience. 



Features

Features are a great way to promote your 
business to a targeted group, whether it’s a 
couple about to walk down the aisle or the 
weekend gardener. If you see one that catches 
your eye, talk to one of our media consultants 
about featuring in the next edition.

Monthly

January Women in Business
February Bridal feature
March Timaru Homeshow
April ANZAC Day feature
May Cartoon feature
June Farming 2015
July House of the Year 
August Business Awards 
September Spring Guide
October Education Guide
November Christmas Shopper 
December Holiday Guide 
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ITM Renovation Award $250,000 - $500,000

Dimension Building Limited

PlaceMakers New Homes $350,000 - $450,000

Jennian Homes Mid Canterbury Limited

PlaceMakers New Homes $250,000 - $350,000

Robinson Building Ltd

Our nati onal sponsors

James Hardie New Homes $450,000 - $600,000 Category Winner

James Hardie New Homes $450,000 - $600,000 Gold Award

Aorangi Homes (1995) Limited

Nulook New Homes $600,000 - $1 million Category Winner

Nulook New Homes $600,000 - $1 million Gold Award

Wilson Building Timaru Limited

Carters New Homes $1 million - $2 million Category Winner

Carters New Homes $1 million - $2 million Gold Award

Heart of the Home Kitchen Award

Wilson Building Timaru Limited

PlaceMakers New Homes $350,000 - $450,000 Gold Award

Dimension Building Limited

PlaceMakers New Homes $350,000 - $450,000 Gold Award

Milestone Homes South Canterbury Limited

Carters New Homes $1 million - $2 million Gold Award

Des Millar Construction Limited

CATEGORY AWARDS

GOLD AWARDS

OF
THE

Supreme Award and Mid & South Canterbury Registered Master Builders 2014

House of the Year

PlaceMakers New Homes $350,000 - $450,000 Category Winner

PlaceMakers New Homes $350,000 - $450,000 Gold Award

Craftsmanship Award

Jennian Homes Mid Canterbury Ltd
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GIB Show Home Award

G.J Gardner Homes - Central Otago 

GIB Show Home Award

Stonewood Homes South Canterbury Limited

Nulook New Homes $600,000 - $1 million

Mike Bruin Building Limited

PlaceMakers New Homes $250,000 - $350,000

Milestone Homes South Canterbury Limited
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$60,301 
Average household income. The average  
household income for stuff.co.nz visitors  
in South Canterbury is higher than that  
of the average South Canterbury resident.

Our digital audience

Source: Nielsen CMI Q3 2013 - Q2 2014 Aug 14 TV/Online. Base: AP10+,  
South Canterbury (Timaru, MacKenzie & Waimate Districts).  
*Nielsen Online Ratings, Sep 2014.

54,000
timaruherald.co.nz 
unique monthly  
audience*

473,000 
timaruherald.co.nz  
page views per month*

61%/39%
In South Canterbury  
stuff.co.nz’s audience skews  
female, with nearly  
two thirds of visitors  
being women.

46% 
Homeowners. Nearly half of 
stuff.co.nz’s South Canterbury 
audience are homeowners.

of people in the Timaru District have made a purchase over the internet 
in the last 12 months, stuff.co.nz can help you connect with them.

47% 

One in every three stuff.co.nz visitors in South 
Canterbury are their household’s main shopper.



Digital solutions

In addition to advertising on  
timaruherald.co.nz Fairfax Digital has a  
range of solutions to help you target both 
current and potential customers online  
across our range of top websites.

Geo-Connect

Geo-Connect is Fairfax 
Media’s new premium digital 
product. With Geo-Connect 
advertisers can target 
customers online no matter 
what site they’re browsing, 
reaching Kiwis all across 
New Zealand through quality 
content over a number of top 
sites including stuff.co.nz, 
essentialmums.co.nz and 
regional sites such as 
timaruherald.co.nz and 
press.co.nz.

Fairfax Digital 
Marketing Services

Fairfax Digital Marketing 
Services provides 
businesses of all shapes 
and sizes with an array of 
digital marketing services 
designed to increase web 
presence, expand customer 
base, and drive revenue.  
You know your business and 
you know your customers. 

You also know there are 
more customers in your 
area. But did you know they 
are looking for you online? 
We know you probably 
don’t have time to build 
and regularly maintain a 
successful digital marketing 
campaign in order to reach 
them. That’s where we can 
help. The Fairfax Digital 
Marketing Solutions team 
are local and proven, just 
like you; let people you 
know and trust look after 
your digital marketing, giving 
you time to focus on your 
business.

Pricemaker

Pricemaker is an app which 
connects local businesses 
with in-store showroomers, 
price-checkers, and product 
comparers. The app gives 
businesses the online 
opportunity to discuss 
with shoppers what exactly 
they’re looking for and make 

Want to find out how easy it is  
to get your business online? 
Contact one of our media consultants 
on 03 687 1341 and they’ll find the 
right solution for you 

a personalised offer which 
directly meets their needs. 
It’s a quick and easy way 
to engage with shoppers in 

the market to buy, but who 
aren’t necessarily walking 
through your door.
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Community papers 

Delivering advertisers an audience engaged 
with their community and who shop local, 
community papers are the ideal way for 
businesses to reach their local customers.
The South Canterbury Herald and Waitaki Herald are The 
Timaru Herald’s community papers. Focusing on the issues, 
successes and personalities that make these communities 
great, they offer a closer look at what’s happening in the 
communities and what makes them tick.

The South  
Canterbury Herald
Publishing day: Wednesday 
Average readership: 35,000 
Shoppers: Over half (57%) 
of South Canterbury 
Herald readers are their 
household’s main shopper.
Homeowners: Eight in 
every ten South Canterbury 
homeowners read the South 
Canterbury Herald.

Waitaki Herald
Publishing day: Wednesday 
Average readership: 14,000 
Shoppers: 43% of Waitaki 
Herald readers are their 
household’s main shopper.

Source: Nielsen CMI Regional 2 Y/E Jun 2014. Base: AP15+.



Community papers 

Central South Island Farmer is a specialised 
publication dedicated to delivering the latest 
in agricultural news and information. 
Delivered to all boxes on rural delivery across the South 
Canterbury and Waitaki districts, Central South Island 
Farmer is an easy way to get your business or products in 
front of rural customers through a trusted brand.

Publishing day: Wednesday
Circulation: 8,100
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Display

What does  
it cost?

These rates exclude GST. All rates effective 1 July 2014.

SIZE TIMARU HERALD

SOUTH 
CANTERBURY 
HERALD

CENTRAL SOUTH 
ISLAND FARMER 
(SOUTHERN)

WAITAKI 
HERALD

Mon - Fri Sat

Full page $4,883.76 $5,127.95 $2,465.68 $1,711.47 $1,711.47 

 page $3,255.84 $3,418.63 - - -

Junior page $2,665.60 $2,798.88 $1,332.80 $925.12 $925.12 

 page $2,665.60 $2,798.88 $1,408.96 $977.98 $977.98 

 page $1,713.60 $1,799.28 - - -

 page $1,332.80 $1,399.44 $666.40 $462.56 $462.56 

 page $666.40 $699.72 $285.60 $198.24 $198.24 

Front page solus $533.00 $624.00 - - -

Front page lug $137.00 $164.00 - - -

Back page lug $106.00 $123.00 - - -

Other sizes (per col/cm) $9.52 $10.00 $9.52 $6.61 $6.61 

Features (per col/cm) $8.22 $8.22 $8.22 - $4.86 

Digital

These rates include colour and exclude GST. Black and white advertising less 30%

RATE (PER COL/CM) TIMARU HERALD

SOUTH 
CANTERBURY 
HERALD

CENTRAL 
SOUTH  
ISLAND 
FARMER 
(SOUTHERN)

WAITAKI 
HERALD

Mon - Fri Sat

General Classified $11.34 $11.34 $11.34 $7.17 $7.17 

Public Notices $11.06 $11.06 $11.06 $7.00 $7.00 

Employment (incl ROP) $11.48 $11.48 $11.34 $7.17 $7.17 

These rates include colour and exclude GST. Black and white advertising less 30%

Run the same ad in 2 publications and 
receive a 20% discount, run it across  
3 papers and get a discount of 30%

CPM

Medium Rectangle $20.00 

Skyscraper $20.00 

Top Banner $20.00 

Half Page $30.00 

Home page takeover POA

Display classified



 RUN OF PAPER/DISPLAY  CLASSIFIEDS 

 Booking/Copy Print Ready Files Booking/Copy Print Ready Files Computer-set

Monday 3pm Wed 12 noon Fri 3pm Wed 12 noon Fri 5pm Fri

Tuesday 3pm Thu 12 noon Mon 3pm Thu 12 noon Mon 5pm Mon

Wednesday 3pm Fri 12 noon Tue 3pm Fri 12 noon Tue 5pm Tue

Thursday 3pm Mon 12 noon Wed 3pm Mon 12 noon Wed 5pm Wed

Friday 3pm Tue 12 noon Thu 3pm Tue 12 noon Thu 5pm Thu

Saturday 3pm Wed 12 noon Fri 3pm Wed 12 noon Fri 5pm Fri

Features 3pm four working days prior to publication  

Magazine pre-prints 3pm five working days prior to publication

 RUN OF PAPER/DISPLAY  CLASSIFIEDS  

 Booking/Copy Print Ready Files Booking/Copy Print Ready Files Computer-set

South Canterbury Herald 11am Thu 12 noon Mon 11am Thu 2pm Mon  2pm Mon

Waitaki Herald 11am Thu 12 noon Mon 11am Thu 2pm Mon  1pm Mon

Central South Island Farmer
– Southern 11am Thu 12 noon Mon 11am Thu 2pm Mon  1pm Mon

The Timaru Herald

Community publications

Booking and  
material deadlines 

Advertisments cancelled after booking deadline incur a cancellation fee.
Deadlines will vary around public holidays.



PRINT

The printing method is offset. All 
materials can be supplied by ISDN, 
email, USB or CD/DVD. Materials 
should be supplied as EPS or print 
ready PDF files.

Postscript compatible 
(acceptable software)
Adobe Indesign, QuarkXPress, 
Adobe Illustrator. Files should be 
created using these applications 
and saved and supplied as PDFs. 
Appropriate Distiller job options are 
available on request.

Not Postscript compatible 
(unacceptable software)
Microsoft Word, Microsoft 
Powerpoint, Microsoft Publisher, 
Adobe Photoshop. Note: Adobe 
Photoshop should be used for 
image manipulation only.

General
PDF version 1.3. Postscript Level 2+ 
ICC Compliant No
Colour Model CMYK only

Images
– Format EPS, TIFF, JPG, PDF
– Photographs 1Mb
–  Minimum resolution for colour 

and greyscale images 150dpi
–  Minimum resolution for black & 

white (single bit) images 600dpi
– Maximum ink weight 240% 

Fonts & Type
– Font embedding required Yes
– Font subsetting allowed Yes
–  Minimum point size for  

colour type 12pt
–  Minimum weight for reversed  

colour type Bold
–  Maximum plates allowed for 

reversed colour type 3
–  Minimum point size for single 

colour type (100% C,M,Y or K) 6pt

DIGITAL

File Types
– GIF, JPG, PNG. 
–  SWF + backup GIF, JPG or PNG 

(Flash Player 10.1 or lower, 
ActionScript 2.0 or 3.0 to create 
the clickTag).

–  Creatives require a 1 pixel border 
or background to differentiate 
them from other content.

–  Ads must not exceed 18fps
–  Continuous looping is accepted 

for standard display advertising

FULL PAGE SIZING Run of Press Classified Tabloid Double page spread 
 10 columns 11 columns 7 columns 20 columns

Depth (mm) 540 540 370 540

Width (mm) 376 372 262 775

DIGITAL Dimensions Max File Size

Medium Rectangle 300x250 40KB

Skyscraper 160x600 40KB

Top Banner 760x120 or 728x90 40KB

Half Page 300x600 40KB

Gutters (for homepage takeover) 160x1500 50KB

Advertising specs  
Technical information

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED

Column Width 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

mm 32 66 100 134 168 202 236 270 304 338 372

DISPLAY

Column Width 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

mm 34 72 110 148 186 224 262 300 338 376 



What does it all mean? 
Key terms

Average issue readership (AIR)
The average number of people who 
read a single issue of a newspaper. 

Broadsheet
The largest of the newspaper 
formats. The Timaru Herald is  
a broadsheet paper, each page 
measuring 54cm deep by  
37.6cm wide.

Classified advertising
Ads grouped into ‘classes’ and 
confined to a single section.

Compact/Tabloid
A smaller newspaper format. The 
majority of community papers are 
this size, with each page measuring 
37cm deep by 26.2cm wide.

CPM
Stands for cost per thousand and 
is one of the most common ways of 
buying digital advertising. If you are 
buying digital advertising on a CPM 
basis you are buying on the basis of 
impressions your ad will receive.

CPD
Stands for cost per day. When you 
purchase a homepage takeover 
you buy it on the basis of owning 
the ad space on that page for the 
day, rather than purchasing based 
on the number of impressions your 
advertising will receive. 

Display advertising
Creative advertisements placed 
in the main sections of the paper, 
News, World, Business and Sport.

Display classified
Creative advertisements confined 
to classified sections such as 
Recruitment, Property and Motoring.

Double page spread
An advertisement spread across  
two full, facing pages.

Double truck
Double page spread with the 
inclusion of the centre gutter.

Front page solus
Strip ad at the bottom of the  
front page.

Gutter
The inner column between two 
facing pages in a newspaper.

Impression
An impression is the number of 
times an online page, or page 
element such as an ad, is viewed. 
Each time a page (or ad) is viewed, 
an impression is counted.

Lug
Fixed spaces at the top left and 
right hand corners of the front  
page of select sections measuring  
2.8cm deep by 4.6cm wide.

Non-display classified
Ads with no creative elements  
and confined to the classifieds 
pages. These ads are charged at  
a run-on rate.

Rate
The price charged per column 
centimetre of space purchased  
for advertising. 

Reach
The total audience (readers) of 
a publication (e.g. newspaper, 
magazine). Can be expressed as 
an absolute number (000’s) or as 
a percentage of a particular target 
(e.g. males aged 45-59).

Readership
The number of people who read  
the paper (higher than circulation 
as there is generally more than  
one person reading each copy). 

Run of paper
The four main sections of the 
paper: News, World, Business  
and Sport.

Run-on rate
Rate for non-display classified ads. 
Charged per line of copy.

Unique Audience
A ‘People Measure’ which is 
designed to represent the online 
activity of actual people rather 
than computers or devices. Unique 
Audience removes duplication of 
one person’s activity which can 
occur in cookie based Unique 
Browser measures.

Weekly coverage
Includes all who have read at least 
one issue to the newspaper in the 
last 7 days.



Get in touch 

The Timaru Herald

19 Sophia Street
Timaru 7910   
  
Post  
PO Box 46
Timaru 7940

03 687 1300

Key Contacts

Sales Manager
Pat Naude
03 687 1341
pat.naude@fairfaxmedia.co.nz

 
Advertising Sales

South Canterbury Herald
Julie Milne
03 687 1329
julie.milne@fairfaxmedia.co.nz

Waitaki Herald
Sue Stott
03 433 0745
sue.stott@fairfaxmedia.co.nz

General enquiries

Display advertising
03 687 1337
thads@timaruherald.co.nz

Classified advertising
(computer set)
03 687 1395
thclass@timaruherald.co.nz

National advertising
pas_national@press.co.nz

Accounts

0800 324 005
accounts@fairfaxmedia.co.nz



Fairfax New Zealand Limited 
Advertising Terms & Conditions  
for websites and publications

Fairfax New Zealand Limited (Fairfax, we, us, 
our) place material for publication on behalf of 
the customer (you) subject to these terms and 
conditions of advertising (Terms).

These Terms apply to all advertising in any of 
our publications or websites unless we have 
agreed other terms in writing with you. 

1.  In accepting any material including 
electronic material or data for publication, 
and in publishing it we are doing so in 
consideration of and relying on the your 
express warranty, the truth of which is 
essential that :

a)  the material does not contain anything:
 -  that is misleading or deceptive or likely 

to mislead or deceive or which otherwise 
breaches the Fair Trading Act 1986; 

 -  that is defamatory or indecent or which 
otherwise offends against generally 
accepted community standards; 

 -   that infringes a copyright or trademark 
or otherwise infringes any intellectual or 
industrial property rights; 

 -  that breaches any right of privacy or 
confidentiality; 

 -   that breaches any provision of any statute, 
regulation, by-law or other rule or law; and

b)  the material complies in every way with the 
Advertising Code of Practice issued by the 
Advertising Standards Authority Inc. (“ASA”) 
and with every other code or industry 
standing relating to advertising in New 
Zealand;

c)  publication of the material will not give 
rise to any liability on our part or in a claim 
being made against us in New Zealand or 
elsewhere; and 

d)  the material does not include any cookie, 
tracking tag or other tracking device 
unless we have provided our prior written 
consent to such inclusion, to the extent 
we consent to you collecting information 
relating to our users (“User Information”) 
you may only use such information for the 
advertiser’s  internal statistical purposes 
and solely in respect of the relevant 
advertising campaign. For the avoidance 
of doubt you must not disclose any User 
Information to any third party and must 
not use any User Information in connection 

with any advertising campaigns on any third 
party properties or websites.  If you are a 
representative of an advertiser, this does 
not prevent  you from disclosing the User 
Information in summary format only to the 
advertiser, provided you procure that the 
advertiser only uses such information in 
accordance with this paragraph 1(d).

2.  You agree to indemnify us against any 
losses, liabilities, costs, claims or expenses 
whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from 
any breach of the warranties set out above 
and from any costs incurred in our making 
corrections or amendments in accordance 
with the terms that follow.

3.  We must receive all creative materials and 
information from you in accordance with the 
timeframes specified on the insert order or 
email confirmation. 

4.  We may refuse to publish, or withdraw 
material from publication without having to 
give reason. 

5.  We may publish the material at a time 
different from originally booked or where 
applicable in the next available issue if 
there is an error or delay in publication of 
the advertising as booked. 

6.  All creative submissions are subject to 
reasonable approval by us.  We may require 
that material is corrected or amended 
to conform to style, or for other genuine 
reasons.  

7.  We may provide guidelines to be followed 
where you include an Internet addresses in 
advertising. 

8.  The positioning or placing of any material in 
a publication or website is at our discretion 
except where specifically agreed in writing.  

9.  You must tell us as soon as possible if 
there is an error or omission in any material 
placed by us on your behalf. 

10.  Campaign advertising impressions will be 
counted and recognised by our ad-serving 
engine. A third party ad-serving engine 
may also be used but its impression count 
won’t be recognised unless we agree 
otherwise in writing. 

11.  If you wish to cancel an advertisement or 
campaign you must communicate this in 

writing to us. A cancellation fee may apply, 
please refer to the applicable advertising 
rate card or insertion order for specific 
details of any cancellation fee. 

12.  The charge for advertising will be in New 
Zealand dollars and in accordance with 
the applicable rate card applying at the 
time for the publication, unless we agree 
otherwise in writing.   

13.  Rate card adjustments will be published 
on our publications and sites.  New 
rates will apply one month after the rate 
adjustment is published.

14.  If you are not a New Zealand resident 
the cost of any advertising you place with 
us will be zero-rated for GST purposes. 
If you are a non-resident agent placing 
advertising on behalf of a New Zealand 
resident GST will be applied at the 
standard rate. 

15.  Payment is due on the 20th of the month 
following advertising unless we specify 
otherwise in writing.  If payment is not 
made by the due date you will be liable 
for all costs of recovery, commissions and 
collection fees at market rates. 

16.  We exclude all implied conditions and 
warranties from these terms except to the 
extent that they cannot be excluded by law. 
The guarantees contained in the Consumer 
Guarantees Act 1993 are excluded 
where you acquire or hold yourself out as 
acquiring goods or services for the purpose 
of a business. 

17.  We will not be liable for any loss including 
any loss of revenue or profit and any 
indirect or consequential loss arising from 
or in relation to any error or omission 
in publishing or failure to publish and if 
we are found to have any liability for any 
circumstance that liability is limited to the 
cost of the space of the advertisement. 

18.  Where you utilise any aspect of our creative 
services in the design or production of an 
advertisement (including photographic or 
design work) you acknowledge that we own 
the copyright in such work and that such 
work is not work for which a commission 
payment has been made or agreed. You 
may not use any such advertisement in 

any other publication without our specific 
written consent. 

19.  By placing an advertisement for 
publication you grant us a perpetual, 
royalty fee license to reproduce the 
advertisement in any print or electronic 
media we offer customers now or in the 
future. 

20.  You acknowledge that you have not 
relied on any representation made by us 
or on behalf of Fairfax New Zealand in 
connection with advertising. 

21.  All DVD’s, Blu-ray disks and videos, 
and any other restricted publications 
advertised for sale must include its 
Classification as determine by the New 
Zealand classification office any may be 
advertised only in accordance with the 
conditions imposed by the Classification 
Office. We may require written evidence 
of New Zealand classification ratings and 
Classification Office conditions for each 
DVD, video or any publication.

22.  We have the right at any time to provide 
advertising data (including but not limited 
to the Customers total advertising rate card 
spend) for publication by Nielsen Media 
Research as part of our membership of 
the IAB of New Zealand and to monitor ad 
spend of New Zealand. 

23.  You will be charged an additional fee of 
2% including GST when making payments 
by Visa, MasterCard or American Express 
cards. This excludes prepaid advertising 
unless prepaid advertising is being paid for 
at the front counter of any of our premises.

24.  In addition to these Terms and Conditions 
you acknowledge that all advertising 
including the conditions of payment, 
delivery and changes to or cancellation 
of such advertising, will be in accordance 
with and subject to the conditions notified 
to you or generally published by Fairfax 
from time to time. 

25.  We may at our sole discretion vary these 
Terms and Conditions at any time provided 
that: (a) such amended terms will not 
affect prior agreed advertising orders; and 
(b) if you do not agree with a variation then 
you may cease placing orders with us.   






